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Foreword d
Thee history of this thesis starts in 1993: the Ziekenfondsraad (Zfr: the supervisory
bodyy of Dutch Public Health Insurers) wanted to commission a study of local
andd regional plans in the Netherlands to change the payment system for medical
specialists.. The study was commissioned in 1994 and carried out by the SEO
(Foundationn for Economic Research of the University of Amsterdam) where I
wass working at the time, in cooperation with the research bureau Ipso Facto.
Thiss extensive study formed the basis of this thesis. I was the project manager
throughout:: from the moment a detailed research design had to be made till the
completionn just before the general elections in 1998 (as requested by the Zfr).
Onee of my Ph.D. supervisors, Bernard van Praag, formulated the original design
off the study and supervised the study.
Manyy researchers contributed to the Zfr-study. I am grateful to them for all the
workk they did to make the study a success. Erik Brouwer contributed his
econometricc knowledge. Hannie van Dijk and Mark Minkman both played an
importantt part in organising the study. Furthermore, Mark was important for the
qualitativee and quantitative analysis of the data. Anke Wegman did a lot of
empiricall work and gave us the benefit of her medical knowledge. Natasja
Brouwer,, Caroline ter Horst, Heidi Meulenbeek and Jasper de Winter all took
caree of parts of the analysis. At Ipso Facto many people contributed (including
manyy medical students, who collected data). Special thanks to Petra van Dijk,
Heleenn van Bloemendaal and Use Hento. Bernard van de Berg (who was a
traineee at the SEO after the Zfr-study was completed) analysed data for referrals
fromm the hospital to the primary care sector, and collected a great deal of
theoreticall material for me about the payment of specialists. Bob Harmeijer
assistedd with collecting the necessary articles and books. And last but not least,
Bernardd van Praag not only formulated the original design of the study (under
severee time pressure!), but was available throughout for discussion.
II want to thank the Ziekenfondsraad for giving me the opportunity to use the
collectedd material for scientific purposes.
II want to thank my Ph.D. supervisors for the role they played in the completion
off this thesis. I had interesting discussions with both supervisors about the
contents:: with Bernard as the 'godfather' of Dutch health economics and with
Jan-Willemm as an experienced economist with a refreshing outsider-view on

healthh economics. Both Bernard and Jan-Willem encouraged me to finish this
thesis.. As time went by, Bernard became a university professor and had more
timee to supervise the research. Jan Willem started working at Price Waterhouse
Cooperss and consequently had less time for supervision. So, the Ph.D.
supervisorss complemented each other in that respect as well.
II am also grateful to my employers for their support. The SEO, where I worked
tilll 2000, assisted me with research time and other resources. The CPB, where I
havee been working since I left the SEO, also made research time available to
workk on the thesis. Thanks are due to Rocus van Opstal who gave me a month's
leavee to work on the thesis. I thank Ed Westerhout (CPB) and Loek Stokx (RIVM)
forr their comments and additions. Furthermore, I am grateful to Erwin Zijleman
andd Erika Aarnoutse for their practical assistance.
II appreciate the effort of Patricia Ellman who corrected the English thoroughly
andd edited the thesis.
II want to thank all my friends for their support. Jan Muizelaar, Corien Sips, Ina
Horlingss and mevrouw Van Raalte were especially supportive of this endeavour.
Elss Hoekman set me a good example. My new friend Jelte sympathised with me
duringg the last difficult stage and supported me. I also appreciate the support of
myy family: they stayed patient with my 'busyness' because of doing my job,
writingg a thesis, etc., etc. Finally, I am sad that my father did not live to see this
thesiss and share the Ph.D.-ceremony.
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11 Introduction
1.11

Background

Att the beginning of the 1990s there had been problems for many years in the
Netherlandss with the payment system for medical specialists and the cost of
specialistt care.' The payment system was largely fee-for-service (FFS). The
governmentt was striving for cost control, but essentially had no means to reach
thiss goal with regard to specialist care. An agreement about a fixed macrobudgett for specialists failed to resolve this problem, since there was no
mechanismm to control the growth of the number of services. The specialists
becamee increasingly unhappy with all the discussions about their income. The
factt that no solution could be found at the national level inspired specialists,
hospitall managers and health insurers to enter into consultations, locally or
regionally,, about a solution for this problem in 1993. The parties hoped to find
thiss solution in abolishing the FFS system and the introduction of budgets at the
locall level for specialist care. These budgets were combined with productionagreementss with the specialists in order to maintain the relation between income
andd effort. Within a given year, the budgets were fixed. For the upcoming year,
thee budget depended upon the realised production in the current year and/or
uponn the new production-agreements (depending upon the specific
arrangementss in a local project).
Thee Dutch Ministry of Health was very much interested in the local negotiations
sincee they could provide a solution for the problems described above. The
Ministryy gave a subsidy to five of these local projects which met certain
conditions,, in order to experiment with the new payment system for specialists.
Thesee five local projects together were called the 'Experiment
Specialistenhonorering'' (ESH) (Experiment with the Payment System for
Specialists).. The experiment concerned not just the payment system but also
efficiencyy and quality projects. The five local projects in the experiment were the

11

Casparie dates the start of the problems back to the early 1970s (see Van Kemenade
andd Bakx, 1996).
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subjectt of an evaluation study commissioned by the Ziekenfondsraad (ZFR)2 (at
thee request of the Ministry of Health) and carried out by the SEO (the
Foundationn for Economic Research of the University of Amsterdam) and the
researchh bureau

Ipso Facto. This evaluation

study

is the basis of

this

monograph. 3 3

1.22

Research questions

Costt control and ending the discussions about the cost of specialist care were not
thee only goals of the experiment. Other goals were: increased efficiency, better
qualityy of care, accessibility of care and harmonisation of the interests of the
hospitall and the specialists. The FFS system was considered by many to be a
disincentivee to the efficient treatment of patients, since efficient treatment could
leadd to a decrease in income for the specialist. So it was expected that the
introductionn of budgets would improve efficiency as well as stop discussions
aboutt the specialists' income. For example, when production-agreements are
m a d ee in terms of the number of new patients to be treated in a year, it is in the
interestt of the specialist to treat each new patient as efficiently as possible. This
w o u l dd mean that either more patients can be treated in a year or the specialist
hass m o r e leisure. An improvement in the quality of care was pursued mainly by
wayy of projects aimed at modernisation of care as well as at increased use of
standards,, efficiency and transmural care. 4 It was expected that stopping the
financiall discussions would leave more time and energy for such projects.
Accessibilityy of care could be promoted by working more efficiently in the face of
increasingg demand for health care. Harmonisation of interests between the
hospitall and the specialists was considered necessary since the hospital
b u d g e t i n gg system gave the hospital quite different financial incentives than the
specialistss had with FFS. For example, to the specialists it made no difference
w h e t h e rr they treated a patient during a clinical admission of several days or in
day-treatment.. For the hospital, however, this m a d e a big difference, since the fee
forr day-treatment was much lower and the difference in fee was, according to the
Att that time, he Ziekenfondsraad was the organisation that supervised the Dutch
sicknesss funds. See Chapter 3 for an explanation of the institutions in Dutch health care.
33
See for the report of the evaluation study: SEO and Ipso Facto (1998).
44
'Transmural care' is care in which the responsibility is shared by several parts of the
healthh care sector, for example the GP (primary care) and the hospital (secondary care).
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hospital,, not offset by a difference in costs. One way to bring about the desired
harmonisationn was to use the same parameters that were used in the hospital
budgetingg system in production-agreements with the specialists.
Thee Zfr formulated the quality and efficiency goals of the projects as 'gepast
gebruik'' of care. Translated, this is 'appropriate use' of care. Since the Zfr's
definitionn is broader than the internationally-used concept 'appropriate care', we
calll it 'suitable use of care', to distinguish it from the narrower concept.
Thee Zfr defined 'suitable use' as5:
effectiveness:: decisions about the use of health care lead to optimal health
increases; ;
efficiency:: a specified quality of care is reached at the minimum cost;
costt control: the extent to which the necessary means can be controlled.
Effectiveness,, as the Zfr uses the concept, is a medical-technical concept that
relatess to the result of medical action. According to the Zfr there is no overuse or
underusee of care when medical decisions are effective. This is not meant to be an
efficiency-relatedd concept, as the emphasis is on the health-results: overuse or
underusee of care may harm the patient. So in some cases suitable use may cause
ann increase in the use of care. The second aspect concerns cost-efficiency: no
wastee of inputs (technical efficiency), the cheapest combination of inputs, and the
optimall scale of production. For an efficient use of care it is necessary to have
informationn about cost-effectiveness. Efficiency not only includes the method of
diagnosiss and treatment but also the organisation of care and where the care is
givenn within the health care sector. Cost control concerns not just the income of
healthh care providers but also the other costs they incur in diagnosing and
treatingg patients (hospital costs, drugs, paramedical assistance, etc.).
Thee evaluation study did not address all these elements in depth. Quality of care
iss of course very important. This is a broad concept. We include process- as well
ass outcome-measures of quality in this concept and distinguish three aspects: the
timelinesss of care, the medical-technical quality of care, and the patientsatisfaction.. The timeliness of care was analysed in the evaluation study in the
formm of waiting times. The medical-technical quality of care was not studied
55

Ziekenfondsraad (1993).
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directlyy but only included in interviews with specialists and other concerned
partiess and surveys among hospital personnel. Also, the analysis of patient-data
givess an indication of the effects of the experiment on quality. The quality of care
ass experienced by the patients themselves was included in patient surveys.
Thee (limited) conclusions about quality that we can draw from this study are the
following.. The experiment seems to have increased waiting times in some
hospitalss and had a mitigating effect in others, so the influence on this aspect of
qualityy is mixed. According to interviews with the parties in the experiment
(specialists,, hospital managers, health insurers), group discussions with the
primaryy care sector and surveys among hospital personnel, there was largely no
changee in medical-technological quality of care. The shift that took place to the
primaryy care sector with regard to chronic patients or follow-up of hospital
treatmentt was generally seen as well-considered. A small number of specialists
weree concerned about the fact that check-ups were more often left to the GP or to
thee patients' own opinion as to whether this was necessary. And some people in
thee primary care sector had some concerns that sometimes discharge from the
hospitall was not very well organised (no consultation with the GP, not enough
caree in the home situation). Analysis of the patient-data by diagnosis indicates
thatt quality of care was not threatened by the changes that took place. For
example,, the admission rate decreased, generally speaking, but this was not the
casee for a serious complaint 6 such as suspected malignant neoplasms. 7
Moreover,, the patient-perception of the quality of care did not change: the high
levell of satisfaction that was reported at the start of the experiment was
maintainedd at the end of the experiment.
So,, apart from an increase in waiting times in some hospitals, the experiment
doess not seem to have had an unfavourable influence on the quality of care.
However,, as stated, no complete analysis of the quality has been made. In the
thesis,, only the change in waiting times is described.
Withh regard to efficiency, very detailed information about the process of
diagnosiss and treatment was collected, but this does not mean that conclusions
cann be d r a w n about a change in total cost. For example, the experiment

66

In this text the word 'complaint' refers to (the symptoms of) an illness, disease,
disorderr or impairment, not to patient dissatisfaction with some aspect of health care.
77
The admission rate increased for this complaint.
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stimulatedd a shift from secondary care to the primary care sector. It is not known
exactlyy how much costs have decreased in the hospital because of this and
increasedd in the primary care sector (e.g. at the GP and in home care). We do
knoww what changes took place in, for example, the admission rate for certain
complaintss and for certain hospitals, and these changes clearly indicate an
increasee in efficiency. However, since we can not establish this on the basis of
detailedd cost information, it would be more accurate to call this "economical use
off care" rather than efficiency.8 We define' economical use of care' as the 'least
intensiveintensive or specialised form of care that can be used to give the necessary treatment
Thiss means that, provided it is similarly effective:
day-treatmentt is more economical than a clinical admission;
treatmentt at the outpatient department is more economical than daytreatment; ;
aa shorter stay in the hospital is more economical than a longer stay;
lesss diagnostics is more economical than more diagnostics;
treatmentt by the GP is more economical than treatment by a specialist;
treatmentt of people who just need care is more economical in a nursing
homee than in a hospital.
Notee that 'more economical' does not necessarily mean 'cheaper' in this
definition,, though it seems likely to be cheaper in many cases.
Thee third element of 'suitable use of care' is cost control. From a welfaretheoreticall point of view, this is a less interesting concept than 'efficiency' or
'economicall use' of care. The interest is not so much on the total amount of
moneyy spent but more on an optimal relation between the costs made and the
benefitss achieved. However, for the practical functioning of a budget-controlled
systemm of health care, the possibility of cost control is important. The
introductionn of lump-sum budgets for medical specialist has greatly improved
thee controllability of the cost of specialist care. But there were also unfavourable
consequences.. In the rest of this story we will focus on the total of consequences
andd not on cost control individually.

Thiss is a simplification of the concept that is necessary to handle it empirically.
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Consideringg the range of expectations, there are several research-questions that
needd to be asked. First of all, since the local projects had a great deal of freedom
inn making their arrangements within common boundaries, we considered the
question: :
1)) What is the content of the agreements made in the different projects?
Second,, given these agreements, there were differing expectations with regard to
theirr effect upon the treatment of patients and the efficiency. Many participants
amongg the hospital management as well as the health insurers believed that
efficiencyy would improve when the FFS system was abolished. Among the
specialistss themselves, there was an important group who stated that such
changess would not take place, since they were not influenced by financial
considerationss anyway, only by medical considerations.
Soo the second question is:
2)) Does the experiment have an effect upon the treatment of patients?
Andd the third related question is:
3)) If so, what is this effect (in terms of actual changes, but also, as far as possible,
thee effect on suitable use of care)?
Thee evaluation study that was commissioned by the Zfr, had another important
research-questionn concerning the process of change. This question was: How are
thee new payment systems introduced in the different projects and what
favourablee and unfavourable circumstances for a successful introduction can be
distinguished?? However, this thesis concentrates on the theoretical
underpinningss of the effect of financial incentives and on the effect-evaluation,
andd the matter of the process-evaluation is not pursued.

1.33

Contents

Chapterr 2 is concerned with the theory about the effect of a change in the
paymentt system for physicians. Important results from the literature about the
theoreticall and empirical effect of a change in payment system are described. On
thee basis of this literature, a number of general hypotheses are formulated.
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Inn Chapter 3, first of all the organisation of Dutch health care before and during
thee experiment is described. The subjects are: the role of institutions and the
governmentt in Dutch health care; the way health insurance is organised; the
gatekeeperr role of the GP; and, the organisation of specialist health care.
Attentionn is given to the relation between medical specialists and the hospital:
thee budgeting system of the hospital and the payment system for medical
specialistss that existed before the experiment started are described. After that, it
iss shown why there were problems with the previous payment system for
medicall specialists and how these problems gave rise to the experiment.
Chapterr 4 is concerned with the financial arrangements in the five local projects
thatt were part of the experiment. Both common elements and differences
betweenn the projects are described. Details of the agreements in the individual
projectss are given in Appendix 4.1. Also in Chapter 4, the design of the research
projectt is outlined.
Chapterss 5 to 8 are the empirical part of this thesis (see Figure 1.1), in which
estimationn results are given for the effect of the change in the payment system on
severall aspects of the treatment of patients. Chapter 5 is concerned with the
admissionn rates for patients with a new complaint who come first to the
outpatientt department. Admissions are an important part of the hospital
productionn and also one of the more expensive parts. The question is whether
thee changes in the payment system and the other changes during the experiment
havee influenced the admission rate, and if so, in what direction. In Chapter 6, the
durationn of stay for clinical patients is analysed. This duration had, in fact,
alreadyy been decreasing before the experiment. Nevertheless, can a separate
effectt from the change in the payment system be found? The subject of Chapter 7
iss the length of the waiting period for patients who have to be admitted to the
clinicc for an intervention. This was a matter of some concern before the start of
thee experiment. For a number of specialities, waiting times and waiting lists were
seenn as problematic. At the moment it is an important policy goal to decrease
waitingg times in the Netherlands. In Chapter 8, possible influences of the
experimentt upon the production of the outpatient department are analysed.
Estimationn results are given for the probability that new patients at the
outpatientt department have to come back to the hospital for repeat visits.

Chapterr 1

Figuree 1.1, Content of the empirical chapters

primaryy care
(GP,, midwife,..)

secondaryy care
specialist: :
firstt visit

admissionn rate:
Chapterr 5
waitingg period:

Chapterr 7

day-treatment(s) )

clinical l
admission(s) )

repeat-rate: :
Chapterr 8
repeat-visits) )

lengthh of stay:
Chapterr 6

tertiaryy care
(nursingg home,
academicacademic hospital,..)
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Inn Chapter 9, the conclusions are given with regard to the effect of the change in
thee payment system upon the treatment of patients. In addition, a summary is
given. .
Itt follows from the econometric results that tariff changes do indeed have an
effectt upon the treatment of patients. The tariff changes in the experiment
improvedd the economical use of care. The highest elasticity of a single tariff
foundd (i.e. the elasticity of the admission rate with respect to the tariff for a first
visit)) is about -0.4. The average tariff change because of the experiment caused a
decreasee in the admission rate for an average new patient of 25%, or four
percentagee points. Other changes connected with the experiment also influenced
thee treatment of patients, in both favourable and unfavourable ways. On the
whole,, the experiment probably improved the economical use of care concerning
thee admission rate and repeat visits. For waiting times, the results were mixed.
Onn balance, the experiment probably mitigated an underlying increase in
waitingg times in three hospitals (with variable specialists' budgets or favourable
changess in culture) and intensified it in two hospitals (with fixed specialists'
budgets). .

22 Theories on the effect of payment systems
2.11

Introduction

Inn Chapter 1, the main research question of this study was given: What is the
effectt of the experimental changes in the payment system on the diagnosis and
treatmentt of patients by medical specialists? In Chapter 4, the changes that were
madee in the payment system, will be described in detail. Roughly speaking, the
systemm changed from a fee-for-service (FFS) system to a 'lump-sum budget'
systemm in which payment was much less variable. The financial incentive
changedd from a very detailed incentive, connected to individual services, to a
muchh more aggregate incentive. Within a budget year, the budget was fixed and
theree was no financial incentive whatsoever from additional production. From
yearr to year, additional production might give rise to a higher budget,
dependingg on the precise financial arrangement and on consultation between the
threee parties on this point. In this chapter, theories and empirical findings on
paymentt systems from the literature are described and hypotheses are deduced
aboutt the effect of the change in payment systems on the behaviour of specialists.
Thee different parties working in the health care sector or studying it have widely
differingg expectations and beliefs about the degree to which the payment system
influencess the behaviour of specialists. There are many health economists who
regardd it as a matter of course that the payment system does have a definite
influencee on behaviour. All proponents of the Physician Induced Demand (PID)hypothesiss believe that a physician can influence the demand of patients to
furtherr his or her own interests.9 Important advocates of this hypothesis are
Evans,, Fuchs, and Dranove. In such cases, the demand differs from what the
patientt would have demanded if he had known as much as the doctor. This
meanss that a change in the payment system that changes the doctor's optimal
behaviourr from his own point of view, makes the doctor influence demand. Not
onlyy would he want to do so, but he would also be able to do so according to the
hypothesis. .
99

In the following I want to avoid his/her and he/she constructions. I choose to refer to
thee specialist as a man since practically all specialists I met during the evaluation study
weree men, and it is possible that women have a somewhat different utility function (for
examplee regarding the weights of different elements).
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Theree has been an extensive debate about this not-so-easy-to-prove hypothesis
(see,, e.g., Phelps, 1997, about the extent of the debate). We will go into this
brieflyy in the empirical section (2.3) of this chapter. In a recent review-article,
McGuiree (2000) states that there are theoretical reasons to believe that demandinducementt exists. On the empirical front too, he concludes: "A large body of
crediblecredible research establishes that physicians set quantities, and they do so partly in
responseresponse to self-interest."10 This does not necessarily mean that the PID-hypothesis
iss correct, since other quantity-setting mechanisms may be available to the doctor
(seee Section 2.2 below). But it does mean that a change in the payment system
mayy be expected to have an effect on treatment.
Medicall specialists, who naturally look upon the sector from a different
perspectivee than the researchers, often state that only medical considerations
playy a role. At the start of the experiment, many medical specialists who took
partt in the experiment claimed that no change in the number of services would
bee found, since they were not influenced by financial considerations. Hospital
managementt and the health insurers on the other hand, in many cases expected
thatt the number of services would decrease because of the abolishment of
financiall incentives regarding the services.
Consideringg these differences of opinion, it is interesting to see in more detail
whatt the literature on payment systems has to offer on this point. In Section 2.2,
differentt theories from the literature on the effect of payment systems are
described.. In Section 2.3, the empirical findings of other researchers regarding
thee effect of different payment systems are described. In Section 2.4, the most
appropriatee theory is selected for analysing the Dutch experiment with payment
systemss for specialists, and a number of hypotheses are formulated.

2.22

Different theories from the literature

2.2.11 Introduction

Theree are three important aspects that determine the theoretical position of
healthh economists. These concern their opinions about: (1) asymmetry of
informationinformation between patients and doctors; (2) uncertainty about the best treatment
McGuiree (2000), p. 527.

Theoriess on the effect of payment systems
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(3)(3) elements of the doctor's utility function. Firstly, it is important to determine to
whatt extent the theories of health economists are influenced by informationasymmetryasymmetry between patients and doctors and possible ways for patients to reduc
thiss asymmetry. The existence of information-asymmetry is very important to
thee functioning of the market for health care. Without it, there would be no
opportunityy for doctors to pursue their personal goals by influencing the
patient'ss demand for their services. This does not necessarily mean that without
asymmetryy doctors would have no opportunity to influence quantity and/or
pricee of health care used. McGuire (2000) points out that doctors also have this
possibilityy with fully-informed patients under the conditions of monopolistic
competitionn (where doctors have market power) and non-retradability of
servicess (see, e.g., Farley (1986)). When patients are fully informed, but the
qualityy of care is non-contractible, physicians can also influence the use of health
caree by deterrnining the quality level. However, without information-asymmetry
thee doctor can not change the demand curve of the patient and there is no
questionn of demand-inducement in the sense in which the concept is normally
used. .
Phelpss (1997) sums up the consequences of information-asymmetry in one
sentence:: "Put most simply, the doctor might be able to deceive the patient and make
moremore money doing so" (p. 7). It may be added that, instead of making more money,
thee doctor could also use his information advantage to have more leisure. In
somee circumstances, it is in his interest to increase demand, but he may also
preferr to reduce demand (e.g. when he has a fixed salary).
Secondly,, there are different opinions not only with regard to the uncertainty that
doctorss themselves experience when deciding what is the best treatment but also
withh regard to the consequences of this uncertainty.
Thee uncertainty of doctors has two aspects. First, one doctor may be better than
another,, in the sense of having more medical knowledge or experience
concerningg a certain subject. This aspect may be a determinant of the doctor's
reputation.. However, this aspect is not directly relevant for the analysis of the
influencee of the payment system, as will be explained in Section 2.2.2 next.
Secondly,, the uncertainties surrounding medical care may be such that even very
goodd doctors do not always know what is the optimal course of action. This
aspectt is very relevant for the analysis of the influence of the payment system.
Whenn there is a great deal of uncertainty, doctors presumably have much more
opportunityy to introduce their personal goals into their decision making than
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w h e nn it is absolutely clear (for the doctors) what they have to do. This aspect will
bee described below in Section 2.2.3.
Thirdly,, there are different theories about what it is that doctors actually want, in
otherr w o r d s which elements appear in their utility function." When it seems that
doctorss in certain circumstances can influence patients' demand to further their
o w nn interest, it is important to know what that interest is. And we can also ask
ourselvess to what extent doctors actually pay attention to their own interest. This
iss a question that is often analysed in the context of agency theory, where the
doctorr is seen as a more or less perfect agent for the patient. This matter will be
discussedd separately later in Section 2.2.4.
2.2.22 Information-asymmetry between doctors and patients
O n ee view is that asymmetry of information between patients and doctors plays
ann important role. This view can, for example, be found in Arrow (1963),
Weisbrod(1978),, Evans (1984), Wennberg (1985), Donaldson and Gerard (1993)
andd Light (1997)). Weisbrod (1978) makes an important point about informationasymmetryy even after the health care service has been 'consumed':
"Whatt a buyer wants to know is the difference between his state of well-being
withh and without the commodity being considered. For ordinary goods, the
buyerr has little difficulty in evaluating the counter-factual - that is what the
situationn will be if the good is not obtained. Not so for the bulk of health care ....
Thee noteworthy point is not simply that it is difficult for the consumer to judge
qualityy before the purchase ... but that it is difficult even after..."
Information-asymmetryy is in this approach not only very important, but it is also
difficultt for the patient to take action to diminish the information-asymmetry.
Evanss (1984) has a similar point of view. H e makes an important distinction
betweenn acute and chronic illness:

1

'' In this thesis, a doctor is considered to be a person who wants to maximise his utility.
Mcguiree (2000), in his 'state-of-the-art' article presents several models in which doctors
maximisee profit. The concept of leisure is not explicitly mentioned. However, it could be
expectedd that leisure is one of the things that doctors like to have (part of their utility
function). .
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"Thee technology of health care is sufficiently complex that consumers purchasing
caree in arm's-length transactions, responding only to relative prices, would make
mistakes.. Moreover such mistakes may be serious, and potentially irreversible thee wrong care or care of poor quality (or no care) at a critical point can have
permanentlyy damaging or fatal results. And the possibilities for learning from
thee experience of others, or even from one's own, are distinctly limited. In cases
off chronic illness, or of well-defined and fairly common episodic illnesses, one
mayy be guided by past, or others', experience. But the same presenting complaint
orr symptom may at different times or in different persons represent very
differentt problems and require quite different responses." (p. 70)
Anotherr relevant point that Evans (1984), amongst others, stresses is that the
asymmetryy of information for the patient does not so much concern the
characteristicss of a good or service, but rather the effect the service will have on
thee user (pp. 72-73). There would be no problem if the patient could buy health
orr 'health status' directly. But the patient can only buy health care. And the
patientt has much less information about the relationship between health care
andd health than the provider (both generally speaking and in the patient's
specificc circumstances) (see also Arrow, 1963).

Itt is very difficult for acute patients to collect information in such a way as to
largelyy remove the role of information-asymmetry from diagnosis and treatment.
Somee researchers place more emphasis on the possibility for patients to acquire
informationn about a doctor and the influence of this possibility on the
functioningg of the market for health care. Pauly and Satterthwaite (1981) are
typicall representatives of this way of thinking. They developed what they called
ann 'increasing monopoly model' for primary care physicians' services, in which
consumerr information plays an important role. They consider primary medical
caree a reputation good, because "each physician delivers a service that is
differentiateddifferentiated in place, style and technical competence from the service provide
otherother physician" (p. 489), and because they believe that people search for a doctor
mostlyy by asking family members, friends and acquaintances for
recommendations.. They consider the market for primary care in metropolitan
areass to be monopolistically competitive (an assumption that is often made about
caree markets). An important element in this theory is that doctors can set their
ownn price, and that there is price variation between doctors. They also point out
thatt health insurance covers only a small part of costs for the relevant primary
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caree physicians (general practitioners, pediatricians and internists). This means
thatt the price is important for the patients. 12 The theory of Pauly and
Satterthwaitee is based u p o n two assumptions:
1.. W h e n the number of doctors in a community increases, the amount of
informationn available about every individual doctor decreases.
2.. W h e n it becomes more difficult to acquire information, the price elasticity of
d e m a n dd decreases.
Thee conclusion from these two assumptions is that when there are more doctors
inn the community, they can charge a higher price for their services (other things
beingg equal). The theory of Pauly and Satterthwaite was developed to explain
thiss p h e n o m e n o n that is often observed but seems paradoxical. The idea behind
thee theory is that acquiring information about a certain doctor becomes more
costlyy w h e n there are more doctors, because the probability is smaller that
relativess and friends have information about this physician. This explanation
doess not seem to be very solid. It is not clear why patients ask for information
aboutt Doctor X. They could also ask relatives and friends for information about
theirr o w n doctors and how satisfied they are with them. Apart from that, an
importantt question is w h a t sort of information could be gathered from relatives
andd friends about doctors. Could they really judge the medical-technical quality
off the doctor, or could they just know whether they liked the doctor's attitude to
hiss patients? Probably it would be difficult for patients to know even afterwards
iff they had had the best possible care. Only when something very obviously
wentt wrong, would they be able to tell other people to avoid a certain doctor.
Thee explanation of Pauly and Satterthwaite for the observed relation between the
n u m b e rr of doctors and the price is not very satisfactory. Other explanations are
suggested,, such as a decrease in travel time (resulting from a higher density of
doctors)) that causes an increase in demand. However, it is the view of the
presentt author that supplier-induced demand is a more convincing explanation
forr this phenomenon.

122

In the Netherlands, the CTG (National Health Tariffs Authority) determines
maximumm prices for different medical services. During the experiment, and at present,
theree were, and are, no physicians who charge less than the maximum price. The costs
forr primary care are largely covered by insurance.
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Anotherr important question, also connected with the Pauly and Satterthwaiteexplanation,, is what type of information-asymmetry has the largest influence on
thee market for health care. Is this information about the quality of a certain
doctor'ss treatment as a whole, or is it information about the best treatment in a
specificc situation? The latter question is most relevant for the influence of the
paymentt system upon the behaviour of doctors. When patients know more
aboutt the quality of specific doctors, they will try to go to those doctors who are
'good'' and try to avoid the 'bad' doctors. This means that some doctors will have
aa more thriving practice than others, in so far as patients have a free choice of
doctors.. But the problem that is posed in this thesis is: What is the influence of
thee payment system on diagnosing and treatment by doctors, apart from the
medical-technicall 'quality' of a specific doctor which may be taken as given. Will
aa doctor with a given quality do more or less than the optimal standard of care
prescribess in a certain situation, under the influence of financial incentives that
aree determined by the payment system ?13
Above,, it was explained that it is often very difficult for the patients to know
whatt is the optimal treatment for their medical problems. It may be safely
concludedd that, at present, asymmetry of information between doctor and
patientt plays an important role in the curative sector.14
2.2.33 Does the doctor have complete information?
Thiss section is concerned with the question: To what extent does the doctor have
informationn about the best treatment in a specific situation? Common sense
suggestss that it is not possible to know everything. There is evidence from a
largee number of studies about differences in treatment between regions and
countriess for comparable populations (or controlled for age and sex composition

133

In theory, when a doctor does consistently more or less than is optimal according to
objectivee medical standards, this can influence the doctor's reputation with other
doctorss and perhaps with patients. However, when all or most doctors under a certain
paymentt system do consistently more or less than is optimal according to objective
medicall standards, the reputation of the individual doctor will not be influenced.
144
Possibly in the future this asymmetry will diminish because of increased use of the
Internett to answer medical questions. Even so, the Internet can only give general
answerss which may not be directly applicable to a specific patient and his or her specific
complaints. .
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off the populations) and about differences in treatment between doctors in the
samee region. 15
Studiess about differences between individual doctors in one region are especially
interesting,, since these differences can not be caused by differences between
regions.. In Phelps, Mooney, Mushlin et al. (1994), the results were controlled for
differencess in case-mix and severity of illness, age, gender etc. and all doctors
operatedd within the same insurance plan. So, all differences found between
doctorss were probably 'real' differences and not the results of shortcomings in
thee data or the methodology. The study concerned primary-care doctors who
servedd as gatekeepers for other health care. Because of this system, all medical
costss were attributed to the primary-care doctor. In this study it was found that
theree were large differences between individual physicians. 'On average, the
lowest-costt 10 percent of doctors used about one-third the medical care resources
ass the top 10 percent of the doctors' (Phelps (1997), p. 93). The difference between
thee decile with the lowest costs and that with the highest costs was about $ 1000,
whilee the average expense for the specific population (under-65) was $ 879 per
patientt per year (see Figure 2.1).

Phelpss (1997) in his overview of this evidence mentions, for example, Phelps and
Parentee (1990); Wennberg (1990); Chassin et al. (1986); Roos et al. (1986); and McPherson
ett al. (1982). Flierman (1991) analyses uncertainty in the case of GPs.
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Figuree 2.1, Difference from average annual cost per patient in dollars (by decile
off practice costs) in primary care physician practices in Rochester, New York.
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Source:: Phelps (1997), p. 94.
Studiess that compared regions usually used hospital admission rates for various
proceduress as the basis for analysis. 16 Phelps concludes from the studies that
theree are many surgical and medical interventions for which a stable pattern of
relativelyy high variation is found. That is to say, between studies there may be
ratherr large differences in absolute variations for certain procedures, but the
proceduress with a relatively high variation are usually the same ones in the
166

The intention is to analyse differences in the use of procedures in comparable
circumstances.. Patients are admitted to enable the physicians to perform the procedure.
Thee analysis is not aimed at the question whether a clinical admission is necessary to
performm a certain procedure.
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differentt studies. Examples of surgical procedures with a high variation are
removall of tonsils and adenoids and removal of haemorrhoids. The uncertainty
aboutt hospitalisation was found to be at least as great for a number of
nonsurgicall procedures. In Wennberg, McPherson and Caper (1984), very high
variationss were found "in such areas as urinary tract infections, chest pain, bronchitis,
middle-earmiddle-ear and upper-respiratory injections (both adults and children), and pediat
pneumonia".pneumonia". The coefficients of variations were over 0.4. (Phelps, 1997, pp. 85-8
Anotherr example of high variations was adult admissions for medical back
problemss (see Phelps and Parente, 1990). The coefficient of variation was 0.31.
Wennbergg (1990) studied the use of a number of surgical procedures in the
markett areas of 16 major university hospitals and large community hospitals.
Somee examples of the ratios between the highest and the lowest rate of use are:
7.422 for total knee replacement, 5.6 for laparotomy, 4.48 for cardiac
catheterisation,, 3.62 for coronary bypass surgery, 3.12 for prostatectomy and 2.29
forr open heart surgery.17
Phelpss shows ample evidence that there are large differences in treatment that
cannott be explained by differences in the composition of the population of
patients.. He attributes these differences to uncertainty about the best treatment,
afterr having checked that the differences can not be explained by differences in
relativee costs between treatments.18 Other possible causes of the differences
(apartt from uncertainty and differences in relative costs), include:
1.. differences in the goals of doctors;
2.. differences in the preferences of patients;
3.. institutional differences in the organisation of health care (e.g. the payment
systemm or the legal system).
Thee last of these categories (3) cannot play a role in the study by Phelps, Mooney,
Mushlinn et al. (1994), since that study concerned one region and one insurance
plan.. It is also difficult to imagine why there would be large differences in
preferencess of patients between doctors in this one region, or why there would
177

Phelps (1997), p. 87-88.
It can be concluded that the differences in relative costs are not the cause of differences
inn treatment because, in a study designed to analyse this phenomenon (Phelps and
Mooney,, 1993), no significant negative correlations were found between therapies that
couldd serve as substitutes (except in one case).
188
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bee large differences in preferences between the doctors. We can conclude
thereforee that there are different 'practice styles' that may be attributed to
uncertaintyy or different habits of doctors.

Evanss (1984) expects that this lack of information will lead the physician in a
certainn direction. "And the combination of professional training with the perfectly
naturalnatural human desire to 'do good' (or more important, to have done good) for one's
patientspatients leads to an overestimate of the efficacy of interventions in general, relative t
whatwhat can be scientifically substantiated" (p. 77). So Evans expects that doctors will
doo 'too much'.19
Fliermann (1991) proposed a different method for measuring the professional
uncertaintyy of doctors. He is of the opinion that uncertainty should be related
directlyy to the morbidity of patients, instead of just correcting for age and
gender.. His method is to try to explain the number of certain diagnostic or
curativee services per doctor from the numbers of different relevant diagnoses or
complaintss per doctor. The resulting R2 is his measure for professional certainty:
whenn the performing of services is determined to a high degree by diagnoses
made,, the level of professional certainty is high. Flierman calculates a number of
thesee R2's for services performed by Dutch GPs, from which it can be concluded
thatt there is a lot of uncertainty for some services as regards the question of in
whatt circumstances they should be performed by the GP. Examples are: making
ann ECG, ESR-measurement, bladder catheterisation and examining vaginal
discharge.. For these services the R2 is 0.2 or below. Furthermore, Flierman's
resultss indicate that a larger degree of uncertainty for certain services leads to a
largerr effect of changes in the payment system.20 We will discuss the theoretical
modell he uses further on.
Theree is more than enough evidence to conclude that doctors - though better
informedd than their patients -also experience a considerable degree of
uncertaintyy in diagnosing and treating patients for certain conditions.

199

This overestimate is a possible explanation for the observed phenomenon that doctors
andd their families (who are better informed than other patients) use more health care.
Anotherr possible explanation is that health care is cheaper for them.
200
This hypothesis could not really be tested strongly because of shortcomings in the data
forr an experiment in Denmark.
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2.2.44 What does the doctor want?
Inn this section, the goals of the physician are described. These goals are very
importantt to the influence of the payment system on the diagnosing and
treatmentt of patients. Not only will these goals determine the doctor's conduct,
butt through his incomplete agency role they will also influence the demand of
thee patient.
AA number of different utility functions can be found in the literature. An
importantt distinction is the one between 'neoclassical standard' utility functions
forr doctors in which only their own direct interests play a role (most importantly
incomee and leisure) and 'special doctor utility functions' in which the patients'
interestss also play a role in some form. The latter also contain elements like
compliancee with medical standards, ethical considerations, patients' interests,
sociall approval, professional satisfaction and a target income (see Figure 2.2).
Healthh economists who believe that doctors only care about their own interests
usuallyy believe that there are good possibilities for patients to collect information
aboutt the doctor or the best treatment. If 'complete selfishness' for doctors were
too be combined with an important influence of information-asymmetry there
wouldd be no limit to the amount of demand doctors could and would induce. So
healthh economists who believe that information-asymmetry has a large influence
usuallyy also believe that there is some consideration, such as ethics or medical
standards,, in the doctor's own mind that stops him from endlessly inducing
demand.. Evans (1984) was right when he wrote: ''Removing healthy organs, or
drillingdrilling healthy teeth, has a negative impact on the practitioner's overall satisfaction,
eveneven if it is profitable and the patients, believing the organs/teeth were diseased, are
satisfied."satisfied." (p. 151).
Inn market-oriented models of doctors' behaviour a 'standard' utility function is
usedd in which net income and leisure play a role.21 The doctor wants to find the
combinationn of net income and leisure that maximises his utility. This process
determiness his supply curve. When the price for the doctor's services changes, an

211

A profit maximising function can also be used, but here we concentrate on utility
functions. .
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incomee effect and a substitution effect will play a role.22 Rizzo and Blumenthal
(1994)) find that for male physicians there is a substantial income effect, but the
substitutionn effect dominates. The total estimated wage elasticity for male
physiciann labour supply is 0.23 (p. 449). As stated above, in this class of models it
iss usually assumed that there is an independent demand curve. The outcome of
thee process is determined by the meeting of supply and demand. In the oftenusedd market form of monopolistic competition, the doctor does have market
power.. However, this is not unlimited. At some point his patients will leave him
iff he sells them too many or too expensive services. In this model, there is no
placee for a special role of doctors. They are just like all other suppliers of goods
andd services.
However,, it is considered here that doctors are not just like all other suppliers.
Generallyy speaking, we expect that ethics and professional standards play an
importantt role for extensively trained and highly paid professionals w h o are
concernedd with something as important as health. 23

222

For example, when there is a price increase, performing services yields more money
andd this makes it more attractive compared with leisure. This is the substitution effect.
Butt the price increase also makes it easier to reach a certain income level. From that
pointt of view, the doctor could perform fewer services and still have the same income.
Thiss is the income effect.
233
Naturally, there are exceptions, e.g. doctors who harm their patients to earn more
money. .
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Figuree 2.2, What do doctors want?
neo-classical l
doctor r

real-life e
doctor r

McGuiree (2000) gives four arguments w h y doctors can be expected to look
beyondd their own interests (p. 520). The first is that doctors are often selfemployedd and therefore they are free to pursue whatever is important for their
utility.. Secondly, since specialists are mostly relatively well off, it may well be
thatt other objectives are relatively more important than moneymaking. 24 Thirdly,
thee costs of giving priority to their o w n interests may be much higher for their
clientss than for those of other suppliers with an information advantage. Fourthly,
theree is a consensus in society that physicians have their professional autonomy
inn exchange for the notion that they act in their patients' best interest. In other
w o r d s ,, they have to be good agents for their patients.
Thee present author considers that the third and the fourth argument are the most
important 25 :: doctors know that their services are very important for patients with
seriouss diseases and they want to be good agents for their patients. However,
theirr agency is not complete, since they also consider their own interests. And we
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That specialists are relatively well off goes for Dutch society as well.
That doctors are self-employed can also make them feel it is very important to earn
enoughh money. In discussions and negotiations about their income, Dutch specialists
usuallyy do not give the impression that the marginal utility of their income is falling.
155
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shouldd note that doctors do have many opportunities to further their own
interestss without harming their patients' interests. We will go into that below.
Evanss (1984) also believes that doctors can never be perfect professional agents.26
However,, to stimulate them to be as complete agents as possible, society gives
themm a number of privileges. The doctors are protected from competitive market
forces.. They can earn a high income, even higher than their long period of
educationn and long working weeks would bring them in a neoclassical world.
Theree are restrictions to entrance which give doctors a form of monopoly power.
So,, being cushioned from market forces and having regard to medical ethics
stimulatee doctors to play their (incomplete) professional agency role. The degree
off uncertainty also influences this process. Medical ethics keep the doctors from
performing,, just for economic reasons, services that are actively harmful to their
patients,, such as the above mentioned removing of healthy organs. However,
theirr ethics might not always keep them from doing services whose usefulness is
uncertain,, but which do not seriously harm the patient at the same time. An
examplee of this might be extra diagnostic testing compared with an objective
standardd of care. In such cases, the trade-off between ethics, income and leisure
timee might have a different outcome. This seems all the more plausible as
physicians'' training probably encourages them to do everything possible to be
onn the safe side. This means that the more uncertainty there is about the correct
diagnosingg and treatment, the larger is the influence of the payment system.
Differencess in treatment between doctors may not only be caused by differences
inn subjective assessments; they may also be caused by differences in financial
incentivess in those situations where medical ethics do not give a 100% certain
guideline. .
Apartt from net income, leisure and ethics, a fourth argument can play a role in
thee doctor's utility function (see, e.g., Evans (1984), p. 151). This is a preferred
practicee style, included by Evans because it was observed that there was an
266

Evans makes a clear distinction between a professional agency relationship and a
principal l
agentt relation. In the latter case, the agent has to be given incentives to also pursue the
principal'ss interest. When he can ignore the principal's interest without detection, he
willl do that. In the case of a professional agency relationship, the doctor will take the
patient'ss interest into account, even when there is no control, because it plays a role in
hiss own utility function.
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underusee of auxiliary personnel, or "intermediate-level health practitioners".21
Physicianss could hire such personnel and substitute part of their own expensive
timee for cheaper time of auxiliary personnel. In this way, they could raise their
profits.. Evans states that there are some institutional impediments, but these do
nott offer a complete explanation for the underuse. An explanation may be that
doctorss are attracted to certain practice styles, for example they prefer doing
thingss themselves to managing teams of people.28

Anotherr aspect which may be included in the utility function of doctors is the
interestt that society as a whole has in the cost-consciousness of physicians.
Doctorss have a large influence upon resource use in the health care sector. They
decidee not only about their own involvement in the patients' treatment but also
aboutt many other related production factors. Of course, society's interest does
nott automatically mean that cost-consciousness is important for the doctors.
Evanss considers it of importance, but does not include it in the utility function.
Hee sees the interest of society as one of the reasons why the relationship between
doctorr and patient can never be a complete professional agency relationship.
Delnoijj (1994) believes that society's interest is part of the doctor's utility
functionn because of his interest in social approval. In her view, the doctors'
utilityy depends upon both physical well-being ('produced' by income and
leisure)) and social approval, which may be produced by patients' appreciation of
thee doctors' services or by the appreciation of society. Proxies for society are, for
example,, colleagues or third-party payers. However, she believes that: "since
quitequite often there is a considerable amount of uncertainty a physician has to deal with
whenwhen assessing the benefits of a particular medical procedure for a specific patient, and
sincesince apart from that, social control is often not so strict as to outweigh the disadvantages
ofof acting against an individual patient's best interest, physicians will relatively
infrequentlyinfrequently choose to let societal interest prevail" (p. 28). The present author ag
withh her on the probability that society's interest prevails. That is why cost
consciousnesss is not included in the doctor's utility function. However, it is
possiblee that social approval in other forms plays a role in the utility function.
Duringg the experiment social approval of the partners in the experiment may
Thiss phenomenon was analysed by Reinhardt (1972,1973,1975).
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havee been gained by working towards the not-directly financially stimulated
goalss of the experiment, like cultural change and efficiency projects.
2.2.55 Conclusions on the basis of theory
Doctorss are by no means always certain about the optimal way to treat patients.
Still,, they usually have a lot more information than their patients and this
information-asymmetryy can not easily be removed. This means that doctors can
influencee patients demand for care through their advice: there is no independent
demandd curve. Fortunately, it seems likely that doctors do not only pay attention
too their own interests (income, leisure, pleasant work and perhaps social
approval)) but also to their patients' interest (ethics). Since these different
elementss of the doctor's utility function are traded off against each other, doctors
aree not complete professional agents for their patients. As incomplete agents,
theyy will be more constrained by their ethics, the more certain is the optimal
treatmentt and the more serious is the (possible) disease of the patients. In the
latterr case, the cost to the patient of the doctor not being ethical can be a lot
higher. .
Inn this theoretical model, it is to be expected that a change in the payment system
doess influence the behaviour of physicians, at least as long as there is no
completee certainty. A change in the payment system changes the optimal work
patternn of diagnosis and treatment for the doctor through the elements in the
utilityy function net income and leisure time, unless there is an absolute constraint
fromm ethical considerations. In many cases, there will be no such absolute
constraintt because there is a large grey area in the optimal treatment. Instead, a
neww optimum of income, leisure, ethics and pleasant work will be found. So
theree will be some change in the doctor's preferred way of working and, since
patientss tend to follow the doctor's advice to a large degree, this change in the
doctor'ss preferences will manifest itself in the actual process of diagnosis and
treatment.. Therefore, a change in the payment system will have an effect on the
diagnosingg and treatment of patients from a theoretical point of view. Such a
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Phelps (1997) suggests another possible explanation. The price for a physician's labour
ass seen from the outside is high, since it includes monopoly rents. For the physician as
ownerr of the firm, the price of labour is lower, so it only appears that he uses too much
off his own labour.
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changee is expected to have the strongest effect for those services where there is
thee least certainty about the optimal treatment.

2.33

Empirical findings

Thee question in this section is whether the expected influence of the payment
systemm has been found in empirical research. There is a very large amount of
empiricall research on this and on related topics, most of which is concentrated
onn the possibility of 'supplier-induced demand'. This may be defined as: "the
amountamount of demand, induced by doctors, which exists beyond what would have occurred
inin a market in which consumers are fully informed".29 The research into supplierinducedd demand originated from the above-mentioned empirical observation
thatt there was a positive correlation between the available supply of doctors and
price,, and in the hospital sector that "bed availability is the principal determinant of
bedbed use".

30

Many researchers were of the opinion that these phenomena pointed

too the large influence of doctors upon the demand of their patients. Others stated
thatt

there were

'normal'

economic arguments

to explain

the

observed

correlationss and therefore the standard analysis did not have to be abandoned.
Ann example of such an argument is that a higher density of doctors lowers the
timee cost of patients, thereby increasing demand. 31
Nott only is the concept of induced demand controversial, but so too are the
m e t h o d ss used to investigate it empirically. Dranove and Wehner (1994) show
thatt the standard approach used to investigate induced demand leads to the
strangee conclusion that demand for childbirth is induced by obstetricians. It
seems,, therefore, that there are methodological difficulties with the research into
supplier-inducedd demand. So, while there are many indications that supplierinducedd demand exists, most of them are not conclusive for methodological
reasonss or for data reasons.
O n ee study is often cited in publications upon this subject, because many controls
aree built in to avoid biased results. This is the study of Hickson, Altmeier and
Perrinn (1987). They tried to ensure that the results of their study were not
affectedd by differences in setting, types of doctors, and patient behaviour and
299
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characteristics.. The study was conducted in a pediatric trainee specialists'
continuityy clinic. In this setting, it was easy to assign the trainees randomly to
twoo different reimbursement systems: salary and FFS. In this way, differences in
settingg were avoided. The parents of the patients were all confronted with the
samee payment conditions. They did not know how their own physician was
beingg paid. There were no statistically significant differences in the
characteristicss of the two groups of patients that were assigned to the salaried
andd the FFS trainee specialists. One problem remained, i.e. the two groups of
traineee specialists, while matching each other in all other characteristics
measured,, differed in their career plans. In the salaried group, more trainee
specialistss wanted to go into private practice (versus an academic career)
comparedd with the FFS-group. So the researchers checked whether the results of
thee comparison of the two groups of trainee specialists were resistant to
controllingg for career choices. The results that still held were that in the FFSgroupp the continuity of care was better (a greater number of the visits were
attendedd by the patient's primary physician), there were less emergency-room
visitss per patient and more preventive visits were scheduled per patient. To find
outt whether the extra visits were excessive, a number of charts were examined
andd the documented visits were compared with the guidelines of the American
Academyy of Pediatrics. It was found that: "Patients assigned to fee-for-service
physiciansphysicians missed fewer recommended visits than patients of salaried physicians (3.
9.4%)9.4%) and made more visits in excess of the recommendations (18.0% v 4.7%)."32
Thee following conclusion can be drawn from the results: under FFS, doctors do
'tooo much' compared with the objective standard of care, and under salary they
doo 'too little'. This conclusion is not drawn so strongly by Hickson, Altmeier and
Perrin.. They consider it possible that the extra visits to well children were
appropriatee "because some families need more than the usual amount of well child care"
(p.. 349). One of their overall conclusions is:
"Ourr results add to the existing literature suggesting that physicians given
appropriatee motivation (fee-for-service reimbursement) and appropriate
circumstancess (less than full capacity of patients) can manipulate demand for
caree and consequently patient use of services" (pp. 349-350).
Summarising,, this thorough study shows that the payment system does indeed
influencee the behaviour of doctors. And it shows that this influence is also
Hickson,, Altmeier and Perrin (1987), p. 348.
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possiblee for situations where 'a correct standard of care' is available (in the form
off the guidelines of a respected scientific organisation), or, in other words, where
thee doctor can know exactly what to do.33

Theree is a body of research in another direction that also supports the conclusion
thatt the payment system is of influence.34 This research concerns referral by
doctorss to facilities in which they have a financial interest. These may be joint
venturess with doctors as financial partners in diagnostic imaging centres,
radiationn therapy facilities or physical therapy centres. Mitchell and others
conductedd a number of studies into this phenomenon.35 These studies yield
consistentt evidence that doctors' referral to facilities in which they have a
financiall interest does not lead to improved access to care or better quality
(argumentss that are sometimes used to defend or promote this practice).
However,, it does lead to increases in the amount of services used and increases
inn cost. In a number of cases, it was found that the prices for comparable
proceduress were higher in joint venture-facilities than in independent facilities.
Phelpss (1997) concludes from this research: "... these studies all show the potential
importanceimportance of induced demand in settings in which the doctor both has the informa
'power''power' to recommend treatment to patients and a directfinancialreward from doing so
(pp.. 252-253).
So,, both direct empirical research into the influence of the payment system on
thee treatment of patients and indirect empirical research into the influence of
doctorss having a financial interest in facilities on referral, show that financial
incentivess do indeed influence the outcome of the process.

2.44

Preferred theory and hypotheses

Onn the basis of theoretical considerations, the expectation was formed that a
changee in the payment system does influence the behaviour of physicians, at
leastt as long as there is no complete certainty. This hypothesis is supported by
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However, it is still possible that there is uncertainty connected with the individual
circumstancess of the patient.
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Phelps (1997), pp. 251-253, gives an overview of this research.
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Mitchell and Scott (1992a); Mitchell and Scott (1992b); Mitchell and Sunshine (1992);
Hulmann et al. (1990).
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empiricall findings. Therefore, the following model is selected as the theoretical
basiss for the empirical analysis undertaken in this thesis.
Information-asymmetryy between doctor and patient plays an important role. As
aa consequence of this there is no independent demand curve. However, the
doctorr does not have complete information. He is confronted with uncertainty
aboutt the optimal treatment. Under these circumstances, he tries to maximise his
utilityy function, elements of which are income, leisure, ethics, pleasant work, and
possiblyy social approval. It is easier for him to concentrate on his own interests
(mainlyy income and leisure) when the optimal treatment is uncertain and the
conditionn of the patient does not appear to be too serious.
Inn this model, what can we expect from a change in payment system from
(largely)) FFS to lump-sum budgets that are fixed for a year? The main
expectationss are set out in Box 2.1 in the form of five hypotheses.
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Expected effects of a change in the payment system for specialists

1.. If, in the old situation, services were performed that were not strictly
necessaryy from a medical point of view, the number of these services will
decreasee (this increases leisure without decreasing income or increasing
ethicall costs);
2.. If, in the old situation, services were performed that were necessary but
didd not have to be performed by the specialist, more referrals will be
made,, for example to the GP (this increases leisure without decreasing
incomee or increasing ethical costs);
3.. Because income is less dependent upon

production

(to a

degree

dependingg upon the specific arrangements in a particular project), leisure
willl become more attractive compared with the old situation, unless there
iss a binding ethical constraint36 (the financial costs of leisure decrease
whilee the ethical costs do not change);
4.. It may become more attractive to generate production in terms of the units
inn which it is measured in the new system, but this depends upon the
specificc trade-off between income and leisure. Producing more in terms of
productionn units contributes t o reaching the arranged production level
andd may (depending upon the specific arrangements) lead to a higher
incomee in the following year. However, producing more according to the
neww definition may or may n o t decrease leisure, depending upon how
muchh efficiency can be improved, for example by no longer

performing

thee above mentioned services (see 1) and 2) above).
5.. It will become more attractive t o decrease production in terms of the units
thatt do not play a role in the new system,37 as long as it is not really
medicallyy necessary that these things are done by the specialist himself.38

366

This may be the case when the doctor believes that waiting can have serious
consequencess for patients, for example women with suspected breast cancer.
377
This concerns not just the number and type of services (see footnote 37).
388
For example, when the number of repeat visits to the specialist at the outpatient
departmentt is
nott important for the measurement, having less repeat visits increases leisure without
havingg to give up income. If some repeat visits are not absolutely necessary or patients
cann be referred back to the GP for control, the ethical costs do not increase. In that case,
thee optimal choice for the specialist is to have less repeat visits of patients.
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Itt can not be said a priori whether production (measured according to the new
definition)) and leisure will increase or decrease. On the one hand -supposing
theree are no binding ethical constraints- leisure becomes more attractive and
non-measuredd production becomes less attractive. On the other hand measured
productionn may become more attractive. In that case non-measured production
willl decrease. Leisure may increase or decrease depending upon the relative
attractivenesss of measured production and the possibilities to use care more
economically.. One of the goals of the experiment was to promote efficiency.
Perhapss it is possible for doctors to have more leisure and more measured
productionn at the same time by working as economically as possible.
Whatt do the expectations formulated in the hypotheses mean for the extent to
whichh the use of care is suitable? The first hypothesis of no longer performing
unnecessaryy services concerns unequivocally an improvement in efficiency and
costt savings. So this promotes suitable use of care. The second hypothesis of
moree referrals promotes economical use of care. The patient is treated by the
mostt appropriate provider when the referrals are well-considered. For example,
whenn the specialist no longer performs services that can easily be done by the
GP,, this gives the specialist more time for specialized work. The third hypothesis
aboutt leisure becoming more attractive promotes suitable use in as far as a more
restedd specialist can give better care. However, it can hurt the quality of care
becausee of increased waiting times or it can lead to higher costs to keep waiting
timess at the same level. So this expected effect of the new payment system
appearss predominantly unfavourable for suitable use. The fourth hypothesis
aboutt possibly producing more in terms of the new production parameters is
favourablee in the sense of keeping waiting times lower and being an incentive to
producee in an economical way (both provided the new production parameters
aree wisely chosen). Cost control regarding the budgets of specialists is probably
nott maximal in this situation, since the incentive for the extra production is the
possibilityy to increase income. Cost control in the hospital may be promoted by
usingg care more economically. The fifth hypothesis of decreasing production in
termss of units that are not measured anymore does not harm the quality of care
ass long as there is no need for the specialist to perform these activities himself.
Qualityy of care can, in principle, be improved by lower waiting times because of
freedd time. However, the greater attractiveness of leisure may undo this
advantage.. The use of care becomes more economical when activities are no
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longerr carried out or carried out at a more appropriate level. The consequences
forr cost control are not clear a priori.
Inn Chapter 4, the arrangements and the financial incentives within the different
locall projects that took part in the experiment are discussed in detail. Following
thiss discussion, more detailed hypotheses will be formulated. Our empirical
analysiss will show whether or not these hypotheses are confirmed.

33 Specialist health care in the Netherlands
Inn the first section of this chapter (3.1), the organisation of Dutch health care will
bee described with particular attention to specialist health care. The situation
beforee the experiment is described, as well as the general organisational changes
thatt took place during the experiment. The second section (3.2) deals with the
problemss with specialist health care before the experiment. In the third section
(3.3)) it is shown how the experiment was initiated on account of frustration with
thesee problems.

3.11

Organisation of Dutch health care

Healthh insurance
Dutchh health care is divided in three compartments. The first compartment is
coveredd by social insurance. The Exceptional Medical Expenses Act (Dutch
abbreviation:: AWBZ), was originally intended to cover risks that were virtually
impossiblee to insure privately, e.g. long-term institutional care. As time went by,
otherr risks were included and sometimes excluded again at a later date. An
examplee of this are prescription medicines. Every Dutch resident is automatically
insuredd for a number of large risks under the AWBZ-scheme. The premium is
income-related. .
Thee second compartment concerns the other health care services about which the
sociall consensus is that all Dutch residents should have access to them. It covers
aa large package of health care costs, the most important of which are the services
off the general practitioner (GP), hospital care, care provided by medical
specialistss and prescription medicines.
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Figuree 3.1, Organisation of Dutch health insurance
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Inn the second compartment, there are three types of health care insurance. For
somee categories of civil servants there are special arrangements for health
insurance,, which are obligatory. People who do not belong to these categories
aree obliged to take part in a public insurance scheme (ZFW) when their income
levell is below a specific amount. Otherwise, they have to enrol with a private
insurancee company if they want to be insured. Employees with an income below
aa certain threshold and their dependants, social security recipients and certain
old-agee groups are compulsorily insured in the ZFW with a premium that is
largelyy income-related. From 1 January 2000, self-employed persons with a low
incomee are also included in the ZFW. A small part of the premium is flat rate
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('nominall premium'). Compulsory insured persons have to choose a sickness
fundd to join. The flat-rate premium differs between sickness funds. This is a way
forr the funds to compete with each other in attracting consumers. Within a
sicknesss fund all adult insured persons pay the same nominal premium,
regardlesss of risk. The benefits of public health insurance are in-kind. At the start
off 1997, modest co-payments were introduced for the publicly insured, to be
abolishedd again on 1 January 1999.
Personss with a higher income can make their own decisions about private
insurance.. The premiums for private insurance are not based upon income, but
uponn perceived risk. Many private arrangements include a deductible, meaning
thatt the insured have to pay some fixed amount before the insurance company
startss reimbursing their medical costs. The higher the arranged deductible is, the
lowerr the premium. Private insurance is a restitution system: the insured do not
gett care from the insurer, they get their bills reimbursed (taking into account the
deductible).. In 1994, before the start of the experiment 31 % of the Dutch
populationn was privately insured. In 1997, at the end of the experiment, this was
300 %. In 1997, 63.7 % of the population were publicly insured and 5.2 % were
insuredd under the special arrangements for civil servants. The proportion of
uninsuredd persons is very low in the Netherlands (1.1 % in 1997).39
Thee third compartment covers care that is perceived as 'luxury' or care that
consumerss are able to pay for themselves, like certain forms of plastic surgery
andd part of the services of the dentist and the physiotherapist. People can decide
too take out complementary (private) insurance for these services with their
sicknesss fund or private insurance company.
Institutions s
Institutionss traditionally play a large role in Dutch health care. This is the case
forr organisations created by the government to perform a specific task, as well as
organisationss of professionals that aim to promote their joint interests. Within
thee former category, the COTG (Centraal Orgaan Tarieven Gezondsheidszorg,
Nationall Health Tariffs Authority)40 and the Zfr are especially relevant to the
studyy of the experiment with the payment system for specialists. The COTG is
399
400

CBS (1998), CBS (1999).
This organisation is now called the CTG: College Tarieven Gezondheidszorg.
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thee organisation which determined tariffs and budgets for Dutch physicians and
hospitalss before the experiment as well as during and after. The different tariff
systemss and types of tariffs that were in place before the experiment will be
describedd below. During the experiment, the old tariff system for medical
specialistss was formally maintained, but it was no longer used to determine the
incomee of the specialists. For the experimenting hospitals, external lump-sum
budgetss were determined for specialist care. In Chapter 4, it will be described in
detaill how this was done. The determination of these external lump-sum budgets
w a ss performed by the COTG.
Thee Zfr was the organisation that was responsible for the supervision of the
publicc health insurance organisations (the sickness funds). The Zfr is important
forr this study, because it coordinated the coalition that supervised and facilitated
thee experiment with the payment system for medical specialists. The COTG was
alsoo part of this coalition, as well as the Dutch Ministry of Health. 41 The Zfr
playedd a role in subsidising the experimental projects and also supervised and
financedd the evaluation study concerning the experiment that is the basis of this
thesis. .
Inn the period before the experiment, the organisations of interest groups in
healthh care played an important role in discussions and negotiations about the
organisationn of health care. The government did not feel able to ignore the
wishess of these organisations (even if it had wanted to do so), considering their
largee influence on the functioning of health care. This way of deciding how to
arrangee things in the Netherlands was a good example of what later would be
calledd the "poldermodel". An advantage of this model is that all relevant parties
aree concerned in the decision making, so it is possible to try to find consensus. A
disadvantagee is that it is difficult to make a considerable change in the way
thingss are done, since it is probable that there is at least one party that suffers
fromm such changes and therefore tries to stop them.
Thee following organisations at the national level had an interest in specialist
healthh care in the Netherlands at the start of the 1990s. The health insurers,
411

At the start of the experiment, this was called the Ministry of WVC (Ministry of
Welfare,, Public health and Culture). During the experiment, the Ministry was
reorganisedd and at the moment it is called the Ministry of VWS (Public health, Welfare
andd Sport).
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publicc and private, were organised in ZN (Zorgverzekeraars Nederland: at the
startt of the experiment the organisation of private health insurers was called
KLOZ422 and there was a separate organisation for sickness funds, called VNZ43).
Theree is also an organisation for the insurers of civil servants who carry out the
speciall arrangements: KPZ (Kontactcommissie Publiekrechtelijke Ziektekostenverzekeringen).. The organisation of the hospitals was called NVZ (Nederlandse
Verenigingg van Ziekenhuizen). For medical specialists, there were several
organisationss with somewhat different viewpoints at the time; the LSV
(Landelijkee Specialisten Vereniging) was the biggest. Later on, the different
organisationss were united in one organisation, the OMS (Orde van Medisch
Specialisten).. The national organisation of GPs was called LHV (Landelijke
Huisartsenn Vereniging). For patients, there was also a national organisation, the
NPCFF (Nederlandse Patiënten Consumenten Federatie).
Rolee of the government
Inn the period before the experiment, apart from control of the volume and
qualityy of supply, one of the goals of Dutch health policy (and not the least
importantt one) was cost control. This had to do with the fact that a large part of
healthh care costs was financed from social insurance premiums and taxes. An
increasee in health care costs would also mean an increase in the difference
betweenn labour costs and net income, possibly leading to higher labour costs and
negativee effects on employment. So there were macro-economic considerations
forr cost control. The government had devised a system to control the real growth
(inn volume terms) of health care. This system concerned not just the publicly but
alsoo the privately-financed part of health care. Every year, the permitted volume
growthh of health care was announced. The government tried to limit growth to
thiss figure by the use of budgeting systems, for example for hospitals. The
hospitall budget system will be described below. Some parts of health care were
nott budgeted but were essentially open-ended, such as the costs of
pharmaceuticalss and the costs of specialist care. For these elements, cost control
turnedd out to be very difficult.

422

Kontaktorgaan Landelijke Organisaties van Ziektekostenverzekeraars (Contact
Agencyy for National Organisations of Health Insurers).
433
Vereniging van Nederlandse Ziekenfondsen (Association of Dutch Sickness Funds).
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Specialistt health care
Inn the Dutch health care system, the GP serves as a gatekeeper for specialist care.
Generallyy speaking, patients are supposed to visit their GP first with their
complaints.. Referral to a medical specialist takes place when the GP considers
thiss necessary. Most patients of a medical specialist are referred by the GP. The
patientt surveys, that we organised at the start of the experiment and after
approximatelyy two and a half years, indicated that 79% of patients were referred
too the specialist by their GP.44 The rest of the patients were referred by other
healthh care workers or came through emergency care or on their own initiative.
Medicall specialists in general hospitals as well as GPs were, in most cases, selfemployedd at the start of the experiment. Physicians sharing a speciality most
commonlyy had formed partnerships within the hospital in which total revenues
aree shared equally over the participants. At the start of his career, a medical
specialistt had to buy himself into such a partnership by paying goodwill. This
meanss that young specialists started with large debts. In many cases, there were
largee differences in average earnings between specialities. In a minority of the
hospitals,, i.e. in academic hospitals, specialists were, and are, usually employees
off the hospital. In general hospitals, there was a special and sometimes
problematicc relationship between the hospital management and the medical
specialists.. The management had no direct authority over the specialists but the
specialists'' decisions did have important consequences for the functioning of the
hospital,, financial and otherwise. After all, the specialists were the persons who
decidedd how many tests should be performed, how many patients should be
admitted,, etc. On the other hand, the specialists need the facilities and
infrastructuree of the hospital to do their work. So there is a mutual dependence.
Thee problematic relationship between specialists and hospital management was
onee of the reasons why the experiment with the payment system for medical
specialistss was initiated.

Seee SEO and Ipso Facto (1998).
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Tablee 3.1 Physician payment systems before the experiment
publicc insurance
GP P
medicall specialist

diagnostic and
therapeutic c
services s

capitation n

paymentt per visit

FFS S
('low'' tariff)

FFS S
('high'' tariff)

shortt card/ year
card d
tariff f
day-treatment t
clinicall admission tarifff per day if no
services s

outpatientt visits

private insurance

paymentt per visit
noo tariff
tarifff per day if no
services s

Inn the period before the experiment, there were important differences in
physiciann payment systems between the public and private insurance systems.
Forr specialist care, these differences were abolished during the experiment. For
thee GP, these differences still exist (in 2002). Before the experiment, the payment
systemss were as follows. General practitioners (GPs) were working on an FFS
basiss in the case of privately insured patients (payment for each visit), while they
receivedd a capitation fee for each publicly-insured patient. For visits to medical
specialistss at the outpatient clinic, private patients had to pay per visit.45 For
sicknesss fund patients, the specialist received a 'short card' (for one or two
monthss of treatment) or a 'year card' (for a year treatment). The number of visits
duringg that period made no difference to the fee. For a large number of
specifically-listedd diagnostic and therapeutic activities ('verrichtingen' in Dutch),
theree was an FFS system for both public and private insurance. In many cases,
thee fee for the same service was higher for privately-insured patients than for
publicly-insuredd patients. There was no fee for medical specialists for admission
off patients to the hospital, but there might be a fee for every day that the patient
hadd to stay in hospital. This depended upon whether separate services were
performed.. If that was the case, thee fee for the services formed the remuneration
forr the specialist. If no services were performed, the specialist got a fee for each
dayy the patient was in hospital. This system was used for public and private
455

These costs were reimbursed by the insurance company in as far as they exceeded the
deductible. .
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insurancee alike, but the tariffs per service and per patient day differed. For
publicly-insuredd patients, a tariff for day-treatment existed. For privatelyinsuredd patients, there was no tariff for day-treatment as such, though, naturally,
whenn a specialist performed services during day-treatment, these services were
paidd for.
Beforee the experiment, there was a budget system for hospitals which was
maintainedd during and after the experiment. This was very relevant for
analysingg the effect of changes in the payment system for specialists, because the
differentt incentives for specialists also had consequences for the hospital budget.
Thee hospital budget consists of location costs, fixed costs, semi-fixed costs and
variablee costs (see Table 3.2). Location costs are infrastructure costs. The fixed
costss can be considered costs of availability, i.e. the hospital has to be there just
likee the fire brigade. These depend on the number of inhabitants in the region
servedd by the hospital and do not vary with the volume of production. Semifixedd costs depend not upon actual production of the hospital but upon capacity
(e.g.. the number of beds). The variable part depends upon productionarrangementss with the health insurer. The production of the hospital is
measuredd in first visits of patients with a new complaint to the outpatient
department,, clinical admissions, day-treatments, patient-days and top clinical
services.466 The arrangements that are made with the insurer about the number of
visits,, admissions etc. are for a large part influenced by the production in the
precedingg year. So, while there is a budget for the hospital, this is influenced by
thee actual production over time.
Duringg the experiment, in a number of cases, specialists were stimulated to
substitutee day-treatment for clinical admission in order to increase economical
use.. This meant a decrease for the hospital budget since the day-treatment fee
wass lower than the admission fee for the hospital. This was disagreeable to the
hospitall management, since the decrease of the budget was according to them
largerr than the decrease of the costs, at least in the short run.

466

The latter are, for example, dialysis and open-heart-surgery. Special arrangements
weree made about these special services.
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Tablee 3.2 Hospital budgeting system before and during the experiment
costt categories

cost basis

locationn costs

infrastructure

fixedd costs
semi-fixedd costs

availability (number of people served by the hospital)
capacity

variablee costs

production-arrangements (first visits, clinical admissions, daytreatments,, patient-days, top clinical services)

Thee sickness funds that administered the public health insurance scheme ZFW,
andd had to finance the specialist and hospital costs for their enrolees, were
budgetedd as well. The budget for the health insurer was based upon the number
off insured persons and some of their characteristics, like age and sex. However,
att the start of the experiment, the role of the budgeting system was still small,
sincee the financial risk for individual sickness funds was low. It was kept low by
largelyy redistributing differences between the budget and actual expenditures
overr sickness funds and by adjusting the total budget afterwards. It was the
intentionn to gradually increase the risks for the sickness funds as the budgeting
systemm became more refined. So, at the start of the experiment, the sickness
fundss could expect that their financial interest in cost containment would
increase.. At the end of the experiment, in 1997, the financial risk for insurers for
thee variable part of hospital costs had increased.47

3.22 Problems of the organisation before the experiment
Ass described in the former section, the government was striving for cost control
inn health care from the second half of the 1980s onwards. This also concerned the
costss of specialist care, over which there had been disagreement for many years
byy the start of the experiment. However, the government did not have a
mechanismm at its disposal to control these costs. The development of the costs
dependedd upon patient demand and the reaction of specialists to this demand.
Thee specialists had professional autonomy to decide on the treatment of patients
andd on the number of services they were going to perform. This number of
477

The percentages for redistribution and adjustment had been decreased from 95 and 90,
respectively,, at the start of the budgeting system in 1991, to 30 and 25 in 1997 for the
variablee hospital costs. See Jaaroverzicht Zorg 1998.
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servicess largely determined their income on the micro-level. At the macro-level,
alll individual decisions together determined the total cost of specialist care. As
describedd in Chapter 2, utility maximising specialists can be expected to base
theirr decisions on the effect on both their patient's interest and their own income
andd leisure, and possible other personal goals. Macroeconomic considerations
didd not really play a role in the decision-making process.
Inn 1989, the parties tried to solve the problem with the cost of specialist care by
enteringg into an arrangement. This was between five relevant parties (the Vijf
partijenn Akkoord: VPA) and concerned, amongst other things, the introduction
off a macro-budget for specialist care.48 However, this arrangement did not offer
thee hoped-for solution. Costs turned out to be higher than the budget, which led
too fee reductions in the following year (as arranged), which in turn led to an
increasee in the number of services and costs in excess of the budget again. None
off the parties were content with this situation. The relation between the medical
specialistss and the government was steadily getting worse and the specialists
weree becoming more and more fed up with being accused (or so they felt in any
case)) of being too money-conscious. After the failure of the VPA in 1993, a
committeee was installed to consider possible solutions for specialist care. This
wass the Committee for the Modernisation of Curative Care ('commissie
Biesheuvel',, which saw the solution in a closer relationship between specialist
andd hospital: for example, by making the specialists employees of the hospital.

3.33

Origin of the experiment

Inn the light of the developments described above, there was a feeling in several
placess in the Netherlands that something new would have to tried in specialist
healthh care and that it was best to discuss this locally or regionally and not at the
nationall level. Early in 1993, local consultations were started in several regions
betweenn specialists, the health insurer(s) and the hospital management. The
intentionn was to find a new solution for the volume and price of specialist care.
Thee specialists hoped that this would put a stop to the financial discussions and
disagreements,, that an acceptable consensus could be reached about their
income,, and that they would then be able to concentrate upon the medical side of
488

The five parties were organisations of the medical specialists (LSV), hospitals (NZr,
Nationalee Ziekenhuisraad) and health insurers (VNZ, KLOZ and KPZ).
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theirr work. For the hospital management, it was important that the incentives for
specialistss would become more coordinated with the interest of the hospital.
Underr the hospital budgeting system, the financial considerations for the
hospitall were quite different from those of the specialists. The health insurers
weree interested in efficiency, cost containment and the accessibility of specialist
healthh care.
Thee content of the local consultations differed between the regions, but a
commonn element was that everywhere the parties wanted to end the dependence
off the specialists' income on the number of performed services. Many felt that
thee FFS system was a disincentive to efficiency, since more efficient treatment
couldd decrease the income of the specialist. For example, specialists felt that
somee of the services they performed could be more appropriately performed in
thee primary care sector. However, in the old system this would mean a decrease
off the income of the specialist. In the regions that eventually took part in the
experiment,, the self-employed status of the specialists was not under discussion.
Anotherr common element was that there would still have to be some
relationshipp between the income of the specialists and their effort. But this effort
shouldd no longer be measured in terms of the services performed. In regions
wheree coordination of interests between the hospital and the specialists was
consideredd important, the proposal was to use the production parameters of the
hospitall budgeting system to measure the production of the specialists. This
meantt that their production would be expressed in first visits of patients with a
neww complaint to the outpatient department, clinical admissions and daytreatments.. In other regions, it was considered important that production should
bee expressed in parameters that could not be directly influenced by the specialist.
Inn those cases, the proposal was to use only the number of first visits of patients
withh a new complaint to the outpatient department as the production parameter.
Itt was believed that the specialists could only influence this parameter by
deliveringg high quality care. That would be an incentive for the GP to send them
patients.. In all regions, the plan was to make production agreements for the
upcomingg year. That would determine the specialist budget which would not be
adjustedd during the year.49 The realised production could, however, influence the
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In one region, the possibility of adjustment during the year was kept open, see
Chapterr 4.
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b u d g e tt for the following year. The details of the agreements in the experimenting
regionss are described in Chapter 4 next.
Thee Ministry of Health was in favour of these local initiatives and wanted to
stimulatee as well as study them. It asked the Zfr to create a platform that would
supervisee and facilitate a number of local initiatives in the form of an
experiment.. Local projects that fulfilled a number of conditions could take part
inn this experiment which would be the subject of an evaluation study. The
conditionss were the following:
1.. the initiative had to include incentives for suitable use of care;
2.. there should be safeguards against referring patients to a private clinic or
aa non-experimenting hospital purely for financial reasons;
3.. the old FFS payment system should keep functioning even though
specialistt incomes were no longer determined by it;
4.. the initiative should be realised within the 'acceptable financial level
1994'. .
Too make sure that there would be no financially-motivated referrals of patients,
alll gate-specialities in the hospital had to take part in the experiment and the
experimentt had to concern all patients of the participating hospitals. There were
severall reasons to maintain the FFS system in sending out the bills. First, this
wouldd make it possible to return to the old system after the experiment. Second,
noo laws would have to be changed to carry out the experiment. And third, it was
importantt to have some insight into the number of services performed during
thee experiment for the evaluation of the experiment.
Inn October 1993, local initiatives who wanted to take part in the experiment were
askedd

to come forward.

Originally, eleven projects showed an

ultimately,, five of these participated in the experiment.

50

interest;

These remaining

projectss did, however, have a problem with the condition that they should stay
withinn the acceptable financial level of 1994. This was because the acceptable
levell included the tariff cuts that took place in 1993 and in April 1994. The
specialistss in the local projects did have two advantages over non-experimenting
specialists:: they would not be faced with future tariff cuts if the costs of specialist
500

The others did not meet the requirements or decided not to take part in the
experiment. .
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caree exceeded the macro-budget again, and they would be exempted from the
remainingg financial repercussions of the 1992 budget-excess. However, the five
projectss were not satisfied with the financial level. The Ministry of Health offered
thee five projects a subsidy, of 15 million guilders in total, to take part in the
project.. This brought the total budget for specialist care to 266.5 million guilders.
Thoughh this was still less than the projects had asked for, in the end they
acceptedd this offer.
Thee five local projects that took part in the experiment all participated in the
evaluationn study. This does not mean that all hospitals in the five projects were
studied.. Within the projects, in a number of cases, there was a further selection of
hospitalss to include in the study. This process is described in Section 4.2.2. The
Projectt 'Noord-Holland Noord' (Tijd voor Vernieuwing (Time for renewal), T W
agreement)) was a project in the region to the north of Amsterdam that consisted
off two hospitals at the start of the experiment. One of the two was included in
thee study: Medisch Centrum Alkmaar (MCA) in Alkmaar. The project
'Ziekenhuiss Lievensberg' is a project revolving around one hospital located in
Bergenn op Zoom (in the south of the Netherlands, not far from Antwerp). The
projectt 'Scheperziekenhuis Emmen' also includes one hospital that is located in
thee north (near the German border). The Regionaal project Rijnmond (TPR
agreement)) consists of 13 hospitals in Rotterdam and its environs, two of which
weree included in the study: the St. Clara Ziekenhuis in Rotterdam and the
IJssellandziekenhuiss in Capelle aan den IJssel. The Regional project
'Ziekenhuizenn Noord-Limburg' ('Experiment Care renewal') concerns one
hospitall on two locations in the most southern part of the Netherlands. One of
thesee locations participated in the study: the st. Maartens Gasthuis51 in Venlo.
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The reason why the spelling of st. Maartens begins with a small's' and that of St. Clara
withh a capital'S' is because these are the official forms of these hospitals' names.
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44 Financial arrangements in the experiment
andd design of the research project
Inn the first section of this chapter, the financial arrangements in the experiment
aree described in more detail. It is shown which conditions had to be fulfilled by
eachh project and which aspects were at the discretion of the projects. Differences
betweenn the regional projects are briefly described. The details of these
differencess are given in Appendix 4.1. Section 4.2 is concerned with the research
design. .

4.11

Financial arrangements

4.1.11 Introduction
Thee 'Experiment Specialistenhonorering' (ESH) consisted of five projects. In
Chapterr 3, the goals of the experiment were described. In short, these goals were:
thee possibility for medical specialists to work in peace; the harmonisation of the
interestss of the specialists and the hospital; efficiency; cost control; quality of
care;; and, accessibility of care. Some of the participants in the projects believed
thatt the abolition of the FFS system would improve efficiency, since under FFS
thee efficient treatment of patients can have negative financial consequences for
specialists.. Others, especially some of the specialists, stated that they expected no
differencess in efficiency, since under the old system specialists had not been
influencedd by financial considerations.
Eachh project was - within certain (financial) boundaries - free to create an
alternativee payment system for medical specialists. The goals of the different
experimentall projects were reflected in the arrangements that were made. For
example,, in some projects harmonisation of the interests of the specialists and the
hospitall was considered very important. These projects were more likely to select
aa system for determining specialist budgets that resembled the budgeting system
off the hospital. In other projects, the priority was that specialist budgets would
nott be influenced by the intensity of treatment. The underlying notion was that
specialistss would then be free to concentrate upon purely medical
considerations,, and not be distracted by financial considerations. These projects
saww this as a way to improve efficiency. In such projects, the number of new
patientss was an important determinant of the specialist budget, since the
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participantss believed that this variable could not be influenced by choices that
thee specialists made (apart from giving good quality care).
Inn this section, the blueprints of the five projects are described. The details of the
financiall outlines for each project are given in the Appendix 4. There, the
financiall arrangements are stressed; less attention is given to the organisation of
thee projects.52
Thee arrangements of the five projects have a number of common elements,
whichh are described in Section 4.1.2. Section 4.1.3 contains a summary of the
differentt aspects that make up the financial arrangements of the projects. In
Sectionn 4.1.4, an overview of the plans is given and concluding remarks are
made. .
4.1.22 Common elements and boundaries

Thee project had three common elements: external financing; efficiency and
qualityy projects; and billing according to the FFS-system. These common
elementss and the conditions are described in this section.
Conditions s
Beforee the local agreements were signed, intensive talks among the three parties
(specialists,, hospital managers and health insurers) took place. These agreements
hadd to satisfy the general requirements of the Zfr, as described in Chapter 3. In
short,, the criteria were that: the project had to stimulate suitable use of care;
theree would be no unintended shift of patient streams to other hospitals or
privatee clinics; and, the proposals had to fit within the 'acceptable financial level
off 1994', as given by the Ministry of Welfare, Public health and Culture (as it was
thenn called). The starting point for developing proposals was that, in the new
paymentt system, the direct link should be severed between the income of
medicall specialists and the number of diagnostic and therapeutic services they
performed.. The proposals had to pay attention to efficiency projects in order to
stimulatee suitable use of care. The local talks led to five concrete project
proposals,, which were subsequently given the status of experiment for a period
off three years.

Forr a more detailed description of the organisation, see SEO and Ipso Facto (1998).
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Externall financing
Ann important part of the project proposals dealt with the financial arrangements.
Inn order to understand the financial structure of the plans, three elements are
important:: the distinction between external and internal financing; the internal
determinationn of the starting budget of a partnership of medical specialists; and,
thee way in which budgets for a partnership change in the years after the start of
thee experiment. The projects were free to determine the internal starting budget
perr partnership and the adjustment of this budget over time. These aspects will
bee discussed in more detail in the next section.
Eachh project had an external and an internal financial framework. The external
budgett was the sum that the project was guaranteed to receive. For the internal
budgett there was no guarantee. The total external budget and the total internal
budgett could differ from each other, depending upon the way a project
determinedd the internal budget. If the internal budget was higher than the
externall budget, a solution for this difference had to be found within the project.
Forr example, in the project 'Ziekenhuizen Noord-Limburg', there was a deficit in
thee first year. This deficit could be closed in the following years, because the
participantss had come to strict agreements about the adjustment of the
partnershipp budgets from year to year.
Thee starting budget for the medical specialists was determined externally by the
COTGG (see Section 3.1) for every hospital in the experiment. The budget in the
initiall year 1995 was based on the revenues of the partnerships of specialists in a
basee year, to be chosen by the project. In every project, one base year had to be
chosenn for the whole project: 1992,1993 or 1994. So it was not allowed for every
partnershipp within a particular project to select the year that was most
favourablee for that partnership. The volume of specialist care in the chosen base
yearr was expressed in the tariffs of 1 April 1994. This meant that the general
tarifff reduction of 1993, as well as the differentiated tariff reduction of 1994, were
influencingg the external COTG-budget, as mentioned in Chapter 3. The revenues
were,, depending upon the chosen base year, corrected for the autonomous
growthh of volume in 1992, 1993 and/or 1994 (respectively, 0.75%, 0.75% and
1.0%),, and for the 1995 trend in wages and prices. A productivity discount of
1.04%% could be reinvested by the projects and was therefore not deducted from
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thee starting budget. Lastly, the number of 'vacancies for medical specialists'"
wass added to the budget, expressed in full-time equivalents and taking into
accountt the date of taking u p the appointment. For each full-time equivalent, the
startingg budget was raised by 350,000 Dutch guilders.
Thee external budget of a project in the year following the start-year was the
budgett determined by the COTG, corrected for the FOZ percentage of growth 54 ,
andd for the growth of wages and prices considered relevant for the tariffs of
specialistt care. The FOZ growth percentage is the approved growth for health
caree costs that is determined by the government.
Thee budget that was available for the projects for the initial year 1995, as
determinedd by the COTG, was supplemented with the subsidy of the Zfr. In
Chapterr 3, it was explained that this subsidy was necessary to ensure the
participationn of specialists in the project, since the 1993 and 1994 tariff reductions
weree reflected in the COTG-budget. 55 The subsidy of 15 million Dutch guilders
consistedd of a fixed part of 5 million guilders and a variable part of 10 million
guilders.. Every project received 1 million guilders from the fixed part; the
variablee part was distributed according to the volume of specialist care in 1992
(expressedd in tariffs of 1994). The amount of subsidy was adjusted each year to
thee rise in prices (following the Dutch Central Bureau of Statistics price-index of
totall consumption of families). The COTG-budget and the subsidy together
formedd the external financial framework for the experiment.
Efficiencyy projects
Anotherr common element of the projects is that attention was not only given to
thee payment system for specialists, but also to elements of 'suitable use of care'.
Inn practice, the effect was that all experimenting hospitals have developed
projectss designed to enhance quality and efficiency. The basic goals of these
projectss were: better allocation of care by stimulating transmural care; and,
improvedd efficiency in the hospital. The latter can result in providing more or
533

The number of places for medical specialist that was approved by the government but
nott filled in.
544
This is reported in a Ministry of VWS publication, called Financieel Overzicht Zorg
(FOZ,, Financial Review of the Care Sector).
555
The subsidy was officially destined to finance the implementation costs of the
experiment,, but, in practice, functioned more as a (partial) compensation for the tariff
reductions. .
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betterr care at the same cost, or in offering the same amount and quality of care at
reducedd cost.
Billing g
AA final common element of the five projects was that all specialists continued to
billl their services in the traditional way. This means that, in sending out their
bills,, the specialists continued to use the FFS system, even though their income
wass determined in another way, i.e. budgeted. These bills were presented to a
centrall point for each project or, at the least were centrally administered. A
possiblee difference between the sum of the 'FFS bills' and the external budget led
too an adjustment of the tariff for a day of hospitalisation, subject to the approval
oftheCOTG. .
Providedd that the FFS-system was abolished and the conditions of the Zfr and
thee Ministry were satisfied, the projects were free to shape the payment systems
off medical specialists according to their own ideas. They could choose the degree
off variability of the fee of medical specialists. The aspects that could be
determinedd by the projects themselves are the subject of the next section.
4.1.33 Individual aspects of the financial agreements
Thiss section summarises the aspects of the financial arrangements on which the
projectss were allowed to make their own decisions. Each project had to come to
ann agreement about the subjects described in Table 4.1.
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Tablee 4.1 Individual aspects of financial arrangements
aspectt
11
22

possible solution

external base-year

1992,1993 or 1994*

determination of internal starting budget per
partnership p

division of external budget
orr

33

production parameters

following FB-system: Functionally-orier
Budgetingg system of the hospital
orr

44

influence of production growth upon
partnershipp budget in the following year

determination independent of external
budget t

a

oriented to number of new patients
partly or 100%

bb

possible use of bandwidth

cc

role of production agreements

** These possibilities were determined by the government. For the other aspects, the projects
couldd have chosen other possibilities than those mentioned here.

Firstly,, a base-year had to be chosen for the external budget, as described in 4.1.2
above. .
Internall starting budget of a partnership
Secondly,, a typical characteristic of the experiment was the freedom of the
projectss to determine the starting budgets per partnership of specialists in the
start-year:: the second aspect of the financial structure of the experiment. One
possibilityy was to divide the external budget over the partnerships. Another
possibilityy was to determine the internal starting budget independently from the
externall budget. Most projects that chose the last possibility chose a base-year for
thee internal budget, to which adjustments were made for developments between
thee base-year and the start of the experiment.
Inn most projects, the starting budget per partnership was based upon the volume
off specialist care in a base-year, expressed in tariffs of 1 April 1994, and in most
casess indexed to the level of 1995. This meant that the existing distribution of
incomee between specialities was preserved. It would have been possible to
redistributee income over the different specialities, but none of the projects
wantedd to do that at the time. Since there were large differences in income
betweenn specialities that could only partly be explained by differences in
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workloadd and 'disutility'56, income redistribution was a very controversial
subject.. The projects considered it best not to burden the start of the experiment
withh this problem. In Alkmaar, it was decided, during the project, to harmonise
thee incomes of specialists. There, the specialists experienced the 'unexplainable'
differencess between the specialities as a barrier to the necessary cooperation.
Productionn parameters
Thirdly,, it was necessary to choose the parameters in which the production was
expressed.. As stated above, some projects geared the definition of the production
parameterss to the Functionally-oriented Budgeting (FB) -system of the hospital.
Thiss meant that first visits, clinical admissions and day-treatments were
importantt production parameters. The goal was to harmonise financial
incentivess between the specialists and the hospital. Other projects tried to find a
reliablee indicator for the number of new patients of a partnership in a year. They
consideredd the number of new patients the most useful measurement of
production,, because this figure does not depend upon the intensity of treatment
andd therefore leaves specialists free to concentrate on purely medical
considerations.. Since the number of new patients, or the number of first visits to
thee outpatient department, was difficult to define, agreements were made about
thee exact definition of this concept.
Adjustmentt of internal partnership budgets over time
AA fourth point of agreement at the level of the individual projects concerns the
adjustmentt of the partnership budgets in the years after the start of the
experiment.. The production of a partnership can change from year to year.
Underr the old FFS system, this had a direct impact upon the revenues of a
partnership.. In designing the new payment system, it had to be determined if
andd how this would affect the budget. A growth of production as expressed in
thee production parameters did not necessarily have to lead to an equally large
growthh in the budget. A direct link between production and budgets in the next
yearr has the advantage that it is an incentive to work hard. On the other hand, it
meanss that financial considerations can still play a role in determining the
specialists'' behaviour. In some projects, it was agreed that a growth in
productionn would only partly be translated into a growth in the budget in the
566

For example: the number of urgent calls outside office hours.
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followingg year. In other projects, a threshold value was determined. Only the
growthh of production above this threshold or below this threshold was
translatedd into a rise or fall in the budget. Moreover, it was possible that the
adjustmentt of the budgets over time was not determined by actual production
butt by production-agreements. It was also possible for a project to agree that
increasess in production would not lead to increases in budgets.
4.1.44 Overview of project plans
Theree are a number of important differences between the project plans, which
willl be summarised in this section. Details are given in Appendix 4.1. The main
differencess concern three aspects: the starting-point; the adjustment-system; and,
thee definition of the production parameters.
Starting-point t
Firstly,, not all projects had chosen the same base-year for the calculation of the
totall external starting budget by the COTG. Also, different choices were made in
determiningg the internal starting budget per partnership. These choices are
summarisedd in Table 4.2.
Tablee 4.2 External and internal starting-point for determining the total starting
budgett and budgets per partnership
project t

external l

internal l

MCAA (Alkmaar)

1993 3

19922 revenues in tariffs of 1992

Lievensbergg (Bergen op Zoom)

1992 2

sharee of 1994 revenues in starting
budget t

Scheperziekenhuiss (Emmen)

1993 3

19899 revenues plus corrections

Rijnmond d

1994 4

Ziekenhuizenn Noord-Limburg (Venlo/Venray) 1992 2

19922 revenues in tariffs of 1^4-1994
19899 revenues plus corrections

Theree were some differences in the way the internal budgets per partnership
weree determined. The only project that actually divided the starting budget was
thee project in Bergen op Zoom. There, the partnerships received their share in the
19944 revenues as a share of the total starting budget. In the other four projects,
thee determination of the partnership budgets was not directly connected to the
externall COTG-starting budget. Naturally, during the negotiations about the
starting-level,, it was known whether the COTG-budget was sufficient to finance
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thee sum of the partnership budgets, with the exception of the project Rijnmond
(TPR).. In the Rijnmond project, a number of developments combined to delay
thee final determination of the external budget 57 . In the end, a general reduction of
3.8%%

had to be applied to the formerly-determined

internal budgets. As

mentionedd earlier, none of the projects attempted redistribution between
specialitiess at the start of the project, though there were no objections from the
government. .
Adjustment-system m
Thee projects differed in the way the (internal) budgets were adjusted from year
too year. In Table 4.3 the conditions for a change of the budgets are given. For the
sakee of convenience, w e leave out adjustments to developments in wages and
prices. .
Tablee 4.3 Adjustment of partnership budgets
projectt

budget was adjusted:

only if the production changed more than 10% (in
absolutee values) compared with 1994
Lievensbergg (Bergen op Zoom)
if production changed, but with a limit of 5%
Scheperziekenhuiss (Emmen)
partly, if the production-agreements changed
Rijnmondd
partly, if the production-agreements changed
Ziekenhuizenn Noord-Limburg (Venlo/Venray) if the production-agreements changed, but not
automaticallyy
__
MCAA (Alkmaar)

Thee projects differed considerably in the way the partnership budgets were
adjusted.. In Alkmaar, even before the income harmonisation, the specialists had
aa more or less fixed income. The budget changed only if the production
comparedd with 1994 changed by more than 10%. Smaller changes were left
withoutt adjustment. Therefore, most incentives for production increase were
removedd from the system, and a decrease in production did not have negative
financiall consequences.
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It took until the end of 1995 for all specialists in the Rijnmond project to sign the
agreement,, and it took a long time for all partnerships to hand in their annual accounts.
Furthermore,, the determination of internal budgets was delayed because increases in
COTG-tariffss for internists sparked off a renewed discussion about the distribution of
thee partnership budgets.
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Thee project in Bergen op Zoom was the only one with a direct link between the
partnershipp budget and the production. There was no mitigating influence, in
thee sense that the first part of a rise in production was not translated into extra
budget,, or in the sense that a rise in production was only partly expressed in the
budget.. In Bergen op Zoom, a change in production automatically made itself
feltt in the partnership budget of the following year, unless the change in
productionn w a s more than 5%. In that case, the change in budget was limited to
5%. .
Inn Venlo/Venray, the change in the production-agreements was considered, not
thee change in actual production. But even a change in the production agreement
broughtt no automatic change in the budget. This had to do with the agreement
too limit the growth on the hospital level.
Thee adjustment systems of the projects in the Rijnmond and in Emmen were
moree or less comparable. They followed the FB-system to a certain degree. In
bothh projects, there was a fixed component and a semi-fixed component that
changedd with adherence 58 to the hospital. A growth in production agreements
wass in both projects translated into the budget, but not for 100%. In the
Rijnmond,, 50% of the budget was variable, and in Emmen 30%. The share of the
fixedd component in Emmen was 40% and in the Rijnmond 25%. The half-fixed
componentss were, respectively, 30% and 25% for Emmen and the Rijnmond.
Alll projects have m a d e exceptions to the adjustment systems described above,
forr example, for non-gate disciplines (e.g. radiotherapy) or for partnerships who
weree expecting expansion at the start of the experiment. Separate agreements for
thee adjustment of budgets for non-gate specialities were made in many projects,
sincee the work of these disciplines is largely determined by requests that other
specialitiess make. The agreements could also cover the way in which an expected
needd to take extra specialists into the partnerships during the experiment period
w o u l dd be treated.
588

By the 'adherence' of a hospital we mean - somewhat simplified - the number of
peoplee that use that hospital when they need hospital care. 'Adherence' is a measure of
thee number of patients who are treated in a certain hospital (compared with the number
off patients who are treated in other hospitals). For example, when there is a decrease in
thee number of patients being treated in an academic hospital in the same region as a
generall hospital, and more patients are being treated in the general hospital, then the
adherencee of the general hospital is rising.
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Definitionn of production
Thirdly,, the projects differed in the way production was defined. In Table 4.4 an
overvieww is given.
Tablee 4.4 The definition of production parameters
projectt

definition of production parameters:

MCAA (Alkmaar)

admissions, day-treatments and new visitors to the
outpatientt department

Lievensbergg (Bergen op Zoom)
Scheperziekenhuiss (Emmen)
Rijnmondd
Ziekenhuizenn Noord-Limburg (Venlo/Venray)

new visitors to the outpatient department
admissions, day-treatments, new visitors and repeat
visitorss to the outpatient department
admissions, day-treatments, new visitors to the
outpatientt department and patient-days
new visitors to the outpatient department and clinical
cards s

Thee project in Bergen op Zoom was using the most pure 'front-door criterion':
productionn was expressed in the number of new patients of a partnership at the
outpatientt department. The intensity of the treatment of these patients did not
playy a role in the definition. In Emmen, the intensity of treatment did play a role,
thoughh it should be remembered that only 30% of the changes in production
weree translated into the budget. The budget of a partnership was adjusted on the
basiss of the number of admissions, day-treatments, new visitors and repeat
visitorss to the outpatient department in Emmen. Not all of these parameters are
puree 'front-door' parameters in the sense that specialists cannot influence them.
Too a somewhat lesser degree, this also applies to the other projects in the
Rijnmond,, Alkmaar and Venlo/Venray. Of these three projects, Venlo/Venray
usedd the most 'pure' front-door criterion. The other two projects had given
precedencee to fitting in with the FB-system of the hospital.
Inn Alkmaar, Emmen and the Rijnmond, weights were determined for the
productionn parameters for each partnership or discipline. These weights
expressedd the workload that was associated with different parts of production.
Thiss was a way to take into account the fact that some partnerships experienced
aa larger workload with respect to, for example, an admitted patient than other
partnerships.. In Bergen op Zoom and Venlo/Venray, no explicit weights were
defined,, but implicitly they were taken into account: the value of the production
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parameterr - the partnership budget divided by the number of new patients of
thatt partnership - was an expression of the workload to a certain degree.59
Alll projects have struggled with the problem of defining the 'first visit' to the
outpatientt department. In most cases, the projects tried to choose a definition
thatt would fit in with the existing COTG-guidelines. In Bergen op Zoom, for
example,, the number of short cards, year cards and first visits of privatelyinsuredd patients was counted. In Alkmaar, the same happened for the gatedisciplines,, but for the non-gate disciplines another definition was used that was
determinedd by the Steering Committee. A provision was included in the
agreementt about production changes caused by a changed interpretation of
definitionss in Alkmaar. However, this was not sufficient to avoid a discussion
aboutt this subject.
Thee most important conclusion of this section is that there were significant
differencess between the projects in the way the production was defined and in
thee conditions under which production changes influenced the budget. A
hypothesiss to be tested is that, in these different projects, these differences led to
differentt effects of the experiment with the payment system on the treatment of
patients. .

4.22

Design of the research project

Inn Section 4.2.1, the research questions are worked out in more detail. Section
4.2.22 gives an overview of the design of the research project. In Section 4.2.3 the
practicall decisions with respect to the research design are described. In the
followingg sections, some relevant data sources are discussed in detail. Finally, in
Sectionn 4.2.7, detailed hypotheses are described that are tested in the following
chapters. .
4.2.11 Elaboration of the research questions
Inn Chapter 1 the following research questions were formulated:
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For two partnerships of different disciplines, with a comparable volume and a
comparablee budget but with a different number of new patients per year, different
parameterr values were used.
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1.. What was the content of the agreements made in the different projects?
2.. Did the experiment have an effect upon the treatment of patients?
3.. If so, what was this effect?
Thee first question was answered in Section 4.1. To answer the second and third
questionn we need hypotheses about the possible effects of the experiment. The
hypothesess that can be derived from the theory and empirical findings were
describedd in Chapter 2. We concluded that the change in financial incentives
mightt affect many aspects of the diagnosis and treatment of patients. Physicians
mightt stop performing unnecessary services or start referring patients more
oftenn for necessary services. They might decrease production in terms of
elementss that do not play a role in the new measurement system. By using care
moree economically, they might try to have more leisure and, at the same time,
increasee production in terms of the units in which it is measured in the new
system.. The degree to which actual changes were likely to take place depended
uponn the possibilities. For example, if a physician already works very efficiently,
theree would be no opportunity to increase efficiency. It is clear that the
participantss in the experiment believed there were opportunities for
improvementt in economical use of care, since such improvements were among
thee main goals of the experiment.
Becausee it was not possible to analyse all possible changes, we selected a number
off important changes to analyse. First of all, inpatient treatment is an expensive
partt of the activities in a hospital. If the experiment encouraged doctors to treat
moree patients in day-treatment, or to decrease the length of stay in the hospital,
thatt would have important consequences for hospital costs, especially in the long
run.600 Therefore, we studied the probability that a new patient was admitted
withinn a certain period and we studied the duration of stay of admitted patients.
Second,, waiting times were analysed. At the time of formulating the detailed
researchh questions, we considered the waiting period a subject of interest for the
evaluationn study for the following reasons. In the Netherlands, in the mid 1990s,
forr a number of specialities, there were quite long waiting lists for a first
consultationn with a specialist as well as for an admission. At that time, not much
600

In the short run, it may be difficult to realise savings, because these are most likely
achievedd by dismissing employees and/or closing wards.
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policyy attention was given to these waiting lists. The emphasis of policy was on
costt control. As a research question, it was interesting, since the experiment
couldd be expected to influence the waiting period in several ways. On the one
hand,, more economical use of care could decrease the waiting period. On the
otherr hand, specialists choosing more leisure could increase the waiting period.
Therefore,, the waiting periods before patients could have a clinical intervention
weree analysed.
Thirdly,, the substitution of a hospital stay by day-care or short stay could be
expectedd to have consequences for the outpatient department. Substituting daytreatmentt for clinical admission might mean that patients had to return to the
outpatientt department more often for check-ups by the specialist and follow-up
treatment.. On the other hand, we expected an increase of referrals to the GP and
others.. Sending patients back to their GP sooner for check-ups after treatment in
thee hospital might lead to a decrease in the probability of repeat visits. Also,
handingg over check-ups of chronic patients to the GP might lead to fewer visits
too the outpatient department. For these reasons, we studied the probability of
repeatt visits for new patients at the outpatient department. New patients were
distinguishedd from chronic patients because, with the latter, the mechanism that
leadss to repeat visits is different.
So,, the following detailed research questions were formulated with regard to the
treatmentt of patients.
1.. Did the experiment have an effect upon the probability of admission and,
iff so, what effect?
2.. Did the experiment have an effect upon the duration of stay and if so,
whatt effect?
3.. Did the experiment have an effect upon the waiting period and if so, what
effect? ?
4.. Did the experiment have an effect upon the probability of repeat visits
andd if so, what effect?

4.2.22 Overview of the design
Ann important approach to answer the research questions is to measure changes
overr time within the experimental projects. Data were collected about the
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situationn before the experiment (pre-experiment measurement) and about the
situationn shortly before the end of the experiment (post-experiment
measurement)// and about developments between these points in time. A
comparisonn of the pre-experiment and the post-experiment measurement gives
ann indication of the effects of the experiment. However, this comparison is not
sufficientt to determine the effects of the experiment, since it is not known to
whatt extent changes over time can be ascribed to the experiment. Changes can
alsoo be caused by national developments or by local or regional developments
thatt are independent from the experiment. For example, there might have been
autonomouss trends in the tendency to treat patients clinically (as compared with
treatmentt at the outpatient department). Also, technical developments or
governmentt policy (not concerning the experiment) might have influenced the
diagnosingg and treatment of patients.
Ann example can clarify this further (see Figure 4.1). Suppose that the average
probabilityy of admission for a new patient had decreased in the experimenting
hospitall A between pre-experiment and the post-experiment measurement (for
comparablee groups of patients). This could be an effect of the experiment, since
thee experiment was destined to stimulate the efficient treatment of patients. But
thiss could also be a more or less autonomous trend, caused by medical-technical
developments.. For example, less evasive surgery can make it possible to treat
moree patients in day-treatment instead of admitting patients. Suppose we
comparee experimenting hospital A with non-experimenting hospital B. If we
foundd that the probability of admission had decreased less in hospital B, we
mightt conclude that the experiment had promoted the decrease in the
probabilityy of admission. However, if we found that the probability of admission
hadd decreased even more in hospital B, we might conclude that factors other
thann the experiment were responsible and that the experiment might even have
beenn holding back the decrease in the probability of admission. Therefore, we
needd more information than just the changes over time within the experimental
projects. .
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Figuree 4.1 Length of stay in experimenting hospital A and non-experimenting
hospitall B
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Onee possibility to control for external developments (outside the experiment)
wass to include a control group in the design. Therefore, at the start of the
experiment,, a control group was selected of hospitals that were not
experimentingg with the payment system for specialists. Comparison of the
developmentss over time in the experimenting hospitals and the control hospitals
wouldd make it possible to isolate the effect of the experiment from other
developments.. For the pre-experiment measurement, data were collected in
experimentingg hospitals as well as in non-experimenting control hospitals.
However,, within an unexpectedly short period, 'lump-sum' agreements were
madee in practically all hospitals in the Netherlands. These financial agreements
weree comparable to those in the experimenting hospitals. The Ministry of VWS
wass happy with this development, since it appeared to solve long-standing
difficultiess with the payment of medical specialists, and actively stimulated it.
Thesee other projects were called the 'local initiatives'. In a sense, the experiment
withh alternative payment systems for medical specialists was no longer an
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experiment,, since in other hospitals more or less the same principles were
adopted.611 Therefore, during the study it turned out to be impossible from a
practicall point of view to use a control group. These developments inevitably led
too a discussion about the usefulness of continuing the research project. It was,
however,, eventually decided to proceed with the study of the experiment, since
itt was expected to yield useful insights anyway. It was still important to find out
whatt the effects of the alternative payment systems would be, since in a few
yearss a decision would have to be made about the optimal payment system for
specialistss in the longer run. The local initiatives were seen as a short-term
solution. .
Thee loss of the control group meant that a possibility was lost to distinguish
betweenn developments caused by the experiment and developments caused by
otherr factors. Nevertheless, a positive factor was that there was a lot of variation
inn alternative payment systems within the experiment group. This gave us other
possibilitiess to determine the effect of the change in payment systems. The
differentt payment systems that were in use during the experiment could be
quantifiedd in the form of new 'experimental tariffs' that differed between
experimentall projects. These tariffs could be included in an econometric analysis.
Thee pre-experiment tariffs and the different sets of new 'tariffs' of the
experimentall projects were among the factors used to explain a number of
differentt aspects of treatment before and during the experiment. The lack of a
controll group was found to be less problematic when it became clear that the
influencee of the different payment systems could be tested empirically in such an
econometricc analysis. Furthermore, the lack of a control group could partly be
compensatedd by intensifying the qualitatively-oriented analysis of the
experimentt (on the basis of interviews, group discussions and surveys). This
madee it easier to interpret changes that took place between the first and the
secondd round of data collection.
Thee approach chosen to answer the research questions from 4.2.1 was basically
ass follows:

611

Though it might be argued that these hospitals differed from the original experiment
hospitals,, in that they were on the whole motivated to a larger degree by financial
considerationss and to a lesser degree by the desire to experiment with a new system.
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1.. Data collection took place along the classical lines of an initial preexperimentt monitoring process and a consecutive post-experiment
monitoring. .
2..
3..
4..
5..

Continuous data collection also took place during the experiment.
The data from different sources were combined.
New 'tariffs' for the experiment situation were calculated.
A statistical analysis of the collected (patient-) data was executed.

Thesee five steps are described below. The research design is shown in Figure 4.2.
Researchh method
1.1.

Data collection at the start and at the end of the experiment

Dataa were collected at two points in time: at the start of the experiment and after
aa period of approximately two and a half years. The following data were
collected: :
a)) quantitative data on the level of the individual patient on illness-episodes for
approximatelyy 1000 patients per hospital;
b)) interviews with specialists, managers, health insurers and other participants;
c)) opinions of patients and hospital personnel collected in postal surveys;
d)) information from group-discussions with primary care representatives.
Thee patient data (see a) above) were meant to give a detailed insight into the
diagnosingg and treatment of certain complaints and diseases. This information
couldd be related to characteristics of the patients, and the relation between
differentt aspects of treatment could be analysed.
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Figuree 4.2 Overview of data collection and analysis
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Thee interviews with participants (see b) above) in the experiment were included
becausee we wanted to know what their goals and expectations were at the start
off the experiment and how they experienced the experiment. The motivations
andd experiences of the participants were important factors in determining the
outcomee of the experiment.
Wee also asked the opinions of patients and hospital personnel (see c) above),
becausee we expected them to be affected by the experiment in some respects. The
qualityy of care as perceived by the patient could change, as well as the waiting
periodd for patients. 62 Since the distribution of labour between the hospital and
otherr parts of the health sector could change, and diagnosing and treatment
withinn the hospital could change, it w a s perfectly possible that the workload and
w o r kk satisfaction of the hospital personnel would be affected.
Group-discussionss (see d) above) with primary care representatives were
includedd in the design because the distribution of labour and the pattern of
cooperationn between the primary and the secondary care sector were expected to
change.. First, within efficiency and quality projects, GPs and specialists could
comee to new arrangements about the optimal place where certain activities had
too be performed. For example, they could decide that the monitoring of some
chronicc illnesses could best be done by the GP, or that minor surgery or some
diagnosticc services could be switched from the specialist to the GP. Secondly, a
possiblee financial

incentive

for specialists to do monitoring

of

patients

themselvess was removed. These two factors could lead to a reduction of referrals
fromm GPs to secondary care, or it could lead to specialists referring patients back
too primary care at an earlier stage.
Thee complete data collection is shown in Figure 5.1. The other elements of this
figuree are discussed below.
2..

Continuous data-collection

Too answer the research questions of the original study commissioned by the Zfr,
itt w a s necessary to collect data continuously during the experiment, not just at
thee start and at the end of the experiment. This was because we were interested
too learn about the dynamic process by which changes were made, rather than
622

The quality of specialist care as perceived by the patient might change for a number of
reasons,, e.g. the specialist taking more time for a consultation or the patient being
referredd back to the GP at an earlier stage.
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justt which changes were made. Two types of data were collected continuously.
First,, there was continuous contact with participants in the projects in the form
off visits, phone calls, interviews etc. The purpose of this contact was to monitor
thee process of implementing the experiment with alternative payment systems.
Secondly,, production data were collected during the entire period. Data were
collectedd in each hospital per quarter per specialty (e.g. number of first visits to
thee outpatient department, number of repeat visits, number of admissions,
numberr of patient-days, etc.).
3..

Relation between the collected types of data

Thee patient-data are important, since the effects we wanted to analyse could only
bee traced accurately at this level. Information about the diagnosing and
treatmentt of individual patients with certain complaints or diseases was
collectedd in detail for a certain period in time. During that period every aspect of
treatmentt in the hospital was laid down making it possible to analyse the
relationn between different parts of the treatment: for example, substitution
betweenn day-treatment and clinical admission. The possibility to relate the
contentt of diagnosing and treatment to the characteristics of the patient was also
important.. Relevant characteristics of the patient that were collected are: age, sex,
typee of health insurance (private or public) and complaint/diagnosis.
Becausee the patient-data were collected from the medical patient-files, they were
nott affected by possible registration-effects of the new payment system and
definition-changess that influenced the financial administration. So the patientdataa are detailed and reliable, but they do not show the broad picture of
everythingg that takes place in a hospital. This is because a selection of complaints
andd diagnoses was made which will be explained more fully in Section 4.2.4. To
gett an overview of all activities in a hospital for all periods of time, the
aggregatedd production-data are necessary. These data were collected for all
specialtiess for the period 1994-1997 (as far as possible). These data, however, may
sufferr from definition-changes or differences in definition63 and, for this type of
data,, a link with patient characteristics is impossible. The data from interviews
andd group-discussions and from continuous contacts (the qualitative data) are an
importantt source of information for interpreting the quantitative data (the
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patient-dataa and the production-data). However, the qualitative data are not
basedd u p o n 'hard facts', as they are subjective. Therefore, all these data-sources
aree used to complement each other.
Inn this thesis, most attention is given to the quantitative data on the patient level.
Thee aggregated production data are used as a background against which to
comparee the patient-data. The qualitative data are used to interpret the
econometricc results from the analysis on the patient data. For example, the
qualitativee data can be used to explain estimated changes in the admission
probabilityy in a project between the start and the end of the experiment that are
independentt from the changes in financial parameters.
4.4.

Calculation of tariffs for the experiment situation

Beforee the start of the experiment tariffs were determined by the COTG. In
Chapterr 3, a description of the tariff system was given. These tariffs were the
samee for all hospitals, but they differed between publicly- and privately-insured
patients.. At the end of the experiment, lump-sum budgets for the specialists
weree in place. So it might be said that there were no tariffs as such. However, it
w a ss still the case that, in exchange for these lump-sum budgets, a certain amount
off production was expected.

This production was measured and monitored

usingg different production parameters for different projects, as described in
Sectionn 4.1. This means that it is possible to calculate an amount of money that
correspondss to an element of production, e.g. a new patient. 64 We called this
a m o u n tt of money the parameter revenue, in order to distinguish it from a
traditionall tariff. The name 'parameter revenue' seemed logical, since, in the
differentt projects, each different production-parameter had its own revenue. The
largerr this parameter revenue is, the greater is the financial incentive to the
doctorr to have a new patient. First, a higher parameter revenue leads to a greater
probabilityy of a larger budget in the following year, depending on the exact
arrangementss for adjustment of the budget in a project. Secondly, the higher the
parameterr revenues, the larger is their contribution to meeting the arranged
productionn targets.

633

Differences in definition do not just play a role in comparing hospitals. They also play
aa role in comparing information from the hospital-administration with that from the
annuall report for the same hospital.
644
A number of assumptions had to be made (see Appendix 4.3).
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Thee parameter revenues at the end of the experiment were the same for publiclyandd privately-insured patients. Between the different experimental projects and
specialties,, the parameter revenues differed during the experiment depending on
thee financial arrangements in the projects. We calculated parameter revenues for
alll the production parameters that played a role in the different experimental
projects: :
1..
2..
3..
4..
5..

first visit of a new patient at the outpatient department;
repeat visit at the outpatient department;
clinical admission (for more than one day);
day-treatment;
a patient-day in the hospital (for each day during an admission).

Heree an example is given for a project in which the calculation is simple. A
generall description of the calculation and more examples are given in Appendix
4.3.. Suppose that only the number of new patients is of importance in the
experimentall system, as in the Ziekenhuis Lievensberg. This means that the only
wayy for the specialist to earn more money in the next year is to help more new
patients.. Given the number of new patients, the numbers of admissions, daytreatments,, repeat visits etc do not influence the budget for the specialists. In that
case,, the calculation is performed as follows. The lump-sum budget for a
specialtyy is divided by the number of new patients in that hospital for that
specialtyy in the relevant year. In the Ziekenhuis Lievensberg, a high parameter
revenuee results for new patients and a zero parameter revenue for all other
possiblee production-parameters, like admissions. The revenues for the follow-up
treatmentt can be considered as included in the revenue for new patients. The
systemm was designed that way to keep physicians from doing not strictly
necessaryy follow-up treatment just in order to add to their income.
Inn the Ziekenhuis Lievensberg, the parameter revenue can be seen as a pure
financiall incentive, since the budget in the following year increases in line with
thee number of new patients. The only complication is that there is a limit of 5%
growth.. A growth of over 5% is not reflected in the next year's budget. For most
experimentall projects, the calculation of the parameter revenues is more
complicated,, inter alia because different forms of production have to be made
comparablee (for example, new patients, day-treatment and clinical admissions).
Forr the details, we refer to Appendix 4.3. In most cases the parameter revenue
cann not be seen as a pure financial incentive: for example, because the budget for
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thee following year depends on production arrangements and not on actual
production.. That does not alter the fact that the parameter revenues reflect the
valuee of additional production in terms of achieving the arranged production
level. .
Ass is shown in the Appendix, for the same specialty and the same form of
production,, differences in 'tariffs' can be very large between hospitals in the
experiment.. For new patients who visit the cardiologist, the highest calculated
experimentall tariff is over 900 guilders in the Lievensberg in Bergen op Zoom
andd the lowest is 48 guilders in the Scheperziekenhuis in Emmen. It is important
too note that this is not the difference in the income of cardiologists between the
projects.. The reasons for the large differences are differences in the extent to
whichh the budget is variable and differences in production parameters and their
weightss (see Appendix 4.3).
Thee calculated parameter revenues and the COTG-tariffs played an important
rolee in the econometric analysis.
5.5.

Econometric analysis

Ann important element of the study was econometric analysis of the collected
patient-data.. This analysis was carried out at the level of the individual patient.
Ass described above, it was possible to translate most financial agreements in the
experimentt into financial parameters that could be used in the econometric
analysis.. In this way, we could determine the effect of the alternative payment
systemss econometrically by using as explanatory variables not only the financial
parameterss (the tariffs and parameter revenues), but controlling for as many
interferingg factors as possible. These other factors were patient-characteristics,
hospital-characteristics,, information about complaints and diseases of patients
andd autonomous trends. Statistical testing could show whether there was a
significantt influence of the 'new agreed tariffs' on the treatment of patients.
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Figuree 4.3 Different changes during the experiment
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Byy statistically determining the influence of the parameter revenues, the effect of
thee experiment could for a large part be disentangled from other influences.
However,, this influence could not be completely isolated, since not all aspects of
thee experiment could be caught in the calculated parameter revenues (see also
Figuree 4.3).
First,, the parameter revenues reflected most of the financial arrangements, but
nott all, since some aspects of the adjustment system were impossible to model. In
Alkmaar,, adjustment took place if the threshold of 10% growth was crossed, and
inn Bergen op Zoom it took place as long as the threshold of 5% growth was not
yett reached. This means that, for an individual patient in the econometric
analysis,, it can not be determined if the calculated parameter revenues reflect the
'extraa financial gain' from treating this patient. This depends upon the level of
productionn that was reached before the patient was treated. However, it can be
saidd that the parameter revenues reflect the extra production that treating this
patientt generates (according to the definition of the project). Therefore, the
parameterr revenues indicate to what extent treating this patient contributes to
reachingg the desired or arranged production level. But it is not certain how large
thee 'pure financial incentive' is.
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Inn Bergen op Zoom, it was expected that the threshold of 5% would not be
crossedd in the normal course of affairs. In that case, the parameter revenue does
nott just reflect the 'production incentive' but also the financial incentive. In
E m m e nn and the Rijnmond, the parameter revenue also reflects the financial
incentive,, since the fact that the production growth is only partially translated
intoo the budgets, is reflected in the parameter revenues. 65 In Alkmaar, there was
noo direct link between the parameter revenue and the budget, since production
changess smaller than 10% did not influence the budget. 66 In Venlo, there was an
arrangementt that the specialist budget would not increase except

under

exceptionall circumstances. In these circumstances, the parameter revenue reflects
thee production definition, but not the 'financial gain' of treating a patient.
Secondly,, the organisational arrangements could not be modelled directly. For
example,, arrangements regarding transmural care could not be translated into
variabless to be used in the econometric analysis. The financial arrangements of a
projectt may reflect the priorities of a project and, in this sense, the parameter
revenuess may also give an indication of the organisational arrangements.
However,, there is no direct variable to reflect this in the econometric analysis,
andd therefore the effect of organisational arrangements that are part of the
experimentt partly ends u p in the variable that indicates all unexplained
differencess over time in a project. This factor may also contain regional
developmentss that are independent from the experiment. No distinction can be
m a d ee between these independent developments and elements of the experiment
thatt are not reflected by the parameter revenues.
Inn short, the econometric analyses makes it possible to determine the effect of
changess in financial incentives because of the experiment, but not all other
changess that are part of the experiment can be isolated in the quantitative
analysis.. Information from the qualitative analysis is used in the attempt to
explainn such 'combined influences'.

655

Only 30% and 50% respectively, of the production growth in Emmen and the
Rijnmondd is translated into the budget.
666
There was no link at all after the income harmonisation in Alkmaar.
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4.2.33 Practical decisions
Inn advance of the study, a number of practical decisions had to be made. These
decisionss concerned the selection of hospitals to be included in the study, and
thee timing of the two data-collection rounds.
Selectionn of hospitals
Fivee projects participated in the ESH. Three of these projects involved more than
onee hospital. The largest project was TPR in the Rijnmond with 13 hospitals. It
wass considered unnecessarily complicated and expensive to include all
experimentingg hospitals in the study. Therefore, a selection of hospitals to be
includedd in the study had to be made. In the Rijnmond, not one but two
hospitalss were chosen to participate in the study because of the size of the
project.. In all other projects one hospital participated in the study. The necessary
choicess are summarised in Table 4.5.
Tablee 4.5 Selection of hospitals for the study
projectt name

numberr of
hospitalss in
thee project

Projectt 'Noord-Holland Noord' ( T W
agreement) )

hospital(s)) or location participating
inn the study
Medischh Centrum Alkmaar (MCA)
inn Alkmaar

Ziekenhuiss Lievensberg

11

Ziekenhuiss Lievensberg in Bergen
opp Zoom

Scheperziekenhuiss Emmen

11

Scheperziekenhuiss in Emmen

Regionaall project Rijnmond (TPR
agreement) )

13 3

St.. Clara Ziekenhuis in Rotterdam,
IJssellandziekenhuiss in Capelle aan
denn IJssel

Regionall project 'Ziekenhuizen NoordLimburg'' ('Experiment
Zorgvernieuwing') )

l(on2 2
locations) )

st.. Maartens Gasthuis in Venlo

Inn the projects in Emmen and Bergen op Zoom, no selection had to be made,
becausee only one hospital participated in each of these projects: respectively, the
Scheperziekenhuiss and Ziekenhuis Lievensberg. Both of these hospitals took part
inn the study.
Att the time when hospitals had to be selected for the study, two hospitals
participatedd in the project Noord-Holland Noord: the MCA and the Gemini
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Ziekenhuiss in Den Helder. The two hospitals decided together that only the
MCAA would participate in the study.
Inn the project of the Ziekenhuizen Noord-Limburg, also called the project
Venlo/Venray,, the situation was somewhat different. The Ziekenhuizen NoordLimburgg are the st. Maartens Gasthuis in Venlo and the st. Elisabeth Gasthuis in
Venray,, which operate as one hospital. Legally, the Ziekenhuizen NoordLimburgg are one entity. However, because there were two locations, the project
couldd not be considered one hospital for the purposes of the study. A selection
hadd to be made. The study took place in the location with the largest production
capacity,, i.e. the st. Maartens Gasthuis in Venlo.
Inn the Rijnmond, the two hospitals that participated in the study were the St.
Claraa Ziekenhuis in Rotterdam and the IJssellandziekenhuis in Capelle aan den
IJssel.. This selection was made by the project (TPR) itself.
Alll in all, there were six experimenting hospitals that took part in the study.
Timingg of data-collection
Thee first round of data collection ideally had to take place shortly before the start
off the experiment. This timing was kept to as far as possible. It was not
implementedd completely, because in some projects a final decision about the
experimentt was only made at a late stage (in the Spring of 1995) and the
experimentt started retroactively from 1 January 1995. In such cases, it was not
possiblee to collect data before the official start of the experiment. It was,
however,, possible to collect data before the start, in practice, of the experiment,
whichh means that the findings would be able to show the pre-experiment
situation. .
Att the start of the study, there was some discussion about the timing of the
secondd (and last) round of data collection. On the one hand, the experiment
constitutedd an important change for the participants. Therefore, it was felt that
thee period between the two data-collection rounds should not be too short. The
peoplee concerned in the projects needed time to adjust. This would increase the
probabilityy of finding clear effects of the experiment. On the other hand, if we
waitedd too long, developments could occur that would make the results of the
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studyy obsolete.67 There was an additional argument for a shorter period. In
principle,, the experiment was supposed to last three years. At the start of the
experiment,, there was uncertainty about the situation that would prevail after
thee experiment. One of the possibilities was that the old FFS system would be
reintroduced.. In that case, participants might adjust their actions to the
incentivess of the FFS system even before the end of the experiment. This was
anotherr disadvantage of a long period between the data collection rounds.
Therefore,, it was decided at the start of the study to plan the second round of
dataa collection two years after the first round.
Laterr on, during the research project, the Zfr, the organisation that had
commissionedd the study, decided to postpone the second round, after
consultationss with the participants in the projects. This decision was taken
becausee of the start of the local initiatives that were mentioned above, with, as a
result,, the loss of the control group. Moreover, the participants in the projects felt
thatt two years was too short a period to find all the effects they anticipated. The
dataa collection was postponed. In the end, the period between the two rounds
wass approximately two and a half years, allowing the study a somewhat longer
'observationn period'.
4.2.44 Patient-data
Wee collected data for approximately 1000 selected patients per hospital. This was
donee at the start of the experiment and after two and a half years. These data
weree meant to give a detailed insight into the diagnosing and treatment of
certainn complaints and diseases. This process was completely mapped for a
certainn period of time (the observation period). We collected information not
onlyy about the activities of the specialty from where the patients for the sample
weree selected, but also about the other specialties that participated in the
treatmentt of the individual patient.
Patientss can come to the hospital with a great variety of complaints and diseases.
Drawingg a random sample of all patients in the hospital would result in a very
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As described above, part of the design and purpose of the study became obsolete
whenn practically all other Dutch hospitals made comparable financial agreements. The
speedd with which that happened was totally unforeseen at the time the experiment and
thee study started.
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heterogeneouss group. It would be difficult to draw firm conclusions about such a
group,, because there would be too little information about the influence of the
particularr complaint upon the diagnosis and treatment process. Therefore, we
decidedd to select more homogeneous groups of patients with certain complaints
andd diseases.
Thee selection process is summarised in Table 4.6. The selection was made along
thee following lines. First of all, a distinction was made between clinical patients,
patientss at the outpatient department and patients in day-treatment. This was
becausee we wanted to be able to analyse different kinds of treatments and
processes.. A sub-sample of clinical patients was taken to make sure that there
wouldd be enough clinical admissions to the hospital to analyse. The largest part
off the sample of patients at the outpatient department consisted of patients who
camee for the first time to this department with a certain medical problem. These
patientss were selected at the start of their treatment-period in the hospital so that
informationn could be collected from the start about all choices that specialists
madee about determining their diagnosis and about their treatment.
Withinn these three groups, a further selection was made on the basis of the
specialty.. The next step was a selection within the clinical group for the selected
specialtiess based upon specific discharge diagnoses. Within the 'outpatient
departmentt group', the further selection was based on the type of complaints
sufferedd by new patients and on diagnoses for existing patients who visited the
hospitall for monitoring of their treatment and/or condition. Day-treatment
patientss were further selected according to the type of intervention.
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Tablee 4.6 The different steps in the selection process for patient data
stepp 1

stepp 2

day-treatment t
patients s

numberr of pat. observationn period
too be selected
perr hospital

dischargee diagnoses

300 0

55 months before first
admissionn in the
selectionn period and 3
monthss after

88 specialties

neww patients: complaints

450 0

33 months from the first
visit t

33 specialties

monitoredd patients:
diagnoses s

150 0

44 visits back from
'selectionn visit'

66 specialties

typess of intervention

100 0

likee clinical patients

clinicall patients 77 specialties

selectionn at
outpatient t
department t

stepp 3

Thee selection of complaints, diagnoses and interventions that were included in
thee sample was based upon a number of criteria. The general idea underlying
thesee criteria was that the selected groups together should be as representative as
possiblee for total specialist care in the hospital. This had the following
consequencess for the criteria. First, groups that were not often found in a
hospitall were not suitable.68 Secondly, it was considered best tot avoid selecting
especiallyy those groups where the largest possible efficiency gains were
expected.. The study would then give an overly positive view of the total increase
inn economical use that could be realised. Thirdly, groups in which diagnosing
andd treatment were a totally standardised process were not very interesting.
Afterr all, no changes can be expected when everything is fixed and the specialist
hass no choices to make. Therefore, one of the criteria for selecting patients with
certainn complaints was that there would be no complete certainty about the way
too diagnose and treat these complaints. Chest pain and back problems are
included,, amongst other reasons, because research shows a large variability of
treatmentt (see Section 2.2.3).
Fourthly,, the different specialties had to be reasonably covered, though this did
nott mean that every individual specialty had to be represented.
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It is possible that with rare diseases there is more room for PID (see list of
abbreviations).. But, in that case, it is also likely that the doctor is more uncertain and
theree is less opportunity for standardisation and efficiency.
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Inn the outpatient department group, 600 patients per hospital were selected,
mostt of whom made a first visit to a specialist at the outpatient department with
aa new complaint or probability diagnosis. Naturally, this does not mean that the
wholee treatment had to take place only at the outpatient department. It is
possiblee that, in some cases, the specialist would decide to admit a patient from
thiss sample to the hospital. If so, then data about this admission were collected as
well,, as long as it took place within the observation period.
AA sample of new patients with certain complaints could not be taken from the
existingg administration of the specialists and the hospital, because the necessary
informationn was not computerised. Therefore 'pre-selection forms' were used,
thatt were designed especially for the study of the experiment. The thirteen
groupss of complaints of new patients that are given in Table 4.7 below were
selectedd for eight specialties. It was not the intention to select all thirteen groups
inn each hospital. Some of the groups were 'standbyy categories' to be used when it
wass not possible to find sufficient numbers of patients of the originally intended
categoryy in a certain period. In each hospital, it was intended to select nine
categoriess of complaints of new patients at the outpatient department. In
additionn to those new patients, three categories of patients were selected who
hadd been to the hospital before with their illness and who were still returning for
monitoring. .
Fromm the clinically treated patients, seven groups of 45 patients each per hospital
weree selected on the basis of the discharge diagnosis and the specialty that
dischargedd the patients (about 300 patients per hospital). These patients were
selectedd at the end of the disease-episode. In Table 4.7, eight clinical groups are
shown.. One of the groups is a reserve group. Apart from the clinical patientgroups,, three groups of patients in day-treatment were also selected in each
hospitall (about 100 patients per hospital). The selection differed between
hospitals:: in each hospital the three most frequent interventions were selected.
Forr new patients at the outpatient department, a different observation period
wass used than the one for clinical and day-treatment patients. The new patients
weree followed for three months after their first visit to the outpatient
department.. This means that the observations are truncated: treatment after
threee months is not part of the observation. The clinical and day-treatment
patientss were selected at a stage when an important part of their treatment was
alreadyy finished. Their observation period ranged from five months before the
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momentt of selection to three months after. This was done so that the 'postclinical'' treatment could also be observed.
Tablee 4.7 shows the different complaints and diagnoses that were selected for
neww patients at the outpatient department and for clinically-treated patients.
Tablee 4.7 Selection of new patients at the outpatient department and clinical
patientss for collecting the patient-data
specialtiess and groups of patients with various complaints/diagnoses
neww patients at the outpatient department
cardiology y

chestt pain

surgery y

(suspected)) malignant neoplasm

surgery y

(suspected)) malignant neoplasm,
stomach// intestines/ skin/ breast

surgery y

fractures s

gynaecology y

menstruall disorders

internall medicine

abdominall pain

otolaryngology y

deafnesss in adults

otolaryngology y

chronicc cold

neurology y

lowerr back pain

neurology y

backache e

orthopaedics s

shoulderr complaints

orthopaedics s

backache e

urology y

prostatee complaints

clinicall patients
cardiology y

acutee and sub acute forms of ischemic heart disease

surgery y

malignantt neoplasm of digestive tract and peritoneum

surgery y

arteriall disease and disease of capillaries

gynaecology y

femalee genital disorder

internall medicine

differentt disorders of the digestive system

otolaryngology y

chronicc tonsils and adenoids disease

neurology y

intervertebrall disc disorders

orthopaedics s

internall derangement knee

Dataa were collected about the following subjects for each patient in the sample
forr the duration of the observation period:
specialtiess that treat the patient;
referrall to the specialist;
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visitss to the outpatient department, admissions to the hospital and daytreatmentss (dates, specialties and reasons);
diagnosticc activities;
n u m b e rr and type of services that were performed;
waitingg period for surgery and other elements of treatment;
complaint(s)) and final diagnoses (main and secondary );
referrall from the hospital to another hospital or another organisation (e.g.
nursingg home) or back to the GP;
statee of affairs at the end of the observation period;
characteristicss of the patient (age, sex, type of health insurance, some
elementss of the medical history).

EconometricEconometric

analysis

Thee variables explained

of the patient

data

by econometric analysis are: the probability of

admissionn for patients w h o came to the outpatient department with a certain
complaintt for the first time; the duration of stay in the hospital for selected
clinicall patients with certain diseases; the waiting period before an intervention
takess place for selected clinical patients; and, the probability of repeat visits for
n e ww patients w h o visited the outpatient department with a certain complaint.
Vann Vliet (1988)69 carried out a literature survey of the factors that can influence
hospitall utilisation. This yielded the following categories for a comprehensive
model: :
consumer/patientt

characteristics

(health

status,

insurance

coverage,

hospitalisationn related factors, socio-economic status and regional factors);
regionall supply of health care facilities;
hospitall characteristics;
physiciann characteristics.
Naturally,, in our case, the financial incentives from the different

payment

systemss have to be added to the set of exogenous variables. Considering the
researchh question, w e are primarily interested in the effect of the financial

699

This reference may seem dated, but is used anyway, since Van Vliet's literature survey
wass extensive and the relevant exogenous factors will not have changed in the
meantime. .
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variabless and in a possible additional effect of the experiment that can not be
capturedd in the old or new 'tariffs'. The other exogenous factors are important
merelyy because they enable us to estimate unbiased coefficients for the financial
factors.. Therefore, we do not use such a detailed set of explanatory variables as
Vann Vliet does. Sometimes variables within one category of explanatory factors
cann be joined together without loss of information for our purposes.
Inn the following paragraphs, we discuss the sets of exogenous variables used in
ourr model: patient characteristics; hospital variables; physician characteristics;
financiall incentives; and, other factors.
PatientPatient characteristics
Naturally,, it is very important to correct for the health status of the patient. We
hadd several variables at our disposal concerning the health status. The complaint
orr disease has an important influence on all aspects of the diagnostic process and
thee treatment. The characteristics of the patient are also important control
variabless for the analysis. Age, sex and type of insurance are included in the
analysis.. We would have liked to have more information about the patients, e.g.
theirr income, educational level and household situation. However, such
informationn is not to be found in medical patient files. In some cases the marital
statuss or the nationality of the patient was known, but there were too many
'missings'' to use these variables in the analysis. Van Vliet concludes that the
socio-economicc variables appear to play a minor role in explaining hospital
utilisation.. 70 Hopefully, the lack of these variables is not problematic in the
analysis,, but we keep it in mind in interpreting the estimation results. Some
informationn was collected about the history of the complaint or disease. It was
knownn whether the complaint had been treated earlier in the same hospital. In
thatt case, it seemed likely that there was prior information about the complaint.
Thiss can influence the diagnostic process. Another possible explanatory variable
iss whether there was already a (probability) diagnosis when the patient came to
thee hospital (e.g. determined by the GP). Lastly, it was important to know
somethingg about the state of treatment at the end of the observation period. If the
treatmentt in the hospital had not yet finished, it would mean that part of the
treatmentt was not observed and could not be analysed. This circumstance can
yieldd different results than for patients with finished treatment. This concerns
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onlyy the data for the new patients at the outpatient department where the
observationn stopped three months after the first visit.
Furtherr patient characteristics that can be important according to Van Vliet are
thee day of the week on which the patient is admitted (important for the length of
stay),, population density and degree of urbanisation. The factors "degree of
urbanisation'' and 'admitted in the weekend' were included in the econometric
analysis.71 1
HospitalHospital variables
Thee factor 'hospital' was treated as a composite variable (dummy). Since there
aree only six hospitals in the analysis, there is not enough variation to distinguish
aa number of individual characteristics of hospitals, nor are we interested in the
effectt of each separate characteristic. The hospital where treatment takes place is
importantt in our analysis for two reasons. First, hospitals have their own
traditions,, habits, environment and working methods. Therefore, differences
betweenn hospitals could be expected even in the pre-experiment period. Second,
thiss variable is also included in combination with the dummy for the postexperimentt measurement. In this case, the hospital variable gives information
aboutt differences between project plans that can not be translated into precise
variables,, and about developments outside the experiment that took place in a
regionn or a hospital in the experiment period. An example of the latter type of
informationn is a reduction of hospital beds, a new hospital building or an
increasee in the demand for care in the environment of the hospital. An example
off the former type of information is a threshold, above or below which no
adjustmentt of partnership budgets for the next year took place.72
PhysicianPhysician characteristics
Thee treatment of individual patients may also be explained from doctor
characteristics.. We did not use those characteristics for several reasons. First of
all,, it would have been much more difficult to collect the necessary data, since
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Van Vliet (1988), p. 58.
We considered population density correlated too much with degree of urbanisation to
includee it as a separate factor.
722
It is impossible to make a separate variable that includes this factor, because it is
unknownn if and when the threshold was reached in relation to the collected individual
data. .
711
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individuall physicians would have had to give up their privacy. Second, the interdoctorr variation is not really the phenomenon that we are interested in. It does
nott matter if this factor ends up in the error term, as long as the other coefficients
(especiallyy those of the parameters revenues) are not biased. We do not expect
thiss inter-doctor variation to bias the coefficients since it can be seen as 'white
noise',, considering that we have already included hospital-dummies.
FinancialFinancial incentives
Thee parameter revenues are the essential variables for answering the main
researchh question. If diagnosing and treatment are influenced by financial
incentives,, we would expect to find a significant effect of these variables on
aspectss of treatment. However, there may be intervening factors that serve to
reducee the expected effect, such as a lack of goal harmonisation between
specialistss and the hospital management.73
Thee period is naturally of importance because, as stated earlier, not all aspects of
thee experiment could be modelled and because there could be influential
developmentss over time that were independent from the experiment.
Inn addition to the interaction between the hospital and the period (start or end of
thee experiment), other interactions are modelled where appropriate. For
example,, the effect of a certain diagnosis on the factor to be explained may vary
withh the age of the patient.
OtherOther factors
Vann Vliet mentions regional supply variables as a possible explanatory factor.
Withh respect to these variables he concludes:
"Thee only consistent finding relates to the strong positive impact of regional
hospitall bed supply on both admission rate and length of stay, but this
consistencyy is restricted to macro-studies only."74
Thiss might imply that these variables are not very important for our microanalysis.. We have not included regional hospital bed supply or other regional

733

An example is the situation in Bergen op Zoom, where the hospital management tried
too slow down the decrease in the number of clinical admissions because they were
worriedd about the hospital budget.
744
Van Vliet (1988), p. 58.
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supplyy factors as separate variables. In as far as these are important, they end up
inn the estimated coefficients for the hospital dummies in our analysis.
Anotherr possible exogenous factor is the medical-technological development.
Wee did not expect a large effect in a period of two and a half years. However, in
somee cases it may have been important. Since we can not make this operational
inn the econometric analysis, it ends up in the trend term.
Inn short, the different elements of the way specialists treat patients were
explainedd from the following broad categories of factors:
characteristicss of the patient;
aspectss of the history of the illness;
thee complaint or disease the patient is suffering from;
thee hospital where the patient is treated;
thee parameter revenues ('tariffs');
thee period of treatment (pre-experiment or post-experiment).

4.2.55 Interviews and group discussions
Ass mentioned above, both at the start and at the end of the experiment
interviewss were held with participants in the experiment, and group discussions
tookk place within a group of GPs and other representatives of the primary care
sector.. Halfway through the experimental period, at each hospital, group
discussionss were organised with the participants in the experiment in order to
monitorr the progress of the experiment. Each of the approaches adopted is
describedd in turn below. Apart from these methods, there were also continuous
contactss with participants in the projects to monitor the process of change.
Interviews Interviews
Inn each project, two rounds of 15 individual interviews were carried out with
importantt participants in the experiment and persons who could be expected to
noticee possible effects of the experiment in their work. Interviews were held
with: :
thee management of the hospital;
managerss in charge of nursing and/or laboratories;
thee health insurer;
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medicall staff (at least eight medical specialists).
Inn selecting the eight specialists, it was taken into account that surgical and nonsurgicall specialties should be represented as well as gate- and follow-up
specialties,, and both supporters and opponents of the project. In any case,
internists,, cardiologists, surgeons, neurologists, anaesthetists, gynaecologists and
radiologistss were represented in each hospital.
Thee goal of the interviews at the start of the experiment was to collect
informationn about the knowledge that the interviewed persons had about the
experiment,, their expectations, their opinions about the experiment, and what
theyy considered to be weak points or possible problems. Questions were asked
aboutt the expectations regarding the contents of care, and regarding the financial
andd organisational aspects.
Inn the second round of interviews, at the end of 1997, the subjects of conversation
were:: the developments during the project; the extent to which the expectations
weree fulfilled and the goals realised; and, the plans and prospects for the period
afterr the end of the experiment.
GroupGroup discussions with primary care representatives
AA group discussion for representatives of the primary care sector was organised
inn each project, parallel with the interviews. The reason for organising these
groupp discussions was that the experiment could also influence other parts of
healthh care, such as the primary care sector (see 4.2.2). The following primary
caree representatives were invited for the group discussions:
--

GPs;
midwives; ;
aa home-care representative;
aa physiotherapist.
Inn the different regions, between six and twenty persons were present at the
discussions,, depending mostly upon the interest of the GPs.

Att the start of the experiment, some of the subjects of discussion were:
cooperationn within the primary care sector and between primary care and
secondaryy care; knowledge about the local experimental project, and opinions
aboutt the project and its possible weak points. Another subject was the
expectationss about the effects of the experiment on health care in the primary
andd secondary sector (especially changes in the division of labour between
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primaryy and secondary care; quality of care; and, the relation between primary
andd secondary care).
Att the end of the experiment, the group discussions concerned the experiences
withh the experiment in the primary care sector, and the extent to which the
expectationss had been fulfilled.
GroupGroup discussions among participants in the experiment
Somewheree in the middle of the experiment period, group discussions were
organisedd with the participants in the experiment. The goal of these discussions
wass to keep up with the developments in the projects. Specialists, management
off the hospital and health insurers could have discussions with each other about
thee developments, as a result of which differences in point of view and possible
problemss with the experiment could become clear.
4.2.66 Surveys among patients and hospital personnel

Inn planning the design of the research, we considered the possibility that the
experimentt would have effects on patients and on hospital personnel. Since a
numberr of goals of the experiment was to improve efficiency, cost control and
qualityy of care, the experiment could influence the way patients were treated,
theirr perception of the care, the way in which hospital personnel carried out their
responsibilities,, and the labour satisfaction of the personnel. Therefore, surveys
amongg these groups were included in the design. These surveys were conducted
byy mail.
Patient-survey Patient-survey
Inn each hospital, about 500 patients were selected at the start and at the end of
thee experiment (a total of more than 3000 patients in each period). The patients
weree aged 18 years and older, and had been treated by specialists shortly before
thee survey. The sample was stratified to ensure that enough clinical patients
weree selected.
Questionss were asked about the following subjects:
thee waiting period before an appointment at the outpatient department
couldd be made, and before admission could take place;
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opinionn about the treatment by the specialist (concerning, among other
things,, available time and explanation about treatment);
thee perceived quality of care;
necessaryy absence from work or inability to attend to normal daily activities.

PersonnelPersonnel survey
Forr this survey, employees of the hospital were selected who worked together
withh specialists.75 Per hospital and per period 300 surveys were mailed.
Questionss were asked about:
cooperationn between the personnel and medical specialists;
thee perceived quality of care;
workload; ;
labourr satisfaction.
Generallyy speaking, the results of the patient and personnel surveys showed few
strikingg side effects of the experiment. It seemed that, in most respects, patients
andd personnel did not experience large changes because of the experiment.
However,, waiting times for admission are an exception: according to the patient
survey,, they increased. No further separate attention is given to the surveys in
thiss thesis. The results are only mentioned when they are directly relevant to the
subjectt under discussion (for example, waiting times).
4.2.77 Detailed hypotheses
Inn this chapter, we have not only formulated detailed research questions, but
havee also explained the calculation of pre- and post-experiment 'tariffs', i.e. the
'parameterr revenues'. On the basis of these building blocks detailed hypotheses
cann be formulated.
Tablee 4.8 summarises the changes in the parameter revenues that were caused by
thee experiment in the six hospitals.76 The revenue from a first visit increased in
755

The sample consisted of senior nursing officers, nurses, operating-room assistants,
radiologyy assistants, nurses outside the nursing units of the hospital, and other
personnell (e.g. medical secretaries).
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practicallyy all hospitals, except the Scheperziekenhuis in Emmen. This is because,
inn Emmen, only a modest part of the budget was variable and in the experiment
periodd there were still four positive tariffs. In Bergen op Zoom and
Venlo/Venray,, there was only a positive tariff for first visits of new patients.
Concerningg the tariff for a repeat visit, Emmen was also an exception. In all other
projects,, repeat visits were no longer rewarded. Therefore, the tariff for repeat
visitss decreased in all hospitals, except Emmen, where it increased. For daytreatmentt the picture is mixed: an increase of the tariff in four hospitals and a
decreasee in two (the two where only new patients were counted). The tariff for
clinicall admissions also increased in four hospitals. It remained the same (zero)
inn Bergen op Zoom and Venlo/Venray. The tariff for a patient-day decreased in
everyy hospital; only in the Rijnmond was it still positive during the experiment.
Withh regard to these tariff-changes the following hypotheses were formulated on
thee basis of theoretical considerations and common sense (see Table 4.9). The
tablee gives the expected partial effects of a change in just one parameter revenue.
Tablee 4.8 Changes in parameter revenues caused by the experiment
projectt
MCAA (Alkmaar)
Lievensbergg (Bergen op Zoom)
Scheperziekenhuiss (Emmen)
Rijnmondd St. Clara Ziekenhuis
Rijnmondd IJssellandziekenhuis
Ziekenhuizenn Noord-Limburg (Venlo/Venray)
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The table is based upon average tariffs for the different specialties and the different
insurancee types of the patients at the start and near the end of the experiment.
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Tablee 4.9 A priori expected effect of parameter revenues upon treatment
parameterr revenues

prob.. of
admission n

durationn of
clinicall stay
??

prob. .off repeat
visit t

waitingg period

??

--

00

++

00

--

++

++

--

admission n

++

--

--

++

patient-day y

00

++

--

++

firstt visit

--

repeatt visit

00

day-treatment t

Firstly,, an increase in the tariff for a first visit to the outpatient department can
bee seen as an incentive to help as many new patients as possible in a certain
period.. This could be done by treating the patients as efficiently as possible (at
leastt from the point of view of hospital care), which could be realised by: sending
patientss back to the primary care sector as soon as possible; sending patients
'forward'' to the tertiary care sector (e.g. nursing homes); day-treatment instead
off clinical admissions, where possible; and, treatment at the outpatient
departmentt instead of day-treatment, where possible.
Whenn there are still opportunities to make the treatment more economical and
thesee opportunities are used, a decrease in the probability of admission is to be
expectedd and a decrease of the waiting period. Through a substitution of daytreatmentt for clinical admissions more patients can be treated in a certain
amountt of time and with a certain amount of beds. However, the effect upon the
durationn of the clinical stay and the probability of repeat visits is not a priori
clear.. A more economical treatment might mean that patients, given their
characteristics,, have a shorter stay in hospital than before. But the characteristics
mightt change because of a stricter selection of which patients to admit and which
not.. In the latter case, the condition of admitted patients is likely to be more
seriouss on average than before and this might lead to a longer duration of stay.
Soo there are conflicting influences. The same goes for the probability of repeat
visits.. On the one hand, sending patients back to their GP sooner for check-ups
afterr treatment in the hospital might lead to a decrease in the probability of
repeatt visits. On the other hand, substituting day-treatment for clinical
admissionn might mean that patients have to return to the outpatient department
moree often for check-ups and follow-up treatment by the specialist.
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Secondly,, an increase in the tariff for a repeat visit to the outpatient department
makess it more attractive to do check-ups in the hospital and less attractive to
sendd the patient back to the primary care sector. Therefore an increase in the
probabilityy of repeat visits is expected. For the other analysed aspects of
treatmentt no clear influence is expected.
Thirdly,, an increase in the tariff for day-treatment, given the tariff for clinical
admissions,, makes it more attractive to treat patients in day-treatment and less
attractivee to admit them. Therefore a decrease in the probability of admission is
expected.. In connection with this decrease, an increase in the duration of the
clinicall stay may be expected, since it is more likely that day-treatment can be
substitutedd for short stays. An increase in the number of day-treatments is
expectedd to cause an increase in the number of repeat visits to the outpatient
department.. For this reason, an increase in the probability of repeat visits is
expected.. With regard to the waiting period, a decrease is expected because of
thee substitution of day-treatment for short-stay admission.
Fourthly,, for an increase in the tariff for clinical admissions, given the tariff for
day-treatment,, exactly the opposite effect is expected to that of an increase in the
tarifff for day-treatment, as described above. So, the effect in practice will depend
uponn the relative changes in the tariffs for day-treatment and admission.
Fifth,, when the tariff for a patient-day increases, an increase in the duration of
clinicall stay is expected. This increase may lead to a decrease in the probability of
repeatt visits. When patients stay longer in the hospital, it may be less necessary
too return to the outpatient department for check-ups, etc. No effect upon the
probabilityy of admission is expected. A longer stay in the hospital is expected to
causee an increase in the waiting period, because more beds are occupied.

55 Admission rates for new patients
Summary Summary
Thee probability of admission was analysed for new patients at the outpatient
department.. The following factors turned out to be important: the characteristics
off the patient and the disorder; the admission rate at the start of the experiment
(givenn the patient characteristics); motivations of medical specialists (medical
ethics,, financial incentives, leisure considerations, and possibly social approval);,
thee circumstances and interests of the hospital; and, other developments over
timee (such as the medical-technological development).
Thee effect of financial incentives was determined as accurately as possible by
controllingg for patient and illness characteristics, the hospital and the period of
treatment.. The financial incentives turned out to be important. This goes for the
neww 'tariffs' during the experiment (the parameter revenues) as well as for the
flexibilityy of specialists' budgets.
Thee econometric analysis of the patient-data shows that the probability of
admissionn was inversely related to the tariff for a new visit to the outpatient
department.. A possible interpretation is that a high tariff for a first visit is an
incentivee to help as many new patients as possible in a year. This result means
thatt the behaviour of specialists is affected by financial incentives. The elasticity
withh respect to the tariff for a first visit is about -0.4. No effect of other tariffs on
thee admission rate was found.
Inn five of the six hospitals in the experiment-study, the average 'tariff for a first
visitt to the outpatient department increased (considerably) because of the
experiment.. Therefore the experiment stimulated a decrease of the probability of
admissionn in these hospitals. In Figure 5.1 the average effect for the six hospitals
off just the tariff changes is given for an average patient. It turns out that the tariff
changess in the experiment stimulated economical use of care in admitting
patients,, exactly as was intended.
Thee flexibility of specialists' budgets during the experiment was important: the
moree flexible the budgets were, the larger was the impact of changes in tariffs.
Medicall ethics were also important. For some complaints, where medical
considerationss dominate the financial incentives, no decrease in the probability
off admission was found.
Anotherr finding is that it is not just the selection of parameters to measure
productionn in that is important, but so also are the weights that are used for
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thesee parameters. A large difference in weights for the specialists and those for
thee hospital means that financial interests are not harmonised, even when the
samee set of production parameters is used. A lack of goal harmonisation can
hinderr a more economical use of care. This happened in a number of hospitals
wheree the substitution of day-treatment for admission was unfavourable for the
hospitall budget.
AA low variability of specialists' budgets is mainly an incentive to preserve or
slightlyy decrease the production level and have some more leisure. The situation
att the start of the experiment determines how much scope there is for a more
economicall use. There are some indications that the decisions of specialists were
influencedd by a desire for social approval or by psychological reasons during the
experiment.. A positive response to the summons of the management to slow
downn the decrease in the admission rate may be seen as a desire for social
approval.. In one hospital, the specialists increased their production while the
budgetss were relatively fixed. This was probably caused by loyalty to the
experimentt and better relations between the three parties (the hospital
management,, the specialists and the health insurers).
Thee largest decrease of the admission rate was not found in the hospital with the
largestt increase in the tariff for a new patient, but in a hospital with a high
admissionn rate at the start of the experiment, high weights for day-treatment and
relativelyy flexible incomes, making it attractive for specialists to use care more
economically. .
Inn five of the six hospitals in the study, the experiment strengthened the decrease
inn the admission rate. So the goal of stimulating economical use was indeed
furthered.. However, in three hospitals, the decrease was much smaller than
couldd be expected on the basis of the tariff changes alone. In two hospitals, the
oppositee happened: the total decrease was larger than the expected decrease
fromm tariff changes. On average, the admission rate decreased less between the
startt and the end of the experiment than could be expected on the basis of the
tarifff changes (see Figure 5.1). One of the reasons for the difference between the
totall decrease and the expected tariff-induced decrease is that the admission rate
didd not decrease (and therefore relatively increased) for some (serious)
complaints.. Other reasons have to do with the arrangements in the different
hospitals,, which served either to hinder or stimulate economical use. The process
off making use of care more economical seems to have developed in the desired
way,, since the admission rates decreased more in the hospitals with higher
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admissionn rates at the start of the experiment. It is also a good sign that the
degreee of substitution differed between several diagnoses, with the more serious
oness not showing any substitution.
Summingg up, it seems likely that the experiment for most hospitals stimulated
economicall use of care regarding the admission rate, but in some hospitals the
improvementt was smaller than it might have been.
Figuree 5.1 Average admission rates for the six hospitals (%)

DD Average probability of
admissionn (%)

1" "
.. .

start t

5.11

afterr
a tariff f
c;hange.
c
3.3

end d

Introduction

Inn a number of cases there is a choice between admitting patients to the hospital
(forr more than one day) and treating them in day-treatment or even during a
visitt to the outpatient department. The experiment can influence the probability
off admission for patients in several ways: by changing the incentives for the
specialists,, through the influence on the hospital management and through
changess in the division of labour between GP and specialist.
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DoesDoes the supply of patients from the GP change?
Becausee of the experiment, GPs may change their pattern of referral to medical
specialists.. For example, as a result of efficiency projects, they may decide to do
minorr surgery or some diagnostic services themselves. In that case, fewer
patientss may be referred to the hospital or they may be referred at a later stage. 77
O nn the other hand, in the interviews it was mentioned that gate-specialists tried
too encourage GPs to send them more patients. This was in a hospital where the
specialists'' budgets were partly flexible. In that case, patients are referred sooner
orr more often to secondary care.
Sincee we can not rule out the possibility that something changed in the referral
patternn of GPs, 78 the group of

new patients

at the hospital may have had a

differentt composition at the end of the experiment: more or less serious
conditions,, or further or less far in the process of diagnosing and treatment. This
differencee in composition is largely accounted for by the control variables w e
use:: age, sex and complaint of the patients, presumptive diagnosis made or not.
Therefore,, we do not expect the influence of changes in referral to have any
seriouss effect on the results of the econometric analysis.
HypothesesHypotheses for the specialist
Inn Chapter 2, w e concluded that the utility of medical specialists is influenced by
income,, leisure, ethical considerations and possibly their work being interesting,
sociall expectations, and approval. The experiment can influence their actions
throughh changes in tariffs, changes in the degree to which their income is fixed
fromm year to year and through new organisational arrangements and efficiency
projects.. Our hypothesis is that there may be binding ethical constraints upon the
777

However, by these kind of activities and by intensifying their involvement with care
off chronic patients, the work pressure of GPs will increase and that of specialists will
decrease.. But, if GPs find that their patients no longer have to wait so long for a
specialistt appointment, they may decide to refer some of their patients sooner, i.e. those
patientss that they feel belong in secondary care. However, we have no information that
thee waiting time for an appointment actually decreased after the start of the experiment.
Ass will be seen in Chapter 7, waiting times for a clinical intervention increased between
thee start and the end of the experiment.
788
At the start of the study there was a lot of debate about analysing the primary care
sector,, but in the end it was decided not to.
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degreee of change that will take place: in cases where the specialist considers it
absolutelyy necessary for the patient's welfare to be admitted to the hospital, this
willl override other considerations. In as far as there is a 'grey area', in which it is
nott certain whether a specific patient with a specific complaint has to be
admitted,799 the specialist's preferred course of action may be influenced by
financiall or leisure considerations or by arrangements in the experiment. The
changee that can take place between the start and the end of the experiment, also
dependss on the admission rate in the start situation. It is much easier to lower the
admissionn rate for a hospital that is not so strict in its conditions for admitting
patientss than for a hospital where only the most serious cases are clinically
admitted.. The latter can, for example, be the case when the specialists are
confrontedd with a shortage of hospital beds.
Fromm a financial point of view, changes in the tariffs for a first visit of a new
patient,, for an admission and for day-treatment can influence the admission rate.
Ass we have seen in Chapter 4, the tariff for a first visit increased in practically all
hospitals.. This is an incentive to help as many new patients as possible in a
certainn period and is therefore expected to have a negative influence upon the
admissionn rate. A higher tariff for day-treatments is also expected to have a
negativee influence on this rate. This tariff was raised in four of the six hospitals
throughh the experiment and lowered in two hospitals. The tariff for admissions
increasedd in four of the six hospitals. A positive influence of a higher tariff for
admissionss upon the admission rate is expected. So, the effect of changed
financiall incentives upon the probability of admission is not a priori clear. It
dependss upon the specific changes in a specific hospital and upon the relative
strengthh of the different coefficients.
Thee extent to which specialists' budgets react to an increase in production, i.e.
thee flexibility of specialists' budgets, is also an important aspect of the financial
incentives.. The incentives given by the tariff changes are larger when the
budgetss are more flexible. A low variability of income means that the financial
incentivee of higher tariffs is smaller: the amount of money associated with, for
799

Delnoij (1994) remarks about uncertainty:
"Evanss (1984) linked supplier-inducement of demand to professional uncertainty about
thee benefits of treatment for a specific patient. Flierman's analyses, testing Evans'
hypothesis,, indicate that physicians under fee-for-service payment act in their own
financiall interest only, within the boundaries of medical ethics and standards on when
andd how to perform specific services" (p. 50).
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example,, a new patient is large, but this does not mean that helping more
patientss will lead to a higher income in the next year. Income being more fixed
cann lead to specialists choosing more leisure. In that case, they have a smaller
incentivee to recommend day-treatment instead of clinical admission. 80
ArrangementsArrangements in the experiment
Sincee an important goal of the experiment was to increase efficiency, we would
expectt that the probability of hospital admission would decrease because of
differentt arrangements in the context of the experiment and more patients would
bee treated in day-treatment and at the outpatient department, in as far as there is
aa 'grey area'. When there is complete certainty or w h e n economical use of care
hass been maximised already, there is no more scope for the probability of
admissionn to decrease. The results of the qualitative analysis suggest, however,
thatt there was a certain amount of scope in the experimenting hospitals at the
startt of the experiment, since substitution away from admissions did take place
andd many respondents ascribed at least part of the substitution to the
experiment. 81 1
TheThe hospital
Ass mentioned in Chapter 3, substitution of admission with day-treatment may
havee unfavourable consequences for the hospital budget. A decrease in the
hospitall budget is in some cases problematic for the management, because it is
difficultt to adjust the costs in the short run. These problems may alarm the
hospitall management to such an extent that managers ask the specialists to slow
d o w nn the decrease of admissions. This happened in several regions, among other
hospitalss in the Lievensberg in Bergen op Zoom. Clearly, in these cases, the most
economicall use
off care was not reached at the end of the experiment because of a lack of
harmonisationn of goals between the hospital management and the specialists. In
suchh cases, the decrease in the number of admissions that was found in the post-

800

There still remains an incentive for day-treatment. The substitution of admission with
day-treatmentt can make it possible to help more new patients and thereby satisfy the
arrangementss about the production.
811
The individual efficiency projects were not analysed in detail; this was outside the
scopee of the evaluation study. As far as we know, there were not many projects that
speciallyy aimed at substitution to day-treatment.
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experimentt monitoring process was possibly not in accordance with the financial
incentivess that were given to specialists.
Inn some hospitals arrangements were made with the health insurer to 'protect'
thee hospital budget against financial damage from more economical use.82
Inn the econometric analysis, the new 'tariffs' for specialists as well as a separate
trend833 are included as explanatory variables. The estimation yields the net effect
off a number of different factors among which are the differing incentives for
specialistss and hospital.
WhatWhat do other data sources say about the admission rate?
Thee results from the analysis of the aggregated production data and from the
qualitativee analysis can serve as a starting point for the econometric analysis. On
thee national level, a slight decrease in the number of admissions (-0.9%) took
placee over the period 1994-1996 and a strong increase in the number of daytreatmentss (+12.3%). So there was a national trend in this direction. Naturally,
thiss does not mean that the change in payment systems for medical specialists
hadd nothing to do with this development, since in practically all hospitals
arrangementss were made that were comparable to the arrangements in the
experiment.. In all six experimenting hospitals in the study, the aggregated
productionn data showed an increase in the number of day-treatments. In five of
thee six hospitals, a decrease in the number of admissions was found. The abovementionedd hospital Lievensberg, in which the management asked the specialists
too slow down the decrease of admissions, was the only hospital in which the
numberr of admissions increased. So the developments in the experimenting
hospitalss appeared to be comparable to national developments. The important
questionn naturally is: What effect did the experiment have upon this
development?? This question was posed to the participants in the experiment in
thee qualitative part of the analysis. Many respondents indicated that the
experimentt had further stimulated the substitution of admission with daytreatment. .
Fromm the admission rates for the selected complaints in the patient data, it can be
seenn to what extent a decrease in the probability of admission took place at this
822

Such arrangements were called 'grey production arrangements', since it was not quite
clearr whether this was allowed. For example, such arrangements were made in
Venlo/Venrayy and in Alkmaar.
833
A dummy-variable for the end of the period.
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disaggregatedd level. Using econometric analysis, we can gain insight into the
influencee of the experiment by determining the effect of changes in the financial
incentivess (parameter revenues). We analysed the probability that one or more
admissionss took place within the observation period for patients who came to
thee outpatient department with a certain complaint for the first time. Since these
patientss had a new complaint the decision process regarding admission could be
followedd from the start.

5.22

Data and model

Thee description of the data is given in Appendix 5.1. As can be expected, the
admissionn rates varied strongly with the type of complaint. 84 The development
betweenn the start and the end of the experiment differed between complaints: for
somee complaints the proportion of admitted patients decreased and for some it
increased. .
Forr some complaints the proportion of admitted patients was very low to begin
with.. These patient groups were excluded from the econometric analysis.85-86
Thee variable to be explained is the probability of admission for patients w h o
camee to the outpatient department with a certain complaint for the first time. The
probabilityy of admission is assumed to depend on the different types of factors,
ass described in Chapter 4.
Thee factor 'probability of admission' that we want to explain has two possible
values:: no admission in the observation period (value=0) or one or more
admissionss in the observation period (value=l). Possible choices to analyse this
typee of discrete variable are the logit model and the probit model. The logit
modell is more analytically tractable, while in most empirical applications there is

844

See also Table 4.7 for the list of complaints.
Excluded were: the otolaryngology patients, the orthopaedic patients with back pain,
andd the surgical patients with fractures.
866
As explained in Section 4.3, the selection of new patients at the outpatient department
differedd somewhat between hospitals, as sometimes not enough patients could be found
withh a certain complaint and a reserve category had to be used. In some cases, the
definitionn of a complaint turned out to be impractical and changes had to be made.
855
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hardlyy any difference between the two models. 87 We therefore decided to use the
logitt model.

5.33

Estimation results

Inn Table 5.1 the estimation results for the logit model are given. Since the
estimatedd coefficients of the logit model are difficult to interpret, the results of
changess in characteristics on the probability of admission are given in Tables 5.2
too 5.4. In these tables, first the probability of admission for an average patient at
thee start of the experiment is given. 88 Next, a number of characteristics are varied
andd the resulting calculated probability of admission is shown. 89
Inn Table 5.1, a positive coefficient indicates that the relevant factor leads to a
higherr probability of admission. For example, w h e n a person is older, the
probabilityy of admission is higher. Many explanatory variables are dummies:
theyy have only two possible values (yes or no, 1 or 0). The estimated coefficient
indicatess the effect of a factor compared with observations in which this factor
doess not play a role, e.g. women compared with men. When there are several
groups,, such as different diseases or different hospitals, the values of the
coefficientss can be compared.

877

Both the logit and the probit model were estimated. Cramer (1991) describes the logit
modell in detail and remarks about the difference between the models: "Logit and probit
functionss which have been fitted to the same data are therefore virtually
indistinguishable,, and it is impossible to choose between the two on empirical
grounds." "
888
The average patient has the following characteristics: 0.57 woman, 51.4 years old, 0.74
publicc insurance, 0.24 complaint treated before, 0.27 probability diagnosis, 0.127 chest
pain,, 0.06 (suspected) malignant neoplasms, 0.119 (suspected) malignant neoplasms
specified,, 0.176 menstrual disorders, 0.107 abdominal pain, 0.092 low back complaints,
0.0733 back pain and 0.116 prostate complaints, parameter revenue from first visit 64
guilders. .
899
The calculated effect of a change in one factor is influenced by the other characteristics
off the patient. This is a property of the logit model.
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Statistically-significantt effects are marked with an asterisk; the higher the
n u m b e rr of asterisks, the more significant an effect is. w
TheThe patient
Thee characteristics of the patient have an important effect upon the probability of
admission.. In Table 5.1 it can be seen that age has a very significant effect: the
olderr the patient, the larger the probability of hospitalisation. This is because
olderr people suffer more from co-morbidity and they are generally more fragile.
Tablee 5.2 shows that the effect of a 10% increase in age is rather large: an increase
off more than 11% in the probability of admission, so the elasticity is larger than
unity.. For w o m e n w h o visit the gynaecologist with menstrual disorders the
influencee of age is even larger.
Thee sex of the patient, taken as a separate influence, does not appear to be very
important. 91 1
Publicly-insuredd patients have a much larger probability of admission than
privatelyy insured patients: more than 18% greater for an average male patient. It
iss k n o w n that people with a lower social-economic status are less healthy. 92 That
iss one possible explanation for the higher admission rate of publicly-insured
patients.. Even though we control separately for complaint, age and sex, their
generall health may be worse. Another possible explanation is that the condition
off publicly-insured patients is more serious by the time they are referred to a
specialist.. The mechanism behind this may be that privately insured patients
m a n a g ee to get referrals sooner for a number of reasons.

900

The significance also follows from the number in the last column, the t-value. This
numberr shows the significance of the estimated coefficient. An absolute t-value above 2
(actuallyy 1.96) means that the coefficient differs significantly from 0 at the 95%confidencee level: the probability that the value of the coefficient is in reality 0 and the
relevantt factor is therefore not important, is smaller than 5%. When the (absolute) tvaluee is above 1.64 it means that the coefficient is significantly different from 0 at the
90%-level,, and an (absolute) t-value above 2.58 means that the coefficient is significantly
differentt from 0 at the 99%-level.
911
Naturally, there is a relation between the sex of the patient and the probability of
sufferingg from certain complaints. And the nature of the complaint influences the
probabilityy of admission.
922
See, e.g., Van Doorslaer et al. (1997).
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Tablee 5.1 Estimated coefficients of the logit model for the probability of
admissionn of new patients at the outpatient department
explanatoryy variables

coefficient t

t-value e

constant t
characteristicss of the patient
ln(age) )
woman n
publicc insurance
characteristicss history of the illness
complaintt treated before
presumptivee diagnosis
complaintss (compared with shoulder complaints)
chestt pain
(suspected)) malignant neoplasm
(suspected)) malignant neoplasms specified.
menstruall disorders
abdominall pain
loww back complaints
backk pain
prostatee complaints
payment t
parameterr revenue first visit outpatient department

-6.359*** *

-8.34 4

1.075*** *
-0.054 4
0.245** *

5.92 2
-0.42 2
1.97 7

-0.162 2
0.079 9

-1.26 6
0.65 5

0.621** *
1.338*** *
0.994*** *
-5.590*** *
0.393 3
0.801*** *
2.283*** *
1.320*** *

2.02 2
3.34 4
3.05 5
-2.61 1
1.22 2
2.59 9
6.86 6
3.80 0

-0.002*** *

-3.60 0

Medischh Centrum Alkmaar

-0.309 9

-1.34 4

Scheperziekenhuis s

-0.595** *

-2.07 7

Ziekenhuiss Lievensberg

-0.549** *

-1.96 6

St.. Clara Ziekenhuis

-0.062 2

-0.29 9

IJssellandziekenhuis s
interactionn terms
ln(age)** menstrual disorders
presumptivee diagn.* shoulder complaints
end1)) * (suspected) malignant neoplasms
endd *(suspected) malignant neoplasms specified
endd * menstrual disorders
endd * low back complaints
endd * prostate complaints
endd * Medisch Centrum Alkmaar
endd * Scheperziekenhuis
end** Ziekenhuis Lievensberg
endd * St. Clara Ziekenhuis
endd * IJssellandziekenhuis

-0.778*** *

-3.12 2

1.672*** *
0.914** *
0.590 0
1.182*** *
1.253*** *
2.079*** *
0.593* *
-0.225 5
-0.636* *
-0.382 2
-1.122*** *
-0.735** *

3.05 5
2.19 9
1.22 2
3.72 2
3.83 3
4.43 3
1.72 2
-0.77 7
-1.80 0
-1.06 6
-3.66 6
-2.23 3

hospitall (compared with st. Maartens Gasthuis)

**
significant at the 90% level; ** significant at 95%; *** significant at 99% ;1) end of
experiment;; Veall and Zimmerman R2 = 0.31 (see Windmeijer (1992) for a detailed discussion of
thiss R2); n = 3047.
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Nott much effect was found for the history of the illness. When the complaint has
beenn treated before at the same hospital, the probability of admission is smaller,
butt this effect is not significant. The effect of a probability diagnosis is not very
large,, except for patients with shoulder complaints who visit the orthopaedic
surgeon.. For those patients, the probability of admission is much larger in cases
w h e r ee a probability diagnosis had been made before the patient came to the
hospital. .
Inn most cases, the complaint that the patient was suffering from had a significant
effectt on the probability of admission, as can be expected. Patients with back
painn w h o visited the neurologist had the largest probability of admission. Note
thatt patients with menstrual disorders are not always the least likely to be
admitted:: this depends upon their age since there is an interaction effect between
thiss complaint and age. 93
Tablee 5.2 Effect of personal characteristics on the probability of admission for
neww patients at the outpatient department
difference e
comparedd
,.,,
. „.
.. , r ,
. difference m %
probabilityy of
withh former in
admissionn (%)
percentage e
points s
averagee patient at the start of the
experiment t
10%% age increase at the start of the
experiment t

16.70 0

woman,, public insurance, average age,
start t
man,, public insurance, average age, start
man,, private insurance, average age, start
man,, private insurance, age + 10%, start

17.27 7

933

18.599

18.066
14.711
16.422

1.89

11.3

0.79
-3.35
1.71

4.6
-18.5
11.6

Women with menstrual disorders, who are thirty or younger, have a lower chance to
bee admitted than women with abdominal pain. Between 30 and 40 years old the relevant
likelihoodss are reserved. A woman of 50 with menstrual disorders has a much higher
chancee of being admitted than a woman of the same age with abdominal pain.
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TheThe hospital
Att the start of the experiment there were already significant differences between
hospitalss in probability of admission, even when differences in the characteristics
off patients were taken into account. The IJssellandziekenhuis, the
Scheperziekenhuiss and Ziekenhuis Lievensberg had a much smaller probability
off admission than the st. Maartens Gasthuis and the St. Clara Ziekenhuis (see
Tabless 5.1 and 5.3). In the IJssellandziekenhuis, the probability of admission was
aboutt half as large as in the st. Maartens Gasthuis for the average patient. The
loww admission rate in the IJssellandziekenhuis was probably connected with a
reductionn of beds that had taken place before the experiment. Because there were
relativelyy few beds available, specialists had to be careful in admitting patients.

Tablee 5.3 Effect of hospital characteristics at the start of the experiment on the
probabilityy of admission for new patients at the outpatient
department t
difference e
compared d
differencee in %
probability yof f
withh average
admission n%) )
inn percentage
points s
averagee patient at the start of the experiment
(par.. rev. start)

16.70 0

st.. Maartens Gasthuis

22.70 0

6.00 0

35.9 9

Medischh Centrum Alkmaar

17.74 4

1.04 4

6.2 2

Scheperziekenhuis s

13.95 5

-2.75 5

-16.5 5

Ziekenhuiss Lievensberg

14.51 1

-2.19 9

-13.1 1

St.. Clara Ziekenhuis
IJssellandziekenhuis s

21.63 3

4.93 3

29.5 5

11.89 9

-4.81 1

-28.8 8

ChangesChanges during the experiment
Onee important way to determine the effect of the experiment is to determine the
effectt of the tariff changes that took place because of the experiment. As a
characteristicc of the payment system, the parameter revenue of a first visit to the
outpatientt department is included in the final estimation. All five distinguished
tariffss were included at the start of the estimation process, but a significant effect
couldd only be found for the tariff for a new patient. The tariff for a first visit that
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wass used to explain the admission rate, differed between periods, public and
privatee patients (before the experiment), between hospitals (during the
experiment),, and between specialties. The higher the parameter revenue of a first
visit,, the smaller was the probability of admission. This may mean that a high
'tariff'' for new patients serves as an incentive to treat patients as economically as
possiblee and therefore to substitute other (less intensive) forms of treatment for
hospitall admission as far as possible. In most hospitals under study the
parameterr revenue of a first visit to the outpatient department increased between
thee pre-experiment and the post-experiment monitoring process. Therefore, the
agreementss about the parameter revenue of a first visit led to a decrease in the
probabilityy of admission in those hospitals. This finding agrees with the
statementss of many respondents in the qualitative analysis that the experiment
gavee an extra impulse to the substitution that was already taking place. So the
econometricc analysis shows that the experiment did have at least one effect upon
thee treatment of patients: the probability of admission was influenced by the
parameterr revenue of a first visit. This means that the medical specialists were
affectedd by financial incentives, in the direction of a more economical use of care.
Thee supervisory committee of the study commissioned by the Zfr asked whether
thiss was really true and not just an artefact of the data. The reasoning behind
theirr question was that the parameter revenue for a first visit to the outpatient
departmentt increased between the start and the end of the experiment in five of
thee six hospitals in the study, if the average parameter revenue for the group of
outpatientss was taken into account. At the same time, there had been a
decreasingg trend in the probability of admission for a number of years. Is it
possiblee that the significant negative effect we found was merely caused by
accidentall correlation between these two phenomena? 94
Consideringg the variation in the parameter revenues and the way the
econometricc analysis was executed, we can be confident that we did find a 'real
effect'.. There are a number of reasons for this. First, we would only find a 'false
relationship'' if the parameter revenues of a first visit had been increasing
accordingg to a trend in the different hospitals and for different specialities. This
wass not the case. In fact, in one hospital the average parameter revenue for a first
visitt decreased. Furthermore, there was a large variation in the extent of the
944

Like the correlation between a decreasing number of storks and a decreasing number
off births.
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increasee in those hospitals where the parameter revenue for a first visit did
increase.. This was not only variation between hospitals, but also between
specialities,, and between publicly- and privately-insured patients.
Second,Second, a dummy was used to test whether there was a trend development
betweenn the start and the end of the experiment. In an earlier specification of the
modell for the probability of admission a general dummy was included that had
thee value 1 during the post-experiment monitoring process and 0 during the preexperimentt monitoring. This dummy was removed because the effect was small
andd absolutely not significant. If there had been a trend development for all
hospitals,, the effect of this dummy would have been significant.
Third,Third, in the next chapters it will be shown that an effect of the parameter
revenuess was found not only in the analysis of the probability of admission, but
alsoo in the analysis of the probability of repeat visits and the waiting period. In
thee latter two analyses, almost all parameter revenues had a significant influence,
includingg the revenue of day-treatment. In those cases, a false relation caused by
trendss that happen to occur at the same time can be ruled out.95
Thee estimated coefficient of the parameter revenue of the first visit is small. In
Tablee 5.4 it can be seen that the effect of a 10% changee in the parameter revenue
iss a rather modest decrease of 4.3% (an elasticity of about -0.4). However, the
parameterr revenue for the first visit changed considerably because of the
experimentt in most hospitals: the average over all hospitals and specialities
increasedd from 64 guilders to 207 guilders. Therefore, the total effect upon the
probabilityy of admission is large. This can be seen in Table 5.4. At the top of the
tablee this effect is given: a decrease in the probability of admission for an average
patientt of 4.25 percentage points, which is about a 25% decrease of the original
probability. .

955

If we look at the development of the average parameter revenue of day-treatment for
thee whole group of out-patients between the start and the end of the experiment, we
findd that this revenue decreased to 0 for two hospitals, and increased for four hospitals.
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Tablee 5.4 Effect of parameter revenues on the probability of admission for new
patientss at the outpatient department
probabilityy of
admissionn
(%))
averagee patient at the start of the
experimentt (par. rev. start, 64
guilders) )

16.70 0

averagee par. rev. first visit, end
(2077 guilders)

12.455

averagee par. rev. first visit, end
(2077 guilders)
averagee par. rev. first visit, end

12.45 5

+10% %
averagee par. rev. first visit, end
-10% %

difference e
compared with
average(start or
end) in
percentagee points

difference in %

-4.25

-25.4

11.922

-0.53

-4.3

13.000

0.55

4.4

Thee experiment can also be reflected in the trend term we estimate for each
hospital.966 Between the start and the end of the experiment a negative influence
uponn the admission rate was found in most hospitals, though the magnitude of
thiss influence differed. This is a separate finding in addition to the influence of
changess in parameter revenues and changes in the probability of admission over
timee for certain complaints. Because of the loss of the control group we cannot be
certainn what causes this decrease of the admission rate at the hospital level. It
mayy be a general trend development that took place in many hospitals in the
Netherlands.977 It may also point to an effect of the experiment that is not directly
causedd by changes in parameter revenues, such as the degree to which the
specialists'' incomes react to the production as measured according to the new
system,, or the effect of changes in culture or of efficiency projects or a lack of
goall harmonisation between specialists and hospital management. Or it may
pointt to specific circumstances and developments in a hospital or a region that
aree independent from the experiment. We use the results of the qualitative
analysiss to get more insight into the causes of changes in the trend terms.
966

A stated before, a general dummy variable for the end of the experiment was excluded
becausee it was not significant.
977
The practical effect of such a trend can differ somewhat between hospitals.
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Inn the St. Clara Ziekenhuis, the IJssellandziekenhuis and the Scheperziekenhuis,
thiss effect of the interaction term between the hospital and the end of the
experimentt was significant. In the MCA and the Ziekenhuis Lievensberg it was
nott significant. It may be that the decrease was not significant in the Ziekenhuis
Lievensbergg because of the lack of goal harmonisation between specialists and
hospitall management in this hospital. Another possible explanation is that the
admissionn rate was already low at the start of the experiment in the Ziekenhuis
Lievensberg.. Possible explanations for the estimation results will be discussed
furtherr in the next section.
Forr a number of complaints, the probability of admission increased during the
experimentt or decreased less than for other complaints. A possible explanation is
thatt it was from a medical-professional point of view not possible to admit fewer
patientss with these complaints even though there were financial incentives and
otherr developments that led to fewer admissions. Suspected malignant neoplasm
iss a very serious complaint that may necessitate hospitalisation apart from all
financiall and organizational considerations.98

5.44

Simulation results

Inn this section, simulation results are given for all changes that took place
betweenn the start and the end of the experiment. These calculations were carried
outt for each hospital. The calculations concern an average patient in all cases, so
thatt there is no interference from changes in patient characteristics. The situation
att the start and at the end of the experiment is calculated in the same way for all
analysedd aspects of treatment. The following factors are part of the simulation:
1.. for each hospital, the parameter revenues are varied according to the
period,, reflecting for the later period the arrangements that were made in
thee experiment; the average parameter revenues per hospital and per
periodd are used in the simulation;
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For an otherwise average patient with specified suspected malignant neoplasms, the
probabilityy of admission at the start and the end of the experiment was calculated, using
thee average parameter revenue for a first visit. In this case the probability of admission
increasess on balance, so the 'diagnosis effect' dominates the financial and trend factors.
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2.. for each period, the probability of admission by complaint (or diagnosis)
iss varied in cases where a significant interaction effect between period and
complaintt was found;
3.. for each period, the hospital effect is varied to include developments over
timee at the hospital level.
Tablee 5.5 Change in the probability of admission for an average patient between
thee start and the end of the experiment in different hospitals

st.. Maartens Gasthuis

probabilityy of
admissionn at the
startt (%)
22.6 6

probabilityy of
differencee in
admissionn at the end percentagee points
(%) )
18.2 2
-4.4 4

Medischh Centrum Alkmaar

17.6 6

16.2 2

-1.4 4

Scheperziekenhuis s

13.9 9

15.0 0

1.1 1

Ziekenhuiss Lievensberg

14.6 6

12.0 0

-2.6 6

St.. Clara Ziekenhuis

21.5 5

13.6 6

-7.9 9

IJssellandziekenhuis s

12.0 0

10.5 5

-1.5 5

Att the start of the experiment, the highest probability of admission is found in
thee st. Maartens Gasthuis and the St. Clara Ziekenhuis." The probability of
admissionn decreased for the average patient between the start and the end of the
experimentt for five of the six hospitals in the study. This is in accordance with
thee results of the qualitative analysis and the analysis of the aggregated
productionn data. The calculated decrease is caused by a combination of an
increasee in the first visit 'tariff' (which has a negative effect upon the probability
off admission), an increase in the admission rates for some complaints and a
negativee 'trend' for a number of hospitals.
Thee highest decreases in the probability of admission are found in the St. Clara
Ziekenhuiss and the st. Maartens Gasthuis, the two hospitals with the largest
probabilityy of admission at the start of the experiment. A plausible explanation is
thatt these hospitals had more opportunities to lower the admission rate. An
interestingg question is why the decrease in the admission rate is almost twice as
largee in the St. Clara Ziekenhuis as in the st. Maartens Gasthuis. In the latter,
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productionn is measured only in new patients, so the 'tariff' for a new patient is
highh and a high degree of substitution may be expected. In the St. Clara
Ziekenhuis,, the parameters of the hospital budget were used, therefore the tariff
forr new patients was lower. However, several other factors may be of
importance.1000 As stated before, in the st. Maartens Gasthuis an arrangement was
madee to keep the specialists' budgets constant. So there was no direct financial
incentivee from the high tariff for a new patient. In the Rijnmond, however, 50%
off the growth in production was rewarded in the following year. In addition, the
weightss for the different production parameters played an important role. The
productionn parameters were synchronised between the hospital and the
specialists,, but not the weights. For some of the surgical specialities, the weights
forr day-treatment were much higher than those for clinical admission. This was
ann important stimulus to use more day-treatment. The financial effects for the
hospitalss were unfavourable, since day-treatment has lower revenues in the
hospitall budgeting system than clinical admissions. According to hospital
managementss the 'hospital fee' for day-treatment is too low compared with the
actuall costs. However, it appears that this did not keep the specialists in the St.
Claraa Ziekenhuis from using care more economically. The large stimulus for
day-treatmentt in the Rijnmond can also explain why the admission rate in the
IJssellandziekenhuis,, that was already low at the start of the experiment,
decreasedd even further. The management in this hospital declared themselves
satisfiedd with this development, since the development could compensate for the
shortagee of hospital beds and since the hospital was in good financial shape.
Onlyy in the Scheperziekenhuis did the simulated probability of admission
increasee for the average patient. Note that the Scheperziekenhuis had a relatively
loww probability of admission at the start of the experiment. It seems probable
thatt in Emmen there were relatively few opportunities to lower the admission
rate.. Furthermore, it was the only hospital where the tariff for a new patient
decreasedd on average. The tariff for clinical admissions was by far the highest.
999

The probability of admission by hospital differs somewhat from Table 5.3 because in
thatt table average parameter revenues for all hospitals together are used in the
calculation.. In Table 5.5 average parameter revenues by hospital are used.
1000
Respondents in the st. Maartens Gasthuis said that further substitution of admission
withh day-treatment was hindered by problems concerning the hospital budget. This
doess not seem a robust explanation since the hospital management had an arrangement
withh the insurer to secure the hospital budget.
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Therefore,, the tariff incentives in Emmen worked in the wrong direction to
stimulatee economical use regarding the admission decision. The respondents in
thee interviews indicated that there was a shortage of beds that gave rise to a
substitutionn of clinical admissions with outpatient services. From the aggregated
productionn data and the interviews, we can conclude that there was a large
growthh in the number of day-treatments. However, if substitution did take place,
itt did not result in a lower probability of admission, as one would have expected.
Thee management indicated in the interviews that the increase in the number of
admissionss may have been connected with the opening of the new hospital
building.. According to the respondents, growth in the production of the hospital
wass also caused by the improvement in the image of the hospital and the ageing
off the population in the area. However, all these factors do not give a direct
reasonn why the probability of admission for a certain patient would increase,
givenn that the patient visits the outpatient department with a new complaint,
andd given the personal characteristics of the patient (amongst which is age). A
possiblee explanation is that before the new hospital was opened, more patients
whoo visited the outpatient department of the Scheperziekenhuis were admitted
elsewheree if this turned out to be necessary.101 It seems from the interview results
thatt specialists in Emmen were not very much financially stimulated to increase
theirr production or use more day-treatment. This was not only a question of the
'wrong'' tariffs, but also of the fact that the specialists' incomes were not very
flexible.. Only 30% of the increase in production was reimbursed. In exchange for
this,, the specialists had expected a stabilisation of their production. However, it
turnedd out that the hospital was intent on growing. The production increased
(especiallyy the number of day-treatments) and so did the hospital budget, but the
specialists'' budgets increased only slightly. Depending on the possibilities to
workk more economically, this could also increase the workload of the specialists.
Accordingg to the specialists, this did happen. They would have liked to attract
extraa specialists, but there were problems with financing this.102 It is reasonable
too ask why the specialists did increase their production when there were few
financiall incentives and they felt their workload was becoming too high.
Probablyy this was out of a feeling of loyalty to the experiment. Certain
arrangementss had been made between the three parties, the relations had
1011

There are no indications for the (in)correctness of this explanation.
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improvedd and possibly the specialists did not want to be spoilsports. However,
theyy felt they came off badly, compared with the hospital and the health insurer.
Theree appear to have been many complaints about the problems of attracting
moree specialists. In 1999, after the experiment period, the Scheperziekenhuis
evenn quit the lump-sum system and went back to FFS. One of the reasons given
wass that the growth in demand was not adequately represented in the lump
sum. .

Inn the Ziekenhuis Lievensberg, the simulated probability of admission for the
averagee patient decreased from 14.6% at the start of the experiment to 12.0% at
thee end. In this hospital, mixed incentives were given to the specialists. The
paymentt system was designed to stimulate the treatment of as many new
patientss as possible, but the hospital management was alarmed by the negative
effectt upon the hospital budget. The econometric analysis indicates that, on
balance,, the probability of admission decreased. This means the effect of the
increasee in the parameter revenue for the first visit dominated. This appears to
contradictt the result of the analysis of the aggregated production data that the
numberr of admissions increased. However, both results do not necessarily
conflictt with each other. Firstly, for the econometric analysis, a selection of
patientss and complaints was made. So the results may differ from the overall
resultss for the hospital. Second, the aggregated production data may be difficult
too interpret because of changes in definitions, etc. Third, the increase in the
aggregatee number of admissions may have been caused by the increase in the
numberr of new patients. This does not automatically mean that the probability of
admission,, given that a patient visits the outpatient department, should increase.
Inn the MCA in Alkmaar, the admission probability decreased somewhat for an
averagee patient. The change was not very large; it was actually a lot smaller than
thee change that can be calculated on the basis of just the tariff changes. The
specialistss did not have many incentives to substitute admissions with daytreatmentt or treatment at the outpatient department. The budgets were relatively
fixedd in Alkmaar. Only one adjustment took place during the experiment and
afterr that the specialists' incomes were harmonised and became fixed. In the
1022

In Chapter 7, which is concerned with waiting times, this matter is discussed in more
detail. .
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originall adjustment system, the budgets were adjusted only when the
productionn changed by more than 10%. From the interviews, it seems that an
importantt incentive of this system was to register more first visits. In some cases,
thee number of first visits increased very considerably, bringing the production
growthh over 10%. However, in a number of cases, this was considered a
registrationn effect and not real production growth. During the experiment, the
incomess of different specialties were harmonised and, from that moment on, the
budgetss were fixed. It appears from the interviews (as well as from the
econometricc analysis) that little changed in the method of working. It seems that
duringg the years of the experiment attention was mainly focussed on financial
matterss (including the income harmonisation). Respondents stated that efficiency
projectss had only just started at the end of the experiment and that results would
bee seen later. The renovation in the MCA may also have influenced the results.

5.55

Conclusion

Thee econometric analysis of the patient-data shows that the probability of
admissionn is inversely related to the tariff for a new visit to the outpatient
department.. This demonstrates that the behaviour of specialists is affected by
financiall incentives. In most hospitals in the experiment, the tariff for a first visit
too the outpatient department increased (considerably) because of the experiment.
Therefore,, the experiment stimulated an economical use of care regarding the
admissionn rate in most hospitals in the study through the tariff changes. The
Scheperziekenhuiss in Emmen, where the tariff for a new visit to the outpatient
departmentt decreased, was an exception.
Thee estimation results of the trend terms in combination with the interview
resultss show that not just the 'new tariffs' are important, but also the extent to
whichh specialists' budgets react to an increase in production, i.e. the flexibility of
specialists'' budgets. The incentives given by the tariff changes are larger when
thee budgets are more flexible. Another finding is that it is not just the selection of
parameterss to measure production that is important, but also the weights that
aree used for these parameters. A large difference in weights for the specialists
andd the hospital means that financial interests are not harmonised, even when
thee same set of production parameters is used. In such a case, a more economical
usee of care may be hindered. When more production leads to a higher income,
leisuree and income are traded-off against each other. A low variability of
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specialists'' budgets is mainly an incentive to preserve or slightly decrease the
productionn level and have some more leisure. There are some indications that
thee decisions of specialists were influenced by psychological reasons or a desire
forr social approval during the experiment. An example of this is that the
specialistss in the Scheperziekenhuis increased their production though their
budgett was not very flexible. In addition, a case might be made that the
experimentt as a whole had an improvement in social approval as one of its
goals.1033 In some hospitals the specialists responded to the summons of the
managementt to slow the decrease in the admission rate. This may also be seen as
aa desire for social approval.
Withh regard to the hypotheses, we can conclude that the expected effect of the
tarifff for a new visit is confirmed. The expected effects of the tariffs for daytreatmentt and admission are not confirmed, though financial incentives for daytreatmentt appear to be important in the St. Clara Ziekenhuis.
Inn practically all hospitals in the study, the experiment strengthened the decrease
inn the admission rate. So the goal of more economical use of care was indeed
furtheredd by the experiment for this aspect of treatment. However, in several
hospitalss the full gain that was medically possible seems not to have been
realised,, since it was against the financial interest of the hospital, or the
specialistss had no strong incentive to realise it.
Thee process of decreasing the admission rate seems to have developed in the
desiredd way since the decreases were larger in the hospitals with higher
admissionn rates (given the patient characteristics) at the start of the experiment.
Itt is reassuring that the degree of substitution differed between several
diagnoses,, with the more serious ones not showing any substitution.
Thee changes in the St. Clara Ziekenhuis show how large the effect of financial
incentivess for day-treatment can be in a hospital with a high admission rate in
thee start situation. They also show how the substitution of hospital admissions
withh day-treatment may be against the interests of the hospital. So the first

1033

Many specialists stated that they were fed up with accusations of being moneygrubbing. .
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conclusionn from the analysis of the admission rate is that financial incentives for
medicall specialists are important, and the second is that the effect of financial
incentivess is only optimal when the interests of the different parties are
harmonised. .

66 Duration of clinical stay
Summary Summary
Thee length of stay increased during the experiment in four of the six hospitals in
thee study. This is in contradiction with the results from the interviews and the
collectedd production-data. The increase is probably connected with the
experiment,, even though the tariff changes turned out to have no significant
effect.. Since the admission rate decreased in five of the six hospitals, a plausible
explanationn is that the selection of patients for a clinical admission became more
rigorous.. In that case, those patients who were admitted could be expected to
havee a more serious condition (given their diagnosis) and to need a longer stay
inn the hospital. An increase in the duration of stay took place especially for some
diagnosess where substitution of hospital stay with non-clinical treatment is
relativelyy easy. It seems likely that 'easy cases' were being more and more
treatedd without clinical admission and only 'difficult cases' were admitted. The
increasee of the length of stay for the average patient in some of the four hospitals
iss probably caused by this development. So it is likely that this increase in the
lengthh of stay was part of the aim to use care more economically in at least some
off the hospitals. In Figure 6.1 the average increase in the length of stay for the six
hospitalss between the start and the end of the experiment is given for an average
patient. .
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Figuree 6.1 Average lengths of stay in the 6 hospitals (days)

DD Average length of stay (days)

start t

6.11

afterr tariff
changes s

end d

Introduction

Itt is not clear a priori how the experiment would change the duration of the
clinicall stay of patients. On the one hand, the attempts to improve efficiency and
thee changes in the tariff structure (generally speaking, higher revenues for a new
patient)) may lead to a shorter duration. On the other hand, as described in the
lastt chapter, the probability of admission decreased in most hospitals. This may
meann that a stricter selection took place of the patients to be admitted. This in
turnn could lead to a longer average stay for those patients that were admitted.
Thee aggregated production data showed a decrease in the average duration of
stayy on the national level over the period 1994-1996 (-3.5% for this period). At the
samee time, there was a slight decrease in the number of admissions, as described
inn Chapter 6. In most of the experimenting hospitals, the decrease in the number
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off admissions was larger.104 This suggests that there were fewer opportunities for
aa decrease in the average duration of stay for those patients who were admitted,
sincee a more careful selection took place. The aggregated production data show
thatt the average duration of stay increased in two experimenting hospitals
betweenn 1994 and 1996, viz. in the MCA and in the IJssellandziekenhuis. In the
formerr hospital, the average duration of stay was markedly lower than the
nationall average in 1994, so a further decrease was perhaps difficult to achieve.
Inn the other four experimenting hospitals, the average duration of stay decreased
betweenn 1994 and 1996.
Naturally,, we would like to know what the influence of the experiment in
generall and of the tariff changes in particular was upon the duration of stay of
clinicall patients. According to the qualitative analysis, the duration of stay
decreasedd in all projects. However, the projects did not consider this to be an
effectt of the experiment, but a trend that existed before the experiment. In the
primaryy care sector, it was felt that the experiment also influenced the average
durationn of stay, since the experiment caused patients to be discharged sooner
afterr an operation or Caesarean and the primary care sector had to take over the
caree for these patients.
Econometricc analysis was used to determine the effect of the experiment. The
durationn of the clinical stay was analysed for clinical patients with certain
dischargee diagnoses. So, this analysis only concerns patients who were known to
havee been admitted.
AA description of the data is given in Appendix 6.1. From the collected patientdata,, it can be seen that the average duration of the stay in hospital differed
betweenn the groups of patients with different discharge diagnoses, as expected.
Inn five of the eight groups the duration decreased between the start and the end
off the experiment; in the other three groups it increased.

6.22

Model

Thee dependent variable is the duration of stay in the hospital for the earliest
admissionn in the observation period. Just as with the probability of admission,
1044

Except in the Ziekenhuis Lievensberg, where the number of admissions increased
betweenn the first three quarters of 1995 and the same period in 1997.
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wee tried to explain this duration from the characteristics of the patient, aspects of
thee history of the illness, the hospital where the patient was treated, the
parameterr revenues and the period of treatment. In this analysis the type of
illnesss of the patient was characterised by the discharge diagnosis. Compared
withh the analysis of the probability of admission, some extra explanatory
variabless were included that are only relevant for the length of stay, viz. whether
theree was an operation during the stay in the hospital and whether the patient
wass admitted during the weekend.
Too explain the duration of the stay in the hospital, we need a duration model.
Thee so-named 'Weibull-model' was chosen, because in this model the duration
cann not only depend upon the exogenous variables, but also upon the amount of
timee that has gone by.105 As time goes by, in the model the probability of
dischargingg the patient can change, which is a desirable characteristic.

6.33

Estimation results

Inn Table 6.1 the estimated coefficients of the model for the duration of stay in the
hospitall are given. In Tables 6.2 and 6.3, the effect of changes in the explanatory
variabless upon the duration in days is given.
Inn Table 6.1 a positive coefficient indicates that the relevant factor leads to a
longerr stay in the hospital. For example, when a person is older, the number of
dayss is higher. As before, the estimated coefficients of dummy-variables indicate
thee effect of a factor compared with observations in which this factor does not
playy a role, e.g. women compared with men.
Ass before, statistically-significant effects are marked with one, two or three
asterisks. .
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For a detailed description of the Weibull-model, see Kiefer (1988) and Lancaster
(1990). .
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Tablee 6.1 Estimated coefficients of the Weibull-model for the duration of stay in
thee hospital of clinical patients
explanatoryy variables
constant t
characteristicss of the patient

coefficient
2.298* *

t-value
6.24 4

Mage) )

0.233"* *

2.56 6

woman n
publicc insurance
characteristicss history of the illness
complaintt treated before
presumptivee diagnosis
admittedd during the weekend
operation n
treatmentt not finished at the end of the observation period
disorderss (compared with disorders of the digestive system)
acutee and subacute forms of ischemic heart disease
malignantt neoplasms of digestive tract and peritoneum
arteriall disease and disease of the capillaries
femalee genital disorders
chronicc tonsils and adenoids disease
intervertebrall disc disorders
internall derangement of the knee
hospitall (compared with st. Maartens Gasthuis)
Medischh Centrum Alkmaar
Scheperziekenhuis s
Ziekenhuiss Lievensberg
St.. Clara Ziekenhuis
IJssellandziekenhuis s
interactionn terms
ln(age)** internal derangement of the knee
ln(age)) squared* internal derangement of the knee
publicc insurance * chronic tonsils and adenoids disease
complaintt treated before * chronic tonsils and adenoids disease
end** chronic tonsils and adenoids disease
endd * intervertebral disc disorders
endd * internal derangement of the knee
endd * Medisch Centrum Alkmaar
endd * Scheperziekenhuis
endd * Ziekenhuis Lievensberg
endd * St. Clara Ziekenhuis
endd * IJssellandziekenhuis

0.135** *

2.55 5

0.032 2

0.60 0

p-value e
2

Vealll en Zimmerman R = 0.15; n = 3607

0.125** *

2.19 9

-0.098* *

-1.73 3

0.020 0

0.33 3

0.308*** *

4.49 9

0.059 9

1.19 9

-0.304*** *

-3.61 1

0.248*** *

2.70 0

**

-2.70 0

-1.164*** *

-11.11 1

-1.947*** *

-10.80 0

-0.401*** *

-3.43 3

-0.731 1

-1.62 2

0.169* *

1.68 8

0.271** *

2.07 7

0.345*** *

2.92 2

0.081 1

0.95 5

0.245* *

1.88 8

-0.404 4

-1.51 1

-0.072** *

-2.48 8

0.553*** *

3.68 8

-0.518*** *

-3.66 6

0.322 2

1.63 3

0.458*** *

3.79 9

1.793* *

1.75 5

-0.187** *

-2.11 1

-0.057 7

-0.32 2

-0.365*** *

-3.19 9

0.051 1

0.57 7

-0.289** *

-2.35 5

-1.306*** *

-45.10 0
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TheThe patient
Thee factor 'age' has a positive influence not only on the probability of admission,
butt also on the duration of the admission. For older people, it takes longer to
recoverr from an operation. Also they have a higher probability of co-morbidity.
Becausee of these other disorders, they may have to stay longer in hospital. The
effectt is not very large: when age increases by 10%, the duration of stay increases
byy 1.7% to 1.8%. An exception regarding the influence of age is the diagnosis:
'internall derangement of the knee'. For this diagnosis, age has a negative effect
onn the duration. Perhaps this is because the most serious cases are sports injuries,
whichh are more common with younger people.
Forr women, the duration of the stay in the hospital is significantly longer: they
havee to stay about 10% longer than men. Few medical reasons come to mind.106 It
seemss more likely that this is connected with the degree to which help is
availablee in the home situation. Among older people, many more women than
menn live alone. Even women who are living with their husband may have
husbandss who do not feel up to taking care of them. Or women who are
dischargedd may feel that they immediately have to start looking after their
familyy again.
Thee type of insurance only has a significant influence for patients with 'chronic
tonsilss and adenoids disease': they stay longer in the hospital when they are
publicly-insuredd (about 2% longer). It is not clear what causes this (small) effect.
Forr patients who have been treated before with the same complaint in the same
hospitall the duration is longer, except for patients with 'chronic tonsils and
adenoidss disease'. When a presumptive diagnosis has already been formed, the
durationn is shorter. This may be because less time has to be spent on the
diagnosticc process. No effect is found for admission during the weekend.
Patientss who have an operation during their stay in the hospital have to stay
significantlyy longer. Patients whose treatment was not finished at the end of the
observationn period also had to stay somewhat longer, but this effect was not
significant. .
Thee disorder the patient suffers from has a large influence upon duration of that
clinicall stay, as may be expected. Patients with malignant neoplasm of the
Forr instance, abdominal complaints are more risky in women, which may cause them
too stay longer in hospital for these complaints.
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digestivee tract and the peritoneum have to stay longest, and after that patients
withh disorders of the digestive system who were admitted by the internist.
Patientss with chronic tonsils and adenoids disease have the shortest duration of
stay.. This is not surprising, since this condition is often treated by tonsillectomy
whichh can be performed without clinical admission in many cases.
Thee coefficient that was estimated for the development over time of the
probabilityy of discharging the patient (called p-value in Table 6.1) has an
absolutee value that is larger than 1. This means that the probability of
dischargingg the patient increases as the duration of stay in the hospital increases.
Thiss is what could be expected.
Tablee 6.2 Effect of personal characteristics on the duration of stay of clinical
patients s
durationn of
stayy (in
days))
averagee patient at the start of the experiment

8.82 2

10%% age increase at the start of the experiment

8.98 8

woman,, public insurance, average age, start

9.29 9

man,, public insurance, average age, start

difference
compared with
former in days

difference in %

0.16 6

1.8 8

8.38 8

-0.91 1

-9.8 8

man,, private insurance, average age, start

8.18 8

-0.20 0

-2.4 4

man,, private insurance, age +10%, start

8.32 2

0.14 4

1.7 7

TheThe hospital
Itt was found that the hospital where the patient is treated does have an
importantt influence on the duration. At the start of the experiment, the duration
wass significantly longer in Ziekenhuis Lievensberg, the Scheperziekenhuis, the
IJssellandziekenhuiss and the MCA, compared with the st. Maartens Gasthuis. In
thee latter hospital, the probability of admission was relatively high (for new
patientss at the outpatient department), while the duration of the admission was
relativelyy short (for clinical patients). These two aspects may be connected.
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Tablee 6.3 Effect of hospital characteristics at the start of the experiment on the
durationn of stay of clinical patients
durationn of
stayy (in days)

difference
compared with
averagee in days

difference in %

averagee patient at the start of the experiment

8.82 2

st.. Maartens Gasthuis

7.65 5

-1.17 7

-13.3 3

Medischh Centrum Alkmaar

8.70 0

-0.12 2

-1.4 4

Scheperziekenhuis s

9.42 2

0.60 0

6.8 8

Ziekenhuiss Lievensberg

9.97 7

1.15 5

13.0 0

8.14 4

-0.68 8

-7.7 7

9.23 3

0.41 1

4.6 6

St.. Clara Ziekenhuis
IJssellandziekenhuis s

ChangesChanges during the experiment
Inn contradiction with the hypotheses, no effect is found for the characteristics of
thee payment system upon the duration of the clinical stay. None of the
parameterr revenues has a significant influence, including the parameter revenue
forr a day of hospitalisation. On average, the latter parameter revenue decreased
betweenn the start and the end of the experiment. In most hospitals, there was no
financiall incentive at all for specialists to recommend an extra day of
hospitalisationn at the end of the experiment. However, even at the start of the
experiment,, there was not much of a financial incentive either. This may be one
off the reasons that no effect was found, though an indirect effect might have
beenn found. For example, a higher parameter revenue for a new patient caused a
decreasee in the probability of admission for new patients. It seems plausible that
patientss with a more severe condition were admitted (on average), and that these
patientss had to stay longer. In that case, a positive relation between the
parameterr revenue for a new patient and the duration of stay might have been
found.. But, such a positive relation was not found. However, as will be described
below,, it is possible that stricter selection did indeed take place and that the
effectss manifested themselves at the level of disorders. These would be disorders
wheree substitution between clinical admission and other forms of treatment is
easiest.. For those disorders, the length of stay of clinical admissions would
increase. .
Forr three disorders, the duration is longer at the end of the experiment than at
thee start of the experiment. For one of the three, the increase is not significant,
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whilee for intervertebral disc disorders and internal derangement of the knee the
increasee is significant. This is in keeping with the hypothesis of stricter selection
off patients for clinical admission. Both intervertebral disc disorders and internal
derangementt of the knee can be treated without clinical admission unless the
casee is relatively severe.
Whenn we only look at the partial effect of the interaction between hospital and
period,, we find a significantly shorter duration at the end of the experiment for
threee hospitals: Lievensberg, the IJssellandziekenhuis and the MCA. In the other
hospitals,, no significant difference in duration was found between the start and
thee end of the experiment. This finding may represent the general trend to
shorterr lengths of stay that was often mentioned in the interviews, and that was
alsoo seen in the aggregated production-data. For disorders where a stricter
selectionn was not very relevant, the general trend (possibly caused by the
developmentt of medical technology) may have decreased the length of stay. It is
plausiblee that the duration of stay in the St. Clara Ziekenhuis does not decrease,
becausee the duration was already short at the start of the experiment. During the
experiment,, the probability that a new patient was admitted clinically decreased
considerably.. This more economical use of care was probably reached by a
stricterr selection, which makes it difficult to reduce the duration for those that
weree selected. A similar line of reasoning can be followed for the st. Maartens
Gasthuis. .

6.44

Simulation results

Inn this section, all changes between the start and the end of the experiment are
simulatedd by hospital to show the total effect for a hospital. The changes are
simulatedd for an average patient. The parameter revenues are not changed
betweenn periods, since no effect was found for these factors.
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Tablee 6.4 Change in the duration of stay for an average patient between the
startt and the end of the experiment

st.. Maartens Gasthuis
Medischh Centrum Alkmaar

durationn at the start
(days))
7.7 7

duration at the end
(days)
9.4 4

8.7 7

9.2 2

difference in days
1.7 7
0.5 5

9.4 4

11.0 0

1.6 6

10.0 0

9.2 2

-0.8 8

St.. Clara Ziekenhuis

8.1 1

10.4 4

2.3 3

IJssellandziekenhuis s

9.2 2

9.1 1

-0.1 1

Scheperziekenhuis s
Ziekenhuiss Lievensberg

Inn four of the six hospitals the simulation produces an increase in the duration
betweenn the start and the end of the experiment. This increase is connected with
thee estimated increase in duration for three disorders. In one of these cases, the
MCA,, the effect of the increase in duration for three disorders outweighs the
effectt of a significant decrease in duration at the level of the hospital between the
startt and the end of the period. In two hospitals, Lievensberg and the
IJssellandziekenhuis,, the calculations yielded a decrease in length of stay
betweenn the start and the end of the period, but in the latter case the decrease
wass very small. At the end of the experiment, the differences in duration
betweenn hospitals had become smaller.
Thesee results of the analysis of the patient-data do not quite match the results of
thee qualitative analysis, in which respondents stated that the duration of stay
hadd decreased. A possible explanation for this difference is that the patient-data
weree collected for specific discharge diagnoses.
Itt is not clear to what extent the changes in duration during the relevant period
aree caused by the experiment. No effect of changes in the 'tariffs' was found, but
itt is likely that the changes we found are in part connected with the experiment.
Thee experiment may help us explain why increases in length of stay for the
averagee selected patient are found. After all, on a national level the length of stay
decreased.. The increase in stay in four of the experimenting hospitals may have
hadd to do with the changes in method that were stimulated by the experiment,
suchh as the decrease in the admission rate.
Thee length of stay increased most in the St. Clara Ziekenhuis. This is the hospital
wheree the admission rate decreased most (stimulated by the financial incentives).
Itt seems therefore plausible that the selection of patients to admit for more than
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onee day was adjusted most in the St. Clara Ziekenhuis. This would cause the
averagee condition of admitted patients to become more serious. This is
confirmedd by the remark of a respondent that they had tried to reduce the length
off stay, but it was difficult because of the increased amount of care the patients
needed. .
Thee simulated decrease in the duration of stay in the Ziekenhuis Lievensberg
mayy also be connected with the experiment, since in that hospital, on the one
hand,, the payment system was geared towards treating new patients as
economicallyy as possible and, on the other hand, the maximum result was
probablyy not achieved because of the adverse consequences for the hospital
budget.. The latter factor may mean that a decrease in duration was still possible,
sincee the selection of patients to admit was not very strict. After worried
reactionss from the hospital management, specialists may have admitted patients
whoo were borderline cases (between admission and day-treatment) to mitigate
thee consequences for the hospital budget.
Apartt from the experiment, there may be other factors that explain the calculated
changess in the duration of stay of clinical patients. For example, in the
Ziekenhuiss Lievensberg several respondents pointed out how important it was
too be able to transfer patients quickly to tertiary care. It was said that the
durationn could decrease at first because the capacity of nursing homes in the
vicinityy of the hospital increased. After that the duration increased slightly again.
Also,, it was said that nose, throat and ear specialists had started to admit
patientss on the day an operation was scheduled instead of the day before.

6.55

Conclusion

Thee simulated duration of stay for an average clinical patient in the study
increasedd in four out of six hospitals. Only in one hospital, the Ziekenhuis
Lievensberg,, did a clear decrease in the duration of stay take place for the
averagee patient. This does not match the result of the qualitative analyses; nor
doess it match the national trend in the average duration of stay. The effect of the
experimentt upon these results can not be exactly determined, though the
experimentt does seem to be important. No effect of a change in tariffs caused by
thee experiment was found. The calculated increase in length of stay is connected
withh a number of specific disorders. A plausible explanation seems that the
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increasee for some disorders is (partly) a consequence of the experiment. The
increasee in the length of stay is especially found for diagnoses where substitution
off admission with day-treatment is relatively easy. It seems likely that the
experimentt gave an extra stimulus to day-treatment, which meant that only
patientss with severe conditions were admitted to the clinic. This can explain the
increaseincrease in the length of stay. The special position of the Ziekenhuis Lievensberg
mayy be because specialists first switched away from clinical admissions under
thee influence of the financial incentives and later on became less critical in
admittingg patients in order to protect the hospital budget. It may be that towards
thee end of the experiment, on average, patients in a less serious condition who
didd not need a long stay in hospital were admitted.
Iff this reasoning is correct, the increase in the length of stay is not alarming. In
somee of the hospitals where the length increased, such a development is to be
welcomedd because it is connected with a more economical use of care. This
analysiss once more stresses how important the composition of groups of patients
iss and how important it is to know as much as possible about the patient's health
status.. In this case, we knew about discharge diagnoses but it would be desirable
too have some measure of severity within the diagnostic group as well.

77 Waiting period
Summary Summary
Onn the basis of the patient-data, it can be concluded that the waiting period
beforee a clinical intervention increased for an average patient in five of the six
hospitalss during the experiment. This development is also found in the
qualitativee analysis and the patient surveys. Considering the increase in the
demandd for care and the policy of cost control, it is quite possible that waiting
timess would have increased without the experiment as well. The econometric
analysiss shows that the 'tariff' changes in the experiment had a favourable effect:
consideredd separately they caused a decrease in the waiting period (see Figure
7.1).. Compared with the pre-experiment situation the incentives were more
gearedd to helping as many new patients as possible in a certain period. In
hospitalss where the budgets were reasonably flexible from year to year, these
tarifff incentives had a favourable influence on the waiting times. In one hospital,
thee waiting times for a clinical intervention even decreased during the
experimentt in absolute terms, despite the increasing demand for hospital care.
However,, in the hospitals where the specialists' budgets were least adjusted
fromm year to year, the experiment probably had an unfavourable effect on the
waitingg times. This is because the tariff incentives did not function in these
hospitalss since the rigidity of the budgets removed the production incentive.
Moreover,, it was difficult to bring extra specialists into a partnership during the
experiment.. Making specialists' budgets fixed may increase waiting times, unless
theree is another reason for specialists to keep their efforts up, such as loyalty to
thee experiment. On balance, the experiment probably mitigated the underlying
increasee in waiting times in three hospitals and intensified it in two hospitals.
Tablee 7.1 shows the average increase in waiting period between the start and the
endd of the experiment for an average patient.
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Figuree 71 Average waiting period in the 6 hospitals (days)
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Introduction

Thiss chapter contains an analysis of the waiting period of patients before a
clinicall intervention takes place.
Inn the patient-data form, three questions were asked about waiting:
1.. If the patient had surgery, did he or she have to wait before the
interventionn could take place?
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2.. Did the patient have to wait for other elements of treatment with this
speciality,, e.g. treatment with drugs or diagnostic procedures?
3.. For every time the patient had to wait: What did he or she have to wait
for,, why was waiting necessary and how long?
Thee waiting period was measured in classes: less than two weeks; from two
weekss to one month; from one month to two months; and, more than two
months.. In this chapter, the analysis is confined to interventions for clinical
patients. .
Thee experiment could influence waiting times in several ways.
IncentivesIncentives for the specialists
Thee experiment could affect the behaviour of specialists by tariff changes,
changess in the flexibility of their income and efficiency projects. In Section 4.2.7,
thee expected effect of tariff changes is described. Most of the tariff changes that
tookk place would on average107, be expected to be a stimulus for lower waiting
times.. This holds for the increase of the tariff for a new patient, the increase in
thee average tariff for day-treatment, and the lowering of the tariff for a patientday.. We have already seen that the higher tariff for new patients caused a
loweringg of the admission rate, which in turn can lead to shorter waiting periods.
However,, the average tariff for a clinical admission also increased, which may
havee had an adverse effect on waiting times. It was not clear how the waiting
timess would change on balance, but most changes seem to favour lower waiting
times. .
Thatt the incomes of specialists have become less dependent on their effort is an
incentivee to have more leisure. This may cause an increase in waiting times. Of
course,, there may be binding ethical constraints. We would not expect specialists
too choose more leisure when they know that waiting longer is seriously harmful
forr specific patients.
Changess associated with social approval may also play a role. A specialist who
startss taking Friday-afternoon off, may be confronted with the disapproval of
colleaguess or the hospital management.
1077

The average tariff change for the six hospitals taken together.
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Anotherr relevant matter is the culture of self-employed medical specialists.
Thesee specialists are very much used to the link between production and
income.income.108108 This may influence their reaction to a more fixed income. Fo
employeess with high salaries, it is quite normal that their hours are determined
moree by their workload than by the formal number of working hours according
too the contract. This is regardless of the fact that working late does not yield extra
money.1099 Specialists do not have such a tradition. They will not leave at five
o'clockk when a patient needs them urgently. But how do they feel about working
latee (if necessary) for other activities? The interviews reflect this culture. In one
hospital,, the management said at the end of the experiment that the specialists
hadd changed their attitude with regard to working hours and that in some cases
thee drive to produce was replaced by the notion of a 'second life'. It was
expectedd that a new equilibrium would be found once the specialists had
developedd a new value system. In one of the other experimenting hospitals, it
wass said about the income harmonisation in the MCA that more specialists
wouldd be needed now that the incentive to produce was removed. In many
hospitals,, specialists mentioned their wish for 'loon naar werken' (income
commensuratee with their effort).
EfficiencyEfficiency and quality projects
Severall efficiency projects were aimed at a better division of work between the
primaryy and the secondary care sector. These projects could add to a shortening
off waiting times. Not many projects were directly aimed at lower waiting times.
Thee exceptions are three projects in the MCA (Alkmaar) which aimed at the
reductionn of waiting times at the specialties cardiology, ophthalmology and
pulmonology.. In these projects, less expensive labour was called in, such as
optometricianss and so-named 'assistants to the physician- not in training' (Dutch
abbreviation:: agnio's).110

1088

Formulated more precisely: the link between production and sales. Sales and income
differr because specialists also have to subtract a number of costs from their sales. This
makess no difference to the argument.
1099
Usually working overtime is only compensated in the lower paid salaried functions.
Forr the higher salaries, overwork when necessary is 'part of the deal'.
1100
These are people who have finished medical school but who are not currently being
educatedd to become a medical specialist.
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IncentivesIncentives for the hospital
Longg waiting times may well be a reason for GPs to refer fewer patients to a
hospital.. So hospitals will probably try to keep an increase in waiting times in
check.. The actual 'threat' for the hospital depends on the alternatives in the
vicinity.. For example, in Venlo/Venray, it was stated that there was little shifting
off patients to other hospitals because of the isolated position of the hospital.
Longg waiting times have one advantage for the hospital, however. They make it
easierr to negotiate with the health insurer (or the government) about extra
money.111 1
OtherOther factors that can affect waiting times
Waitingg times increase whenever demand for care grows faster than supply. So,
naturally,, many factors can cause an increase in waiting times. An increase in
demandd for care through population growth, ageing of the population, other
demographicc factors, developments in medical-technology and social and
culturall developments can affect waiting times. We would expect such factors to
havee more or less the same influence in all experimental projects.112 During the
experimentt demand increased because of such factors. According to research
commissionedd by the health care sector, the volume growth of the demand for
hospitall care was estimated at 2.7% each year for the period 1995-1998."3
Whetherr waiting times increase depends on the degree to which supply is
adjusted.. Given the assumptions for factor productivity, the volume growth of
thee necessary means to accommodate the increase in demand was estimated at
1.9%% per year.114'115
Duringg the experiment, the budgets available for the health care sector were the
responsibilityy of the government. Each year, the Ministry of Health decided on
thee volume-growth for health care that was allowed. If this 'JOZ-growth' was not
1

''' This was the case until such time as the Dutch Ministry of Health invented the 'cash
onn the nail' approach, in which hospitals had to demonstrate additional production in
orderr to receive additional money.
1122
Variations are possible, of course. For example, the assertiveness of patients may
differr between rural and urban areas.
1133
Gezondheidszorg in Tel 3 (1995).
1144
For labour, the assumption was that the productivity would grow by 1,5% each year.
1155
Here only the volume growth is considered. However, it is also possible that the
compensationn for price increases for the health sector differs from the real price
increases.. This may lead to extra 'profits' or 'losses'.
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e n o u g hh to compensate for increased demand (taking into account possible
efficiencyy improvement at the supply side), waiting times could be expected to
rise.. For the period 1995-1998, the budgeted volume growth was 1.3% per year
forr health care as a whole. 116 However, this was not evenly distributed over subsectors.. For example, volume growth was much larger in the sector 'prescription
d r u g ss and medical devices'. In reality the means for hospital care increased only
byy about 1% in volume each year.117 So this was only about half of the increase
thatt was estimated as necessary. Without productivity increases, this increase in
meanss would only have been enough to compensate for demographicallydeterminedd increases in demand. It seems that the attempts at cost control and
specificallyy the hospital budgeting have contributed to an increase of waiting
timess in the Netherlands as a whole.
Thee government was aware of problems with waiting times in some specialities
(amongstt others, ophthalmology and orthopaedics). This was, however, not
primarilyy considered a problem of too little funding. Solutions were first to be
soughtt in better organisation of health care, more use of standards for care and a
betterr relation between the hospital management and the specialists. The
governmentt felt that the FFS-system might also contribute to problematic
waitingg times." 8 Only w h e n everything else had been tried, could an increase of
budgetss be considered. The following quote from the FOZ 1995 (p. 10) illustrates
this:: "As is announced in the coalition agreement, the government will carry out a strict
programmeprogramme of «volume

control and cost reduction».

Only after it has been prove

beyondbeyond the shadow of a doubt that, even with such a programme, growth could not be

restrictedrestricted to 1.3% in an acceptable way, is the government prepared to consider this issue
further."further."

U9

Some of the hospitals in the experiment had arrangements with the

insurerr that allowed them to grow at more than the average ratio. Probably these
hospitalss were less constrained by too low budget growth.

1,66

CPB (1997)
See CPB (1997) and CBS, Statline, Kosten en financiering van de gezondheidszorg.
Accordingg to Gezondheidszorg in Tel 4 (1996), the 'real' volume growth after correction for
severall financial setbacks was even smaller, 0.7%.
1188
Financieel Overzicht Zorg 1995.
1199
The literal Dutch quote is:
"Zoalss in het regeerakkoord is aangekondigd, zal het kabinet een strak programma van
«« volumebeheersing en kostenbeperking » uitvoeren. Pas nadat onomstotelijk
vaststaat,, dat ook met een dergelijk programma de groei niet op een aanvaardbare wijze
tott 1,3% te beperken zou zijn, is het kabinet toe aan een nadere afweging."
1177
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Apartt from inadequate hospital budgets, shortages of hospital personnel can also
affectt waiting times. At the present time in the Netherlands, shortages of hospital
personnell are seen as very problematic. But, during the experiment, this was not
yett the case, generally speaking. In fact, the situation was quite the opposite: in
19944 and 1995, the volume of labour in hospitals was deliberately decreased,
(respectively,, by 1.8% and 0.6%), especially regarding nurses in training.120 Some
respondentss mentioned the shorter working weeks for agnio's as a problem.
However,, the influence of budgeting was likely to be larger than that of
personnell shortages. All in all, it seems likely that waiting times would have
increasedd during the relevant period if the experiment had not been carried out,
becausee of tension between the increasing demand for care and the desire of
policyy makers to control costs.
WhatWhat do other data sources say?

Theree are no national data with which to compare the waiting times in the
experimentingg hospitals. It was only from about 1997 onwards that more or less
reliablee data about waiting times were collected. However, other elements of our
studyy throw some light on the question of the waiting period, viz. the qualitative
analysiss and the patient surveys.
Accordingg to the representatives of the primary care sector, the waiting period
hass grown longer in most of the hospitals concerned. In a number of cases, this is
attributedd (wholly or partly) to the experiment. In Emmen, the primary care
sectorr seemed inclined to think that the long waiting times were not so much
stimulatedd by the experiment, but were more the effect of high work pressure.
Somee representatives of the primary care sector in the other projects felt that the
experimentt had encouraged specialists to have a more relaxed attitude to their
work.. A comparable notion exists within the experimental projects. Persons
interviewedd from all parties indicated that specialists generally speaking had
adjustedd their workload to the relatively fixed income. For some specialists, this
meantt that they had more leisure time. It was observed a number of times that
thee flow of patients was limited somewhat when the growth approached the
arrangedd upper limit. This was something that happened especially near the end
off the year, and did not happen before the experiment.

GezondheidszorgGezondheidszorg in Tel 4 (1996).
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Inn the patient-surveys it was found that the waiting period before admission to
thee hospital increased significantly for all hospitals in the study taken together. 121
Att the start of the experiment, the average waiting period was about five and a
halff weeks and this increased by two weeks by the end. This means that the
increasee was relatively large. It is not possible to draw any conclusions from the
patient-surveyss about whether the increase in waiting period was connected to
thee experiment.
Att the start of the experiment, expectations differed between the persons
concerned.. Some expected that taking more time for a patient and limiting the
a m o u n tt of work to the arranged production would lead to longer waiting
periods.. Others expected that waiting periods would decrease because of
referringg back to the primary care sector at an earlier stage122, and because of a
moree efficient working method. The health insurers considered

increased

efficiencyy and a good accessibility of care as some of the goals of the experiment.
Itt w a s not their intention (or the intention of the government) that saving time by
increasingg efficiency would lead to more leisure for specialists. They would
preferr that the saved time would be used to treat more patients.
Summarising,, the qualitative analysis and the analysis of patient-surveys point
unequivocallyy to an increase of the waiting period before admission. The
qualitativee analysis yields clear indications that the increase is (partly) related to
thee experiment. Nevertheless, it seems likely that, in the Netherlands as a whole,
thee waiting period would have increased without the experiment, since the
increasess of the hospital budgets were not sufficient to compensate for the
increasee of demand. The rest of this chapter answers the questions: Is an increase
off the waiting period found in the individual patient-data as well? And, if so,
wass this increase influenced by changes in financial incentives that originate
fromm the experiment?

1211

For one hospital, the Scheperziekenhuis, a not significant decrease in the waiting
periodd was found.
1222
From a separate analysis of the same data (Van den Berg and Mot, 2000), and from the
qualitativee analysis, it is clear that referring back to the primary care sector at an earlier
stagee did indeed take place for new patients at the outpatient department in three of the
experimentt hospitals at least.
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Data and model

TheThe patient data
Thee proportion of patients waiting for a clinical intervention differed markedly
betweenn specialties and diseases. In Appendix 7.1 the collected pre- and postexperimentt data about the waiting period for a clinical intervention are
described.. The proportion of patients waiting decreased significantly and to a
largee extent for two particular groups: patients with malignant neoplasm of the
digestivee tract and peritoneum and patients with disorders of the digestive
system.. Possibly the experiment provided scope to help more patients with
seriouss diseases to be treated without waiting.
Att the end of the experiment, the average waiting period had increased for all
diagnoses.. For all types of disease in the study the proportions of patients who
weree waiting longer than two months had increased (see Figure 7.2 for the
diseasess taken together). For practically all diseases (except internal
derangementt of the knee) the proportion of patients who were waiting less than
twoo weeks had decreased. Despite the significant decrease in the proportion of
patientss who had to wait at all for the diagnoses malignant neoplasm of
digestivee tract and peritoneum and disorders of the digestive system, the
averagee waiting period for these diagnoses increased somewhat because of the
decreasee of the proportion of patients waiting for a short period.
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Figuree 7.2 Frequency of waiting period for intervention for clinical patients at the
startt and at the end of the experiment (%)
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TheThe model
Thee variable to be explained is the 'waiting period of clinical patients for an
intervention'.. Just as for the other endogenous variables, the waiting period was
explainedd by the following types of factors:
characteristicss of the patient;
aspectss of the history of the illness;
thee complaint or disease the patient is suffering from (in the case of the
waitingg period, this is the discharge diagnosis);
thee hospital where the patient is treated;
thee parameter revenues ('tariffs');
thee period of treatment (pre-experiment or post-experiment).
Thee variable 'waiting period' that we want to explain is measured in brackets, as
mentionedd before. The possible values corresponding with the waiting period
classess are one, two, three and four.'23 A suitable econometric model for this type
off discrete, ordered variable is needed. Possible choices are the ordered logit
modell and the ordered probit model. We chose the ordered logit model.'24 With
1233

Patients who did not have to wait were placed in the first group for the econometric
analysis. .
1244
This model is described in Ben- Aki va and Lerman (1985).
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thiss model, we can estimate the probabilities that the waiting period of a patient
is:: shorter than two weeks; between two weeks and one month; between one and
twoo months; or, longer than two months. By determining an average value for
eachh of these four categories, and multiplying this value with the estimated
probabilities,, w e can calculate an expected waiting period in days for every
patient 125 5

7.33

Estimation results

Inn Table 7.1 the estimation results for the ordered logit model are given. A
positivee coefficient indicates that the relevant factor leads to a longer expected
waitingg period. For example, when the same complaint has been treated earlier
inn the hospital, the expected waiting period is longer. Like this variable, many
explanatoryy variables are of the d u m m y type: they have only two possible values
(yess or no, 1 or 0). The estimated coefficient indicates the effect of a factor
comparedd with observations in which this factor does not play a role, e.g.
comparedd with complaints that have not been treated earlier in the same
hospital.. When there are several groups, like different diseases or different
hospitals,, the values of the coefficients can be compared.
Thee results of changes in characteristics on the expected waiting period in days
aree given in Tables 7.2 to 7.4. In these tables, first the waiting period for a n
averagee patient at the start of the experiment is given.126 Following that, a
numberr of characteristics are varied and the resulting calculated waiting period
iss shown. 127

1255

We have to make an assumption for the average value of the first and the last
category.. For the shortest waiting period, we assume 10 days as an average, and for the
longestt waiting period, we assume 90 days. Since these assumptions are necessary, the
absolutee calculated number of days for the waiting period does not have to be correct. It
is,, however, possible to compare waiting periods between hospitals and between the
startt and the end of the experiment, since in all cases the same assumptions were made.
1266
The average patient has the following characteristics: 0.6 woman, 50.4 years old, 0.72
publicc insurance, 0.27 complaint treated before , 0.058 heart disease, 0.173 neoplasm,
0.099 arterial disease, 0.21 female genital disorder, 0.21 tonsils disease, 0.07 disc disorders
andd 0.127 derangement of the knee.
1277
The calculated effect of a change in one factor is influenced by the other
characteristicss of the patient. This is a property of the (ordered) logit model.
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TheThe patient
Agee has a significant effect on the waiting period. The waiting period increases
withh increasing age to 69 years, and then decreases again. Possibly up to a
certainn age younger persons are treated sooner because they have more
obligationss concerning work and family. For persons of 70 years and over, it may
bee that the chances of a complete recovery diminish with age. Also, a waiting
periodd of one year is for an 80-year old person a much larger portion of the
remainingg life expectancy than for a 60-year old person. Furthermore, old people
w h oo are still healthy enough to have an operation should not be kept waiting too
long,, because their condition may deteriorate easily (for example, by the flu). In
thatt case, the operation may no longer be possible. There are no significant
differencess between men and women or between persons with different types of
insurance.. In Table 7.2, it can be seen that a 10% increase in the average age does
nott have a very large effect on the waiting period. The effects of a change in
insurancee type and in sex are larger although not significant.128
Ass stated above, the waiting period is longer when the complaint had been
treatedd before in the hospital. No effect was found for the other aspects of the
illness-history. .
Thee waiting period differs by disorder. The disorders can be divided in three
clusters. 1299 The waiting periods are shortest for patients with disorders of the
digestivee system and malignant neoplasm of digestive tract and peritoneum
(clusterr 1). The waiting period for patients with acute and sub-acute forms of
ischemicc heart disease (cluster 2) is significantly longer than the two earliermentionedd disorders. The waiting period for patients with all other diagnoses
(clusterr 3) is significantly longer than for those in the clusters 1 and 2.

1288

In all econometric analyses all characteristics of the patient and all hospital dummies
aree retained, even when the effect is not significant, in order to make the analyses
comparablee in this respect, and to show the effect of these factors.
1299
Clustering was done by ordering the coefficients from most negative to most positive
andd subsequently using the t-test. This test indicates whether the coefficients differ
significantlyy from each other. If the coefficients do not differ significantly, the groups
belongingg to those coefficients can be put together. This forms a cluster.
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Tablee 7.1 Estimated coefficients of the ordered logit model for the waiting
periodd of clinical patients for an intervention
coefficientt t-value

explanatoryy variables
characteristicss of the patient

*** *
*** *

2.96 6

5.09 9

-0.35 5

-3.94 4

0.07 7

0.72 2

-0.17 7

-1.29 9

complaintt treated before

0.26 6

2.52 2

** *

endd of the experiment

2.11 1

4.18 8

*** *

2.11 1

** *

ln(age) )
ln(age)) squared
woman n
publicc insurance
characteristicss history of the illness

disorderss (compared with disorders of the digestive system)
acutee and subacute forms of ischemic heart disease

0.83 3
0.45 5

1.26 6

2.02 2

5.34 4

femalee genital disorders

2.43 3

7.18 8

chronicc tonsils and adenoids disease

3.73 3

10.89 9

intervertebrall disc disorders

1.88 8

5.37 7

internall derangement of the knee

3.93 3

11.83 3

*** *
*** *
*** *
*** *
*** *

parameterr revenue first visit outpatient department

0.002 2

-1.87 7

**

parameterr revenue repeat visit

-0.06 6

-2.71 1

parameterr revenue day-treatment

0.003 3

-1.75 5

0.06 6

2.01 1

Medischh Centrum Alkmaar

0.07 7

0.29 9

Scheperziekenhuis s

0.14 4

0.62 2

Ziekenhuiss Lievensberg

0.99 9

4.42 2

St.. Clara Ziekenhuis

0.55 5

2.32 2

IJssellandziekenhuis s

0.50 0

2.04 4

*** *
** *
** *

end** arterial disease and disease of the capillaries

0.86 6

2.68 8

*** *

endd * female genital disorders

0.51 1

2.41 1

** *

endd * Medisch Centrum Alkmaar

0.60 0

1.15 5

endd * Scheperziekenhuis

-0.59 9

-1.06 6

endd * Ziekenhuis Lievensberg

-1.18 8

-3.63 3

endd * St. Clara Ziekenhuis

-2.65 5

-4.51 1

endd * IJssellandziekenhuis

-1.74 4

-2.91 1

malignantt neoplasms of digestive tract and peritoneum
arteriall disease and disease of the capillaries

payment t

parameterr revenue patient-day

*** *
**
** *

hospitall (compared with st. Maartens Gasthuis)

interactionn terms

Vealll and Zimmerman R2 = 0.38;
significantt at 99%; n = 2301

*** *
*** *
*** *

significantt at the 90% level; ** significant at 95%;
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Tablee 7.2 Effect of personal characteristics on the waiting period of clinical
patients s
durationn of
waitingg (in
days) )
averagee patient at the start of the experiment

23.33 3

10%% age increase at the start of the experiment

23.49 9

woman,, public insurance, average age, start

23.14 4

difference e
comparedd with
formerr in days
0.16 6

difference e
in% %

0.7 7

--

man,, public insurance, average age, start

22.43 3

-0.71 1

man,, private insurance, average age, start

24.15 5

1.72 2

7.7 7

man,, private insurance, age + 10%, start

24.33 3

0.18 8

0.7 7

-3.1 1

HieHie hospital
Too determine the waiting period for the different hospitals, dummy variables for
thee hospitals were included. In the econometric analysis, the st. Maartens
Gasthuiss in Venlo serves as a reference hospital. At the start of the experiment,
significantt differences in waiting period between the hospitals were found. The
waitingg period was shortest in: the st. Maartens Gasthuis, the MCA and the
Scheperziekenhuis.. There were no significant differences in waiting period
betweenn these hospitals. The waiting period in the other hospitals was
significantlyy longer.
Inn Table 7.3 the calculated waiting period per hospital at the start of the
experimentt is given for an average patient. It can be seen that the difference
betweenn the shortest and the longest waiting period is more than 10 days.
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Tablee 7.3 Effect of hospital characteristics at the start of the experiment on the
waitingg period of clinical patients
durationn of
waitingg (in
days) )

difference e
compared dwith h
averagee indays s

difference e
comparedd with
averagee in %

averagee patient at the start of the experiment

23.33 3

st.. Maartens Gasthuis

19.98 8

-3.35 5

-14.4 4

Medischh Centrum Alkmaar

20.51 1

-2.82 2

-12.1 1

Scheperziekenhuis s

21.13 3

-2.20 0

-9.4 4

Ziekenhuiss Lievensberg

30.48 8

7.15 5

30.6 6

St.. Clara Ziekenhuis
IJssellandziekenhuis s

25.17 7

1.84 4

7.9 9

24.60 0

1.27 7

5.4 4

ChangesChanges during the experiment
Thee following parameter revenues are included among the explanatory
variables:: the revenue of a first visit to the outpatient department; the revenue of
aa repeat visit; the revenue of day-treatment; and, the revenue of a patient-day
(i.e.. in a hospital bed). All of these parameter revenues have a significant effect
onn the waiting period. The revenue of an admission is the only 'payment
variable'' for which no effect was found. This means that changes in payment
systemss have an influence on the waiting period. Three effects are negative and
onee positive: a higher revenue for a patient-day leads to a longer waiting period.
AA higher patient-day revenue could act as a disincentive to discharge patients as
soonn as possible. The higher the other three revenues are, the shorter the waiting
periodd is. This is as we expected, except for the repeat visit tariff for which no
effectt was expected. On the other hand, we had expected an effect of the tariff for
ann admission.
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Tablee 7.4 Effect of parameter revenues on the waiting period of clinical patients
durationn of
waitingg (in days)

difference
compared
withh average
(startt or end)
inn days

difference
compared with
average (start
or end) in %

averagee patient at the start of the
experiment(averagee par. rev. start)
averagee par. rev. end

23.33 3
16.64 4

-6.69 9

averagee par. rev. end

16.64 4

--

everyy par. rev. end +10%

16.44 4

-0.20 0

-1.2 2

everyy par. rev. end -10%

17.03 3

0.39 9

2.3 3

rev.. first visit outpat. dep. +10% end

16.43 3

-0.21 1

-1.3 3

rev.. repeat visit +10% end

16.57 7

-0.07 7

-0.4 4

rev.. day-treatment +10% end
rev.. patient-day +10% end

16.48 8

-0.16 6

-1.0 0

16.82 2

0.18 8

1.1 1

-28.7 7

Inn Table 7.4 the effect of changes in parameter revenues on the waiting period is
given.. Of course, the changes in parameter revenues between the experiment
periodd and the pre-experiment period differ considerably among hospitals.
Becausee of this, average parameter revenues were calculated for all hospitals
togetherr at the end of the experiment. The effect of these average 'tariff changes'
iss s h o w n in Table 7.4. Perhaps surprisingly, considering the increase in waiting
periodd that was observed, the average change in parameter revenues during the
experimentt leads to a much shorter waiting period. Only the decrease of the
revenuee of a repeat visit (that took place on average) has a positive effect on the
waitingg period (i.e. causes a longer waiting period) 130 . On average, the parameter
revenuess for a first visit to the outpatient department and for day-treatment
increasedd considerably because of the experiment, and the revenue of a patientdayy decreased. All three changes stimulate the economical use of care and give
risee to a shorter waiting period. Therefore, the observed increase in the waiting
periodd was not caused by changes in the parameter revenues, but by other
factorss inside or outside the experiment.

1300

The average revenue of a repeat visit was never very high to start with, only 7.3
guilderss for clinical patients at the start of the experiment. This amount is calculated by
takingg the average of the repeat visit revenues for all clinical patients in our dataset.
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Thee effect of the change in parameter revenues caused by the experiment has
alsoo been calculated separately for each hospital in the study. It turned out that
thesee changes led to a shorter waiting period in every hospital.
Inn Table 7.4, the effects are given of changes in parameter revenues by 10% (all
togetherr and separately). It can be seen that the effects on the waiting period of
10%-changess are not very large. The largest individual effect is that of a change
inn the revenue of a first visit to the outpatient department. On the basis of these
effects,, elasticities were calculated: these are approximately a modest (-) 0.1 for
alll tariffs, except the tariff for a repeat visit. For the latter the elasticity is even
smallerr (-0.04). However, the effect of the change in average revenues caused by
thee experiment is rather large (a 29% decrease of the waiting period), because the
changess in tariffs are considerable.
Forr all diagnoses and all hospitals, the waiting period increased between the preexperimentt and the post-experiment period because of a general 'trend' (see the
positivee significant effect of the variable 'end of the experiment'). For two
diagnoses,, there was an extra increase over time in the waiting period: arterial
diseasee and disease of the capillaries, and female genital disorders.
Ass explained before, interaction terms between the hospital and the period (start
orr end of the experiment) were included in the analysis. These interaction terms
doo not show the total changes that took place for an average patient in a hospital
duringg the experiment period, because these total changes also depend upon
changess in parameter revenues and changes in the waiting period that were
connectedd with the diagnosis (indicated by the interaction terms of the period
andd the disorder). Rather, the interaction terms of the hospital and the period
indicatee changes connected with the experiment that can not be modelled
separately,, and changes caused by developments outside the experiment. In
threee hospitals, the waiting period increased significantly between the start and
thee end of the experiment: the st. Maartens Gasthuis, the MCA and the
Scheperziekenhuis.1311 Note that these are the hospitals with the shortest waiting
periodd at the start of the experiment. In the next section, attention will be given
too the total changes per hospital during the experiment, and possible causes of
thesee changes.
1311

Taking into account the end-dummy and the interaction between the end-dummy
andd hospital dummies.
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Simulation

Inn this section, all changes between the start and the end of the experiment are
simulatedd per hospital to show a total effect for a hospital. The changes are once
againn simulated for an average patient.
Tablee 7.5 Simulated change in waiting period for an average patient between
thee start and the end of the experiment (days)
hospital l

waitingg periodstart t waitingg periodend dinn changeinn days
days s
inn days

st.. Maartens Gasthuis

20 0

33 3

13 3

Medischh Centrum Alkmaar

21 1

38 8

17 7

Scheperziekenhuis s

22 2

27 7

55

Ziekenhuiss Lievensberg

32 2

36 6

44

St.. Clara Ziekenhuis

25 5

19 9

-6 6

IJssellandziekenhuis s

25 5

27 7

22

Thee calculated waiting period in the st. Maartens Gasthuis is 20 days at the start
off the experiment. This is the shortest waiting period; for all other hospitals a
longerr waiting period was calculated. During the experiment the waiting period
increasedd for all hospitals but one, the St. Clara Ziekenhuis. For the latter
hospitall the waiting period decreased from 25 to 19 days. The largest increase
wass calculated for the MCA, from 21 to 38 days. For the st. Maartens Gasthuis a
largee increase of 13 days was simulated. Even though the st. Maartens Gasthuis
hadd a relatively short waiting period at the start of the experiment for the
selectedd diagnoses, it was an explicit goal of the experiment to reduce the
waitingg lists. Clearly this goal was not reached for the clinical patient groups
analysedd in this chapter.
So,, the individual patient-data show an increase in waiting period during the
experiment,, just like the qualitative analysis and the patient-survey. The
questionss that arise are: What caused this increase? And, why was no increase
foundd in the St. Clara Ziekenhuis? As stated above, the increase in waiting
periodd can not be explained from the changes in parameter revenues that the
experimentt brought, since they caused a decrease. Naturally, several general
factorss may play a role, such as the ageing of the population and social-cultural
developmentss (especially if the growth in the hospital budget was not enough to
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compensate).. However, it is not expected that such general factors would have
suchh a diverse effect on the six hospitals.
Whyy do waiting times increase so much more in the MCA and the st. Maartens
Gasthuis?? Probably one important reason is that the budgets of specialists were
relativelyy fixed in both hospitals. In the MCA, at first, budgets were only
adjustedd when the production growth was more than 10%. During the
experiment,, the incomes were harmonised and became totally fixed. So,
specialistss did not have a production incentive, at least not after the
harmonisation.1322 Of course, apart from the fixed incomes, there have probably
beenn other reasons as well for the increase in waiting times in Alkmaar. Apart
fromm the 'national reasons', such as ageing of the population, medical technology
developments,, etc., the hospital in Alkmaar was allowed to grow more than
average.. The adherence of the hospital increased. The hospital was compensated
forr the extra growth, but not the specialists. The experiment was designed to
stimulatee efficiency, which could help the specialists to cope with increased
demand,, and projects were carried out in Alkmaar to keep waiting times in
checkk (see Section 7.1). Adherence increased in Emmen also, but waiting times
increasedd much less than in the MCA. In Alkmaar, it was said in the interviews
thatt more referrals to private clinics were made in order to circumvent the
problemss with increasing waiting times. However, this was precisely an effect
thatt the government wanted to prevent at the start of the experiment (see Section
3.3). .
Inn the st. Maartens Gasthuis, it was arranged to keep the specialists' budgets
fixedd during the experiment. The production incentive was removed here also,
whichh seems to have been an important explanation for the increasing waiting
times.. Respondents were not worried about losing patients to other hospitals
becausee of the isolated location of the hospital. Some felt that this offered a good
possibilityy to keep the production growth within the approved FOZ-growth rate.
Otherr explanations for increased waiting are a shortage of paramedical support,

1322

Three partnerships exceeded a 10% production growth in 1995 and saw their lump
summ adjusted in 1996. There were partnerships with an even larger growth, but it was
agreedd that this was not 'real' growth but a registration-effect and this growth was not
reimbursedd (see SEO and Ipso Facto, 1998, p. 88).
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problemss with attracting an extra specialist in one of the partnerships' 33 and the
introductionn of the 36-hour working week for agnio's (see list of abbreviations).
Thee latter, of course, was a factor that influenced all hospitals with agnio's.
Finally,, a respondent indicated that arrangements with nursing homes about the
organisationn of care had backfired.
Inn Emmen, the specialists' incomes were also not very flexible. In addition, the
adherencee of the hospital increased because of a better image (which was
improved,, among other things, by thee new hospital building). And respondents
inn Emmen stated that the effect of ageing was larger in Emmen, because many
olderr retired people came to this part of the Netherlands. Because of the growth
thatt the hospital experienced, the specialists had a larger supply of work and
producedd more. The hospital had a n arrangement with the health insurer that
thee growth in hospital production above the FOZ-limit would be reimbursed.
Forr the specialists, however, only 30% of the production growth was reimbursed.
Soo m a n y specialists said in the interviews that they were producing more for
practicallyy the same budget. Why then did the specialists produce more and was
thee increase in waiting times smaller in Emmen? This is probably because of
psychologicall factors that affected the specialists. They had decided to take part
inn the experiment and hoped that their workload would stabilise. When it turned
outt that the hospital wanted to grow, they remained loyal (at least for a period)
andd increased their production. As the experiment went on, more complaints
weree heard from the specialists. The problem of the workload could not easily be
solvedd by attracting more specialists. Since the budget was fixed, an extra
specialistt could not be financed out of extra production that was billed. The
specialistss approached the health insurer w h o was not accommodating. 134 Some
partnershipss attracted an extra partner out of their existing budget. 135 In
retrospect,, it can be seen as a shortcoming in the arrangements for the
1333

At the start of the experiment no clear arrangements were made upon this point. As
described,, the growth of the externally-financed budget could not exceed the JOZgrowth.. So when this was not sufficient, an extra specialist could only be financed from
otherr sources, such as contributions from the health insurer, the specialists already at the
hospitall giving up (extra) income, using profits from increased efficiency, etc. Some
healthh insurers were reluctant to give extra financing for an extra specialist.
1344
The health insurer had the impression that the growth in first visits might be
somewhatt manipulated by the specialists or that there might be a registration-effect.
1355
This was called 'inschikking' in Dutch (translated as: moving up - to make room for
others). .
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experimentt that nothing had been agreed about the eventuality of wanting to
attractt extra specialists. This problem surfaced in many experimenting hospitals.
Inn the Ziekenhuis Lievensberg, the waiting time also increased for the average
'micro-data'' patient. This is not what would be expected from the financial
incentivess (the high parameter revenues for a new patient and the flexibility of
thee specialists' budgets). The management of the hospital stated that the waiting
timee had not increased. Several respondents remarked that the production of
specialistss seemed to decrease towards the end of the year when 5% production
growthh had already been reached (the maximum growth that was reimbursed).
Thiss may be true, but even when the growth is 'only' 5%, one would expect this
too be enough to accommodate the increasing demand for care (especially when
caree is used more economically at the same time). One explanation may be (as
before)) that possible gains in economical use have not been maximised, because
thee hospital budget suffered. The appeal from the management not to reduce the
numberr of clinical admissions so much may have made it more difficult to
compensatee for increasing demand by greater efficiency. All in all, it is not clear
whyy the waiting time increased.
Inn the Rijnmond area, the development of the waiting times was relatively very
favourable.. In the IJssellandziekenhuis, the waiting times increased only slightly
forr the average patient and in the St. Clara Ziekenhuis they even decreased. This
happenedd despite the fact that (1) these hospitals are located in a more urban
environmentt than the others and may therefore be confronted more with
patientss with complex social problems and more demanding patients; and (2) it
wass said in the interviews in the St. Clara Ziekenhuis that waiting times for an
operationn were increasing because of a shortage of nurses and anaesthetists.
Therefore,, it seems very likely that the decrease in waiting times was connected
withh the financial incentives from the experiment in these hospitals. Daytreatmentt was stimulated strongly and the production incentive was at least
partlyy preserved, because half of the production increase was reimbursed. In the
St.. Clara Ziekenhuis, the probability of admission decreased considerably and
somee specialists actively tried to attract new patients. These developments
probablyy made it possible to decrease waiting times. It is not surprising that the
effectt was somewhat less favourable in the IJssellandziekenhuis, since the
admissionn rate was much lower there at the start of the experiment, so there
weree fewer opportunities to switch to day-treatment.
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Withh all these different developments in different hospitals, what can we
concludee about the effect of the experiment on waiting times? How would
waitingg times in the six hospitals have developed without the experiment? We
cann probably safely assume that the demand for care would have increased by
moree than 1% every year because of demographic, social-cultural and
developmentss in medical technology. Waiting times would have depended
(amongg other things, of course) on the increases in the hospital budgets and on
thee amount of money that would have been available for the specialists. Let us
assumee that the development of the hospital budgets would have been the same
withoutt the experiment. If the specialists had received all the money they
wantedd without the experiment, this would probably have mitigated the waiting
timess problem. Specialists would have produced more on the whole and it
wouldd have been easier to bring an extra specialist into a partnership (as long as
theree was no overall shortage of specialists). However, it is not very likely that
thee specialists would have received all the money they wanted. The government
wass putting a lot of effort into cost control. It seems that if the government had
succeededd in controlling costs for specialist care, waiting times would probably
havee increased as well, unless care could have been used much more
economically.. But would waiting times have increased more or less? Since the
financiall incentives and cultural developments differed a lot between hospitals
inn the study, the answer does not have to be the same for each hospital. From the
econometricc analysis and the qualitative analysis it can be deduced with a
reasonablee amount of certainty that the experiment had a favourable influence
onn the waiting times in the St. Clara Ziekenhuis, the IJssellandziekenhuis and the
Scheperziekenhuis.. In the first two, this was because of a more economical use of
caree and the production incentive; in the latter, it was more because of
psychologicall factors. It seems likely that in the Medisch Centrum Alkmaar and
thee st. Maartens Gasthuis the experiment had an unfavourable effect on the
waitingg times, because of the disappearance of the production incentive.
Thatt specialists decided to have more leisure would have been something that
manyy of them would be reluctant to talk about, even if it were true. Some
specialistss considered it quite natural that they would adjust their production to
thee fact that their revenues were budgeted, but for many it would have been
difficultt to admit that they had more leisure. After all, at the start of the
experiment,, the notion of the government (that subsidised the experiment) and
thee insurers was that (the high) specialists' incomes would be secured, their
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mindss would be freed from financial considerations, and then they would work
justt as hard but more economically. In this way, they would be able to help more
patients.. So, while some specialists were quite open about adjusting their
workloadd and some stated that they would have liked to adjust their workload
moree (but could not because the demand for care increased too much), many
otherr specialists attributed the increase in waiting times exclusively to other
factors.. In the primary care sector and among the hospital management and the
insurers,, however, there was less hesitation to explain at least part of the increase
inn waiting times by the new more laid-back attitude of (some) specialists.
Consideringg the secrecy in which specialists tried to wrap the question of effort,
itt is interesting to see that this argument is being used at present in the
Netherlandss the other way round. The system with budgets for specialists has
noww been in use for a number of years. In the meantime, a further integration of
specialistss and the hospital has been taking place, and preparations are being
madee for the introduction of a new payment system. For 2003, the introduction
off Diagnosis Related Groups (in Dutch: DBCs: Diagnose-Behandel-Combinaties,
Diagnosis-treatment-combinations)) is planned.136 The DBCs will (for starters)
includee all variable costs of care of specialists and the hospital. It is expected that
theyy will better represent actual costs than the current budgeting systems for
specialistss and hospitals and form a more transparent payment system. It is
presentedd as an important advantage of the DBC-system that the 'hidden
capacity'' of medical specialists may be made available. This hidden capacity is
nothingg else than specialists choosing less leisure when their revenues become
variablee again (or alternatively choosing more leisure when their revenues are
fixed). .

7.55

Conclusion

Duringg the experiment the waiting period increased for an average patient in all
hospitalss in the study, except the st. Clara Ziekenhuis. These findings of the
individuall patient-data are in accordance with the findings of the qualitative
analysiss and the patient-survey.

Startingg with a transitional period.
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W ee can not know for sure h o w the waiting times would have developed without
thee experiment and the local initiatives' 37 in the rest of the Netherlands. It seems
quitee likely that, in that case, waiting times would have increased as well for the
Netherlandss as a whole. This is because the increases in demand, which were
causedd by demographic and social-cultural factors and the development of
medicall technology, would probably not have been compensated by growth on
thee supply side (in the hospital budgets) given the desire for cost control. It also
seemss likely that the experiment further worsened the waiting situation in those
projectss where the incomes of the specialists were (almost) completely fixed (the
st.. Maartens Gasthuis and the Medisch Centrum Alkmaar). This inflexibility of
incomee removed the production incentive. This increase in waiting times
happened,, notwithstanding the fact that the changes in tariffs

stimulated

economicall use of care in all experimenting hospitals and therefore caused a
decreasedecrease of waiting times w h e n considered separately. Where incomes are fixed,
thee tariff incentives play only a small role. It is important to note that care may
stilll be used more economically in some respects. For example, referring back to
thee GP for check-ups was n o longer financially damaging to the specialists
becausee

of

the

experiment.

In

the

St.

Clara

Ziekenhuis

and

the

IJssellandziekenhuis,, where the incentives for day-treatment were pronounced
andd the incomes were partly variable, the experiment in all probability helped
compensatee for the increase in demand. In Emmen, where incomes were
relativelyy fixed, the experiment also seems to have had a favourable influence on
waiting,, but in this case through psychological effects. It appears that the
specialistss increased their production out of loyalty to the project, though they
w e r ee not satisfied with the situation. In Emmen, as well as in the other projects,
attractingg extra specialists w a s a problem, since no clear arrangements had been
m a d ee before the experiment. O n balance, the experiment probably mitigated the
underlyingg increase in waiting times in three hospitals and intensified it in two
hospitals. .

1377

Arrangements in other hospitals that were similar to the arrangements in the
experiment-hospitalss in this study.
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Wee can conclude, therefore, that removing the production incentive in a situation
wheree waiting lists are threatening to lengthen is a risky thing to do, unless there
aree other factors that may motivate specialists to keep up their efforts.

88 Probability of repeat visits
Summary Summary
Duringg the experiment the probability of repeat visits was influenced by changes
inn the parameter revenues (the 'tariffs'), changes at the level of complaints and
otherr developments. The effect of each tariff turned out to be significant. The
tarifff changes taken together had a positive influence on the probability of repeat
visitss in every hospital in the study (see Figure 8.1 for the average change). This
iss not surprising: in many cases the tariff changes stimulate day-treatment, which
necessitatess more visits to the outpatient department for check-ups. In addition
too this influence, a negative 'trend-effect' was found for most hospitals between
thee start and the end of the experiment. The total effect of all changes during the
experimentt is a decrease in the probability of repeat visits for the average patient
inn four of the six hospitals, and an increase in the other two. As can be seen in
Figuree 8.1, on average the probability of repeat visits decreased between the start
andd the end of the experiment. A decrease is what one would expect from the
interviews,, the aggregated production data, and the national trend.
Thiss negative trend may have been caused by referring patients back to the GP
soonerr for control visits. That patients were indeed referred back to the GP
soonerr is demonstrated by the interview-results as well as by a separate microanalysiss of the proportion of new patients who were referred back at the end of
thee observation period. Sending patients to the GP in more cases may well be an
effectt of the experiment. The experiment can encourage sending patients to the
GPP either because it stimulates helping as many new patients as possible or
becausee the incomes of specialists become fixed and it is attractive for them to
lightenn their workload somewhat. One effect of the experiment is that it no
longerr costs specialists money to send patients back to the GP instead of keeping
themm in secondary care. Increasing waiting times, in general, can also be a factor
inn sending patients back to the GP. This factor, in turn, is probably influenced by
thee experiment. So we can conclude that the changes in the probability of repeat
visitss were for an important part caused by the experiment. These changes
appearr to be connected with a more economical use of care for four of the
hospitalss in the study. For two hospitals it is not clear if this is the case. For two
off the four hospitals in which care was used more economically, this
improvementt does not appear to have been utilised to counteract the increase in
waitingg times.
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Figuree 8.1 Average rate of repeat visits in the 6 hospitals (in %)

DD Probability of repeat visits
(%) )

startt

8.11

after tariff changes

end

Introduction

Thiss chapter concerns the probability of repeat visits within the observation
periodd for new patients at the outpatient department. It is not a priori clear what
thee effect of the experiment on this factor would be. On the one hand, the
substitutionn that took place from clinical treatment to treatment at the outpatient
departmentt could give rise to an increase in the probability of repeat visits, since
patientss have to return more often to the hospital for after-care and check-ups.
Onn the other hand, when there are incentives to concentrate upon treating as
manyy new patients as possible, patients may be referred back sooner to the GP
forr check-ups. In the interviews, the specialists stated clearly that substitution
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tookk place from the hospital to the primary care sector and that this substitution
wass stimulated by the experiment. This may cause a decrease in the probability
off repeat visits. From a separate analysis of the same patient-data by Van den
Bergg and Mot (2000), it is clear that the latter effect did indeed take place in at
leastt three of the experiment hospitals. The proportion of new patients who were
referredd back to the GP at the end of the observation period increased
significantlyy between the start and the end of the experiment (from 10.8% to
26.7%% for the whole group of new patients). In addition to this, the decrease in
thee tariff for a repeat visit that took place in most hospitals could be expected to
furtherr stimulate a decrease in the probability of repeat visits.
Thee results of both the qualitative analysis and the analysis of aggregated
productionn data point to a decrease in the number of repeat visits and the repeatfactorr (the number of repeat visits per patient). According to many specialists,
thiss decrease was made possible by referring patients back to the GP for checkupss more often, especially those with chronic illnesses.138 Most of the specialists
believee that the experiment has given an extra impulse to referring back to the
GPP because there was no longer an incentive to keep patients in the secondary
caree sector.
Onn a national level, there was a decrease in the repeat-factor and the number of
repeatt visits during the experiment period. In the experiment hospitals, this
decreasee in the number of repeat visits was also found, but in some of them the
decreasee was smaller (Medisch Centrum Alkmaar and St. Clara Ziekenhuis).

8.22

Data and model

Betweenn 60 % and 80% of the patients made at least one repeat visit at the start of
thee experiment for most complaints. For nine of the thirteen complaint-categories
thee proportion of repeat visits decreased between the start and the end of the
experiment.. For the other four it increased. Appendix 8.1 gives the proportion of
patients,, in the different groups of complaints, with at least one repeat visit at the
startt and at the end of the experiment.

1388

In one hospital, the GPs considered it strange that stable patients with diabetes
shouldd have to return to the specialist for a check-up once a year.
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Thee variable to be explained is the probability of repeat visits within the
observationn period for new patients at the outpatient department. Possible
explanatoryy variables are once again the characteristics of the patient, aspects of
thee history of the illness, the complaint the patient is suffering

from,

characteristicss of the payment system (parameter revenues), the hospital where
thee patient is treated and the period of treatment. In this model the 'level of
urbanisationn of the environment of the hospital' is included as one of the
explanatoryy factors.139 To explain the discrete variable 'probability of repeat
visits',, once more the logit model is used.

8.33

Estimation results

Inn Table 8.1 the estimation results of the logit model are given.
TheThe patient
Agee is the only personal characteristic that has a significant effect upon the
probabilityy of repeat visits: for older people, the probability is higher (except for
patientss with chest pain or deafness). The higher probability of older people is
probablyy caused by more co-morbidity and a generally more fragile state. The
exceptionss may have to do with chest pain being more worrying for a younger
personn (since it may point to heart disease) and deafness being a more or less
normall disorder for older people. However, as can be seen from Table 8.2 the
effectt of age is rather small. The positive effect of public insurance on the other
h a n dd is large, but the effect is not significant.
Alll aspects of the history of the illness have a significant effect. When the
complaintt has been treated before in the same hospital the probability of repeat
visitss is smaller, which could be expected. The existence of a presumptive
diagnosiss and the fact that treatment is unfinished at the end of the observation
periodd have a positive influence upon the probability of repeat visits (except for
prostatee

complaints

and

suspected

malignant

neoplasms).

The

smaller

probabilityy of repeat visits to the outpatient department for patients with
suspectedd malignant neoplasms whose treatment is not finished may have to do
withh the fact that they are not treated at the outpatient department in the first

1399

In the other models this variable was tested, but no effect was found.
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stagee of their treatment. In fact, we saw in Chapter 5 that these patients have a
relativelyy high admission rate.
Ass can be expected, a number of complaints have a significant influence upon
thee probability of repeat visits: patients with deafness and prostate complaints
havee a higher chance than patients with shoulder complaints, and patients with
backk pain (at the orthopaedic surgeon) and with menstrual disorders have a
smallerr chance.
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Tablee 8.1 Estimated coefficients of the logit model for the probability of repeat
visitss of new patients at the outpatient department
explanatoryy variables

coefficient t

constant t
characteristicss of the patient
ln(age) )
woman n
publicc insurance
characteristicss history of the illness
complaintt treated before
presumptivee diagnosis

0.80 0
0.20" "

t-value e
1.58 8
2.35 5

-0.03 3

-0.34 4

0.17 7

1.37 7

-0.20" "

-2.28 8

0.30"* *

3.26 6

0.23"* *

2.79 9

chestt pain

2.63 3

1.35 5

(suspected)) malignant neoplasm

0.37 7

1.12 2

treatmentt not completed at the end of the period
complaintss (compared with shoulder complaints)

(suspected)) malignant neoplasms specified

-0.03 3

-0.16 6

fractures s

-0.07 7

-0.33 3

menstruall disorders

-0.49** *

-2.53 3

abdominall pain

0.11 1

0.51 1

deafnesss in adults

1.01" "

1.98 8

loww back complaints (neurology)

-0.04 4

-0.21 1

backk pain (neurology)

0.04 4

0.18 8

backk pain (orthopaedics)

-1.04"* *

-6.53 3

1.04*** *

4.01 1

loww urbanisation level

0.19* *

1.74 4

highh urbanisation level

0.14 4

1.38 8

prostatee complaints
urbanisationn level (compared with the average)

payment t
parameterr revenue first visit outpatient department

**
0.07"* *

parameterr revenue repeat visit

0.005*"* *

parameterr revenue day-treatment

-1.87 7
2.68 8
3.33 3

**

-1.75 5

-0.10" "

-2.57 7

Medischh Centrum Alkmaar

0.42** *

2.38 8

Scheperziekenhuis s

0.14 4

0.67 7

Ziekenhuiss Lievensberg

0.12 2

0.64 4

St.. Clara Ziekenhuis

0.10 0

0.56 6

IJssellandziekenhuis s

0.60"* *

3.07 7

parameterr revenue clinical admission
parameterr revenue patient-day
hospitall (compared with st. Maartens Gasthuis)

-0.61 1

endd of the experiment

continued d

-1.34 4
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Tablee 8.1 continued Estimated coefficients of the logit model for the probability
off repeat visits for new patients at the outpatient
department t
t-value e

coefficient t

explanatoryy variables
interactionn terms
ln(age)) * chest pain

-0.92* *

-1.93 3

In(age)) * deafness in adults

-0.61*** *

-4.49 9

presumptivee diagnosis * prostate complaints

-0.84*** *

-2.58 8

treatmentt not completed * malignant neoplasm

-1.29*** *
1.52*** *

-3.04 4
5.05 5

endd * malignant neoplasm

1,30*** *

2.91 1

endd * menstrual disorders

0.69*** *
0.57* *

2,89 9
1.69 9

1.13*** *

3.45 5

end** chest pain

endd * abdominal pain
endd * deafness in adults
endd * Medisch Centrum Alkmaar
endd * Scheperziekenhuis
end** Ziekenhuis Lievensberg
endd * St. Clara Ziekenhuis
endd * IJssellandziekenhuis

-2.24 4
-2.07 7
-2.18 8
-1.00 0
-0.13 3

-1.25** *
-1.20** *
-0.65** *
-0,47 7
-0.06 6

Vealll and Zimmerman R2 = 0.12.
** significant at the 90% level;

**significantt at 95%; **** significant at 99%.

nn = 4017

Tablee 8.2 Effect of personal characteristics on the probability of repeat visits for
neww patients at the outpatient department
probabilityy of difference e
comparedd to
repeatt visits
formerr with
(inn %)
percentage e
points s
averagee patient at the start of the experiment

75.00 0

10%% age increase at the start of the
experiment t

75.11 1

woman,, public insurance, average age, start

75.56 6

man,, public insurance, average age, start

difference e
comparedd with
formerr in %

0.11 1

0.1 1

76.08 8

0.52 2

0.7 7

man,, private insurance, average age, start

72.91 1

-3.17 7

-4.2 2

man,, private insurance, age +10%, start

73.04 4

0.13 3

0.2 2
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TheThe hospital
Att the start of the experiment, hospitals differed in the probability of repeat
visits.. A relatively high probability was found in the IJssellandziekenhuis and in
thee Medisch Centrum Alkmaar. For the IJssellandziekenhuis, this may be
connectedd with the low admission rate. Many patients are treated in daytreatmentt and have a higher probability of having to return for check-ups at the
outpatientt department. Vice versa, the same reasoning may be applicable to the
st.. Maartens Gasthuis, where the admission rate was high at the start of the
experimentt and the probability of repeat visits was low.
Tablee 8.3 Effect of hospital characteristics at the start of the experiment on the
probabilityy of repeat visits for new patients at the outpatient
department t

averagee patient at the start of the
experimentt (par. rev. start)
st.. Maartens Gasthuis

probabilityy of difference e
difference e
comparedd with
repeatt visits
comparedd with
averagee in
averagee in %
(inn %)
percentagee points
75.00 0
70.44 4

-4.56 6

-6.1 1

Medischh Centrum Alkmaar

78.40 0

3.40 0

4.5 5

Scheperziekenhuis s

73.18 8

-1.82 2

-2.4 4

Ziekenhuiss Lievensberg

72.85 5

-2.15 5

-2.9 9

St.. Clara Ziekenhuis
IJssellandziekenhuis s

72.46 6

-2.54 4

-3.4 4

81.34 4

6.34 4

8.5 5

ChangesChanges during the experiment
Forr all five of the parameter revenues distinguished, a significant effect upon the
probabilityy of repeat visits is found. A higher revenue for a repeat visit leads to a
higherr probability of repeat visits, as expected (see 4.2.7). In all hospitals in the
experimentt except the Scheperziekenhuis, the parameter revenue for a repeat
visitt became 0 because of the experiment. So the actual change in this parameter
revenuee caused a decrease in the probability of repeat visits.
Ass expected, the parameter revenues for a clinical admission and a patient-day
havee a negative influence upon the probability of repeat visits. The mechanism
behindd this is that higher tariffs for admissions and patient-days can lead to
moree or longer clinical admissions. In that case, the number of repeat visits can
decreasee because there is less need for patients to return for check-ups after their
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periodd in hospital.140 The revenue for a patient-day decreased in all hospitals
becausee of the experiment. According to the estimation results, this leads to an
increasee in the probability of repeat visits. The parameter revenue for an
admissionn increased considerably through the experiment in the Medisch
Centrumm Alkmaar, the Scheperziekenhuis and the two hospitals from the
Rijnmondd (the St. Clara Ziekenhuis and the IJssellandziekenhuis). This would
leadd to a decrease in the probability of repeat visits, other things being equal. In
thee st. Maartens Gasthuis and the Ziekenhuis Lievensberg the zero-revenue for
ann admission did not change during the experiment.
Tablee 8.4 Effect of parameter revenues on the probability of repeat visits for new
patientss at the outpatient department
probabilityy of
repeatt visits
(inn %)

difference compared
with average (start or
end) in percentage
points s

difference compared
with average (start or
end) in %

75.00 0

averagee patient at the start of the
experimentt (average par. rev.
start) )
averagee par. revenues end

85.29 9

averagee par. revenues end

85.29 9

everyy par. revenues end +10%

85.10 0

-0.19 9

-0.2 2

everyy par. revenues end -10%

85.48 8

0.19 9

0.2 2

par.. rev. first visit +10% end

84.90 0

-0.39 9

-0.5 5

par.. rev. repeat visit +10% end

85.52 2

0.23 3

0.3 3

par.. rev. day-treatment +10%
end d

85.81 1

0.52 2

0.6 6

par.. rev. admission +10% end
par.. rev. patient-day +10% end

85.03 3

-0.26 6

-0.3 3

85.00 0

-0.29 9

-0.3 3

10.29 9

13.7 7

--

Thee revenue for day-treatment has a positive influence upon the probability of
repeatt visits. We expected this, because a higher revenue for day-treatment
stimulatess the substitution of clinical admission by day-treatment, which in turn
leadss to a greater need for return visits to the hospital. In the Medisch Centrum
Alkmaar,, the St. Clara Ziekenhuis and the IJssellandziekenhuis, the revenue for

1400

However, this influence of the tariffs was not found in analysing the admission rates
orr the duration of clinical stay.
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day-treatmentt increased because of the experiment, causing more repeat visits
accordingg to the estimation results. In the st. Maartens Gasthuis and the
Ziekenhuiss Lievensberg, the tariff for day-treatment decreased somewhat,
leadingg to a lower probability of repeat visits.
Thee experiment caused an increase in the revenue for a new patient at the
outpatientt department for all hospitals except the Scheperziekenhuis. A priori
wee did not know what to expect of this increase, since different consequences
withh different influences on repeat visits were possible. This increase, according
too the negative coefficient that was estimated, caused a decrease in the
probabilityy of repeat visits. This would suggest that the dominating effect is the
largerr incentive for helping new patients; this leads to referring patients back to
thee primary care sector sooner.
Soo the different changes in parameter revenues that took place during the
experimentt have positive as well as negative influences upon the probability of
repeatt visits. The final effect of the revenue changes can only be determined
empirically.. It turns out that this effect is positive in all hospitals: the change in
tariffss leads to a higher probability of repeat visits. From Table 8.4, it can be seen
thatt this is also the case for the average parameter revenue changes in all
hospitalss in the experiment, taken together. The probability of repeat visits
increasedd by 10 percentage points to 85%. So the calculated effect of tariff
changess differs from the effects resulting from the qualitative analysis and the
analysiss of aggregated production data, both of which pointed to a decrease in
thee number of repeat visits and the repeat-factor. This difference could be caused
byy developments apart from the tariff changes, or it could be connected with the
choicee of new patients for the analysis. The increase in referring patients back to
thee GP partly concerns patients with chronic complaints, according to the
interviews.. It is clear from the interviews and from Van den Berg and Mot (2000)
thatt new patients are also referred back sooner, but it may be that they have to
returnn for at least one visit to the hospital before they are referred to their GP. In
Sectionn 8.4, we will discuss other developments.
Thee general 'trend' effect found between the start and the end of the experiment
iss a decrease in the probability of repeat visits, but this is not significant. In
combinationn with the interaction effects, we can say that at the end of the
experimentt for every hospital a decrease in the probability of repeat visits was
estimated,, though this was not significant everywhere. For five groups of
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complaints,, a significantly higher probability of repeat visits at the end of the
experimentt is found than for the other complaints.
Thee largest decrease took place in the Medisch Centrum Alkmaar, where the
probabilityy of a repeat visit was high at the start. This is not the case for the other
hospitall with a high probability at the start, the IJssellandziekenhuis. As was
statedd above, in a number of hospitals there appears to be an inverse relationship
betweenn the probability of repeat visits and the probability of admission. That in
thee IJssellandziekenhuis no decrease in the probability of repeat visits was found
mightt be connected with the fact that the probability of admission decreased
evenn further there during the experiment. However, this inverse relation is not
foundd in all hospitals. In the Medisch Centrum Alkmaar, for example, it was not
foundd at all. Both the probability of repeat visits and the probability of admission
decreasedd in Alkmaar.

8.44

Simulation results

Alll changes between the start and the end of the experiment are simulated by
hospitall to show a total effect for each hospital (for an average patient).
Tablee 8.5 Changes in the probability of repeat visits for an average patient
betweenn start and end of the experiment

St.. Maartens Gasthuis

probabilityy of repeat
visits,, start (%)
70.6 6

probability of repeat
visits, end (%)
69.5 5

difference in
percentage points
-1.1 1

Medischh Centrum Alkmaar

78.7 7

64.4 4

-14.3 3

Scheperziekenhuis s

72.2 2

77.5 5

5.3 3

Ziekenhuiss Lievensberg

71.7 7

63.7 7

-8.0 0

St.. Clara Ziekenhuis

72.2 2

67.5 5

-4.7 7

IJssellandziekenhuis s

81.5 5

85.2 2

3.7 7

Whenn we take all changes during the experiment together, it turns out that the
totall effect is a decrease in the probability of repeat visits for four of the six
hospitals,, and an increase for two. So, for these four hospitals, the negative
influencess upon the probability of repeat visits are dominant compared with the
positivee influences of the parameter revenue changes and changes at the level of
specificc complaints. The results for these four hospitals are in accordance with
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thee results from the interviews and the aggregated data. The main questions are:
Whatt caused the negative changes at the hospital level during the experiment?
And,, are the changes in the probability of repeat visits good or bad for
economicall use of care?
Thee IJssellandziekenhuis is one of the two hospitals where the probability of
repeatt visits increased for the average patient. This was stimulated by the tariff
changes.. The admission rate decreased even further and more patients received
day-treatment. 1411

Therefore,

the probability

of check-ups being

necessary

probablyy increased. This effect of the experiment is connected with a more
economicall use of care.
Inn the St. Clara Ziekenhuis with the same financial incentives but a higher
admissionn rate at the start of the experiment, the probability of repeat visits
decreased.. This is remarkable, since the admission rate decreased considerably in
thiss hospital and for several specialities day-treatment increased. However, at
thee end of the experiment, the admission rate was still higher than in the
IJssellandziekenhuis.. The production in first visits of new patients was strongly
stimulated;; one specialist stated that he consciously tried to lower the number of
repeatt visits to make time for first visits of new patients. Several specialists said
thatt they had as few as possible repeat visits because of their workload and the
waitingg times. Patients were referred back to the primary care sector as soon as
possible.. The decrease in the probability of repeat visits seems to be connected
withh attempts at production growth in terms of new patients. The St. Clara
Ziekenhuiss is the only hospital where the waiting time for the average patient
decreased.. From the interviews it seems that the GPs considered it was safe to
substitutee repeat visits to the hospital by referral back to the primary care sector,
butt they warned that they might be overloaded. All in all, in the St. Clara
Ziekenhuis,, the decrease in the probability of repeat visits which appears to be
stimulatedd by the experiment, can probably be considered conducive to
economicall use of care.
Inn the MCA, the probability of repeat visits decreased most, i.e. by 14 percentage
points.. The changes in tariffs were not very important in the MCA at the end of

1411

The increase in day-treatment can be found in the aggregated production data, (see
SEOO and Ipso Facto,1998).
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thee experiment, since the specialists' budgets were fixed by then.142 The
productionn was still measured in the new production parameters, but that was
noo impediment to decreasing the probability of repeat visits, since repeat visits
weree not a production parameter. According to the production-data

day-

treatmentt increased, which might have necessitated more visits to the outpatient
department.. Another incentive from the experiment (from the fixed incomes)
seemss to have been not to do anything that did not really have to be done by a
specialist.. In that case, leisure could be increased without decreasing income.
Severall specialists stated that they referred patients back to the primary care
sectorr sooner because of the experiment, as did the GPs. According to the GPs
thiss was medically possible, though one specialist worried about the quality of
care.. Another specialist said that the decrease in repeat visits was to be attributed
too the growing waiting lists and not to the experiment. As stated above, it is
consideredd likely that the growing waiting lists were also affected by the
experimentt in the MCA (i.e. made worse). Whether or not this is the case, a
waitingg list problem can certainly be a reason for specialists to refer patients back
too the GP as much as possible.
Summingg up, the large decrease in the probability of repeat visits in the MCA
seemss to be connected with the fact that incomes became fixed in the experiment
andd repeat visits were not a production parameter. This caused medical
specialistss to consider more critically whether a patient should stay in secondary
care.. In principle, this is good for economical use of care. It gave extra time for
treatingg new patients, but considering the large increase in waiting times for the
averagee patient, it seems that the time was not (completely) used for that
purpose.. Therefore, it seems that economical use of care was improved by the
decreasee in the probability of repeat visits, but the question remains to w h a t
extentt accessibility to health care was served.
Inn the other hospital where specialists' incomes were more or less fixed, the st.
Maartenss Gasthuis, the probability of repeat visits decreased only slightly
accordingg to the patient data. Apart from the increase in waiting times, not m u c h
seemss to have changed for the average patient in this hospital. Several specialists

1422

The tariff changes may have had an important influence in the first year, considering
thatt the budget of some partnerships increased because the production growth exceeded
10%.. However, the health insurer saw most of the production growth over 10% as a
registration-effectt and not as real growth.
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saidd in the interviews that the number of repeat visits had decreased during the
experiment.. Many ascribed this to the experiment. One specialist said he felt
liberatedd that it was no longer financially unfavourable to send patients back to
thee primary care sector. A few other specialists stated that they had a new policy
off leaving the responsibility for making an appointment with the patient. The
patientt could do this when he or she felt it was necessary. Before, an
appointmentt was made automatically for a next visit. Only one specialist said
thatt the number of repeat visits had increased because patients in his partnership
weree supervised more intensively. Considering the interviews and the incentives
fromm the experiment we would have expected a larger decrease in the probability
off repeat visits. Maybe the fact that the decrease is small has to do with the
increasee in day-treatment that the production data show. In that case, the small
decreasee in the probability of repeat visits is linked with more economical use of
care.. However, since it is not clear why only a small decrease in the probability
off repeat visits was found in the st. Maartens Gasthuis, we can not be certain
aboutt the effect on the economical use of care.
Inn the Ziekenhuis Lievensberg, a rather large decrease in the probability of
repeatt visits was found, though not as large as for the MCA. This result seems
logical.. The financial incentives were very much geared at concentrating on new
patients.. This is also what the respondents in the interviews say. However, many
respondentss seem convinced that the parameter 'first visits' is not very reliable
andd open to 'creative' measurement. This may be for example: counting the
patientt as a new patient because of another complaint; referring the patient back
too the GP but having him or her return for a check-up once a year; or, allowing
patientss with a less severe condition into the secondary care sector. When
attentionn is concentrated on new patients, it is logical to refer patients back to the
primaryy care sector as much as possible. The hospital had problems with the
substitutionn of admission by day-treatment and therefore tried to slow this
developmentt down. By doing this, the hospital may have removed the need for
moree visits to the outpatient department for check-ups after operations. There
wass no reason for the hospital to interfere in the decrease in the probability of
repeatt visits, since this had no consequences for the hospital budget. So this
wouldd have gone on unchecked.
Thee question is: Should the decrease in the probability of repeat visits be seen as
ann improvement in the economical use of care? And, what was the effect of this
decreasee on accessibility. The latter depends on the use that was made of any
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freed-upp time. We see from the patient-data that waiting times increased for the
averagee patient. But many respondents stated that the experiment in Bergen op
Zoomm had no influence on the waiting times: it did not make them longer. But
thatt means it also did not make them shorter, as might have been expected.143
Onee of the specialists said that the cooperation of the specialists in getting rid of
thee waiting lists depended on the remuneration available to achieve this goal.
Accordingg to this respondent, the introduction of budgets meant that the
obligationn to supply the necessary care had shifted to the health insurer. These
statementss were made despite the fact that the respondents considered the
financialfinancial arrangements in the project favourable for the specialists. Many
respondentss noticed that specialists' efforts decreased towards the end of the
year,, when they had reached the 5% growth for which they were compensated.
Generallyy speaking, many respondents considered the project in Bergen op
Zoomm one that was dominated by financial considerations, in which efficiency
andd quality received relatively little attention. On the basis of the interviews and
patient-data,, it seems probable that time was saved but it was not used to
decreasee waiting times. Therefore, the decrease in the probability of repeat visits
seemss to have been connected with more economical use of care (at least as far as
substitutionn of hospital repeat visits by referral to the primary care sector was
concerned)) but not with accessibility to health care in the Ziekenhuis
Lievensberg. .
Thee Scheperziekenhuis in Emmen is the other hospital where the probability of
repeatt visits increased for the average patient. The combined effect of the tariff
changess stimulated this. The Scheperziekenhuis was the only hospital where the
tarifff for a repeat visit was still positive (and even increased) during the
experiment.. Also, the Scheperziekenhuis was the only hospital where the tariff
forr new patients decreased instead of increased. The weights were chosen in
suchh a way that the tariffs were highest for clinical admissions, and after that, for
day-treatment.1444 The admission rate for the average patient did not decrease in
Emmen.. Does this mean that there was no increase in day-treatment? The
collectedd production data show that, in fact, day-treatment increased, in absolute
1433

There was only one respondent who said that the increasing demand for care had
beenn compensated in Bergen op Zoom because of the experiment, making it possible to
keepp waiting times short.
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termss as well as relative to the number of first visits. This was in accordance with
thee interview-results: day-treatment increased, not just because this was a
nationall trend, but also because there were better possibilities in the new hospital
building.. One respondent said that it would have been possible to treat more
patientss at the outpatient department, but, since day-treatment was a production
parameter,, that form of treatment was chosen. The increase in day-treatment
mayy have caused an increase in check-ups at the outpatient department. This
doess not mean that the probability of repeat visits should increase for new
patientss for whom the probability of admission did not decrease. The positive
influencess on the probability of repeat visits dominated, but the estimated trend
termm was negative in Emmen. So, apart from tariff changes and changes for
particularr disorders, there was a negative influence on the probability of repeat
visits.. Many respondents said that they referred back to the primary care sector
ass soon as possible, because of their large workload (see Chapter 7 about this).
Thee specialists felt that this gave them a better opportunity to accommodate the
increasingg demand for care. This can be seen as a favourable development, as
longg as the primary care sector feels that this shift is safe. In itself, the GPs
appearedd to see it as possible, but they remarked that irregularities with
dischargee had increased.145 It is possible that the developments concerning the
probabilityy of repeat visits in Emmen were, on the whole, linked with an
improvementt in economical use of care: by treating more patients in daytreatmentt and by referring more to the primary care sector, the specialist could
helpp more patients. However, if there had been a substitution of admissions by
day-treatment,, a decrease in the probability of admission for the new patients
couldd have been expected. So, it is not quite clear what happened in Emmen that
causedd a higher probability of repeat visits, apart from the tariff changes. It
seemss from the interviews that the economical use of care could have improved
moree by treating more patients at the outpatient department.

1444

Only for ophthalmology were the weights for day-treatment and admission equally
high. .
1455
For example, the absence of a discharge letter.
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Conclusion

Thee changes in the probability of repeat visits, which were probably for a large
partt caused by the experiment, appear to be (at least partly) connected with an
improvementt in the economical use of care in four hospitals. For two hospitals, it
iss not clear if this is the case. For two of the hospitals in which economical use of
caree improved, the potential to counteract the increase in waiting times does not
appearr to have been realised.
Thee total effect of all changes during the experiment is a decrease in the
probabilityy of repeat visits in four of the six hospitals. The increase in the other
twoo hospitals is caused by tariff changes and changes for particular complaints
thatt dominate other developments. The effect of the actual tariff changes taken
togetherr was to increase the probability of repeat visits in all hospitals. This is
nott what one would expect from the interviews, the aggregated production data,
orr the national trend which all point to a decrease. As the increase of repeat visits
stimulatedd by the tariff changes is probably connected with an increase in daytreatmentt in a number of hospitals, it is conducive to economical use of care. A
negativee 'trend-effect' was found for most hospitals between the start and the
endd of the experiment. This negative effect dominated in four hospitals. This was
causedd by referring patients back to the GP sooner for control visits, which in
turnn may well be an effect of the experiment. Increasing waiting times can also
bee a factor in sending patients back to the GP. This factor, also, is probably partly
connectedd with the experiment. This development of referring back to the GP
can,, in principle, promote economical use of care since GPs generally consider
thee substitution safe from a medical point of view. However, when economical
usee of care is stimulated it does not necessarily mean that the saved time is used
too actually help patients. The saved time may be used for more leisure for
specialists.. That is beneficial for their utility level, but does not promote patients'
accesss to health care. Furthermore, shifting part of the work to the GP is, of
course,, not a solution for capacity problems in the health care sector when GPs
doo not have the capacity either.
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MainMain conclusions and policy implications
Wee can conclude from the econometric results that tariff changes do indeed have
ann effect upon the treatment of patients. Moreover, from the combination of the
theoretical,, econometric and qualitative analysis, we can conclude with
reasonablee certainty that other changes connected with the experiment also
influencee the treatment of patients. These are changes such as the income of
specialistss becoming more fixed, the interaction between financing the hospital
andd financing the specialists, and organisational and psychological changes.
Wee analysed the effect of the experiment on the admission rate, the length of
stay,, the probability of repeat visits and waiting times. The analysis shows that
thee tariff changes in the experiment stimulated economical use of care. The nontarifff changes in the experiment produced favourable as well as unfavourable
effects.. The favourable effects were caused by psychological changes (a better
relationn between the hospital and the specialists) or a flexible income that served
ass a production incentive. Unfavourable consequences were mostly linked with
thee difference in budget systems for the specialists and the hospital, and with the
fixedd income for specialists, which removed the production incentive. On the
whole,, the experiment probably improved the economical use of care concerning
thee admission rate and repeat visits. For waiting times, the results were mixed.
Onn balance, the experiment probably mitigated the underlying increase in
waitingg times in three hospitals and intensified it in two hospitals (with fixed
budgets). .
Thee changes in treatment during the experiment are summarised in Table 9.1. In
thiss table averages over hospitals are given. On the basis of the average patient
fromm the collected micro-data, we show the effect of the tariff changes in
isolationn and the effect of all changes during the experiment together. The latter
categoryy also includes changes that are not part of the experiment.
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Tablee 9.1 The effect of tariff changes and other changes during the experiment
(averagedd over hospitals)
Beforee experiment

Prob.. of admission (%)
Lengthh of stay (days)

17.0

Incl. tariff changes
becausee of
experiment t
12.5

After experiment

14.3

8.9

8.9

9.7

Waitingg time (days)

24.2

16.6

30.0

Prob.. of repeat visits (%)

74J>

85-3

713

Thee hypotheses about the effect of the tariff changes were largely confirmed. The
tarifff changes stimulated the economical use of care. They led to a smaller
admissionn rate in all hospitals but one, while the pattern over disorders and
hospitalss indicates that the quality was not in danger. Medical ethics ensure that
patientss who need to be admitted, are indeed admitted. Furthermore, tariff
changess led to shorter waiting times a n d a larger probability of repeat visits. The
latterr may not seem so economical, but it is economical in cases where the
greaterr need for repeat visits is caused by substituting day-treatment for hospital
admissions. .
However,, some non-tariff

elements of the experiment also influence

the

accessibilityy of health care and economical use of care, both in the right or in the
w r o n gg direction.
Becausee of the fact that the effort-income dependency is reduced, the incentives
forr economical use of care are weakened. The more fixed incomes can have an
unfavourablee effect on total production: specialists may take advantage of the
moree economical use of care to increase production and to counteract the waiting
lists.. However, fixed incomes can discourage this increase in production and
stimulatee them to have more leisure instead. The culture of specialists in a
hospitall also plays a role in such considerations, as does the FFS tradition of
Dutchh self-employed medical specialists.
Anotherr obstacle for accessibility is that no arrangements had been made about
thee mechanism and financing of attracting extra specialists to partnerships in the

1466

For this column the calculation is slightly different: instead of averaging the result for
sixx hospitals, the calculation is directly carried out for an average patient who is treated
forr one sixth in every hospital.
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eventt of a strongly increasing demand for health care. Perhaps the general
expectationn was that the improvement in economical use of care would be
sufficientt to compensate for a higher demand.
Anotherr impediment to economical use of care, which is not really part of the
experimentt arrangements but closely linked with them, is the discrepancy
betweenn the new tariffs for specialists and the budgeting system for the
hospitals.. Specialists could be stimulated to admit fewer patients, if admissions
weree not a production parameter, or even if admissions had a relatively low
weight.. However, wherever this happened, it was unfavourable for the hospital
budget,, unless the hospital management had made a special arrangement with
thee health insurer. The hospital management tried to slow down or reverse the
decreasee in the admission rate in a number of cases.
Inn one hospital, it appears that psychological factors connected with the
experimentt were favourable for the accessibility of health care. The specialists
becamee willing to produce more, even though their budgets were not very
flexible.. But this willingness did not mean that they wanted this situation to go
on;; after some time they began asking the health insurer for financing for extra
specialists. .
Ann element of the experiment conducive to economical use of care is that
specialistss were stimulated by the experiment to refer patients back to the
primaryy care sector more frequently or sooner. The GPs did more check-ups after
ann intervention and the care for chronic patients or terminally ill patients was
shiftedd to them to a larger degree. Most specialists and GPs did not see any
qualityy problems in this development, though some respondents were concerned
aboutt the continuity of care. Most people seemed to think that these activities
weree most appropriately carried out by the GP, so this can be seen as an
improvementt in economical use of care. It saved the specialist time that could be
usedd for other things. However, GPs in a number of regions were struggling
withh an increasing workload, so there were some doubts as to whether they
reallyy had the time for this extra work.
So,, a number of non-tariff developments connected with the experiment
influencedd some of the goals, the economical use of care and accessibility to
healthh care. Apart from that there were developments that had nothing to do
withh the experiment, but that also influenced the results. We do not try to
analysee and discuss all of these developments, but increases in the demand for
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caree and their effect on waiting times are important for the analysis. The demand
forr care was increasing because of population growth, the ageing of the
population,, developments in medical technology and possibly social-cultural
changes.. The modest volume growth that was approved by the government for
healthh care (the JOZ-growth) and the even more modest growth that became
availablee for hospital care were probably not enough to compensate for the
increasee in demand. Some of the hospitals in the experiment had an arrangement
withh the insurer that allowed them to grow more than the national limit, because
off special circumstances. And the specialists had some extra 'room' to
accommodatee the increase in care, since the economical use of care was
improvedd by the experiment. All in all, it seems likely that waiting times would
havee increased without the experiment. So, this is a relevant factor that affected
thee total development of waiting times over the period, just as the experiment
did. .
Whenn we look at the total development over the experiment period, we see that
thee average admission rate decreased as did the probability of repeat visits. The
averagee length of stay and waiting time increased (see Table 9.1). In Table 9.2 the
changess between the start and the end of the experiment are given by hospital.
Thatt the payment system does influence the diagnosing and treatment of
patientss has several consequences. On the one hand, it is important to give
exactlyy the right incentives. Otherwise, the results may be unexpected, as
happenedd with the difference in weights for day-treatment between the hospital
andd the specialists in the Rijnmond. And, naturally, it is important that the
differentt parties in health care, who are working together on common goals, get
thee same financial incentives. Budgeting systems should not work against each
other. .
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Tablee 9.2 The effect of tariff changes and other changes during the experiment
(byy hospital)
admissionn admission duration duration wairate,, start
rate, end
of stay,
of stay,
ting
(%))
(%)
start
end
period,
(days))
(days)
start
(days))

waiting
period,
end
(days)

repeat repeat
rate,
rate,
start
end
(%)
(%)

St.. Maartens
Gasthuis s

22.6 6

18.2 2

7.7 7

9.4 4

20 0

33 3

70.6 6 69.5 5

MCA A

17.6 6

16.2 2

8.7 7

9.2 2

21 1

38 8

78.7 7 64.4 4

Scheperz.h. .

13.9 9

15.0 0

9.4 4

11.0 0

22 2

27 7

72.2 2 77.5 5

Ziekenhuis s
Lievensberg g

14.6 6

12.0 0

10.0 0

9.2 2

32 2

36 6

71.7 7 63.7 7

St.. Clara
Ziekenhuis s

21.5 5

13.6 6

8.1 1

10.4 4

25 5

19 9

72.2 2 67.5 5

IJssellandz.h. .

12.0 0

10.5 5

9.2 2

9.1 1

25 5

27 7

81.5 5 85.2 2

Onn the other hand, it means that the payment system can be used as a policy
instrument.. It can be used to increase economical use of care in treatment and to
improvee accessibility. The experiment has shown that care can be used more
economicallyy by giving financial incentives on a more aggregate level, not per
servicee but, for example, per new patient. However, in combination with largely
fixedd incomes for specialists, such an increase in economical use of care may lead
too more leisure time for specialists rather than decreases in the waiting list. So it
iss also important that there is an incentive to help as many patients as possible.
Thiss can for example be achieved by making the income of specialists in the
followingg period (partly) dependent upon the number of patients treated (at a
givenn quality of care) in the current period. Whatever the payment system, it is
importantt to have accurate and reliable information about production (the 'real'
numberr of new patients helped; the degree to which work is shifted outside the
hospital;; the workload of specialists, etc.) and about waiting times. Apart from
thee extra increase in waiting times in some hospitals, we have found no
indicationss that the quality of care was threatened by the experiment. At the
moment,, there are plans in the Netherlands to make market forces more
importantt in health care. In that case, it will certainly be important to have a
goodd insight into the quality of care.
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Beforee summarising the policy implications of the experiment, we will describe
thee developments concerning the payment system for medical specialists that
havee taken place after the experiment.

PaymentPayment for Dutch specialists

after the experiment

Thee l u m p - s u m budget system that was developed and first used in the
experimentall projects, was seen at the time as a breakthrough in solving the
problemss with the payment system for medical specialists. The intention was to
carryy out an experiment and evaluate the effects. This should help answer the
question:: What would the optimal long-term solution for the payment system
be?? As described above, long before the end of the experiment period, this
b u d g e tt system was introduced in practically all Dutch hospitals, and therefore it
w a ss not really an experiment anymore. After the experiment period, the budget
systemm for medical specialists stayed in place for the time being in most Dutch
hospitals.' 47 7
Att the end of the original experiment period, the evaluation study showed a
n u m b e rr of problems and disadvantages of the method. The most important
were:: the risk of increased waiting times; the difficulty of measuring the
productionn parameters reliably (especially the number of first visits to the
outpatientt department); and, the clashes between the budgeting systems of the
hospitalss and of the specialists. The latter is not a problem of the budget system
inn itself. The latter two difficulties were recognised in the experimental projects
andd plans were made locally to solve these problems (for example, changes in
productionn parameters and a joint budget for the hospital and the specialists).
Inn 1997, the Ministry signalled a problem with the lump-sum system: the annual
adjustmentt of the external budget was the same for every hospital regardless of
thee regional circumstances and the money for extra specialists had to be found
withinn the budget. 148 The Ministry wanted to develop an adjustment method that
tookk differences between hospitals into account.
Inn the national discussion about the specialists and the hospital at that time, not a
lott of attention was given to the risk of increased waiting times. However,
1477

At the start of 1999, representatives of the COTG wrote that all non-academic
hospitalss but two used the lump-sum budget system (see Scheerder and Van Vliet,
1999). .
1488
Jaar Overzicht Zorg 1998.
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'Gezondheidszorg'Gezondheidszorg in tel 1996' (the yearly research exercise commissioned
healthh care sector) paid attention to possible problems with waiting lists in 1995.
Thiss was the first time that waiting lists were a subject in Gezondheidszorg in tel.
Thee researchers had noticed that 1995 differed from the earlier years: the
productivityy as well as the production volume showed a very low growth in
1995.. They thought this might have to do with the new payment system for
medicall specialists. It made them worry about possible shortages of care.
Inn 1998, much of the attention of the specialists was focussed on the integration
off the specialists in the hospital and the planned regulation about this subject.
Thee specialists were engrossed in questions concerning the best way for them to
organisee themselves within the hospital; their 'self employed' status; and their
professionall autonomy. The Ministry of Health paid attention to the waiting lists
forr a number of specialities.149 But the Ministry did not relate waiting times to a
lackk of budget in relation to the demand for care, or to the payment system for
medicall specialists. At that time the solution for the waiting times was sought in
uniformm registration and assessment, and in a better organisation of the care
process.. The Minister did not intend to increase the budgets structurally. An
argumentt against this was that that solution had been tried in other countries
andd the result was not satisfactory. That is to say, the result was that more
patientss were treated, but that waiting lists did not decrease, possibly because of
aa less strict assessment of the need for care.150 Attention was still focussed on
efficiencyy and cost containment. Though all of the activities suggested by the
Ministryy were useful and necessary, it does not seem very likely that they could
havee been sufficient when financing had not been adjusted to the growing
demandd for care and when it was doubtful that the financial incentives were
pointingg in the right direction to reduce waiting.
Ass the year 2000 approached, waiting lists came to be seen as a major problem in
thee public opinion and the policy discussion. The focus of Dutch health care
policyy started to shift away from cost control and more towards responsiveness
too demand and accessibility of care. Macroeconomic developments were
1499

In December 1996 the minister sent a paper to the Dutch Members of Parliament:
WachttijdenWachttijden in de curatieve zorg (Waiting times in curative care). The Ministry trie
havee 650 extra open heart surgery operations performed in 1995; this goal was not
reached.. In 1997, an additional 45 million guilders was available for the hospitals to
reducee waiting lists.
1500
See Mulder and Van Nederveen (1997) and Jaar Overzicht Zorg 1997.
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favourable,, but the situation in health care became increasingly problematic. The
effortss of the Dutch government to control costs had probably resulted in lower
costt increases (even though realised cost increases often turned out to be higher
thann planned cost increases), but by the end of the 1990s also in long waiting lists
andd much complaining about the obsolete planning system in Dutch health care.
Thee health care system was seen as too much determined from the supply side
andd too little from the demand side. At the moment the government is engaged
inn making health care more demand driven. Decreasing the waiting periods is
receivingg much more attention from policy makers. Budgets are used more
flexibly:: w h e n hospitals can show that they generate extra production to reduce
waitingg times, they receive extra budget. Extra money is being spent to reduce
waitingg lists in hospitals as well as in nursing homes, etc. The Dutch health
insurancee system has already partly been reorganised in the direction of more
regulatedd competition. 151 This reorganisation is probably going to be taken
further. .
Inn line with these developments, more attention was given to the disadvantages
off the lump-sum budget system. In 1999, there was a lot of discussion about the
system.. Remarkably, a number of hospitals made the choice to stop this system
andd return to the old FFS system.152 Even more remarkable was the fact that one
off them was the Scheperziekenhuis in Emmen, one of the first hospitals to
experimentt with the budget system. The dissatisfaction was largely caused by
threee factors: changes in the tariffs of the FFS system, income differences
betweenn specialities and specialists that were seen as unfair, and the fact that the
l u m p - s u mm budgets were not adjusted to (local) d e m a n d conditions. That the FFS
systemm still existed and was adjusted, and that specialists who used the budget
systemm still had to declare according to the FFS system, were all factors that gave
aa lot of trouble in the hospitals with budget systems. The FFS tariffs for privatelya n dd publicly- insured patients were harmonised and for some specialities the
tariffss were increased. For the specialists of these specialities and for specialists
withh many publicly-insured patients, it was very easy to see (from their invoices)
thatt they could have earned more in the FFS system. However, this was not a

1511

By regulated competition is meant a system in which health insurers competing for
consumerss play a large role in directing suppliers of health care and promoting
efficiencyy under certain conditions imposed by the government having to do with risk
sharingg between more and less healthy consumers (risk solidarity).
1522
The old system still existed and the local projects were free to return to it.
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choicee that each partnership could make individually. A budget system had to
bee used by all specialities in the hospital, or not used at all. So this created
tensions.. The income differences also created many tensions. One of the
problemss of the FFS-system that was in place before the experiment was that the
tariffss had not been adjusted to technological developments and therefore did
nott reflect the actual costs of different services. The budgets in the experiment
weree based upon the situation shortly before the experiment and therefore
reflectedd this historical imbalance. The lump-sum budgets were adjusted with
thee national approved growth percentage, at least as far as external adjustment
went.. Some specialists felt that demand and production in their hospital (or
nationally)) were growing much faster. From their remarks, it seemed not so
muchh that it was impossible for them to accommodate the growing demand, but
moree that they felt they had to be excessively altruistic: to produce so much more
andd not to earn extra income for it.153 Some specialists gave the impression that
theyy felt that patients were becoming ever better informed and much more given
too demanding forms of care that were not really necessary in the eyes of the
specialists.154 4
Whatt had started out in the eyes of many as an encouraging breakthrough came
too be seen as an outdated and badly-functioning system. The people concerned
feltt that a new and better payment system was needed. The new choice was a
systemm of Diagnosis Related Groups (the Dutch variant is called DBCs:
Diagnosis-treatment-combinations).. The development of a DBC- system had
beenn started as early as 1994. A great deal of work was involved in this project
andd the development process took a long time. During this time, many people
expressedd doubts that the system would be introduced in the end. There was a
certainn amount of confusion about the character of the system: Was it an FFS
systemm or not? Was there open-ended financing once again or was there going to
bee a macro-budget? Right now, the system is almost ready to be introduced. The
transitionn period to this system will start in 2003. The DBCs are expected to
1533

See, for instance, remarks of the Deputy Chairman of the OMS, cited in a Dutch
newspaperr (Specialisten willen weer declareren, De Telegraaf, 14 juni 1999), an article in
thee newspaper Trouw about the payment system for medical specialists by Doeke Post,
whoo had been a member of the State Committee for the Modernisation of Curative Care
(Specialistenn met meer dan drie ton moeten niet klagen, Trouw, 26 juni 1999) and a
newspaperr interview with one of the surgeons in the Scheperziekenhuis (Veel
specialistenn zullen gaan rekenen, Financieel Dagblad, 9 juni 1999).
1544
See, e.g., Vafi (1996).
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representt the costs of health care better than the old systems. For the time being
thee DBCs concern variable costs of care, for the hospital as well as the specialists.
Thee current expectation is that when the system of regulated competition is fully
working,, health insurers will negotiate with hospitals about the quantity, quality
andd price of the DBCs they want to buy.155 One might wonder if in such a system
thee old problem of uncontrollable cost increases will reappear. The intention of
regulatedd competition is that the insurers will buy for their clients the care they
needd but at a reasonable price, since they have to compete with other health
insurers.. So the health insurers are, on the one hand, supposed to form a
countervailingg power to the medical suppliers, who may want to increase supply
tooo m u c h or make it too expensive. O n the other hand, they are supposed to act
inn the best interest of the insured consumers and not fob them off with too little
caree or bad quality care. A considerable number of difficult conditions have to be
fulfilledd for this system to function well.156 One problem is that hospitals may
havee a regional monopoly. Another problem is the shortage of medical care
supplyy in the Netherlands at the moment. 157 It is not clear to what extent this
problemm can be solved by a better organisation of care. For a system of regulated
competitionn to work well, it is probably necessary that insurers have some
optionss to choose from. So there is still a lot of work to be done before a fully
operationall system of regulated competition can be expected. As yet it is not
clearr whether some sort of a macro-budget will function in this new system.
PolicyPolicy implications

of the

experiment

Thee policy implications from the experiment with the payment system for
specialistss described in this thesis, can be summarised as follows:
1.. it is important to maintain an incentive to production to keep the effort u p
(butt on a more aggregated level than individual services);
2.. it is important to have reliable production-indicators and

accurate

informationn about these indicators to control for 'upcoding' in response to
thee production incentive;
1555

It is the intention that prices will differ between hospitals, not between specialists.
Thee specialists will have a uniform hourly tariff. Price-differences between hospitals
mayy be connected with quality differences.
1566
Douven et al. (2001).
1577
This is not just a question of inadequate funds. At the moment, the shortage of health
caree personnel is a problem, especially concerning specialised nurses.
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3.. hospitals and medical specialists should have the same financial
incentives; ;
4.. especially when production is stimulated, it is important that there are
countervailingg powers against 'supplier-induced demand';
5.. maintaining the 'old' payment system as a shadow-system for a longer
periodd of time can threaten the success of the new system;
6.. cost control as a goal of health care policy should be considered in relation
too the desired outcomes of the health care system;
7.. it should be kept in mind that financial incentives in one part of the health
caree sector can stimulate substitution to elsewhere in the system.
Thee plans for Dutch health care concerning a larger role for regulated
competitionn and the introduction of the DBC-system are in accordance with a
numberr of these policy implications of the experiment. As far as can be
concludedd at this moment: the current plans will offer a production incentive to
specialistss and hospitals; more information will be available about the activities
inn hospitals and the number of certain diagnoses treated; the DBC-system offers
thee possibility to give specialists and hospitals the same financial incentives; and,
thee envisaged role of the health insurers is seen as a countervailing power.
Somee other policy implications are not completely covered yet in the current
plans.. In developing the plans, attention should be paid to the following:
1.. the danger of 'upcoding' taking place;
2.. the fact that keeping the old financial systems can, under certain
circumstances,, hinder the implementation of the new ones;
3.. the fact that the DBC-system concerns only the hospital and is, therefore,
nott an incentive for a coherent and integrated chain of care beyond the
wallss of institutions;
4.. the relative importance of the different goals of health care policy.
Ass stated, it is not quite clear to what extent a macrobudget for health care
expendituress will be used in the new health care system. Decisions on this point
willl have important consequences for efficiency and equity in health care.
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Summary Summary
PrinciplesPrinciples and goals of the experiment
Fromm the second half of the 1970s on, the Dutch government tried to control the
costss of health care. It turned out that the costs of specialist care could not be
containedd as long as a fee-for-service (FFS) system was in place. Reductions of
thee tariffs aimed at cost control were followed by production increases that
undidd the effect on costs. The medical specialists were getting sick of the
discussionss about their income and the tariff reductions. Hospital managements
hadd problems because the (self-employed) specialists and the hospital did not
havee the same interests. For these reasons, local discussions were initiated about
thee payment system for specialists between the specialists, the hospital
managementt and the health insurer(s). The local parties tried to come up with a
neww and better system. The Ministry of Health was very interested in these local
activitiess and decided to facilitate a number of local projects that met the
conditionss of the Ministry. Five of these projects became part of an experiment
thatt was to be evaluated. Within the common conditions, each project could
workk out its own arrangements.
Thee main notion behind the experiment was to remove the link between
individuall services and the incomes of the specialists. In that way, specialists
wouldd no longer be 'punished' for working more efficiently by a loss of income,
andd the interminable discussions about specialists' incomes would stop. In all
projects,, the specialists would keep their self-employed status. A fixed budget
wouldd be arranged for the upcoming year. The production of specialists would
stilll be measured (to keep some incentive to produce) but on a more aggregated
levell than services. Some projects chose the number of new patients as
productionn parameter, since they felt this was least likely to be influenced by the
specialists.. Other projects chose the parameters of the variable part of the
hospitall budget (new patients, admissions and day-treatments), since their
priorityy was harmonising the interests of the specialists and the hospital. From
yearr to year, the budgets of the specialists could be adjusted depending on the
growthh of production. The adjustment mechanism differed between the local
projects. .
Thee experiment had a number of goals, the weight of which differed between the
concernedd parties. The goals were: escaping from tariff reductions and awkward
discussionss about income; greater efficiency of specialist care and hospital care;
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betterr quality of care; care innovation; cost control; more harmonisation of
interestss of the hospitals and the specialists and easier integration between these
parties;; and, better accessibility of care.
Thee Ziekenfondsraad (Zfr) formulated the quality and efficiency goals of the
projectss as what they called 'gepast gebruik' of care. In this thesis, this is
translatedd as 'suitable use of care'. The concept of the Zfr includes effectiveness
off treatment, quality of care, efficiency and cost control.
ResearchResearch questions
Thiss thesis is based on the material collected for the evaluation study. The study
concentratedd on changes that might take place in the primary care-process
(betweenn specialist and patient) because of the experiment. Many types of data
collectionn were used to monitor possible changes. The study did not address all
elementss of suitable use of care in depth. One aspect of quality of care is the
timelinesss of care. This aspect was analysed in the evaluation study in the form
off waiting times. Another important aspect is the medical-technical quality of
care.. This was not studied directly but only included in interviews with
specialistss and other concerned parties and surveys among hospital personnel.
Also,, the analysis of patient-data gives an indication of effects on quality. A third
importantt aspect is the quality of care as experienced by the patients. This was
includedd in patient-surveys. The result is that, apart from an increase in waiting
timess in some hospitals, the experiment does not seem to have had an
unfavourablee influence on the quality of care. However, as stated, no complete
analysiss of the quality was made.
Withh regard to efficiency very detailed information about the process of
diagnosiss and treatment was collected, but this does not mean that conclusions
cann be drawn about changes in total cost. Therefore in this monograph, a concept
iss used that we call 'economical use of care', defined as the least intensive or specialised
formform of care that can be used to give the necessary treatment. Note that more
economicall does not necessarily mean 'cheaper' in this definition, though it does
seemm likely to be cheaper in many cases.
Thee third element of suitable use of care: cost control, does not get a lot of
attentionn in this monograph as a separate subject, because efficiency or
economicall use of care are more interesting concepts.
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Inn this thesis the emphasis is on effect evaluation and econometric analysis, not
onn process evaluation. The following research questions for this thesis were
formulated: :
Firstt of all, since the local projects had a great deal of freedom in making their
arrangementss within common boundaries, the question was:
1..

What was the content of the agreements made in the different projects?

Second,, given these agreements, there were differing expectations with regard to
theirr effect upon the treatment of patients and efficiency. Many participants
amongg the hospital management and the health insurers believed that efficiency
wouldd improve if the FFS system were abolished. However, among the
specialistss themselves there was an important group who stated that such
changess would not take place, since they were not influenced by financial
considerationss anyway, only by medical considerations.
Soo the second question is:
2..

Did the experiment have an effect upon the treatment of patients?

Andd the third question is:
3..

If so, what was this effect, not only in terms of actual changes, but also as
farr as possible on suitable use of care?

Thee second and third questions were concretised by studying four aspects of the
treatmentt of patients: the probability that a new patient was admitted within a
certainn period; the duration of stay of admitted patients; the waiting periods
beforee patients could have a clinical intervention; and, the probability of repeat
visitss for new patients at the outpatient department.
ExpectationsExpectations from the theory
Onn the basis of the theoretical literature and empirical results, the following
theoreticall point of departure for the analysis was chosen. Informationasymmetryy between doctor and patient plays an important role. As a
consequencee of this, there is no independent demand curve. The doctor,
however,, does not have complete information either. He is confronted with
uncertaintyy about the optimal treatment. Under these circumstances, he tries to
maximisee his utility function, elements of which are income, leisure, ethics,
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satisfyingg work and possibly social approval. It is easier for him to concentrate
onn income and leisure when the optimal treatment is uncertain and the condition
off the patient does not appear to be too serious.
Inn this model, the following answers may be derived from the question: What
cann we expect from a change in the payment system from (largely) FFS to lumpsumm budgets that are fixed for a year?
1.. all production that is not measured anymore in the new system ( services
orr otherwise) and that is not strictly necessary from a medical point of
vieww decreases (thereby increasing efficiency);
2.. more referrals are made for unmeasured production units (services or
otherwise)) that are necessary but do not have to be performed by the
specialist; ;
3.. leisure becomes more attractive compared with the old FFS situation,
unlesss there is a binding ethical constraint;
4.. the more fixed the budgets are, the more leisure will be chosen;
5.. the more flexible the budgets are, the more production will be increased in
termss of the units in which it is measured in the new system.

DesignDesign of the research
Ann important approach to answer the research questions is to measure changes
overr time within the experimental projects. Data were collected about the
situationn before the experiment (pre-experiment measurement) and about the
situationn shortly before the end of the experiment (post-experiment
measurement),, and about developments between these points in time. A
comparisonn of the pre-experiment and the post-experiment measurement gives
ann indication of the effects of the experiment. However this comparison is not
sufficientt to determine the effects of the experiment, since it is not known to
whatt extent changes over time can be ascribed to the experiment.
Too control for external developments (outside the experiment), a control group
wass included in the design; this consisted of hospitals that were not
experimentingg with the payment system for specialists. Comparison of the
developmentss over time in the experimenting hospitals and the control hospitals
wouldd make it possible to isolate the effect of the experiment from other
developments.. However, within an unexpectedly short period, financial
agreementss were made in practically all hospitals in the Netherlands that were
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comparablee to the agreements in the experimenting hospitals. The Ministry of
VWSS (Health) was happy with this development, since it appeared to solve longstandingg difficulties with the payment for medical specialists, and actively
stimulatedd it. So the experiment with alternative payment systems for medical
specialistss was no longer an experiment, in the strict sense of the word.
However,, it was still important to find out what the effects of the alternative
paymentt systems would be, since in a few years, a decision would have to be
madee about the optimal payment system for specialists in the longer run.
Luckily,, there was a lot of variation in alternative payment systems within the
experimentt group. This offered other possibilities to determine the effect of the
changee in payment systems. The different payment systems that were in use
duringg the experiment could be quantified in the form of new 'experimental
tariffs'' that differed between experimental projects. These tariffs could be
includedd in an econometric analysis. This made the lack of a control group less
problematic.. Furthermore, this lack could be partly compensated for by
intensifyingg the qualitatively-oriented analysis of the experiment (on the basis of
interviews,, group discussions and surveys). These qualitative data made it easier
too interpret changes that took place between the first and the second round of
dataa collection.

Thee approach chosen to answer the research questions was as follows:
1.. Data collection took place along the classical lines of an initial pre-experiment
monitoringg process and a consecutive post-experiment monitoring. The
followingg data were collected:
quantitative data on the level of the individual patient on illness-episodes
forr approximately 1000 patients per hospital;
interviews with specialists, managers, health insurers and other
participants; ;
opinions of patients and hospital personnel collected in postal surveys;
information from group discussions with primary care representatives.

2..
3..
4..
5..

Continuous data collection also took place during the experiment.
The data from different sources were combined.
New 'tariffs' for the experiment situation were calculated.
A statistical analysis of the collected (patient) data was executed.
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ChangesChanges in the payment system
Ass stated above, the production of medical specialists was still measured in all
projectss during the experiment to maintain an incentive for production. The
definitionn of production and the elements in which it was measured, differed
fromm project to project. The same is true for the way the production was adjusted
fromm year to year. In the Tables 9.3 and 9.4 an overview of the arrangements in
thee different projects is given.
Tablee 9.3 The measurement of production
project t

definitionn of production parameters:

MCAA (Alkmaar)

admissions,, day-treatments and new visitors to the
outpatientt department

Lievensbergg (Bergen op Zoom)

neww visitors to the outpatient department

Scheperziekenhuiss (Emmen)

admissions,, day-treatments , new visitors and repeat
visitorss to the outpatient department

Rijnmond d

admissions,, day-treatments, new visitors to the
outpatientt department and patient-days

Ziekenhuizenn Noord-Limburg (Venlo/Venray) neww visitors to the outpatient department and clinical
cards s

Tablee 9.4 Adjustment of partnership budgets
project t

budgett was adjusted:

MCAA (Alkmaar)

onlyy if the production changed more than 10% (in
absolutee values) compared with 1994 (only one
adjustment;; after that income harmonisation)

Lievensbergg (Bergen op Zoom)

iff production changed, but with a limit of 5% growth

Scheperziekenhuiss (Emmen)

partly,, if the production-agreements changed

Rijnmond d

partly,, if the production-agreements changed

Ziekenhuizenn Noord-Limburg (Venlo/Venray) iff the production-agreements changed, but not
automatically y

Onn the basis of the budget and the product definition, something like 'new
tariffs'' or 'fees' was calculated for the experiment-situation. We called the old
officiall fees and the new calculated fees 'parameter revenues'. These were not the
actuall revenues for medical specialists, but more like the monetary value of the
differentt elements of their production, as defined in the project. A change in the
productionn measured in this way could have consequences for the budget for the
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nextt year. These 'new tariffs' were included in the econometric analysis to check
whetherr the changes in the payment system did have an effect upon treatment of
patients. .
Hypotheses Hypotheses
Inn Table 9.5 the changes in the parameter revenues that were caused by the
experimentt in the six hospitals are summarised. Per hospital, the parameter
revenuess are averaged over the different specialities for the table. The changes
aree varied. For the tariffs of admissions and day-treatments, increases as well as
decreasess and constant tariffs were found. In most hospitals, the tariff for a new
patientt increased and the tariff for a repeat visit decreased, but not in all. In all
projectss the tariff for patient-days (in hospital beds) decreased. Where the
changess were in the same direction, there were large differences in their
magnitude. .

Tablee 9.5 Changes in parameter revenues caused by the experiment
projectt

MCAA (Alkmaar)
Lievensbergg (Bergen op Zoom)
Scheperziekenhuiss (Emmen)

first visit

TT
TT
ii

Rijnmondd St. Clara Ziekenhuis

rr

Rijnmondd IJssellandziekenhuis

TT
TT

Ziekenhuizenn Noord-Limburg (Venlo/Venray)

repeat
visit t

11
11
TT
11
11
ÏÏ

day
treat t
men n

admission n

patientday y

tt

ÏÏ

==

II
II
11
ii
11

TT
TT
TT
==

Withh regard to these tariff-changes the following hypotheses were formulated on
thee basis of theoretical considerations and common sense (see Table 9.6).
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Tablee 9.6 A priori expected effect of parameter revenues upon treatment
parameterr revenues

prob. of
admissionn

duration of
clinical stay

prob. of repeat
visit

waiting period

firstt visit

-

?

?

-

repeatt visit

0

0

+

0

day-treatmentt

-

+

+

-

admissionn

+

.

.

+

patient-dayy

0

+

-

+

Firstly,, an increase in the tariff for a first visit to the outpatient department can
bee seen as an incentive to help as many new patients as possible in a certain
period.. This could be done by treating the patients as economically as possible,
whichh could be achieved by sending patients back to the primary care sector as
soonn as possible; sending patients 'forward' to the tertiary care sector (e.g.
nursingg homes); where possible, day-treatment instead of clinical admissions;
and,, where possible, treatment at the outpatient department instead of daytreatmentt or admissions.
Whenn there are still opportunities to make the treatment more economical and
thesee opportunities are used, a decrease in the probability of admission is to be
expectedd and a decrease of the waiting period. Through the substitution of daytreatmentt for clinical admissions, more patients can be treated in a certain
amountt of time and with a certain amount of beds. The effect upon the duration
off the clinical stay and the probability of repeat visits is not a priori clear. A more
economicall treatment might mean that patients, given their characteristics, have
aa shorter stay in hospital than before. But the characteristics might change, when
thee selection which patients to admit and which not to admit becomes stricter. In
thee latter circumstances, the condition of admitted patients will be more serious
onn average and this might lead to a longer duration of stay. So there are
influencess working in opposite directions. The same goes for the probability of
repeatt visits. On the one hand, sending patients back to their GP sooner for
check-upss after treatment in the hospital might lead to a decrease in the
probabilityy of repeat visits to the hospital. On the other hand, substituting daytreatmentt for clinical admission might mean that patients have to return to the
outpatientt department more often for check-ups by the specialist and follow-up
treatment. .
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Secondly,, an increase in the tariff for a repeat visit to the outpatient department
makess it more attractive to do check-ups in the hospital and less attractive to
sendd the patient back to the primary care sector. Therefore an increase in the
probabilityy of repeat visits is expected. For the other analysed aspects of
treatmentt no effect is expected.
Thirdly,, an increase in the tariff for day-treatment, given the tariff for clinical
admissions,, makes it more attractive to treat patients in day-treatment and less
attractivee to admit them. Therefore, a decrease in the probability of admission is
expected.. In connection with this decrease, an increase in the duration of the
clinicall stay may be expected, since it is more likely that day-treatment can be
substitutedd for short stays. An increase in the number of day-treatments is
expectedd to cause an increase in the number of repeat visits to the outpatient
department.. For this reason, an increase in the probability of repeat visits is
expected.. With regard to the waiting period, a decrease is expected because of
thee substitution of day-treatment for admissions.
Fourthly,, for an increase in the tariff for clinical admissions, given the tariff for
day-treatment,, exactly the opposite effect is expected to that caused by an
increasee in the tariff for day-treatment, as described above. So, in practice, the
effectt will depend upon the relative changes in the tariffs for day-treatment and
admission. .
Fifth,, when the tariff for a patient-day increases, an increase in the duration of
clinicall stay is expected. This increase may lead to a decrease in the probability of
repeatt visits. When patients stay longer in the hospital, it may be less necessary
too return to the outpatient department for check-ups, etc. No effect on the
probabilityy of admission is expected. A longer stay in the hospital is expected to
causee an increase in the waiting period.
ActualActual changes in tariffs and their effect
Inn five out of the six hospitals in the study, the fee for a new patient (a first visit to
thee outpatient department) increased (considerably). In particular, in those
hospitalss where the definition of 'production' was exclusively based upon the
numberr of new patients this was the case. The estimated effect of the different
parameterr revenues upon the treatment of patients from the econometric
analysiss is summarised in Tables 9.7 and 9.8. In Table 9.7 the direction of the
effectt is given and Table 9.8 shows the percentage change that is caused by a 10%
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changee in the parameter revenues.158 For the revenue for a new patient a negative
influencee upon the admission rate was found in the econometric analysis of the
individuall patient data. This is what we expected on theoretical grounds. For
otherr revenue changes, no effect upon the probability of admission was found,
althoughh an effect was expected for the tariffs of day-treatment and admission.
Wee will return to this point below. It can be concluded that the experiment
causedd a decrease of the probability of admission in five of the six hospitals in
thee study through the 'tariffs', as can be seen in Table 9.9. This table shows the
effectt of the average parameter revenue changes that took place in a hospital.
Thee Scheperziekenhuis in Emmen was an exception, being the only hospital
wheree the tariffs had a positive influence on the admission rate (i.e. the
admissionn rate increased).
Tablee 9.7 Econometric effect of parameter revenues upon treatment*
parameterr revenues

prob. of
admissionn

firstt visit

duration of
clinical stay

prob. of repeat
visit

waiting period

00

repeatt visit

0

00

+

day-treatmentt

0

00

+

admissionn

0

00

-

0

patient-dayy

0

00

-

+

*:: all effects given in the table are significant at the 90% level at least

Tablee 9.8 Econometric effect of parameter revenues upon treatment* (percentage
effectt of a 10% change)
parameterr revenues

prob. of
admissionn

duration of
clinical stay

prob. of repeat
visit

waiting period

-0.5 5

-1.3 3

repeatt visit

0.3 3

-0.4 4

day-treatment t

0.6 6

-1.0 0

firstt visit

-4.3

admission n

-0.3 3

patient-day y

-0.3 3

1.1 1

*:: all effects given in the table are for an average patient, given the tariffs at the end of the
experimentt (as in the tables for the effect of the parameter revenues in Chapters 5 to 8)

Whenn the change in this table is divided by 10, itt shows something like an elasticity.
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Accordingg to the estimation results, the increase in the fee for a new patient
(consideredd separately from other changes) was also associated with a decrease
inn the waiting period and in the probability of repeat visits. The negative effect
uponn the waiting period was expected, but the effect upon the probability of
repeatt visits was not clear a priori, since there were opposing influences. It
appearss that the effect of sending patients back sooner to their GP dominates.
Beforee the experiment, there was no fee for a clinical admission. In four of the six
hospitalss a rather considerable fee for admissions was introduced in the
experiment.. These were the hospitals where the parties in the experiment
wantedd to harmonise goals between the hospital and the medical specialists. A
negativee influence of this fee was found upon the probability of repeat visits to
thee outpatient department. This was expected. The corresponding hypothesis, as
describedd above, is that a fee for admissions has a positive effect upon the
admissionn rate, and that admitted patients need fewer repeat visits to the
outpatientt department than patients who are treated in day-treatment. However,
thee hypothesised positive effect upon the admission rate was not found in the
analysiss of the probability of admission. No influence of the 'tariff' for an
admissionn was found upon the probability of admission, the duration of the
clinicall stay or the waiting period, while an influence on all these aspects was
expected. .
Beforee the start of the experiment, there was a very modest fee for day-treatment
forr the specialist, and this only for the publicly-insured patients, not for the
privately-insuredd patients. In the experiment, a rather large fee was introduced
forr day-treatment in three of the six hospitals. These were also the hospitals
wheree the parties in the experiment wanted to harmonise goals between the
hospitall and the medical specialists. In the two hospitals where production was
definedd in terms of new patients only, the fee for day-treatment decreased to
zero. .
Forr the day-treatment fee, a positive influence was found upon the probability of
repeatt visits and a negative influence was found upon the waiting period, as
expected.. So, in those hospitals where the day-treatment fee increased, this was
associatedd with an increase in the probability of repeat visits and a decrease in
thee waiting period. As described above, it may be that a higher 'tariff' for daytreatmentt leads to a substitution of day-treatment for clinical admissions and this
mayy cause an attendant increase in the number of repeat visits, since patients
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havee to return to the outpatient department for check-ups and follow-up
treatment.. However, while the positive effect upon the probability of repeat
visitss was found, the expected effects upon the probability of admission and
uponn the duration of the stay were not found.
Thee fee for a repeat visit decreased in all hospitals, except Emmen, in the
frameworkk of making the remuneration for specialists less variable (and less
underr the influence of the decisions of the specialist). In Table 9.7, it can be seen
thatt the fee for a repeat visit has the expected positive effect upon the probability
off repeat visits and an unexpected negative effect upon the waiting period. The
isolatedd effect of the decrease in the fee for a repeat visit in five hospitals is a
decreasee of the probability of repeat visits and an increase of the waiting period.
Thee fee for a patient-day decreased in all hospitals in the study because of the
experiment.. The expected negative influence of this fee upon the probability of
repeatt visits was found and the expected positive influence upon the waiting
periodd was also found. So, the decrease in the fee for a patient day was
associatedd with an increase in the probability of repeat visits and a decrease in
thee waiting period. However, no effect upon the duration of the clinical stay was
found,, while a positive effect was expected.
Tablee 9.8 shows that the effects of 10% tariff changes on treatment are not very
large.. The experiment, however, caused much larger changes in the tariffs and
thesee changes had a considerable influence on three of the four studied aspects of
treatment.. The tariff changes in the experiment shorten the waiting period and
increasee the chance of repeat visits in every hospital (see Table 9.9). They
decreasee the admission rate in five hospitals and increase it in the sixth. They
havee no direct influence on the length of stay. The pattern over disorders and
hospitalss indicates that the lower admission rates do not damage the quality of
care.. The larger probability of repeat visits is probably linked with a substitution
off day-treatment for admissions. All in all, we can conclude that the tariff
changess improved the economical use of care. This conclusion is, however, less
strongg for the Scheperziekenhuis.
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Tablee 9.9 Effect of all parameter revenue changes in the experiment on
treatmentt of a patient
project t

prob.. of
admission n

durationn of
clinicall stay

prob. .off repeat
visit t

waitingg period

ii
11

00

TT

ii

00

tt

ÏÏ

Scheperziekenhuis s
(Emmen) )

TT

00

tt

ÏÏ

Rijnmondd St. Clara
Ziekenhuis s

II

00

TT

ÏÏ

Rijnmond d
IJssellandziekenhuis s

11

00

rr

ÏÏ

Ziekenhuizenn NoordLimburg g
(Venlo// Venray)

11

00

TT

11

MCAA (Alkmaar)
Lievensbergg (Bergen
opp Zoom)

Wee compared the econometric effects of tariff changes with the expected effects
accordingg to our hypotheses. It did not happen that we found the opposite of the
expectedd effect. A number of times, no effect of tariff changes was found, while it
hadd been expected. Vice versa, it happened only once that a significant effect was
foundd where no effect was expected. So we can conclude that the hypotheses
aboutt the tariff changes were largely confirmed.
Thee question remains why some of the expected effects were not found. It may
bee that, for some aspects of treatment, one tariff change is very dominating, such
ass the change in the tariff for a first visit, which may overshadow other
influencess on the admission rate. In any case, the important question of whether
tarifff changes do influence treatment can be answered in the affirmative.
TheThe combined effect upon treatment
Inn Table 9.10 the effect of all changes during the experiment on the treatment of a
patientt is given. The admission rate decreased in five of the six hospitals, which is
thee same result as for just the tariff changes. Naturally, part of this development
iss caused by the tariff changes. The development of medical technology will also
havee contributed to it. As we said, the decrease can be seen as an improvement
inn the economical use of care. In three hospitals, the decrease was much smaller
thann might be expected on the basis of the tariff changes alone. In two hospitals,
thee opposite happened: the total decrease was larger than the decrease from
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tarifff changes. One of the reasons for the difference between the total decrease
andd the tariff-induced decrease is that the admission rate did not decrease (and
thereforee relatively increased) for some (serious) complaints. Other reasons have
too do with the arrangements in the different hospitals that hindered or
stimulatedd the economical use of care.
Thee Scheperziekenhuis in Emmen was the only hospital where the admission
ratee increased because of the lower tariff for a new patient. In the Rijnmond (the
St.. Clara Ziekenhuis and the IJssellandziekenhuis), the tariff-induced decrease in
thee admission rate was intensified, probably because the income was (partly)
flexiblee and day-treatments had a high weight.
Inn the Ziekenhuis Lievensberg, the decrease in the admission rate was probably
curbedd by the problems with the hospital budget. And in the st. Maartens
Gasthuiss and the MCA the fixed budgets probably slowed down the decrease in
thee admission rate. So, it seems likely that the experiment for most hospitals
stimulatedd the economical use of care in the admission rate, but in some
hospitalss the improvement was smaller than it might have been.
Noo influence of the parameter revenues upon the duration of clinical stay was
found,, though an influence of some tariffs was expected (see Table 9.6). So the
durationn of stay for a standard patient did not change because of 'tariff' changes
inn the experiment. However, other influences upon this duration during the
experimentt were found. In Table 9.10 it can be seen that the duration for a
standardd patient increased in four of the six hospitals and decreased in two
hospitalss during the experiment. The general trend was in the direction of
shorterr hospital stays. It seems likely that there was an indirect 'positive'
influencee of the experiment. The increase of the length of stay was especially
foundd for some disorders, where substitution of day-treatment for admissions
wass relatively easy. This probably means that only the patients with a more
severee condition were admitted to the clinic. The length of stay increased most in
thee St. Clara Ziekenhuis, the hospital where the admission rate decreased most.
Furthermore,, the length of stay increased in the st. Maartens Gasthuis, the
Scheperziekenhuis,, and the MCA. The increase of the length of stay in all or
somee of these four hospitals was probably connected with a stricter selection of
patientss to admit to the clinic and therefore with more economical use of care for
admissions.. The length of stay decreased in the Ziekenhuis Lievensberg, and
decreasedd very slightly in the IJssellandziekenhuis. The different development in
thee Ziekenhuis Lievensberg may be because specialists first switched away from
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clinicall admissions under the influence of the financial incentives, and later on
becamee less critical in admitting patients in order to protect the hospital budget.
Att the end of the experiment, the differences in duration of clinical stay between
hospitalss had become smaller. The increase in the length of stay is probably to be
welcomedd in a number of hospitals because it is connected with using care more
economicallyy regarding admissions.
Inn every hospital, the combined effect of all changes in the parameter revenues in
thee experiment is a decrease in the waiting period. So, these financial incentives in
thee experiment worked in the right direction. However, as we have seen, the
actuall analysed waiting periods for the standard patient increased in five of the
sixx hospitals because of other influences. The underlying trend was most
probablyy an increase in waiting times, caused by tension between the increasing
demandd for care and the available budgets. In addition to that, some hospitals in
thee experiment (such as the MCA and the Scheperziekenhuis) experienced an
increasee in adherence (the number of patients served by a hospital). The
hospitalss were compensated for this increase; but for the specialists it was not so
simple.. In the experiment no clear arrangements had been made about the
(possible)) need to attract more specialists to cope with the increase of patients.
Furthermore,, in some hospitals the specialists' budgets were de facto fixed which
removedd the production incentive. In that case, specialists are not stimulated to
takee advantage of more economical use of care to increase production and to
reducee the waiting lists. The final result will also depend on the culture of
specialistss (the habits and value systems formed during the FFS period and the
flexibilityy of these habits and systems).
Thee tariff changes and other changes that stimulated the economical use of care
andd accessibility dominated in the St. Clara Ziekenhuis, the only hospital where
thee waiting time decreased. In the IJssellandziekenhuis, the waiting times only
increasedd a little, because the economical use of care was improved and there
wass an incentive to treat new patients. It is not surprising that the effect was
somewhatt less favourable in this hospital, since the admission rate was already
muchh lower there at the start of the experiment. In the Scheperziekenhuis,
waitingg times increased less than might be expected in view of the developments
inn the workload. The specialists increased their production, although their
incomee was not very flexible. This could well be a favourable psychological
effectt of the experiment. Waiting times increased the most in the MCA and the st.
Maartenss Gasthuis. Probably one important reason is that the budgets of
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specialistss were relatively fixed in both hospitals. For one hospital (Ziekenhuis
Lievensberg),, it is difficult to come to a conclusion. On balance, the experiment
probablyy mitigated the underlying increase in waiting times in three hospitals
andd intensified it in two hospitals.

Ass we saw, the effect on repeat visits of all tariff changes in a hospital in the
experimentt taken together is the same for all hospitals: an increase in the
probabilityprobability of repeat visits. The total effect of all changes during the experiment
nott so uniform: in four hospitals the probability of repeat visits decreases for a
standardd patient and in two hospitals it increases. Whether an increase in the
probabilityy of repeat visits is a desired effect, depends upon the relation with
otherr aspects of treatment.
Thee general trend concerning repeat visits (in the experimenting hospitals as
welll as national) appears to have been negative. This trend is connected with
substitutionn to the primary care sector. The experiment as well as the local
initiativess stimulated this. Increasing waiting times were another stimulating
factorr for more referrals of patients from the hospital to the GP. This substitution
iss in principle a positive influence on economical use of care. The substitution to
thee primary care sector dominates other influences in four hospitals where the
probabilityy of repeat visits decreased. Though it can not be said with certainty, it
seemss likely that in three of these hospitals the decrease had to do with more
economicall use of care. Of these three, the St. Clara Ziekenhuis used the
opportunitiess to combat waiting lists. For the other two, the MCA and the
Ziekenhuiss Lievensberg, this appears to have been less the case. For the fourth
hospitall where the probability of repeat visits decreased (st. Maartens Gasthuis
inn Venlo), the connection is not so clear. The two hospitals where the probability
off repeat visits increased are the IJssellandziekenhuis and the Scheperziekenhuis.
Inn the IJssellandziekenhuis, the increase also seems connected with more
economicall use of care, because it is caused by an increase in day-treatment. For
thee Scheperziekenhuis it is not exactly clear why the probability of repeat visits
increased. .
Consideringg all available information, it would appear that care was used more
economicallyy concerning repeat visits in four of the six hospitals. For the other
two,, it was not clear. That economical use of care was improved does not
automaticallyy mean that there was a favourable effect on patient accessibility to
healthh care. In two hospitals this appears not to have been the case.
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Tablee 9.10 Effect of all changes during the experiment on the treatment of a
patient t
projectt
MCAA (Alkmaar)

prob. of
admissionn

duration of
clinical stay

prob. of repeat
visit

waiting period

II
II

TT
ii

i
i

T
T

Scheperziekenhuis s
(Emmen) )

tt

TT

T

T

Rijnmondd St. Clara
Ziekenhuis s

11

TT

Ï

i

Rijnmond d
IJssellandziekenhuis s

11

ii

t

t

Ziekenhuizenn NoordLimburg g
(Venlo/Venray) )

11

tt

1

t

Lievensbergg (Bergen
opp Zoom)

Appendixx 4.1 Financial arrangements in the five
differentt projects
Projectt 'Noord-Holland Noord'
Backgroundd of the project
Thee experiment with the payment system for specialists was initiated by the
medicall staff of the Medisch Centrum Alkmaar. The basis for the experiment was
laidd during the Lenzerheide-conference of March 1993. At the conference,
specialists,, the management of the hospital and health insurer Univé discussed
wayss to solve the problems with payment of specialists in the Netherlands. As a
resultt of this conference the working party 'Verkenningen' (Explorations) was
established.. This working party produced two reports with essentially three
concretee proposals:
whilee awaiting a new payment system specialists would not be remunerated
onn a FFS basis, but on the basis of just three production parameters: first
visitss to the outpatient department, day surgery and admissions to the
hospital; ;
specialistss would organise themselves better to cooperate more efficiently
andd to ensure their continued status as a contract party;
aa far-reaching integration between hospital and specialists would be created.
Afterr a period of intensive discussion and consultation, the final framework
agreementt was signed by medical specialists, the management of the MCA and
thee Gemini Ziekenhuis in Den Helder and health insurer Univé on 23 December
1994.. This agreement was called 'Tijd voor Vernieuwing' (TW, time for
renewal).1599 The agreement was valid for a period of three years starting 1
Januaryy 1995.

1599

The Westfries Gasthuis in Hoorn later on joined these parties, but was not entitled to
aa subsidy from the Zfr (the supervisory body of Dutch Public Health Insurers).
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Financiall aspects
Thee base-year for the external financial framework was 1993. Determination of
thee internal starting budget of a partnership of specialists took place on the basis
off 1992 revenues (expressed in tariffs of that year). In 1995, every partnership
receivedd the volume of specialist care of 1992, expressed in tariffs of 1992, as a
fixedd budget.160
Forr later years, the (internal) budgets were adjusted to:
thee CBS consumer price-index;
tarr iff-measures of the government from which the ESH-projects were not
exempted; ;
thee FOZ growth-percentage;
thee production of the partnerships in as far as a certain threshold was
crossed. .
Thee budget of a partnership was changed when the production in a certain year
hadd increased or decreased more than 10% compared with that in 1994. The
budgett in the following year was then adjusted by the percentage change, in as
farr as it exceeded 10% (in absolute terms). Thus, a notable element of this system
wass the comparison of production of all years to the 1994 level. The partnership
budgetss were fixed to a large degree, since only large increases or decreases in
productionn were translated into changes in the budgets.
Inn the end, the system was only used to determine the budget for 1995. After
that,, it was decided to harmonise the incomes of medical specialists of different
disciplines,, and the above-described adjustment system was no longer needed.
Beforee the income harmonisation, it was felt that there were unfair income
differencess between specialities, and that these differences would hinder
effectivee cooperation between different partnerships. It was expected that
harmonisationn would give more possibilities to refer patients from one
partnershipp to another, and that harmonisation would make it possible to
promotee efficiency and innovation of care. It is interesting that it was felt that the
abolitionn of the FFS system was not sufficient to promote efficiency, even though
1600

Unless 1992 was clearly a special year. In that case the 'Trendbreukcommissie'
adjustedd the budget.
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thee determination of revenues within a partnership had changed drastically. It
wass

the experience

of

the

specialists

in Alkmaar

that

only

complete

harmonisationn between partnerships would make the desired cooperation
possible. .
Thee chosen production parameters (used before the income harmonisation) were
inn accordance with the FB-system of the hospital. For gate- and non-gate
specialitiess there were somewhat different production parameters (see Table
A4.1.1).. The weights of the different parameters were based u p o n research into
thee amount of time each discipline spends on each of the production parameters.
Thee weights for the different projects are given in appendix 4 / 2 .
Tablee A4.1.1 Production parameters used
gate e
spec. .

non-gate e
spec. .

numberr of admissions

XX

XX

numberr of day-treatments

XX

XX

XX

XX

--

XX

numberr of first visits to the outpatient department
numberr of new clinical patients162

161

xx = used.
-- = not used.
Forr the partnerships that had 'vacancies' at the start of the experiment, a slightly
differentt adjustment system w a s used. From the moment the 'vacancy' w a s
filled,, the budget was increased by half the average fee of a full-time member of
thee partnership, taking into account the remaining part of the year.163

1611

According to the 1994 definitions of the COTG.
Following definitions determined by the Steering Committee of T W .
1633
The budget was further adjusted to the change in production under certain
conditions.. The growth of production in the year preceding the extension was compared
withh the production in the extension year. If the production in the extension year was
largerr than the increase of the budget by half of the average fee, the budget was
adjusted.. It was agreed that, after consultations between the three parties, these rules
wouldd be applied to partnerships who wanted an extension during the experiment.
1622
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Ziekenhuiss Lievensberg in Bergen op Zoom
Backgroundd of the project
Inn 1993, the management and the staff of Ziekenhuis Lievensberg took the first
stepss to install a new payment system. Influenced by national developments thee termination of the 'Vijf Partijen Accoord' (VPA: the Five Parties Agreement)
andd the resulting problems with the payment system - the two parties and
healthh insurer VGZ signed a declaration of intent. In this declaration, they
expressedd their wish to solve together their problems with the payment system
forr specialist care, the control of the volume and the improvement of efficiency
andd quality of specialist care.
Importantt elements of this declaration were the aspiration to develop a new
paymentt system in which incomes of specialists would not be based upon an FFS
system,, while at the same time wishing to find a payment system that does
justicee to the efforts of specialists. After intensive and frequent consultations, this
declarationn was elaborated into a model for a new payment system. During this
phase,, health insurer OZ Breda, ZN and KPZ joined the talks about the proposal.
Inn the middle of 1994, the proposal was accepted by the Zfr as part of the
experimentt concerning payment for specialist care.
Att the beginning of 1995 the contracts were signed and the final approval of the
Zfrr and the COTG was received. The start of the project was backdated to 1
Januaryy 1995. It was also agreed that before 1 April 1998, the three parties would
enterr into consultations about the continuation of the agreement.
Inn the interest of the project, the medical specialists united in the 'Coöperatieve
Verenigingg Vrij Gevestigde Medische Specialisten u.a. (CV: the Cooperative
Societyy of Self-employed Medical Specialists). This society was established
becausee some specialists were employees of the hospital. Moreover, in working
outt the details of the project the participants felt the need to have a separate legal
entity. .
Financiall aspects
Besidess agreements about the structure of the project, the three parties
establishedd a number of financial agreements, though they realised that: "it
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concernsconcerns an experiment and, in a number of respects, difficult subject matter, so t
presentpresent agreement does not offer an exhaustive settlement and so supplementing and/o
changingchanging this agreement may turn out to be necessary to which parties will give the
cooperationcooperation considering the spirit in which parties enter into this agreeme
(translationn from 'Overeenkomst Stichting Ziekenhuiszorg Lievensberg in een
nieuww perspectief 1995'). The main points of agreement were the amount of the
budgett for 1995 and the way in which it would be adjusted in the following
years. .
Thee year 1992 was chosen as a base-year for the external budget. The starting
budgett per partnership was determined by sharing the total external budget for
specialistt care in 1995 over the partnerships on the basis of the 1994 revenues,
withh a division of the surplus per head. The surplus was the available budget for
19955 minus the revenues for 1994. The subsidy of the Zfr was part of the starting
budgett of the partnerships.
Too determine the change in the budget of a partnership for the following years a
parameterr was defined, which was, in principle, based upon the number of new
patients.. The value of this parameter differed among partnerships. It was
calculatedd at the start of the experiment by dividing the partnership budget for
19955 by the number of units of the parameter in 1994. The parameter was based
uponn the front-door principle: the remuneration of specialists was determined by
thee number of patients who came to the front door of the hospital and did not
dependd upon the intensity of treatment the patients received. The 'first visit to
thee outpatient department' was chosen as the relevant concept, since it was seen
ass the most pure expression of the demand of patients for specialist- and hospital
care.. Since the definition of the first visit to the outpatient department is
ambiguous,, it was agreed to define the number of first visits as the 'number of
shortt and year cards' ( for publicly-insured patients) and the 'number of first
visitss to the outpatient department' ( for privately-insured patients) on the level
off the partnership.
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Thee value of the parameter for a partnership did not change during the
experimentt except for a trend adjustment and a change in definition which was
destinedd to be budgetary neutral. 164
Forr

the

budgets

of

radiology, microbiology

and

anaesthesia,

separate

arrangementss were made. After all, these disciplines almost exclusively carry out
thee requests of other disciplines. Therefore there are hardly any patients who
makee first visits to specialists in these disciplines. 165
Thee budget in 1996 was the parameter-value times the production-agreement for
thee number of new patients. So, when the number of first visits to the outpatient
departmentt changed, the partnership budget changed but only within certain
limits.. The internal agreement was that each partnership budget could change no
moree than 5% (increase or decrease, excluding the trend-adjustment of the
parameter).. This meant that the change of the total budget was also within the
b a n d w i d t hh of 5%. An exception to this could only be made for important reasons
andd after consultation. The total budget for specialist care for 1996 (and the
followingg years) was the s u m of the individual partnership budgets.
So,, in Bergen op Zoom, there was a direct relation between changes in
production-agreementss and changes in partnership budgets. Specialists were
directlyy rewarded for helping more patients, as long as the increase did not
exceedd 5%.
Thee

CV played

a role

in implementing these agreements: it

centrally

administratedd the services that were billed by the specialists. This was necessary
sincee the specialists (as described above) continued to bill according to the

1644

The trend adjustment was the annual adjustment to the development of wages and
pricess as used by the COTG for the tariffs of specialist care. The aforementioned change
inn definition of the parameter concerned the introduction of a 'year card' for privatelyinsuredd patients in order to be able to count private patients in the same unit as public
patients. .
1655
For radiologists, the parameter was based upon the system of the 'Nederlandse
Verenigingg voor Radiodiagnostiek (Dutch Society for Radiodiagnostics). For the
microbiologists,, the system used in this discipline was chosen. For anaesthetists, the
parameterr was based upon the part of their activities that concerns pain relief and
intensivee care- and operating-room- activities. For this discipline there was also a safetynet:: if the parameter of the surgical disciplines were to remain unchanged or increase
andd the parameter of anaesthesia to decrease, the budget of the anaesthetists would be
adjusted. .
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existingg FFS system. Apart from that the administration of the CV was the basis
forr calculating the partnership budgets and the total budget in the years after the
start-year. .
Scheperziekenhuiss Emmen
Backgroundd of the project
Att the beginning of 1993, the medical staff of the Scheperziekenhuis Emmen took
thee initiative to explore the possibilities of an alternative payment system. Health
insurerr OLM/ Het Groene Land and the management of the hospital also saw
advantagess in a regional approach and solution for the national problems with
thee payment system.
Moreover,, the reduction in the number of beds caused an increasing shortage of
hospitall beds in the Scheperziekenhuis according to the management. Assuming
thatt the FFS system does not stimulate efficiency, the hospital wanted to
introducee an alternative system that would encourage a more efficient use of the
availablee capacity. The medical specialists and the health insurer also felt that the
paymentt system in use hindered the desired developments. On 20 October 1993,
thee 'Stichting (Foundation) het Scheperziekenhuis in Emmen', the Medical Staff
off the Scheperziekenhuis on behalf of all self-employed specialists, the health
insurerss OLM/ Het Groene Land and KLOZ and KPZ signed a declaration of
intentt to realise a local initiative. Their mutual interest in a local initiative was
describedd as keeping in balance the quality, the volume and the cost of patient
caree in the region.
Inn April 1994, the Ministry made financial support available for the 'Experiment
Emmen'.. In the end, the initiative started on 1 January 1995, and was meant to
lastt for a period of three years. All self-employed specialists participated in the
experiment.. In an agreement among the three parties it was stated that they
aimedd at cooperation with primary care and the patient-platform.
Thee essence of the experiment in Emmen was an alternative payment structure
thatt would fit in better with hospital budgeting and in which changes in medical
treatmentt would have no negative consequences for the budget of partnerships
orr of the hospital. The hospital aimed to be able to treat and admit more patients
fromm the area that was dependent upon the care of the Scheperziekenhuis.
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Thee consequences of changes in treatment for the hospital budget depend upon
thee FB-system, and the compensation for different elements within this system.
Generallyy speaking, hospitals see the financial consequences of substitution of
clinicall admission of patients by day-treatment for their budget as unfavourable,
sincee they are of the opinion that the compensation for day-treatment is
relativelyy low in the FB-system. In the case of Emmen, one respondent stated
thatt the hospital and the insurer had come to an agreement about a favourable
tarifff for the hospital for day-treatment. Such an arrangement was called a 'grey'
productionn agreement between the management of the hospital and the insurer.
Onn the one hand, the FB-system was used in a way that was not intended by its
designers.. On the other hand, it was clear that the FB-system could hinder the
experiment,, if it could not be used in a somewhat flexible way. So, more efficient
treatmentt of patients by specialists did not automatically ensure that the hospital
wouldd have a favourable outcome for its budget, but the hospital could negotiate
withh the health insurer about this point.
Thee goal of the experiment in Emmen was to see whether the alternative
paymentt system would have a favourable influence on the efficiency of care
(withh constant quality) and on the costs of the hospital and the costs of specialist
care.. Apart from that, the initiative would possibly give rise to a better alignment
off the interests of the hospital and the specialists, the transparency and stability
off the payment of specialists would be improved, and the shared responsibility
off the three parties for the provision of care in the region would increase.
Financiall aspects
Thee Experiment Emmen chose 1993 as a base-year for the external budget. The
pointt of departure for the determination of the internal starting budgets were the
revenuess per partnership in 1989. These revenues were adjusted to: the
developmentt in revenues 1989-1992; the tariff-adjustment of 1 April 1993 of 12%;; the number of extra specialists that was formally agreed; and possibly to
thee specific circumstances of a partnership.
Too determine to change in the budget of a partnership in the years after the startyear,, the budget was divided into three elements:
aa fixed element based upon the formally approved number of specialists
(40%); ;
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aa half-fixed element based upon the adherence of (i.e. number of patients
servedd by) the hospital (30%);
aa variable element based upon production (30%).
Thee fixed element was adjusted to the wage-index of the FOZ, and to the
approvedd number of specialists.
Thee variable element for the gate-disciplines was determined by the number of
patient-unitss (see Table A4.1.2). The chosen parameters largely corresponded to
thee parameters in the FB-system of the hospital.
Tablee A4.1.2 Definition of production in the Scheperziekenhuis for gatedisciplines s
productionn parameters

internists,

other gate
spec. .

numberr of admissions

x

x

numberr of day-treatments

x

x

numberr of first visits to the outpatient department

x

x

numberr of repeat visits to the outpatient department

x

x

numberr of consultations for colleagues

x

-

xx = used.

-- = not used.
Thee number of first visits to the outpatient department was defined by adding
upp the number of short cards and year cards and the number of first visits of
privatee patients. For every discipline, weights that expressed the workload were
determinedd for these patient-units. In this way the production of a partnership
wass expressed in workload-units. In October of each year, arrangements were
madee with each partnership about the production for the next year. These
arrangementss determined the variable component of the budget in the next year.
Thee workload-unit was indexed yearly.
Forr radio diagnostics and anaesthesiology (non-gate disciplines), changes in the
productionn of gate-disciplines were included in the calculation of their budgets,
usingg weights.
Inn summary, the agreed payment system, on the one hand, took into account
changess in the volume of care (through the production-agreements), but, on the
otherr hand, made the revenues of specialists less variable than in the old system.
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Forr situations in which the external budget together with the subsidy of the Zfr
wouldd not be sufficient to cover the sum of the internal partnership budgets, the
agreementt was that the three parties would jointly try to find a solution.

Regionall project Rijnmond
Backgroundd of the project
Thee expiration of the VPA and the following stalemate motivated the concerned
partiess (hospital, medical staff and health insurers) in the Rijnmond region to
enterr into consultations on a regional level, about, among other things cost
containment,, the quality and the volume of care. In mid-1993, the regional
consultationss resulted at first in a joint declaration of intent, a 'memorandum',
betweenn the former regional sickness fund in Rotterdam166 and the specialists in
thee region Rijnmond. Following that, the hospitals and other insurers joined in
thee talks. The participating parties were:
stichtingg Samenwerkende Rijnmond Ziekenhuizen (SRZ: Foundation of
Hospitalss Working together in the Rijnmond);
verenigingg Specialistenbureau Rijnmond (VSR: Association Bureau of
Medicall Specialists Rijnmond);
thee health insurers Zilveren Kruis Rijnmond, Onderlinge Zorgverzekeringen,
Zorgverzekeraarr DSW, Zorgverzekeraar Trias and the ZN.
AA Steering Committee was established for the implementation of the
memorandum,, consisting of representatives of the three parties. In the end, this
resultedd in the 'Tripartiete Perspectief Rijnmond' (TPR: Tripartite Perspective
Rijnmond).. A framework-agreement was formulated, which was signed at the
endd of February 1995 by representatives of the three parties, as well as by the
individuall boards of directors, specialists and insurers.
Thee initiative started on 1 April 1995, retrospective from 1 January 1995, and ran
forr a period of three years.
Withh the TPR, the parties initially intended to develop a fundamentally different
paymentt system that would offer medical specialists a guaranteed income and
1666

Before the sickness funds competed, each fund could only operate in its own region.
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thatt could end discussions about specialist incomes. Also, it was meant to
contributee to a lasting promotion of efficiency and of cost containment of
specialistt care and hospital care, and to harmonisation of targets (so that the
incentivess for hospital and specialists would be the same), and to a better cooperationn of specialists with the hospital and the health insurer.
Secondly,, the TPR was meant to give an important extra impulse on a regional
levell to innovation of the contents of care and to quality-improvement. These
goalss were meant to be reached by (among other things) participation of
specialistss in the management of the hospital, by developing care that transcends
thee walls of the hospital (transmural care), by offering support to the primary
caree sector, by developing new relationships for cooperation among different
caree providers, by drawing up protocols for research and treatment and by
reachingg an agreement about quality. Before the start of the experiment, it was
explicitlyy the intention to engage GPs and patient-organisations in the initiative.
Duringg the preparation for the experiment, there had been informal contact with
thee regional patient-platform a number of times. These goals (participation of
GPss and patient-organisations) were planned to be introduced in stages.
Financiall aspects
Thee COTG determined the external budget for the experiment at the level of
individuall hospitals. But the project was working with one external regional
experiment-lumpp sum that was based on the sum of the (by the COTG
determined)) budgets of the partnerships, supplemented with the subsidy of the
Zfr.. The base-year was 1994.
Thee TPR calculated an internal regional lump sum for the experiment. This
internall sum consisted of the calculated budgets of the partnerships based upon
thee volume of 1992, expressed in tariffs of 1 April 1994. When the COTG had
determinedd the final partnership budgets for 1994, it turned out that the internal
lumpsumm exceeded the total external lumpsum. Adding the subsidy of the Zfr
wass not sufficient to cover the shortfall. Therefore, all partnership budgets were
reduced. .
Inn some cases, the choice of the base-year 1992 (for determining the partnership
budgett in the start-year) was unfavourable for a partnership. If this was based
uponn developments that could not be influenced by the partnership or the
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hospital,, the partnership could appeal to a hardship clause. After consultation
with,, and permission of, the Steering Committee, the revenues of 1994 could be
chosenn as a basis.
Thee following system was used for adjusting the partnership budgets in the
secondd and third year of the experiment. The budget of a year consisted of three
components: :
aa fixed component (25%);
aa partly-fixed component based upon adherence (the number of people
servedd by the hospital) (25%);
aa variable component based upon annual production-agreements (50%).
Too realise harmonisation of targets between specialists and hospital, the
definitionn of the variable component was geared to the FB-system of the hospital.
Thee parameters determining this component were:
thee number
thee number
thee number
thee number

of
of
of
of

first visits to the outpatient department;
day-treatments;
admissions;
patient-days.

Thee Steering Committee added weight factors, which expressed the workload, to
thee parameters, as suggested by the specialists. For example, the weights for a
visitt to the outpatient department differed among the disciplines in the
Rijnmond.. But for all physicians of the same discipline, there was a uniform
weightt for the whole region. The weights were valid for the entire period of the
experiment.. Later on, it turned out that the intended harmonisation between
specialistss and hospital was not realised, because of differences in the weights
betweenn the hospital and the specialists, especially for day-treatment.
Thee adjustment of the partnership budget to the variable component (the
developmentt of production) took place on the basis of agreed productiongrowth.. So, the production-agreement for a coming year was compared with the
production-agreementt of the present or an earlier year, and not compared with
realisedd production. It was, however, possible to use realised productionchangess as an argument in determining the new production-agreements during
thee annual consultations.
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Thee 50% share of the variable component meant that the production of a
partnershipp could at the most grow by twice the FOZ-growth rate as long as it
hadd to stay within the external constraints. After all, only half of the growth of
productionn (-agreements) was translated into growth of the partnership budget.
Furthermore,, the partnership budgets were adjusted annually on the basis of the
wage-- and price-index that the COTG used for specialist care.
Thee variable production-component of the non-gate disciplines was linked to the
production-componentss of the most relevant gate-disciplines in the hospital. For
top-clinicall functions, like dialysis or heart surgery, the government determined
separatee growth percentages. Therefore separate production-agreements were
madee for these functions.
Thee regional element was of special importance to the project in the Rijnmond. A
hospitall could agree to a production-growth rate that made the growth of the
partnershipp budgets together exceed the FOZ-norm. In such cases, arrangements
hadd to be made with the specialists on the level of the hospital to pay for this
'extra'' growth by creating efficiency-gains within the hospital budget.
Theree was an 'escape-clause' from the experiment for the participants if national
measuress had to be enforced or if extreme unforeseen developments were to
arisee in the volume or the budget for the region. This concerned 'major
infringementss from the outside'. Arrangements for income harmonisation
betweenn specialities were not among the accepted reasons to leave the
experiment.. The project offered the possibility to adjust the indexing of the
budgetss of the different disciplines in order to decrease income-differences. This
possibilityy was not used, however.
Ass mentioned, it was intended that specialists would make an active
contributionn to not directly patient-related activities, and they would receive
paymentt for these activities. The money would be raised tripartite and deposited
inn an efficiency and innovation fund. It was considered essential for a lasting
participationn in the initiative that any savings resulting from the initiative would
benefitt the participants.
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Regionall project 'Ziekenhuizen Noord-Limburg'
Backgroundd of the project
Inn 1989/1990 a n e w Board of Directors began work in the hospitals in
Venlo/Venray.. They initiated a process of change. It w a s recognised that closer
cooperationn between medical specialists and the hospital-organisation was a
conditionn for satisfactorily reacting to the developments in health care. In order
too realise such closer cooperation, projects were launched to promote the
management-participationn of specialists. The developments concerning the
alternativee payment system fitted in well with these ideas. In 1992 the first
tripartitee consultations took place in Noord-Limburg. These resulted in the
'Experimentt Zorgvernieuwing' (Experiment innovation of care).
Thee parties in this initiative were the 'Stichting Ziekenhuizen Noord-Limburg',
thee health insurer VGZ, (the former) KLOZ and KPZ, and the management of the
medicall staff of the 'Stichting Ziekenhuizen Noord-Limburg'.
Inn March 1995, the specialists, the hospital and the insurers agreed on the broad
outliness and conditions of an agreement. The alternative payment system for
specialistss was introduced retroactively on 1 January 1995. The initiative was
supposedd to run for four years; after three years the effects of the project would
bee evaluated and a decision would be made about continuation of the project.
Thee essence of the 'Experiment innovation of care' consisted of a number of
measuress that gave the specialists peace of mind about their income and
thereforee

created

more

leeway for

innovation

of care. The

experiment

encouragedd the development of an integrated medical organisation. 167 The
partiess expected that a number of goals could be realised by the introduction of
thee n e w payment system. These goals were controlling the cost development in
healthh care, offering optimal care to patients, reducing existing waiting lists, and
developingg an optimal quality and efficiency of care. The removal of the conflict
off interest between the hospital budget and the payment of specialists was
anotherr target of the 'Experiment innovation of care'.
1677

An organisation in which the management and the specialists no longer operated
independently.. The Dutch Minister of Health Care compared this to a good marriage:
bothh partners are working together harmoniously and neither party is dominant.
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Financiall aspects
Thee base-year for the external budget (as determined by the COTG) was 1992.
Thee revenues of 1989 were the basis for determining the internal budget per
partnership.. These revenues were updated to the year 1994 by applying a 12%
increasee and a number of other adjustments (among other things, adjustment to
ann increase in the approved number of specialists). To calculate the level for the
start-yearr 1995, the wage- and price-rises for that year were applied.168 As
mentionedd before, there was a deficit in the first year that was later cleared. For
thee period as a whole, the, partnership budgets had to fit within the external
financiall framework of COTG-budgets and subsidy from the Zfr. It was arranged
thatt partnership budgets would only increase under exceptional circumstances
(throughh adjustment during the budget year, see below), and that the FOZ-norm
growthh would be used to close the deficit.
Thee production was exclusively defined in terms of new patients, despite the fact
thatt harmonisation between the hospital budget and the payment of specialists
wass one of the goals. However, the project had found another way to safeguard
thee financial position of the hospital. It was agreed with the health insurer that
changess in specialist treatment would not influence the hospital budget. This
wass another case of a 'grey' production agreement between the management of
thee hospital and the insurer (as was the case in Emmen).
AA tariff per new patient was calculated to adjust the partnership budgets in the
yearss after the start of the experiment. The concept of a 'new patient' was
operationalisedd by adding up short cards, year cards, repeat-year cards, first
visitss of private patients and clinical cards, with some corrections. The price for a
neww patient was calculated by dividing the starting budget of a partnership by
thee production of 1994, expressed as the number of 'new patient units'. This
calculationn was carried out for every partnership separately. Therefore the tariff
perr new patient differed between partnerships.
Inn the years after the start of the experiment, this tariff was adjusted to the
developmentt of wages and prices (as used by the COTG). In principle, the tariff

1688

Partnerships who found this to be unreasonable could appeal to a fairness clause.
Decisionss about this were taken in tripartite consultation.
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wass supposed to be adjusted to an increase in the intensity of care by a
maximumm of 2%. In practice, however, the latter adjustment did not take place.
Towardss the end of the year, production-agreements about the number of new
patientss for the next year were made by the partnerships. However, a higher
agreedd number of new patients did not automatically mean a higher budget for a
partnership.. As stated above, at the level of the hospital, the aim was to keep the
summ of the budgets constant in order to compensate for the deficit that arose at
thee start of the experiment. Therefore, the growth of production agreements with
thee specialists was limited. Therefore, the project did indeed succeed in keeping
thee total internal budget constant.
Thee project 'Experiment innovation of care' was the only project in which, in
principle,, adjustment to the budgets during the year was possible. It was agreed
thatt this would only take place when the number of new patients changed by
moree than 5% (plus or minus). This system was chosen to avoid a discussion
aboutt an unlimited obligation of physicians to care for patients. In practice, no
usee was made of this system. During the year, the developments in production
weree watched attentively to spot at an early stage discrepancies between the
productionn and the production-agreement.
Thee adjustment-system described above was used for gate-disciplines. For nongate-discipliness the existing system was used in the first year.

Appendixx 4.2 Weights for production parameterss that were used in the different
projects s
Inn this Appendix, the weights that were used in the five projects to measure
productionn are given.

Tablee A3.1Weights per speciality and production parameter in the five projects
(thee share of the variable component in the definition of production is
shownn in brackets after the name of the project)
Alkmaarr (100%)
productionn parameter
speciality y

firstt visit to
outpat.. dep.

repeatt visit

day-treatment t

admission n

patient-day y

cardiology y

1.00 0

00

0.50 0

1.10 0

00

surgery y

1.00 0

00

2.20 0

6.80 0

00

dermatology y

1.00 0

00

2.80 0

7.10 0

00

gynaecology y

1.00 0

00

0.80 0

2.60 0

00

internal l
medicine e

1.00 0

00

0.70 0

1.30 0

00

otolaryngology y

1.00 0

00

0.90 0

2.00 0

00

lungg diseases

1.00 0

00

0.20 0

0.90 0

00

neurology y

1.00 0

00

0.90 0

1.20 0

00

ophthalmology y

1.00 0

00

3.60 0

3.60 0

00

orthopaedics s

1.00 0

00

0.80 0

2.50 0

00

urology y

1.00 0

00

0.80 0

2.70 0

00

rheumatology y

1.00 0

00

0.85 5

1.70 0

00
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Bergenn op Zoom (100%)
productionn parameter
specialityy

first visit to
outpat.. dep.

repeat visit

daytreatment

admission

patient-day

cardiology y

1.00 0

00

00

00

00

surgery y

1.00 0

00

00

00

00

dermatology y

1.00 0

00

00

00

00

gynaecology y

1.00 0

00

00

00

00

internal l
medicine e

1.00 0

00

00

00

00

otolaryngology y

1.00 0

00

00

00

00

lungg diseases

1.00 0

00

00

00

00

neurology y

1.00 0

00

00

00

00

ophthalmology y

1.00 0

00

00

00

00

orthopaedics s

1.00 0

00

00

00

00

urology y

1.00 0

00

00

00

00

rheumatology y

1.00 0

00

00

00

00

Emmenn (30%)
productionn parameter
specialityy

first visit to
outpat.. dep.

repeat visit

daytreatment t

cardiology y

1.00 0

0.25 5

0.20 0

surgery y

1.00 0

0.25 5

dermatology y

1.00 0

0.75 5

gynaecology y

1.00 0

internal l
medicine e

1.00 0

otolaryngology y

admission

patient-day

2.00 0

00

1.50 0

4.50 0

00

1.50 0

12.00 0

00

0.50 0

1.50 0

4.00 0

00

0.33 3

0.17 7

1.67 7

00

1.00 0

0.50 0

1.00 0

5.50 0

00

lungg diseases

1.00 0

0.50 0

1.00 0

3.00 0

00

neurology y

1.00 0

0.33 3

1.00 0

3.00 0

00

ophthalmology y

1.00 0

0.50 0

18.00 0

18.00 0

00

orthopaedics s

1.00 0

0.50 0

2.00 0

7.00 0

00

urology y

1.00 0

0.20 0

0.60 0

2.40 0

00

rheumatology y

1.00 0

0.33 3

2.00 0

12.00 0

00

Weightss for production parameters
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Rijnmondd (50%)
productionn parameter
specialityy

first visit to
outpat.. dep.

repeat visit

daytreatment t

admission

patient-day

1.00 0

00

1.00 0

1.00 0

0.10 0

surgery y

1.00 0

00

4.00 0

2.00 0

0.10 0

dermatology y

4.00 0

00

1.00 0

1.00 0

0.20 0

cardiology y

gynaecology y

1.00 0

00

2.50 0

1.00 0

0.10 0

internal l
medicine e

2.00 0

00

1.00 0

3.00 0

0.10 0

otolaryngology y

1.00 0

00

2.00 0

4.00 0

0.10 0

lungg diseases

2.00 0

00

2.00 0

3.00 0

1.00 0

neurology y

3.00 0

00

0.20 0

1.00 0

0.10 0

ophthalmology y

1.00 0

00

5.00 0

5.00 0

0.10 0

orthopaedics s

1.00 0

00

3.00 0

3.00 0

0.10 0

urology y

3.00 0

00

1.00 0

1.00 0

0.10 0

Venlo/Venrayy (100%)
productionn parameter
specialityy

first visit to
outpat.. dep.

repeat visit

daytreatment

admission

patient-day

cardiology y

1.00 0

00

00

00

00

surgery y

1.00 0

00

00

00

00

dermatology y

1.00 0

00

00

00

00

gynaecology y

1.00 0

00

00

00

00

internal l
medicine e

1.00 0

00

00

00

00

otolaryngology y

1.00 0

00

00

00

00

lungg diseases

1.00 0

00

00

00

00

neurology y

1.00 0

00

00

00

00

ophthalmology y

1.00 0

00

00

00

00

orthopaedics s

1.00 0

00

00

00

00

urology y

1.00 0

00

00

00

00

rheumatology y

1.00 0

00

00

00

00

Appendixx 4.3 Calculation of the parameter
revenues s
Ass stated earlier, we use the term 'parameter revenue' to indicate an amount of
moneyy that corresponds to an element of production, e.g. a new patient.
Parameterr revenues at the start of the experiment
Forr the period before the start of the experiment the official COTG-tariffs for
medicall specialists were used as parameter revenues.169 For privately-insured
patients,, the COTG determined tariffs per visit for first and repeat visits to the
outpatientt department. These tariffs could be looked up in the COTG
documentation.. For publicly-insured patients a different system was in place. A
GPP who sent a patient to a specialist could choose between a 'short card' and a
'yearr card'. The short card was introduced for cases where the need for specialist
attentionn was expected to be short term. The period of validity was one or two
monthss depending upon the specialty. A year card covered treatment by the
specialistt for the entire year. We used the short card-tariff as the parameter
revenuee for a first visit. For repeat visits of publicly-insured patients the
parameterr revenue was set to zero, as there was no separate tariff per visit.170
Theree was no specialist tariff for a clinical admission as such. Specialists could be
paidd for admitted patients in either of two ways: individual services performed
duringg the admission were compensated or - when no services were carried outcompensationn consisted of a tariff per patient-day. This system was used for both
publicc and private patients, with different tariffs per service and patient-day.
Forr day-treatment there was a 'public' tariff for the specialist but no private
tariff.. This did not mean that there was no remuneration for the work of the

1699

The tariffs per 1 April 1995 were used, since it was not always possible to undertake
thee first data collection round before the official start of the experiment (see Section 4.2.3
onn practical decisions).
1700
We might have chosen to use the tariff for an additional card (the difference between
thee tariff for a year card and a short card) as the parameter revenue for a repeat visit.
However,, within the period of the short card, a repeat visit does not bring in any extra
money.. And, beyond this period, only the first repeat visit brings in extra money.
Thereforee we chose a parameter revenue of zero for repeat visits of publicly-insured
patients. .
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specialist.. Usually services would be performed during day-treatment, for which
theree were separate fees.
Parameterr revenues at the end of the experiment
Att the end of the experiment lump-sum budgets for the specialists were in place.
Inn exchange for these lump-sum budgets a certain amount of production was
expected.. This production was measured and monitored using different
productionn parameters for different projects, as described in section 4.1. This
meanss that it is possible to calculate an amount of money that corresponds to an
elementt of production, e.g. a new patient. For this calculation a number of
assumptionss had to be made. We called this amount of money the parameter
revenuee to distinguish it from a traditional tariff. The name 'parameter revenues'
seemedd logical, since different production-parameters each had their own
revenuee in the different projects. The larger this parameter revenue is, the greater
thee financial incentive to the doctor of a new patient is. First, a higher parameter
revenuee leads to a greater probability of a larger budget in the following year,
dependingg upon the exact arrangements for adjustment of the budget in a
project.. Secondly, the higher the parameter revenues, the larger the contribution
iss to meeting the arranged production targets.
Thee parameter revenues at the end of the experiment were the same for publicly
andd privately insured patients. Between the different experimental projects and
specialtiess the parameter revenues differed during the experiment depending
uponn the financial arrangements in the projects (the choice of productionparameters,, the weights for the production-parameters and the adjustment
proceduree over time).
Parameterr revenues were calculated for all production parameters that played a
rolee in the different experimental projects:
1..
2..
3..
4..
5..

first visit of a new patient at the outpatient department;
repeat visit at the outpatient department;
clinical admission (for more than one day);
day-treatment;
a patient-day in the hospital (for each day during an admission).

Thee parameter revenues were calculated as follows:

Calculationn of the parameter revenues
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1.. determine the variable part of the lump-sum budget per specialty for each
hospital; ;
2.. determine the number of production units (see below) that was performed
inn exchange for the lump-sum budget;
3.. calculate the amount of money per production unit;
4.. calculate the amount of money per production parameter (e.g. a new
patient). .
Inn the first step, an assumption had to be made because the lump-sum budget
perr specialty was not known for each project. Since the macro-lump sum per fulltimee equivalent was known for each specialty, we assumed that these could be
usedd to calculate the lump-sum per specialty per project. To do this, the macrolumpp sum per full-time equivalent was multiplied by the number of full-time
equivalentss for each specialty in each project. The lump sum calculated in this
wayy was multiplied by the proportion of the budget that was variable, since in
somee projects the budget was partly fixed. For example, for cardiology, the
macro-lumpp sum per full-time equivalent was 522,466 guilders. In the Medisch
Centrumm Alkmaar, the number of full-time equivalents was 6.5. The budget was
100%% variable. This means that the lump sum for cardiology was approximately
3.44 million guilders, all of which was variable.
Thee number of production units was calculated by using the weights that were
agreedd by the individual project to weigh together the production parameters,
e.g.. for cardiology in the Medisch Centrum Alkmaar a weight of 1 was used for
thee number of new patients (5185); a weight of 0.5 for the number of daytreatmentss (367); and a weight of 1.1 for the number of clinical admissions (2136)
(seee Appendix 4.2 for the weights used by the different projects). This yields a
totall number of production units of 7718.
Thee amount of money per production unit was calculated by dividing the figure
derivedd in step 1 by the figure derived in step 2 (3.4 million guilders divided by
7718)) . For cardiology in the MCA, this was 440 guilders. The amount of money
perr production parameter was calculated by multiplying by the weight of a
productionn parameter. For example, for cardiology in the MCA, the parameter
revenuee of clinical admissions is 484 guilders: 440 guilders per production unit
timess a weight of 1.1.
Too illustrate the difference between the projects, the calculation for clinical
admissionss for cardiology is also described for the Scheperziekenhuis in Emmen.
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Forr cardiology in the Scheperziekenhuis, the same macro-lumpsum per full-time
equivalentt is used as in the MCA, i.e. 522,466 guilders. In the Scheperziekenhuis,
thee n u m b e r of full time equivalents was 3. The budget was only 30% variable.
Thiss means that the variable part of the lump sum for cardiology was only about
0.55 million guilders (522,466 guilders times 3 fte's times 30%).
Thee n u m b e r of production units was calculated by using the weights. For
cardiologyy in the Scheperziekenhuis, a weight of 1 was used for the number of
neww patients (4589); a weight of 0.25 for the number of repeat visits (6614); a
weightt of 0.2 for the number of day-treatments (306); and, a weight of 2 for the
n u m b e rr of clinical admissions (1732). This yields a total number of production
unitss of 9768.'71
Thee amount of money per production unit was calculated by dividing the
variablee part of the l u m p sum by the number of production units. For cardiology
inn the Scheperziekenhuis, this yielded 48 guilders. The amount of money per
productionn parameter was calculated by multiplying by the weight of a
productionn parameter. For cardiology in the Scheperziekenhuis, the weight of
clinicall admissions is 2, so the parameter revenue of clinical admissions is 96
guilderss (48 guilders times 2). This is an example of the magnitude of differences
betweenn hospitals in parameter revenues. The largest difference for clinical
admissionss for cardiology is between the MCA where the revenue is 484 guilders
andd the Ziekenhuis Lievensberg and the st. Maartens Gasthuis where the
revenuee is 0, since clinical admissions are not production parameters in these

1711

This calculation illustrates not just the difference in weights, but also that Emmen
seemss to have a higher production per FTE. This may point to a higher productivity of
specialistss in Emmen, but there can also be several other reasons. For example, it may be
connectedd with a different intensity of support by assistant-physicians or a different
amountt of time spent on direct patient-activities per specialist.

Calculationn of the parameter revenues
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hospitals.1722 Only new patients are counted. The revenues for clinical admissions
andd other activities are included in the revenues for a new patient. In this
respect,, this system resembles the DBC-system (the Dutch version of DRG) that
willl be introduced in the Netherlands (see Chapter 9).

1722

Naturally where a production parameter did not play a role in the adjustment system
off a project the parameter revenue for that parameter was set to 0.
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Appendixx 5.1 Description of the data
Inn Table A5.1 for new patients at the outpatient department the proportion of
admittedd patients is given at the start and the end of the experiment, by group of
patientss with a certain complaint. This is the proportion of patients with at least one
clinicall admission in the observation period of three months.
Tablee A5.1

Proportion of new patients at the outpatient department who were
admittedd at the start and the end of the experiment
startt %

cardiology y

chestt pain

14.7 7

end% %
6.1 1

change e
(PP) )
-8.6* *

1) )

19.01) )

-0.3 3

17.6 6

27.0 0

9.4* *

2.3 3

6.1 1

3.8 8

19.3

surgery y

(suspected)) malignant neoplasm

surgery y

(suspected)) malignant neoplasm,
stomach// intestines/ skin/breast

surgery y

fractures s

gynaecology y

menstruall disorders

12.5 5

16.5 5

4.0 0

internall medicine

abdominall pain

10.4 4

5.2 2

-5.2 2

otolaryngology y

deafnesss in adults

0.8 8

0.5 5

-0.3 3

1) )

otolaryngology y

chronicc cold

0.0

6.0 0

6.0* *

neurology y

lowerr back pain

14.2 2

32.44 1)

28.2* *

neurology y

backache e

37.11) )

20.9 9

-16.2 2

orthopaedics s

shoulderr complaints

10.0 0

4.9 9

-5.1* *

orthopaedics s

backache e

urology y

prostatee complaints

2

total ) )

2.4 4

3.3 3

0.9 9

29.9 9

20.5 5

-9.4 4

11.2 2

11.9 9

-0.7 7

ppp = percentage points
** Significantly changed at the 5% uncertainty level.
1)) Less than 100 patients in the microdata-file.
2)) The totals for the start and the end of the experiment are not directly comparable, since the
compositionn of the group 'new patients at the outpatient department' differs somewhat.
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Appendixx 6.1 Description of data for the duration of
stayy in the hospital of clinical patients
Inn Table A6.1 the average duration of stay for clinical patients at the start and at the
endd of the experiment is given, by patient group with a specific discharge diagnosis.
Thee table concerns the duration of stay for the earliest admission in the observation
period. .
Tablee A6.1

Average duration of stay for the earliest admission in the observation
periodd for clinical patients at the start and at the end of the
experimentt (days)
start t

end d

patientt group

diffe-rence e

cardiology y

acutee and subacute forms of
ischemicc heart disease

11.4 4

10.5 5

-0.9 9

surgery y

malignantt neoplasms of
digestivee tract and
peritoneum m

19.8 8

17.9 9

-1.9 9

surgery y

arteriall disease and disease of
capillaries s

9.5 5

8.6 6

-0.9 9

gynaecology y

femalee genital disorders

7.1 1

6.7 7

-0.4 4

internall medicine

disorderss of the digestive
system m

14.5 5

13.0 0

-1.5 5

otolaryngology y

chronicc tonsils and adenoids
disease e

4.1 1

4.3 3

0.2 2

neurology y

intervertebrall disc disorders

10.1 1

13.5 5

3.4* *

orthopaedics s

internall derangement of the
knee e

4.4 4

5.1 1

0.7 7

10.3 3

10.0 0

-0.3 3

total l
** Significantly changed at the 5% uncertainty level.

Theree are clear differences in duration of stay between the patient groups. The
patientss with malignant neoplasms of digestive tract and peritoneum have a much
longerr than average duration of stay. The patients with chronic tonsils and adenoids
diseasee and the patients with internal derangement of the knee have a relatively
shortt duration of stay. In five of the eight groups, the duration decreased between
thee start and the end of the experiment. In the other three groups, the duration
increased.. For the patients with intervertebral disc disorders who were treated by the
neurologist,, the increase in the duration was considerable. The difference between
thee periods is statistically significant in this case.
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Appendixx 7.1 Description of the data for the waiting
period d
Inn this section, we look at the collected data by discharge diagnosis group and we
comparee the pre-experiment collected data with the post-experiment data. At this
stagee possible differences in the background characteristics of patients between the
startt and the end of the experiment are not taken into account. Therefore, it is
possiblee that the collected data for start and end are not completely comparable. In
thee econometric analysis the differences in background characteristics are taken into
account. .
Firstt in Table A7.1, it is shown what proportion of patients had to wait before the
interventionn could take place. Following that, the duration of waiting is given in
Tablee A7.2.
Inn Table A7.1, the proportions of patients waiting are given by type of illness. This is
thee proportion of patients who had to wait during the observation period of eight
monthss for clinical patients, and concerns only patients for whom an intervention
wass necessary.
Tablee A7.1

Proportion of waiting for intervention at the start and at the end of
thee experiment (clinical patients)
startt %

patientt group

endd %

change e

cardiology y

acutee and subacute forms of ischemic heart
disease e

22.6 6

(PP) )
21.0 0 -1.6 6

surgery y

malignantt neoplasms of digestive tract and
peritoneum m

47.0 0

29.7 7 -17.33 *

surgery y

arteriall disease and disease of capillaries

67.7 7

78.5 5 10.8 8

gynaecology y

femalee genital disorders

63.6 6

71.5 5 7.9 9

internall medicine

disorderss of the digestive system

20.0 0

otolaryngology y

chronicc tonsils and adenoids disease

80.6 6

81.6 6 1.6 6

neurology y

intervertebrall disc disorders

66.2 2

56.3 3 -9.9 9

orthopaedics s

internall derangement of the knee

83.5 5

75.2 2 -8.3 3

61.6 6

60.3 3 -1.3 -1.3

total l

8.5 5 -11.55 *

** Significant change at the 5% uncertainty level.

Itt can be seen in Table A7.1 that the proportion of waiting patients differed markedly
betweenn specialties and diseases. Waiting was more probable for patients with
internall derangement of the knee, with chronic tonsils and adenoids disease, with
arteriall disease and disease of the capillaries, and with female genital disorders. All
off these patient groups had to wait in more than 60% of cases. A relatively small
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proportionn of patients with disorders of the digestive system and with acute and
subacutee forms of ischemic heart disease had to wait.
Itt can also be seen that the proportion of patients waiting decreased significantly and
too a large extent for two groups: patients with malignant neoplasm of the digestive
tractt and peritoneum and patients with disorders of the digestive system. Possibly
thee experiment provided scope to help more patients with serious diseases without
anyy waiting period.
Inn Table A7.2, the frequency of the different waiting periods is given by patient
g r o u pp with different discharge diagnoses. Also the average number of waiting days
iss calculated. 173 It can be seen that waiting periods differ considerably among
diagnoses.. At the end of the experiment the average waiting period had increased for
alll diagnoses. 174 For all types of disease in the study the proportions of patients w h o
weree waiting longer than two months had increased. For practically all diseases
(exceptt internal derangement of the knee) the proportions of patients w h o were
waitingg less than two weeks had decreased. Despite the significant decrease in the
proportionn of patients w h o had to wait at all for the treatment for the diagnoses
malignantt neoplasm of digestive tract and peritoneum and disorders of the digestive
system,, the average waiting period for these diagnoses did in fact increase somewhat
becausee of the decrease of the proportion of patients waiting for a short period.

1733

We have to make an assumption for the average value of the first and the last category.
Forr the shortest waiting period, we assume 10 days as an average, and for the longest
waitingg period we assume 90 days. Since these assumptions are necessary, the absolute
calculatedd number of days for the waiting period does not have to be correct. It is, however,
possiblee to compare waiting periods between hospitals and between the start and the end of
thee experiment, since in all cases the same assumptions were made.
1744
This is also the case when the non-waiting patients are not classified in the first group.
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Tablee A7.2a

Frequency of waiting period for intervention for clinical patients at
thee start of the experiment1)
lesss
thann 2
weeks2))
%%

2 weeks 1 month
to 1
to 2
month
months
%
%

longer
than 2
months
%

average
number
of days
waiting

patientt group
acutee and subacute forms of ischemic heart disease

84.9 9

7.5 5

5.7 7

1.9 9

14.5 5

malignantt neoplasms of digestive tract and
peritoneum m

89.2 2

7.6 6

3.2 2

0.0 0

12.1 1

arteriall disease and disease of the capillaries

55.6 6

22.2 2

12.1 1

10.1 1

25.1 1

femalee genital disorders

50.0 0

26.3 3

14.0 0

9.6 6

25.9 9

differentt disorders of the digestive system

91.8 8

4.7 7

2.4 4

1.2 2

12.4 4

chronicc tonsils and adenoids disease

39.8 8

26.2 2

16.0 0

18.0 0

33.3 3

intervertebrall disc disorders

67.6 6

17.6 6

8.1 1

6.8 8

20.5 5

internall derangement of the knee

25.9 9

20.9 9

15.8 8

37.4 4

48.1 1

58.5 5

18.7 7

10.9 9

12.0 0

25.8 8

total l
1)) Each row sums to 100%. .
2)) Including patients who do not have to wait.

Tablee A7.2b

Frequency of waiting period for intervention for clinical patients at
thee end of the experiment1)
lesss
thann 2
weeks2))
%%

2 weeks 1 month
to 1
to 2
month
months
%
%

longer
than 2
months
%

average
number
of days
waiting

patientt group
acutee and subacute forms of ischemic heart disease

82.7 7

malignantt neoplasms of digestive tract and
peritoneum m
arteriall disease and disease of the capillaries

80.7 7

3.7 7

8.6 6

18.8 8

13.2 2

5.2 2

0.9 9

14.2 2

30.8 8

23.4 4

27.1 1

18.7 7

37.5 5

femalee genital disorders

35.8 8

24.2 2

19.2 2

20.8 8

36.5 5

differentt disorders of the digestive system

91.5 5

1.7 7

3.4 4

3.4 4

14.1 1

chronicc tonsils and adenoids disease

27.8 8

30.0 0

18.8 8

23.5 5

39.2 2

intervertebrall disc disorders

55.2 2

18.4 4

18.4 4

8.0 0

25.2 2

internall derangement of the knee

28.1 1

12.4 4

20.9 9

38.6 6

49.9 9

total l

47.4 4

19.3 3

15.8 8

17.5 5

32.0 0

1)) Each row sums to 100%.
2)) Including patients who do not have to wait.
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Appendixx 8.1 Description of data for the probabilityy of repeat visits for new patients
att the outpatient department
Tablee A8.1

Proportion of new patients at the outpatient department with at
leastt one repeat visit at the start and at the end of the experiment
startt %

end% %

cardiology y

chestt pain

62.7 7

69.5 5

diffe-rence e
(PP) )
6.8 8

surgery y

(suspected)) malignant neoplasms

77.3 1) )

84.21) )

6.9 9

surgery y

(suspected)) malignant neoplasms,
stomach// intestines/ skin/ breast

79.2 2

73.6 6

-5.6 6

surgery y

fractures s

78.2 2

66.9 9

-11.3* *

gynaecology y

menstruall disorders

67.2 2

73.2 2

6.0 0

internall medicine

abdominall pain

79.1 1

78.9 9

-0.2 2

otolaryngology y

deafnesss in adults

72.1 1

67.0 0

-5.1 1

otolaryngology y

chronicc cold

68.5 1) )

75.3 3

6.8 8

neurology y

loww back complaints

75.5 5

64.9

1) )

-10.6 6

neurology y

backk pain

80.0 1) )

69.3 3

-10.7 7

orthopaedics s

shoulderr complaints

79.7 7

67.7 7

-12.0* *

orthopaedics s

backk pain

57.7 7

50.3 3

-7.4 4

urology y

prostatee complaints

89.7 7

81.9 9

-7.8* *

72.8 8

71.4 4

-1.4 4

total2) )
** Significantly changed at the 5% uncertainty level.
a

)) Less than 100 patients in the microdata-file.

2

)) The totals for the start and the end of the experiment are not directly comparable, since the
compositionn of the group 'new patients at the outpatient department' differs somewhat.

Thee proportion of patients with at least one repeat visit differs between the
differentt complaints, but for most complaints the differences are not very large.
Decreasess and increases in this factor are found between the start and the end of
thee experiment. Decreases for three complaints are significant.
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Dee noties achter het experiment met de specialistenhonorering
Dee Nederlandse overheid heeft vanaf de tweede helft van de tachtiger jaren (van
dee vorige eeuw) geprobeerd om de kosten van gezondheidszorg te beheersen.
Dee kosten van specialistische zorg bleken echter niet beheersbaar te zijn zolang
eenn verrichtingensysteem werd gehanteerd voor de honorering van specialisten.
Tariefkortingenn die bedoeld waren om de kosten in de hand te houden, werden
weerr gevolgd door productiegroei, waardoor de kosten alsnog stegen. Geen van
dee partijen betrokken bij de gezondheidszorg was tevreden over deze situatie.
Dee overheid kon haar doelstelling van kostenbeheersing niet halen. De specialistenn ergerden zich aan de discussie over hun inkomen en aan de
tariefkortingen.. Ziekenhuisdirecties hadden een aansturingsprobleem: de toen
nogg volledig zelfstandig werkende specialisten hadden niet dezelfde prikkels en
belangenn als de ziekenhuisorganisatie. Er was daarom grote behoefte aan een
nieuww elan en een nieuwe oplossing. Hieruit ontstond lokaal overleg tussen de
medischh specialisten, ziekenhuisdirecties en zorgverzekeraars, waarin ideeën
werdenn ontwikkeld voor een beter honoreringssysteem voor medisch
specialisten.. Het ministerie van Volksgezondheid (eerst WVC, later VWS) was
zeerr geïnteresseerd in deze ideeën en besloot een aantal projecten te faciliteren
diee aan de voorwaarden van het ministerie voldeden. Vijf projecten namen deel
inn een experiment dat werd geëvalueerd door de onderzoeksbureaus SEO en
Ipsoo Facto. Binnen algemene voorwaarden kon ieder project zijn eigen
uitwerkingg kiezen.
Dee kern van de voorstellen voor een nieuw honoreringssysteem was dat de band
tussenn inkomen en afzonderlijke verrichtingen verbroken zou worden. De
specialistenn zouden dan niet meer 'gestraft' worden voor efficiënter werken met
verliess van inkomen. Het was in alle projecten de bedoeling dat ze de status van
zelfstandigee zouden behouden. In het nieuwe systeem werd een vast budget
vastgesteldd voor de specialisten voor het komende jaar. Binnen een jaar werden
omzett en inkomen dus helemaal niet beïnvloed door het aantal verrichtingen of
inn het algemeen door de productie van de specialist. De productie van
specialistenn werd nog wel gemeten - maar dan op een meer geaggregeerd
niveauu dan afzonderlijke verrichtingen - om een prikkel tot produceren te
behouden.. In sommige projecten werd het aantal nieuwe patiënten gekozen als
eenheidd om de productie in te meten, omdat verwacht werd dat specialisten dit
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aantall uitsluitend konden beïnvloeden door een goede kwaliteit zorg te leveren.
Inn andere projecten gaf men prioriteit aan het beter op elkaar afstemmen van de
prikkelss voor ziekenhuis en specialisten, en werden de parameters van het
variabelee deel van de ziekenhuisbudgettering gebruikt om de productie van
specialistenn te meten (vooral eerste polikliniekbezoeken, dagopnamen en
opnamen).. De budgetten konden van jaar tot jaar worden aangepast afhankelijk
vann de ontwikkeling van de productie of de productie-afspraken. De lokale
projectenn hadden verschillende mechanismen voor aanpassing, waarbij de
budgettenn verschilden in de mate van flexibiliteit.
Hett experiment had verschillende doelstellingen waarbij de verschillende
partnerss en de verschillende projecten verschillende accenten legden.
Doelstellingenn waren: het ontsnappen aan tariefkortingen en vervelende
inkomensdiscussies,, een grotere doelmatigheid van specialistische zorg en
ziekenhuiszorg,, betere kwaliteit van zorg, zorgvernieuwing, kostenbeheersing,
beteree harmonisatie van belangen van ziekenhuis en specialisten en
gemakkelijkerr integratie van deze partijen in het geïntegreerd medischspecialistischh bedrijf, en een betere toegankelijkheid van de zorg.
Onderzoeksvragen n
Dezee dissertatie is gebaseerd op het materiaal dat is verzameld voor het
evaluatie-onderzoek.. In dit stuk wordt een theoretische onderbouwing gegeven
enn wordt de nadruk gelegd op de evaluatie van effecten en daarbinnen op de
econometrischee analyse. Tot het evaluatie-onderzoek behoorde ook een procesevaluatiee die voor een belangrijk deel door Ipso Facto is uitgevoerd. Voor deze
dissertatiee zijn de volgende onderzoeksvragen geformuleerd:
Aangezienn de lokale projecten binnen de algemene voorwaarden veel ruimte
haddenn voor een eigen invulling, was de eerste vraag:
1)) wat werd er precies afgesproken in de verschillende projecten?
Tenn tweede waren er verschillende verwachtingen over het effect van deze
afsprakenn op de behandeling van patiënten en de doelmatigheid. Veel
experiment-deelnemerss die deel uitmaakten van ziekenhuisdirecties of
zorgverzekeraars,, geloofden dat de doelmatigheid vergroot zou worden door
hett afschaffen van het verrichtingensysteem. De artsen daarentegen verklaarden
voorr een belangrijk deel dat zij geen effect verwachtten omdat ze toch al niet
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doorr financiële prikkels geleid werden, alleen door medische overwegingen. De
toenmaligee Ziekenfondsraad (nu College voor Zorgverzekeringen), die het
experimentt en het onderzoek er naar begeleidde, hanteerde het begrip 'gepast
gebruik'' om de doelstellingen van het experiment te beschrijven. Gepast gebruik
hadd de volgende elementen:
1.. effectiviteit en kwaliteit van de behandeling van patiënten;
2.. doelmatigheid van de behandeling (bereiken van een
zorgkwaliteitt met minimale kosten);
3.. kostenbeheersing.

bepaalde

Hett evaluatie-onderzoek was niet gericht op het gedetailleerd in kaart brengen
vann de kwaliteit. Er waren wel een aantal controle-vragen ingebouwd om in de
gatenn te houden wat er met de kwaliteit gebeurde. Het experiment lijkt geen
negatievee invloed op de kwaliteit gehad te hebben, afgezien van een langere
wachttijdd in enkele ziekenhuizen. Het laatste is wel een belangrijke negatieve
invloedd op de kwaliteit. Omdat het ondoenlijk was om alle kosten te meten in
eerste,, tweede en derde lijn, kunnen geen harde uitspraken worden gedaan over
doelmatigheid.. Het is bijvoorbeeld niet duidelijk in hoeverre een verschuiving
naarr de eerste lijn daar tot een toename van de kosten heeft geleid, of in hoeverre
dee ziekenhuiskosten zijn afgenomen door een verschuiving van meerdaagse
opnamee naar dagopname of poliklinische behandeling. Wel kan worden
aangegevenn in hoeverre de behandeling meer "economisch" is geworden, dat wil
zeggenn dat patiënten worden behandeld op een manier die zo min mogelijk intensief
en/ofen/of gespecialiseerd is. In deze optiek is bijvoorbeeld behandeling door de huisarts
(voorzoverr medisch gezien even effectief) een meer economisch gebruik van
zorgg dan behandeling door een medisch specialist. De aandacht van het
onderzoekk was niet in de eerste plaats op kostenbeheersing sec gericht,
aangezienn vanuit een oogpunt van welvaartstheorie de verhouding tussen
opbrengstenn en kosten belangrijker is dan alleen het absolute niveau van de
kosten.. In ieder geval is duidelijk dat de beheersbaarheid van de kosten van
medisch-specialistischee zorg is toegenomen door de invoering van een budgetsystematiek. .
Dee tweede en derde vraag van het onderzoek zijn:
2)) was het experiment van invloed op de behandeling van patiënten (in het
bijzonderr de mate waarin 'economisch' met zorg werd omgegaan)?
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3)) zo ja, waar bestond deze invloed uit?
Dezee twee vragen werden in concreto beantwoord door een analyse van vier
belangrijkee aspecten van de behandeling van patiënten: de kans dat een nieuwe
patiëntt binnen een bepaalde periode opgenomen zou worden (voor meer dan
eenn dag), de ligduur van opgenomen patiënten, de wachttijd voordat patiënten
aann de beurt waren voor een klinische ingreep, en de kans op herhaalbezoeken
bijj de polikliniek voor nieuwe patiënten.
Verwachtingenn op grond van de theorie
Opp basis van de theoretische literatuur en gerapporteerde empirische resultaten
hebb ik het volgende theoretische uitgangspunt voor de analyse gekozen.
Informatie-asymmetriee tussen specialist en patiënt speelt een belangrijke rol. Dit
brengtt met zich mee dat er geen onafhankelijke vraagcurve voor specialistische
zorgg is. De dokter heeft wel meer informatie dan de patiënt in een aantal
opzichten,, maar beschikt niet over volledige informatie. Ook voor hem bestaat er
onzekerheidd over wat de beste behandeling is. Onder deze omstandigheden
probeertt de arts zijn nut te maximaliseren, waarbij de volgende factoren een rol
spelen:: inkomen, vrije tijd, ethische overwegingen, aangenaam werk en mogelijk
socialee goedkeuring. Het belang van de patiënt maakt deel uit van de nutsfunctie
vann de arts via ethische overwegingen. De arts kan zich meer richten op eigen
belangenn als inkomen en vrije tijd naarmate de optimale behandeling onzekerder
iss en de toestand van de patiënt minder ernstig schijnt.
Watt kunnen we binnen een dergelijk theoretisch model verwachten van een
veranderingg in het honoreringssysteem van vooral gebaseerd op verrichtingen
naarr lumpsum budgetten die vaststaan binnen een jaar? De hypothesen zijn de
volgende: :
1.. alle productie die niet meer wordt gemeten in het nieuwe systeem en die
medischh gezien niet strikt noodzakelijk is, zal afnemen;
2.. het aantal verwijzingen zal toenemen voor productie die niet meer wordt
gemetenn in het nieuwe systeem en die wel nodig is, maar die de specialist
niett perse zelf hoeft uit te voeren;
3.. vrije tijd wordt aantrekkelijker behalve als er een bindende ethische
belemmeringg is;
4.. hoe minder flexibel de budgetten van jaar tot jaar zijn, hoe aantrekkelijker
vrijee tijd is;
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5.. hoe meer flexibel de budgetten van jaar tot jaar zijn, hoe meer de
productiee zal toenemen in termen van de nieuwe eenheden waarin de
productiee wordt gemeten.
Onderzoeksopzet t
Eénn belangrijke benadering om de onderzoeksvragen te beantwoorden is het
metenn van veranderingen in de tijd binnen de experimentele projecten. Er zijn
gegevenss verzameld over de situatie vlak voor het experiment (nulmeting), de
situatiee vlak voor het eind van het experiment ( eindmeting, na twee en een half
jaar)) en over de ontwikkelingen tussen die tijdstippen. Een vergelijking van de
nulmetingg en de eindmeting geeft inzicht in het effect van het experiment. Zo'n
vergelijkingg is echter niet voldoende, omdat niet duidelijk is in hoeverre
ontwikkelingenn in de tijd door het experiment worden veroorzaakt.Om rekening
tee houden met externe ontwikkelingen (los van het experiment) was bij de opzet
voorzienn in een controlegroep van niet-experimenterende ziekenhuizen. Door de
ontwikkelingg in de tijd in de experimenterende ziekenhuizen en de
controlegroepp te vergelijken zou de invloed van het experiment afgesplitst
kunnenn worden van overige invloeden. Deze onderzoeksopzet werd echter
onmogelijk,, toen veel eerder dan verwacht vrijwel alle ziekenhuizen in
Nederlandd afspraken gingen maken die vergelijkbaar waren met de afspraken in
dee oorspronkelijke groep experimenterende ziekenhuizen. Het ministerie van
VWSS stimuleerde deze ontwikkeling, omdat men er een kans in zag om de
slependee problemen met de specialistenhonorering op te lossen. Dit betekende
datt het experiment met de specialistenhonorering in feite ophield een
experimentt te zijn. De behoefte bleef echter bestaan om na te gaan wat de
effectenn van de ingevoerde wijzigingen zouden zijn, aangezien over enkele jaren
eenn beslissing zou moeten worden genomen over het beste honoreringssysteem
voorr specialisten voor de langere termijn.
Eenn effect-evaluatie was toch nog mogelijk dankzij het feit dat er veel variatie
wass in de honoreringssystemen die in de verschillende experimenterende
projectenn waren afgesproken. Dit gaf de mogelijkheid om de effecten van een
veranderingg in de 'tarieven' econometrisch vast te stellen. 'Tarieven' hierbij
tussenn aanhalingstekens, omdat het voor de experimentperiode gaat om
geconstrueerdee prijzen die zijn berekend op grond van de budgetten en de
afsprakenn in de verschillende projecten. Deze 'tarieven' verschilden aanzienlijk
tussenn projecten. Verder kon het wegvallen van de controlegroep deels
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gecompenseerdd worden door het intensiveren van de kwalitatieve analyse (op
grondd van interviews, groepsdiscussies en schriftelijke enquêtes). Met behulp
vann deze kwalitatieve data konden de ontwikkelingen tussen de nulmeting en de
eindmetingg beter worden geïnterpreteerd.
Dee onderzoeksvragen werden als volgt beantwoord:
1.. dataverzameling volgens de klassieke opzet van een nulmeting en een
eindmeting.. Hierbij werden de volgende data verzameld:
kwantitatieve data voor ongeveer 1000 afzonderlijke patiënten per
ziekenhuis; ;
interviews met medisch specialisten, ziekenhuismanagers,
zorgverzekeraarss en andere deelnemers aan het experiment;
meningen van patiënten en ziekenhuispersoneel op grond van
schriftelijkee enquêtes;
informatie uit groepsinterviews met vertegenwoordigers van de
eerstee lijn.
2..
3..
4..
5..

Continue dataverzameling gedurende de periode van het experiment.
Combinatie van de verzamelde gegevens uit verschillende bronnen.
Berekening van nieuwe 'tarieven' voor de experiment-situatie.
Econometrische analyse van de gegevens over afzonderlijke patiënten met
gebruikk van de berekende tarieven.

Veranderingenn in het honoreringssysteem
Zoalss aangegeven werd in de projecten de productie van medisch specialisten
nogg steeds gemeten om een productieprikkel te behouden. De projecten
verschildenn in de manier waarop de productie werd gedefinieerd en de
eenhedenn waarin deze werd gemeten, en ook in de manier waarop aanpassingen
vann het budget van jaar tot jaar plaatsvonden. Een overzicht hiervan wordt
gegevenn in de Tabellen S.l en S.2.
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TabelTabel S.l Meting van de productie
projectt

definitie van productieparameters:

MCAA (Alkmaar)

(dag)opnames en nieuwe polikliniekpatiënten

Lievensbergg (Bergen op Zoom) nieuwe polikliniekpatiënten
Scheperziekenhuiss (Emmen)

(dag)opnames, nieuwe polikliniek- en herhalingsbezoekers

Rijnmondd

(dag)opnames, nieuwe polikliniekpatiënten en verpleegdagen

Ziekenhuizenn Noord-Limburg
(Venlo// Venray)

nieuwe polikliniek patiënten en klinische kaarten

Tabell S.2 De aanpassing van maatschapsbudgetten
projectt

maatschapsbudget muteert:

MCAA (Alkmaar)

alleen als de productie meer dan 10% verandert (absoluut) t.o.v. '94

Lievensbergg (Bergen op
Zoom) )

als de productie verandert, maar niet buiten bandbreedte van 5%

Scheperziekenhuiss
(Emmen) )

gedeeltelijk, als de productieafspraken veranderen

Rijnmondd

gedeeltelijk, als de productieafspraken veranderen

Ziekenhuizenn NoordLimburgg (Venlo/ Venray)

als de productieafspraken verandert, maar niet automatisch

Opp grond van de budgetten en de definitie van de producten zijn een soort
'nieuwee tarieven' berekend voor de experiment-periode. De officiële tarieven die
voorr het experiment golden (vastgesteld door het COTG, Centraal Orgaan
Tarievenn Gezondheidszorg) en de nieuwe door ons berekende tarieven worden
gezamenlijkk parameteropbrengsten genoemd. De nieuwe tarieven waren geen
daadwerkelijkee opbrengsten van het verrichten van een bepaalde handeling voor
specialisten,, maar eerder de waarde in geld uitgedrukt van de verschillende
onderdelenn van de productie, zoals gedefinieerd in hun project. Een verandering
inn de productie volgens deze definitie kon gevolgen hebben voor het budget van
hett volgende jaar. De nieuwe en de oude tarieven zijn als factor in de
econometrischee analyse meegenomen om na te gaan of financiële prikkels een
effectt hadden op het handelen van specialisten.
Hypothesen n
Inn Tabel S.3 worden de veranderingen in de parameteropbrengsten samengevat
diee optraden door het experiment. In de tabel wordt per ziekenhuis het
gemiddeldee over verschillende specialismen weergegeven. De veranderingen
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variërenn tussen de ziekenhuizen. Voor de opbrengst van opnamen en
dagopnamenn worden zowel toenames als afnames en een gelijkblijvend niveau
gevonden.. In de meeste ziekenhuizen ging een nieuwe patiënt meer opleveren
enn een herhaalbezoek minder. Het tarief van een verpleegdag nam in alle
ziekenhuizenn af. Daar waar de veranderingen in dezelfde richting waren, traden
grotee verschillen in de orde van grootte op.
Tabell S.3 Veranderingen in parameteropbrengsten veroorzaakt door het
experiment t
project t

eerste e
polikl. .

herhaal l dag--

opnamee

bezoek k opname e

verpleeg
dag g

bezoek k
MCAA (Alkmaar)
Lievensbergg (Bergen op Zoom)
Scheperziekenhuiss (Emmen)
Rijnmondd St. Clara Ziekenhuis
Rijnmondd IJssellandziekenhuis
Ziekenhuizenn Noord-Limburg (Venlo/Venray)

TT
TT
11
TT
TT
TT

II
II

1rr
J

T

tt

1rr
1rr

t
t

i
ii
i
i

1rr
J

r

i

11
II
11

ii

Opp grond van de theorie en gezond verstand werden de volgende effecten
verwachtt van de tariefsveranderingen (zie Tabel S.4).
Tabell S.4 A priori verwacht effect van parameteropbrengsten op de
behandeling g
parameteropbrengsten n opnamekans s

ligd uur
d r

kans s
herhaalbezoek k wachttijd d

eerstee polikl. bezoek

--

??

??

--

herhaalbezoek k

00

00

++

00

dagopname e

--

++

++

--

opname e

++

--

--

++

verpleegdag g

00

++

--

++

Eenn hoger tarief voor een eerste polikliniekbezoek is naar verwachting een prikkel
omm zoveel mogelijk nieuwe patiënten in een bepaalde periode te helpen en dus
zoo doelmatig mogelijk te werk te gaan. Dit kan bijvoorbeeld gerealiseerd worden
doorr patiënten zo snel mogelijk terug te verwijzen naar de eerste lijn, patiënten
diee in de derde lijn thuishoren (bv. verpleeghuis) daar zo snel mogelijk heen te
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sturen,, zoveel mogelijk dagbehandeling in plaats van een opname voor
meerderee dagen, en zoveel mogelijk poliklinische behandeling in plaats van
dagbehandeling. .
Daarr waar er nog mogelijkheden zijn om de doelmatigheid te verbeteren en deze
mogelijkhedenn op grond van de prikkels van het experiment worden benut, valt
tee verwachten dat de opnamekans zal afnemen. Door een verschuiving van
klinischee opname naar dagopname kunnen meer patiënten worden behandeld in
eenn bepaalde periode en met een bepaalde hoeveelheid bedden (als er tenminste
geenn andere belemmeringen zijn). Het effect hiervan op de ligduur en
herhaalbezoekenn is niet direct duidelijk. Bij een doelmatiger behandeling kunnen
patiëntenn met gegeven kenmerken wellicht eerder worden ontslagen uit het
ziekenhuis.. Maar door meer doelmatigheid kunnen ook de kenmerken van
opgenomenn patiënten veranderen. Als alleen nog de ernstiger patiënten worden
opgenomen,, kan voor deze groep juist een langere ligduur noodzakelijk zijn.
Ookk voor de kans op herhaalbezoeken zijn er tegen elkaar in werkende
invloeden.. Aan de ene kant kunnen patiënten na behandeling in het ziekenhuis
voorr controles eerder naar hun huisarts worden verwezen, waardoor het aantal
herhaalbezoekenn afneemt. Aan de andere kant, bij een verschuiving naar
dagopnamee moeten patiënten wellicht vaker terugkomen bij de specialist op de
polikliniekk voor controles en vervolgbehandeling.
Eenn hoger tarief voor een herhaalbezoek aan de polikliniek maakt het
aantrekkelijkerr om controles in het ziekenhuis te doen en minder aantrekkelijk
omm daarvoor snel terug te verwijzen naar de huisarts. Daarom valt een
toenemendee kans op herhaalbezoeken te verwachten. Voor de andere aspecten
vann de behandeling wordt geen effect verwacht.
Eenn hoger tarief voor dagopnamen maakt het aantrekkelijker om patiënten in
dagbehandelingg te behandelen in plaats van klinisch, gegeven het tarief voor een
klinischee opname. Daarom wordt een daling van de opnamekans verwacht.
Aangezienn substitutie waarschijnlijk vooral kan plaatsvinden met kortere
opnamen,, wordt een stijging van de verpleegduur verwacht. Van een
verschuivingg naar dagbehandeling wordt verwacht dat dit meer
herhaalbezoekenn noodzakelijk maakt. Door deze verschuiving wordt een daling
vann de wachttijd verwacht.
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Vann een hoger tarief voor klinische opnamen, gegeven het tarief voor dagopname,
wordtt precies het tegengestelde effect verwacht. Het effect in de praktijk zal dus
afhangenn van de relatieve verandering in de tarieven voor opname en
dagopname. .
Eenn hoger tarief voor een verpleegdag kan een prikkel zijn voor een langere
ligduur.. Dit kan weer leiden tot minder noodzaak voor herhaalbezoeken voor
controless e.d. Op de opnamekans wordt geen effect verwacht. Een langere
ligduurr kan leiden tot een stijging van de wachttijd.
Dee daadwerkelijke veranderingen in tarieven en hun effect
Inn vijf van de zes ziekenhuizen in het evaluatie-onderzoek nam het tarief voor
eenn nieuwe patiënt (aanzienlijk) toe. Dit was vooral het geval in de ziekenhuizen
waarr de productie uitsluitend in nieuwe patiënten werd uitgedrukt. De
schattingsresultatenn voor het effect van de parameteropbrengsten op de
behandelingg worden samengevat in de Tabellen S.5 en S.6. In Tabel S.5 wordt de
richtingg van de effecten gegeven en in Tabel S.6 de verandering die optreedt
doorr een 10% verandering in het tarief.175
Eenn hoger tarief voor een nieuwe patiënt leidt tot een lagere opnamekans, zoals we
opp grond van de theorie hadden verwacht. We hadden ook een effect verwacht
vann de tarieven voor opname en dagopname, maar dit werd niet gevonden bij de
analysee van de patiëntendata. We kunnen concluderen dat het experiment in 5
vann de 6 ziekenhuizen via het tarief voor een nieuwe patiënt heeft geleid tot een
dalingg van de opnamekans. Alleen in het Scheperziekenhuis in Emmen nam het
tarieff voor een nieuwe patiënt af en was er dus een positieve invloed op de
opnamekans.. In Tabel S.7 wordt de richting van het effect gegeven voor een
gestandaardiseerdee patiënt. Dit laatste is om het tariefeffect goed te kunnen
onderscheidenn van het effect van patiënt-kenmerken.
Dee invloed van het tarief voor een nieuwe patiënt op de opnamekans is met een
elasticiteitt van ongeveer -0,4 de grootste tarief-invloed. De elasticiteiten zijn in
hett algemeen bescheiden. In de behandeling konden echter wel belangrijke
verschuivingenn optreden, omdat door het experiment in een aantal gevallen de
tarievenn aanzienlijk veranderden.

1755

Als de procentuele veranderingen in de tabel door 10 worden gedeeld, geven ze bij
benaderingg een elasticiteit weer.
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Volgenss de schattingsresultaten heeft het tarief voor een nieuwe patiënt ook een
negatievee invloed op de wachttijd en de kans op herhaalbezoeken. Het eerste
wass verwacht, het tweede was op voorhand niet duidelijk. Dit is een teken dat
hett effect van patiënten eerder terugsturen naar de eerste lijn domineert.
Voorr het experiment was er geen tarief voor een klinische opname voor specialisten.
Inn vier van de zes ziekenhuizen werd door het experiment een redelijk hoog
tarieff geïntroduceerd. Dit waren de ziekenhuizen waar men veel belang hechtte
aann het harmoniseren van de belangen van specialisten en ziekenhuis. Het
opname-tarieff bleek een negatieve invloed te hebben op de kans op
herhaalbezoeken,, zoals verwacht. De bijbehorende hypothese is dat een hoger
tarieff voor opname het aantrekkelijker maakt om patiënten voor meerdere dagen
opp te nemen, waardoor ze minder vaak hoeven terug te komen op de polikliniek.
Hett verwachte effect op de opnamekans werd echter niet gevonden. Volgens de
schattingsresultatenn is het opname-tarief alleen van belang voor de kans op
herhaalbezoeken,, terwijl een effect werd verwacht op alle onderzochte aspecten.
Tabell S.5 Econometrisch bepaald effect van parameteropbrengsten op de
behandelingg *
parameteropbrengstenn

opnamekans

eerstee polikl. bezoek

ligduur

kans s
herhaalbezoek

wachttijd

00

herhaalbezoekk

0

00

+

dagopnamee

0

00

+

opnamee

0

00

-

0

verpleegdagg

0

00

-

+

*:: alle effecten in de tabel zijn significant op minstens 90% niveau
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Tabell S.6 Econometrisch bepaald effect van parameteropbrengsten op de
behandelingg * (% effect van een 10% verandering)
kans s
parameteropbrengstenn
eerstee polikl. bezoek

opnamekans

ligduur

herhaalbezoek

wachttijd

-4.3

-

-0.5

-1.3

herhaalbezoekk

-

-

0.3

-0.4

dagopnamee

-

-

0.6

-1.0

opnamee

-

-

-0.3

verpleegdagg

-

-

-0.3

1.1

*:: alle effecten in de tabel zijn voor een gemiddelde patiënt gegeven de tarieven aan het einde van
hett experiment (zoals in de tabellen voor het effect van de parameteropbrengsten in hoofdstuk 5
t / mm 8)

Aann het begin van het experiment gold een bescheiden tarief voor dagopname voor
dee specialist, alleen voor verplicht verzekerde patiënten. In drie van de zes
ziekenhuizenn ging het tarief voor een dagopname flink omhoog door het
experiment.. In de twee ziekenhuizen waar men productie alleen in nieuwe
patiëntenn uitdrukte, daalde het tarief voor dagopname naar nul. Dit tarief bleek
eenn positief effect te hebben op de kans op herhaalbezoeken en een negatief
effectt op de wachttijd. Beide effecten zijn in overeenstemming met de
verwachtingen,, maar het verwachte significante effect op de andere aspecten van
dee behandeling werd niet gevonden.
Aangezienn men de beloning voor de specialist minder afhankelijk wilde maken
vann diens eigen beslissingen, daalde het tarief voor een herhaalbezoek in alle
ziekenhuizenn behalve het Scheperziekenhuis. Dit tarief heeft het verwachte
positievee effect op de kans op herhaalbezoeken en een niet verwacht negatief
effectt op de wachttijd.
Dee opbrengst van een verpleegdag nam in alle ziekenhuizen in het onderzoek af. De
verwachtee positieve invloed op de wachttijd werd gevonden, en ook de
verwachtee negatieve invloed op het aantal herhaalbezoeken: dat wil zeggen,
doorr de afname van het verpleegdagtarief namen wachttijden af en herhaalbezoekenn toe. De eveneens verwachte positieve invloed op de ligduur werd
echterr niet gevonden.
Dee tariefsveranderingen die door het experiment optraden hadden aanzienlijke
invloedd op drie van de vier onderzochte aspecten van de behandeling. Deze
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leiddenn tot een kortere wachttijd en een hogere kans op herhaalbezoeken in alle
ziekenhuizenn (zie Tabel S.7). De tariefsveranderingen verlagen de opnamekans
inn vijf ziekenhuizen en verhogen deze in het zesde. Er is geen directe invloed op
dee ligduur. Het patroon van verschillen tussen ziekten en ziekenhuizen wijst er
opp dat de veranderingen niet schadelijk zijn voor de kwaliteit van de zorg. De
groteree kans op herhaalbezoeken hangt waarschijnlijk samen met een
verschuivingg naar dagbehandeling. Alles bijeen genomen kunnen we
concluderenn dat de tariefsveranderingen gunstig zijn voor de doelmatigheid.
Dezee conclusie gaat in mindere mate op voor het Scheperziekenhuis.
Tabell S.7 Effect van alle veranderingen in parameteropbrengsten in het
experimentt op de behandeling van een patiënt
projectt

opnamekans

ligduur

kans s
herhaalbezoek

wachttijd

MCAA (Alkmaar)

00

Lievensbergg (Bergen
opp Zoom)

00

TT
TT

ii
ii

Scheperziekenhuis s
(Emmen) )

00

tt

ïï

Rijnmondd St. Clara
Ziekenhuis s

LL

0

TT

ïï

Rijnmond d
IJssellandziekenhuis s

ll

o

TT

ïï

Ziekenhuizenn NoordLimburg g
(Venlo// Venray)

LL

TT

11

0

Uitt een vergelijking van de econometrische effecten van tariefsveranderingen
mett de verwachte effecten blijkt dat nergens het tegenovergestelde effect van de
verwachtingg gevonden werd. Het gebeurde wel een aantal keren dat geen effect
werdd gevonden van een verandering, terwijl dit wel was verwacht. Omgekeerd
gebeurdee het maar eenmaal dat een significant effect werd gevonden terwijl dit
niett was verwacht. In grote trekken zijn de hypothesen over de tariefseffecten
duss uitgekomen.
Dee vraag blijft nog waarom sommige van de verwachte effecten niet zijn
gevonden.. Een mogelijke verklaring is dat voor sommige aspecten van de
behandelingg één belangrijke tariefswijziging domineert, zoals de stijging in het
tarieff voor een nieuwe patiënt bij de opnamekans. In ieder geval kan de
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belangrijkee vraag of tariefswijzigingen überhaupt invloed hebben op de
behandeling,, bevestigend worden beantwoord.
Hett totale effect op de behandeling
Inn Tabel S.8 wordt het berekende effect gegeven van alle veranderingen tijdens
hett experiment op de behandeling van patiënten. De opnamekans nam in vijf
vann de zes ziekenhuizen af, hetzelfde effect als wanneer we alleen naar de
tariefsveranderingenn kijken. Deze ontwikkeling wordt uiteraard deels
veroorzaaktt door de tariefsverandering (de stijging van het tarief voor een
nieuwee patiënt). De medisch-technologische ontwikkeling zal ook bijgedragen
hebbenn aan de daling van de opnamekans. Deze daling kan gezien worden als
eenn meer economisch gebruik van zorg, als tenminste de kwaliteit van zorg geen
schadee oploopt. In drie ziekenhuizen was de totale daling van de opnamekans
veell kleiner dan alleen op grond van het tariefeffect verwacht zou worden. In
tweee ziekenhuizen gebeurde het omgekeerde: de daling was groter. De
verschillenn tussen de totale verandering in de opnamekans en die veroorzaakt
doorr de tarieven hebben o.a. te maken met het feit dat voor sommige ernstige
klachtenn de opnamekans niet afnam (en daarmee relatief ten opzichte van de
anderee klachten toenam). Op zichzelf is het geruststellend met het oog op de
kwaliteitt van de behandeling dat juist bij ernstige klachten de opnamekans niet
afnam.. Andere verschillen tussen het totale effect en het tariefeffect hebben te
makenn met verschillende afspraken in ziekenhuizen, die de doelmatigheid
stimulerenn of juist hinderen.
Hett Scheperziekenhuis in Emmen was het enige ziekenhuis waar de
opnamekanss juist toenam door de daling van het tarief voor een nieuwe patiënt.
Inn de Rijnmond (St. Clara Ziekenhuis en IJssellandziekenhuis) werd de daling
vann de opnamekans door het tariefeffect versterkt door andere factoren,
waarschijnlijkk de gedeeltelijke flexibiliteit van het budget voor het volgende jaar
enn het hoge gewicht van dagopnamen.
Inn het Ziekenhuis Lievensberg is de daling van de opnamekans afgeremd,
waarschijnlijkk door de problemen met het ziekenhuisbudget. En in het st.
Maartenss Gasthuis en het MCA is de daling van de opnamekans waarschijnlijk
afgeremdd door het gebrek aan flexibiliteit in de budgetten. We kunnen dus
concluderenn dat het experiment voor de meeste ziekenhuizen het economisch
omgaann met opnamen heeft verbeterd, maar voor sommige ziekenhuizen was de
afnamee kleiner dan mogelijk was geweest.
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Err werd geen invloed van de tarieven op de Iigduur gevonden. Veranderingen in
dee Iigduur hadden dus niet te maken met tariefsveranderingen, maar er waren
well andere invloeden op de Iigduur. Uit Tabel S.8 blijkt dat de Iigduur voor een
'standaard-patiënt'' toenam in vier ziekenhuizen en afnam in de twee andere. De
algemenee trend in die periode was in de richting van kortere ligduren. Het lijkt
err op dat het experiment indirect leidde tot langere ligduren. De toename werd
voorall gevonden voor een aantal aandoeningen waar de substitutie naar
dagopnamee relatief gemakkelijk was. Dit wijst er op dat alleen patiënten in
ernstigerr toestand nog voor meerdere dagen werden opgenomen. De
verpleegduurr nam het meest toe in het St. Clara Ziekenhuis, waar de
opnamekanss het meest was afgenomen. Bovendien nam de verpleegduur toe in
hett st. Maartens Gasthuis, het Scheperziekenhuis en het MCA. Deze toename van
dee Iigduur in alle vier de ziekenhuizen had waarschijnlijk te maken met een
strengeree selectie van op te nemen patiënten en dus met meer economisch
gebruikk van zorg.
Dee Iigduur nam af in het Ziekenhuis Lievensberg en nam heel licht af in het
IJssellandziekenhuis.. De afwijkende ontwikkeling in het Ziekenhuis Lievensberg
kann er mee te maken hebben dat specialisten eerst minder gingen opnemen
onderr invloed van de financiële prikkels en hier vervolgens weer op terug
kwamenn om het ziekenhuisbudget te beschermen. Aan het eind van het
experimentt waren de verschillen in verpleegduur tussen ziekenhuizen kleiner
geworden.. De toename van de Iigduur die in een aantal ziekenhuizen is
opgetredenn is waarschijnlijk een gewenste ontwikkeling, omdat deze samen
schijntt te hangen met een meer economisch omgaan met het opnemen van
patiënten. .
Hett effect van alle veranderingen in tarieven samen is voor ieder onderzocht
ziekenhuiss een daling van de wachttijd. Deze financiële prikkels werkten dus in
dee gewenste richting. Zoals we gezien hebben is de daadwerkelijke wachttijd
voorr de gestandaardiseerde patiënt juist toegenomen in vijf van de zes
ziekenhuizen.. Er waren dus andere invloeden die minder gunstig waren. De
onderliggendee macro-trend was naar alle waarschijnlijkheid een toename van de
wachttijden,, veroorzaakt doordat de budgetten niet voldoende toenamen om de
groeii in de vraag op te vangen. Verder was er in sommige onderzochte
ziekenhuizenn (zoals het MCA en het Scheperziekenhuis) een toename van de
adherentie.. De ziekenhuizen werden hiervoor gecompenseerd, maar voor de
specialistenn lag dat niet zo eenvoudig. In het experiment waren geen duidelijke
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afsprakenn gemaakt over wat er zou gebeuren als men meer specialisten wilde
aantrekken.. Bovendien waren in sommige ziekenhuizen de specialistenbudgettenn in feite 'vastgeprikt' waardoor er geen enkele prikkel tot produceren
meerr was. In dat geval is er geen stimulans voor specialisten om de toegenomen
doelmatigheidd aan te grijpen als mogelijkheid om de productie te vergroten en
dee wachtlijsten te bestrijden. Het uiteindelijke resultaat hangt mede af van de
cultuurr onder medisch specialisten in een ziekenhuis of een maatschap.
Dee tariefsveranderingen en andere veranderingen die de doelmatigheid en
toegankelijkheidd stimuleerden, domineerden in het St. Clara Ziekenhuis, het
enigee ziekenhuis waar de wachttijd afnam. In het IJssellandziekenhuis nam de
wachttijdd slechts weinig toe, omdat de doelmatigheid toenam en er ook een
prikkell was om meer nieuwe patiënten te behandelen. Het is niet verbazend dat
dee verandering hier wat minder gunstig was dan in het St. Clara Ziekenhuis,
aangezienn het IJssellandziekenhuis aan het begin van het experiment al een veel
lageree opnamekans had. In het Scheperziekenhuis nam de wachttijd relatief
weinigg toe gezien de omstandigheden. Dit kan mogelijk worden verklaard uit
gunstigee psychologische effecten van het experiment. De wachttijden namen het
meestt toe in het MCA en het st. Maartens Gasthuis. Een belangrijke reden
hiervoorr is waarschijnlijk dat de budgetten relatief vast waren van jaar tot jaar in
dezee ziekenhuizen. Voor het Ziekenhuis Lievensberg is het moeilijk om een
conclusiee te trekken. Alles bij elkaar lijkt het waarschijnlijk dat het experiment in
driee ziekenhuizen de onderliggende stijging van de wachttijden heeft afgeremd
enn in twee ziekenhuizen juist nog heeft versterkt.
Zoalss we hebben gezien, leiden alle tariefsveranderingen door het experiment
samenn tot een toename van de kans op herhaalbezoeken in alle ziekenhuizen.
Hett totale effect van alle experiment-veranderingen verschilt tussen
ziekenhuizen:: in vier ziekenhuizen neemt de kans op herhaalbezoeken af en in
tweee toe. Of zo'n toename gewenst is, hangt af van de relatie met andere
aspectenn van de behandeling.
Dee algemene trend schijnt een daling van herhaalbezoeken te zijn, zowel in de
experimenterendee ziekenhuizen als in Nederland als geheel. Deze trend hangt
samenn met een verschuiving naar de eerste lijn, die zowel door het experiment
alss door de lokale initiatieven (de navolging van het experiment in vrijwel geheel
Nederland)) werd gestimuleerd. De toenemende wachttijden waren nog een
stimulanss voor het meer verwijzen naar de eerste lijn. In beginsel is dit goed voor
hett economisch gebruik van zorg. Deze substitutie naar de eerste lijn domineert
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anderee factoren in de ziekenhuizen waar de kans op herhaalbezoeken afnam.
Hoewell het niet met zekerheid gezegd kan worden, lijkt het er op dat in drie van
dezee ziekenhuizen de afname van herhaalbezoeken te maken had met een
doelmatigerr behandeling. Van deze drie greep het St. Clara Ziekenhuis dit aan
omm de wachtlijsten te bestrijden. Bij de andere twee, het MCA en het Ziekenhuis
Lievensberg,, lijkt dit minder het geval te zijn geweest. In het vierde ziekenhuis
waarr de kans op herhaalbezoeken afnam, het st. Maartens Gasthuis, is niet zo
duidelijkk waar dit door kwam. De kans op herhaalbezoeken nam toe in het
IJssellandziekenhuiss en het Scheperziekenhuis. In het IJssellandziekenhuis lijkt
dee toename samen te hangen met een economischer behandeling, aangezien
dezee waarschijnlijk wordt veroorzaakt door meer dagbehandeling. Voor het
Scheperziekenhuiss is niet precies duidelijk waarom de kans op herhaalbezoeken
toeneemt. .
Allee beschikbare informatie in aanmerking nemend, lijkt het er op dat het
economischh gebruik van zorg op het punt van herhaalbezoeken verbeterde in
vierr van de zes ziekenhuizen. Voor de andere twee is het mechanisme niet
duidelijk.. Dat de behandeling meer economisch werd, wil niet zonder meer
zeggenn dat de toegankelijkheid tot de zorg ook verbeterde. Dit lijkt in twee
ziekenhuizenn niet het geval te zijn geweest.
Tabell S.8 Effect van alle veranderingen gedurende het experiment op de
behandelingg van een patiënt
projectt

opnamekans

MCAA (Alkmaar)

|

ligduur

kans s
herhaalbezoek

wachttijd

Lievensbergg (Bergen
opp Zoom)

j,

TT
11

1
1

T
T

Scheperziekenhuiss
(Emmen) )

f

TT

T

T

Rijnmondd St. Clara
Ziekenhuis s

J,

TT

1

1

Rijnmondd
IJssellandziekenhuis s

|

11

T

T

Ziekenhuizenn NoordLimburg g
(Venlo/Venray) )

i

TT

ï

T
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Conclusies s
Uitt de econometrische analyse blijkt dat veranderingen in tarieven inderdaad
eenn invloed hebben op de behandeling van patiënten. Verder kan met redelijke
zekerheidd gezegd worden dat andere veranderingen door het experiment ook de
behandelingg hebben beïnvloed. Dit valt af te leiden uit de combinatie van
theoretische,, econometrische en kwalitatieve analyse. Het gaat hier om
veranderingenn als het minder variabel worden van het inkomen van specialisten,
dee interactie tussen de financiering van het ziekenhuis en van de specialisten, en
organisatorischee en psychologische veranderingen.
Hett effect van het experiment op de opnamekans, de verpleegduur, de kans op
herhaalbezoekenn en de wachttijd werd geanalyseerd. Uit de analyse blijkt dat de
tariefswijzingenn van het experiment een 'zuinig' (economisch) gebruik van zorg
hebbenn bevorderd. De andere veranderingen hadden zowel gewenste als
ongewenstee effecten. De gunstige effecten hingen samen met een betere relatie
tussenn ziekenhuis en specialisten en met een nog deels variabel inkomen dat als
productieprikkell werkte. Minder gewenste effecten hadden vooral te maken met
dee botsende financieringssystemen voor het ziekenhuis en specialisten en met
hett 'bevriezen' van de budgetten van specialisten in sommige ziekenhuizen,
waardoorr er geen productieprikkel meer was. Alles bijeen genomen zijn door het
experimentt de beslissingen over opnamen en herhaalbezoeken waarschijnlijk
meerr economisch geworden. Voor de wachttijden is het resultaat gemengd. Het
experimentt heeft in drie ziekenhuizen waarschijnlijk een gunstige invloed gehad
opp de onderliggende trend van stijgende wachttijden, terwijl in twee
ziekenhuizenn met vaste budgetten de problemen nog verergerd werden.
Beleidsimplicaties s
Hett onderzoek levert de volgende implicaties op voor het beleid aangaande
honoreringg van medisch specialisten:
1.. het is belangrijk dat er een productieprikkel is (op een niet te gedetailleerd
niveau)) om de inspanningen op peil te houden;
2.. het is belangrijk te beschikken over betrouwbare productie-indicatoren en
actuelee informatie daarover om te controleren voor 'creatief coderen' in
reactiee op de productieprikkel;
3.. ziekenhuis en specialisten moeten gelijkgerichte financiële prikkels
hebben; ;
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4.. juist als er een productieprikkel is, is het belangrijk dat er 'tegenkrachten'
zijnn tegen "supplier-induced demand";
5.. het brengt afbreuk-risico's met zich mee om een oud honoreringssysteem
langeree tijd als schaduwsysteem te handhaven;
6.. het verlangen naar kostenbeheersing moet gezien worden in relatie tot het
beoogdee resultaat van de gezondheidszorg;
7.. er moet rekening mee worden gehouden dat financiële prikkels in één
deell van de gezondheidszorg leiden tot substitutie naar andere delen.
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assistant-geneeskundige niet in opleiding; literally: 'assistant to
thee physician- not in training', a person who has finished medical
schooll but who is not currently being educated to become a
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AWBZ::

Algemene Wet Bijzondere Ziektekosten; Exceptional Medical
Expensess Act

CBS::

Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek; Netherlands Central Bureau of
Statistics s

COTG::

Centraal Orgaan Tarieven Gezondsheidszorg; National Health
Tariffss Authority

CPB::

Centraal Planbureau; Netherlands Bureau for Economie Policy
Analysis s

CTG::

College Tarieven Gezondheidszorg; National
Authorityy (new name for the COTG)

DBC::

Diagnose-Behandel-Combinatie; Diagnosis-treatmentcombinationn (Dutch version of DRG)

Health

Tariffs

DRG::

Diagnosis Related Groups

ESH::

Experiment Specialistenhonorering; Experiment with the Payment
Systemm for Medical Specialists

FB::

Functiegerichte

Budgettering; Functionally-oriented

Budgeting

systemm of the hospital
FFS::

fee-for-service

FOZ::

Financieel Overzicht Zorg; Financial Review of the Care Sector

GP::

General Practitioner

KLOZ::

Kontaktorgaan Landelijke Organisaties van Ziektekostenverzekeraars;; Contact Agency for National Organisations of Health
Insurers s
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Kontaktcommissie Publiekrechtelijke Ziektekostenverzekeringen;
Publicc Servants' Health Insurance Schemes Contact Committee

LHV::

Landelijke Huisartsen Vereniging; Dutch Association of Family
Doctors s

LSV::

Landelijke Specialisten Vereniging; National Association of Medical
Specialists s

MCA::

Medisch Centrum Alkmaar (name of the hospital in Alkmaar that
tookk part in the study)

NPCF::

Nederlandse Patiënten Consumenten Federatie; Dutch Federation
off Patients/Consumers

NVZ::

Nederlandse Vereniging van Ziekenhuizen; Dutch Association of
Hospitals s

NZr::

Nationale Ziekenhuisraad; National Hospital Council

OMS::
PID::

Orde van Medisch Specialisten; Order of Medical Specialists
Physician Induced Demand

RIVM::

Rijksinstituut voor Volksgezondheid en Milieu; National Institute
forr Health and the Environment

SCP::

Sociaal en Cultureel Planbureau; Social and Cultural Planning
Officee of the Netherlands

SEO::

Stichting voor Economisch Onderzoek der Universiteit van
Amsterdam;; Foundation for Economie Research of the University
off Amsterdam

TPR::

Tripartiete Perspectief Rijnmond; Tripartite Perspective Rijnmond
(Regionall Project Rijnmond)

VNZ::

Vereniging van Nederlandse Ziekenfondsen; Association of Dutch
Sicknesss Funds

VPA::

Vijf partijen Akkoord; Five Parties Agreement
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VWS::

Volksgezondheid, Welzijn en Sport; Public health, Welfare and
Sport t

WVC::

Welzijn, Volksgezondheid en Cultuur; Welfare, Public health and
Culture e

Zfr::

Ziekenfondsraad; Sickness Fund Council (the supervisory body of
Dutchh Public Health Insurers)

ZFW::

Ziekenfondswet; Health Insurance Act

ZN::

Zorgverzekeraars Nederland; Health Insurers the Netherlands
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Stellingenn bij proefschrift van Esther Mot
1.. Zolang er informatie-asymmetrie in de zorg is, is er geen ideale manier om
specialistenn te honoreren.
2.. Bij betaling van specialisten per verrichting dreigt het risico van 'supplierinducedd demand'; bij vaste betaling dreigen de risico's van 'supplier-reduced
demand',, langere wachttijden en afwenteling op andere delen van de
gezondheidszorg. .
3.. Gegeven de riformatie-asymmetrie in de zorg is een mengvorm van vaste en
variabelee honorering optimaal.
4.. Bij hantering van een nutsfunctie die ook eigen belangen (zoals inkomen en vrije
tijd)) omvat, bestaat er geen betaalwijze waarbij specialisten zich uitsluitend door
medischee overwegingen laten leiden.
5.. Op grond van de economische theorie hoeven specialisten zich er niet voor te
schamenn dat ze zich door meer dan alleen medische overwegingen laten
beïnvloeden.. Het is in economische modellen van het gedrag van personen zeer
gebruikelijkk dat inkomen en vrije tijd deel uitmaken van de nutsfunctie en dus
eenn rol spelen bij het maken van keuzen.
6.. Het is echter niet onmogelijk dat inkomen en vrije tijd een bijzondere invloed
uitoefenenn op specialisten vergeleken bij andere hoogopgeleiden met een even
hoogg inkomen die in loondienst zijn. Het jarenlange gebruik van een
verrichtingensysteemm kan vrijgevestigde specialisten gevoeliger gemaakt hebben
voorr financiële prikkels.
7.. Veel mensen geven aan hun gezondheid heel belangrijk te vinden, maar willen
daarvoorr toch niet hun aangename ongezonde gewoonten opgeven, of slagen
daarr niet in.
8.. Het is veel prettiger als gezondheidseconoom in een ziekenhuis te komen dan als
patiënt. .
9.. Om de flexibiliteit op de arbeidsmarkt te bevorderen en de files terug te dringen,
kann het kabinet beter geld besteden aan afschaffing van de overdrachtsbelasting
dann aan afschaffing van de onroerende zaakbelasting.

